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In memory of my parents, Roy and Lois, curious supporters of my 
sometimes perplexing journeys into and across the American tropics.
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Selected Timeline for Cattle Ranching 
in Mato Grosso, !"#$s–!%#$

!"#$s Establishment of Spanish Jesuit missions in territory that would 
become Mato Grosso; cattle reportedly part of the missions

!%!# Discovery of gold and founding of Cuiabá
!%&' First record of nonmission cattle in Mato Grosso
!%"$ Treaty of Madrid
!%(% Expulsion of Jesuits from Spanish territories
!%%$s–!%#$s First fazendas reais (royal ranches) established; with inde-

pendence, became fazendas nacionaes
!%%# Founding of Albuquerque (Corumbá) and a fort at Miranda
!#&& Brazilian independence
!#&$s First reports of the existence of Jacobina ranch in the northern 

Pantanal
!#)$s–!#*$s First ranching settlers in southern Mato Grosso, includ-

ing the Pantanal
!#)# Founding of Paranaíba
!#"$s–!#($s Military agricultural colonies established in various 

locations
!#"$ National land law; revised in !#"*; abolition of African slave 

trade
!#"$s First reports of mal das cadeiras (surra) in Pantanal of Mato 

Grosso; + rst reported in Brazil in !#&$s on Marajó Island
!#"% Shipping by way of the Paraguay River opened to Brazilian 

vessels
!#"# First mention of export of Mato Grosso cattle to other states 

(Rio de Janeiro)
!#(*–!#%$ Paraguayan War; extensive depopulation and dispersal of 

people and cattle
!#%$s Beginnings of resettlement of the region by former settlers, 
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ex-soldiers, and others; direct * uvial shipping reestablished on 
Paraguay River

+,-.s–+,,.s Reestablishment of national military agricultural colonies
+,-/ Founding of Campo Grande
+,-0–+,-1 Establishment of Descalvados jerky factory near Jacobina
+,,+ Purchase of Descalvados for the production of beef bouillon 

by Jaime Cibils y Buxareo
+,,/ Beginnings of the erva mate (tea) industry with concession 

granted to Thomaz Larangeira
+,,, Abolition of slavery
+,,2 Overthrow of the emperor and declaration of Brazil as a re-

public; provinces become states
+,2. Lloyd Brasileiro shipping company formed by the Brazilian 

government
+,2+ Banco Rio e Mato Grosso established
+,2/ First Mato Grosso state land law; founding of Aquidauana
+,20 Beginning of the organized importation of zebu cattle from 

India to Minas Gerais
+,21 State rental of more than 3 ve million hectares in the south to 

erva company Mate Larangeira
+,24 Purchase of Descalvados by a Belgian syndicate; 3 rst appear-

ance of foot-and-mouth disease in Brazil, in Minas Gerais
+,24–+2+. Gaúcho immigration into Mato Grosso
+,22–+2.5 Civil war in Mato Grosso
c. +2.. First introduction of barbed wire into Mato Grosso; 3 rst re-

ports of formal horse breeding in Mato Grosso highlands
+2.0 Formal reserve of 0-.,... hectares granted to Kadiwéu peoples 

by the Mato Grosso state government
+2.1–+2.4 Lands encompassing 4,1.. hectares in two villages granted 

to Terena peoples by the state government
+2.1–+2.- Establishment of formal cattle trails to São Paulo by Major 

Cecílio and Francisco Tibiriçá
+2.- Mato Grosso state homestead law; 3 rst charqueadas (jerky fac-

tories) established in southern Mato Grosso
+2., Construction begun in Mato Grosso on the Estrada de Ferro 

Noroeste do Brasil (EFNOB)
+2+. Creation of the Serviço de Proteção aos Indios (SPI) by the 

federal government
+2++ Purchase of Descalvados and other ranching properties by 

Percival Farquhar syndicate, Brazil Land, Cattle and Packing 
Company, more than +., million hectares total
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*+*,–*+*- State agricultural school and campo de demonstração (experi-
mental ranch) established near Cuiabá

*+*. Completion of the EFNOB from the Paraná River to near the 
Paraguay River; a link to Porto Esperança on the Paraguay 
River near Corumbá completed in *+*/; 0 rst frigorí0 cos (pack-
ing plants) established in Brazil (São Paulo); 0 rst exports of 
frozen and chilled beef

*+*1 O2  cial founding of Três Lagoas
*+*3 Branch of the Bank of Brazil in Corumbá established; other 

branches followed in Campo Grande and Três Lagoas
*+*4 First organized experiments with planted pasture in Mato 

Grosso
*+*+ Creation of a cattle market and fair (feira de gado) in Três Lagoas
*+,* Rinderpest outbreak in São Paulo; contained to São Paulo 

stockyards
*+,. Model ranch (fazenda modelo) established at Campo Grande 

with federal and state cooperation; did not actually function 
until *+-3

*+,4 Bridge completed over Paraná River at Três Lagoas
*+-5 Military coup and revolution led by Getúlio Vargas
*+-3 Indubrasil o2  cially recognized as a distinct breed
*+-/–*+.1 Estado Novo dictatorship
*+-4 National zebu genealogical registry authorized
*+./ Bridge completed over Paraguay River at Porto Esperança
*+11 Illegal import of *55 zebu cattle (Gir) through Corumbá
*+35 First permanent frigorí0 co in Mato Grosso built at Campo 

Grande; decade of the decline of Mato Grosso charqueadas
*+3, Last legal importation of zebu cattle (Nelore) into Brazil
*+3.–*+41 Military dictatorship
*+/5s–*+45s Increased investment in the Center West cattle sector, 

including introduction of new grasses such as brachiaria; de-
velopment of soybean agriculture in the Center West, includ-
ing the Mato Grossos

*+/- Creation of the government agricultural research corporation, 
Empresa Brasileira de Pesquisa Agropecuária (EMBRAPA)

*+// Inauguration of EMBRAPA Gado de Corte outside Campo 
Grande

*+/+ Division of Mato Grosso into two states, Mato Grosso and 
Mato Grosso do Sul
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!"#  $ .  Geography and Environments of Mato Grosso do Sul. Map created by Jones Maps 
& Diagrams, Ltd., Delta, British Columbia.
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!"#  $ .  Regions of the Pantanal. Map created by Jones Maps & Diagrams, Ltd., Delta, 
British Columbia.
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!"#  $ .  Cattle in Historical Southern Mato Grosso. Map created by Jones Maps & 
Diagrams, Ltd., Delta, British Columbia.
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Preface and Acknowledgments

When I ! rst embarked on my tentative journey into cat-
tle country, I imagined myself engaging in Frontier 
History. Indeed, the introduction to my dissertation, 

the seed from which this study germinated, concentrated extensively 
on the frontier thesis of Frederick Jackson Turner, his critics, and more 
recent studies of the development of the frontier and pioneer fronts in 
Brazil. My impression at the time was that ranching was a characteris-
tic of the frontier and as such represented the very essence of human 
occupation of so-called empty spaces. Naturally, this also included dis-
cussion of the environment and the impact of ranching on the land, but 
I was not yet convinced of the central place of the environment in the 
story. I have since come to realize how much the story of cattle on the 
land is one that includes not only economic development, migration, 
land struggles, technologies, and uneven labor relations but also the 
role of humans in their ecosystems, most particularly their impact on 
those ecologies along with how much those environments determined 
settlement and human action.

This perspective was in" uenced by noting how much of what I 
was reading in the archives of the Arquivo Público do Estado de Mato 
Grosso (APMT) and elsewhere—government reports, scienti! c stud-
ies of cattle raising, observations of actors on the ground—was simi-
lar to what I saw when I stepped out of the air conditioned rooms and 
into the humid air of Cuiabá. The region was undergoing rapid trans-
formation that was reported daily in the news media, inside and out-
side Brazil. Chico Mendes had been murdered not long before I be-
gan my research, and his story and that of Brazil’s Amazon of the #$%&s 
and #$$&s seemed to re" ect what I was ! nding in the archives. It grad-
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ually dawned on me that I was engaging in a form of living history, 
and the environment was a major player. Nonetheless, for several years 
I let my work languish as I pursued other priorities, in a way risking 
the opportunity to tell the story while it still had a strong relationship 
to the headlines. Sadly, that connection is still deeply relevant, as cat-
tle ranching continues to be a major player in the occupation and eco-
logical transformation of the Brazilian interior. It seems the need to 
tell the story of ranching’s early days is even more urgent today than 
it was years ago, and it is in this spirit that I write this book, in hum-
ble recognition of those who have lived and continue to live the expe-
rience today. To them goes all the credit for any recognition my book 
may receive, to me the responsibility for its shortcomings and errors of 
interpretation.

There are far too many people to thank for all the help I have re-
ceived over the many years of this project; for those not mentioned 
here, I hope it is understood that this book could not have been shaped 
without you. I must, however, speci1 cally thank some groups and in-
dividuals for their un2 agging interest in my research and for helping 
me access important sources and understand better the world of trop-
ical ranching. First of all, I am deeply indebted to the past and present 
archivists and other employees in the APMT and the Núcleo de Do-
cumentação e Informação Histórica Regional (NDIHR), both located 
in Cuiabá. The NDIHR is part of the Universidade Federal de Mato 
Grosso (UFMT), where a number of professors and students expressed 
deep curiosity in my work. I am particularly grateful for the support 
and friendship of Fernando Tadeu de Miranda Borges, who befriended 
me when we were both lowly graduate researchers; he is now a presti-
gious professor at UFMT and was recently inducted into the Academia 
Mato-Grossense de Letras, a truly outstanding honor. The late Dr. Le-
nine Póvoas also was unreservedly welcoming, especially inviting my 
wife and me into his home during our 1 rst foray into the region. Oth-
ers were in1 nitely helpful in the Arquivo Nacional, the Biblioteca Na-
cional, and the Instituto Histórico e Geográ1 co Brasileiro, all in Rio de 
Janeiro, and in various other archives and libraries in Rio and São Paulo 
and in Asunción, Paraguay. In addition, the sta3 s at the Baker Library 
at the Harvard Business School, at the Manuscripts and Archives sec-
tion of Yale University Library, and at the Southwest Collection/Spe-
cial Collections Library of Texas Tech University bent over backward 
to help me 1 nd details of United States investment in Mato Grosso cat-
tle ranching.
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In Mato Grosso do Sul, the center of most of the region’s cattle sec-
tor during the period under study, I thank the sta1  at the Arquivo Pú-
blico do Estado de Mato Grosso do Sul and the Biblioteca Pública Isais 
Paim in Campo Grande. Most crucial were the support and friendship 
of Valmir Batista Corrêa and Lúcia Salsa Corrêa, who gave me open ac-
cess to their extensive personal library when I was in Corumbá (later 
they moved the library intact to Campo Grande). Over many years they 
accumulated countless books, manuscripts, and pamphlets and applied 
what they learned to their excellent research; their library remains a 
treasure trove for present and future researchers. Others in Mato 
Grosso do Sul who have o1 ered their tireless and good-humored help 
and with whom I have forged lasting friendships include Gilmar Ar-
ruda, Paulo Cimó Queiroz, Eudes Fernando Leite, Dr. Alain Moreau, 
and José Luiz Amador (Zé Fisgo).

With no personal experience in ranching, I owe a tremendous 
debt to those who raise cattle in the region for their interest, support, 
and at times patient tolerance of my many, no doubt obvious questions 
about the business and its historical practice. They include Renato Al-
ves Ribeiro and his family, the late Dr. Paulo Coelho Machado, Abí-
lio Leite de Barros, the late Clóvis de Barros, Dr. Cassio Leite de Bar-
ros, and Sra. Elza Dória Passos. At the Empresa Brasileira de Pesquisa 
Agropecuária (EMBRAPA), in Campo Grande and Corumbá, I am in-
debted to Dr. Afonso Simões Corrêa and Dr. Arnildo Pott, who clari-
2 ed my concerns and doubts about the science of ranching in tropical 
regions. I also would like to thank head librarian Elane de Souza Salles 
at  EMBRAPA Gado de Corte in Campo Grande, who greatly facilitated 
my access to the many books and journals in the center’s library.

Elsewhere, I am most grateful for the continued interest and en-
couragement of my many colleagues at Northern Kentucky University 
and in the 2 elds of Brazilian and environmental history. Again, there 
are too many to list here, but I would like to express my deep apprecia-
tion for the continual support over many years of John Soluri, Stephen 
Bell, and Sterling Evans in the United States; Shawn Van Ausdal, Clau-
dia Leal, and Stefania Gallini in Colombia; Reinaldo Funes Monzote in 
Cuba; and Lise Sedrez and José Augusto Pádua in Rio de Janeiro. They 
are all truly exceptional colleagues.

I would be remiss if I didn’t thank the Social Sciences and Human-
ities Research Council of Canada for its generosity in awarding me two 
doctoral fellowships, New York University for the Dean’s Disserta-
tion Fellowship and the Leo B. Gershoy Development Fellowship, and 
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Northern Kenucky University for various grants, fellowships, and sab-
baticals. Without such 1 nancial support this study could not have come 
to fruition.

I have been blessed with very patient and understanding editors 
at the University of Texas Press. Thanks especially to Casey Kittrell, 
Lynne Chapman, and Lorraine Atherton, who guided me through the 
publishing process with good- natured forbearance. And my gratitude 
to Lester Jones and Lisa Rivero for their excellent work on the maps 
and the index. You are all the best!

On a personal level, words are not su2  cient to express my grati-
tude for the guidance and support of the late, great Warren Dean, who 
was my dissertation advisor and friend during my graduate school ex-
perience. Plenty has been said about Warren’s contributions to the 1 eld 
of Latin American environmental history and his empathy for and sup-
port of young, naive grad students, which needs no repeating here. 
Without question, I could not have had a better advisor; Warren was a 
highly intelligent and dedicated professor, with a delicately subtle sense 
of humor, who made my graduate experience much more than tolera-
ble, indeed enjoyable. He remains close to my and my wife’s hearts.

Finally, my family deserves my sincerest thanks and love for their 
patient support over far too many years. Katia and Dan, you are con-
stantly the key to my success on so many levels. Mil gracias.
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The Paradox of Tropical Ranching

Cattle are raised [according] to the law of nature, released into the 
! elds [campos], subject to bad weather, entrusted to public honor; 
there is no stabling; forage is acquired in the wild [campos], no matter 
the season; [only] one or two ranchers have fencing, causing frequent 
rustling among neighbors; existing breeds, perhaps the same as those of 
colonial times, have not been improved through selective breeding.

)*#%  +$%,,%  -!(.  /$.,!&."#  0%,1  0%*2'!)  $ *)%, 
3.$$.!$ * ,  4556

Mato Grosso Vice President José Joaquim Ramos Ferreira’s 
7889 description of the weaknesses of ranching in his re-
mote province illustrates a theme repeated by numer-

ous legislators in Brazil and much of Latin America over the late nine-
teenth century and well into the twentieth. Rudimentary ranching was 
perceived to be a drag on regional and national economies, and fre-
quently, local ranchers were considered obstacles to the introduction 
of so-called rational development, which promised to transform back-
ward provinces and triumphantly lead the nation out of its centuries- 
old lethargy and into the modern era. This premise has dominated 
the global development discourse since the nineteenth century, and in 
Latin America ranching has played a key role in the multiple debates 
that ensued.:

Responses to such critiques came in ; ts and starts throughout the 
continent, yet e< orts to address apparent limitations eventually led to 
economic development that assured ranching’s indisputable place as a 
key driver of agricultural expansion. That was especially the case in 
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Brazil, today a major provider of beef to areas of the world as diverse 
as Russia, the Middle East, Hong Kong, and Venezuela. As suggested 
by Ramos Ferreira’s evaluation, the road to such prosperity was slow 
and uneven, while the kind of development proposed for remote re-
gions like Mato Grosso o" en was inappropriate to local economic, so-
cial, and environmental conditions. These apparent contradictions in 
the conversion of ranching from “backward” to “modern” are the fo-
cus of this study.

#$%  & '()$*(+?

The spectacular expansion of ranching into tropical forest and sa-
vanna in the Americas over the past few decades, with widespread so-
cial and environmental consequences, has attracted considerable atten-
tion and concern around the globe. Indeed, the casual visitor to Brazil 
cannot help but notice the huge numbers of cattle grazing the nation’s 
, elds. According to the Instituto Brasileiro de Geogra, a e Estatística 
(IBGE), in !-.. the nation boasted the second largest bovine population 
in the world, a" er India, at almost !./ million head. In the same year, 
the combined cattle populations of two states, Mato Grosso and Mato 
Grosso do Sul, stood at more than 0- million, and another 1/.! million 
head were pastured in the Norte, or Amazon Basin.2 These , gures are 
re3 ected in national exports of beef and beef products, which topped 
..4 million tons in !-.1, second only to India.5 At the same time, in-
tense national and international criticism has been leveled at ranching 
for its prominent role in social and environmental disruption, particu-
larly in the Amazon. While this expansion has generated heated debate 
over the role of ranching in development today, what has largely been 
missing is a closer examination of the historical trajectory of the cat-
tle business from an allegedly neglected sector in the nineteenth cen-
tury into the vibrant, if controversial, economic pole of development in 
the twenty-, rst. Crucial to this transformation are the multiple forces 
involved in the expansion of cattle ranching into tropical zones, espe-
cially those in3 uencing perceptions and priorities.6

Many readers will know that the dominant literature on ranching 
in Latin America has tended to focus on frontiers. Although I recog-
nize this as a productive approach to understanding social and politi-
cal relations, I believe that in several ways such attention has distracted 
from actual day-to-day activities in so-called frontier zones.7 The em-
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phasis on state formation and violence in remote regions has tended to 
ignore the subtleties of relations not only between human beings but 
also between humans, animals, and the land. The ambiguities of estab-
lishing and running a ranch in an area with what appear to be favor-
able natural conditions but with uncertain future opportunities meant 
that economic results were irregular, sometimes spectacularly success-
ful, o) en a di*  cult struggle. At the same time, ranching development 
did not occur in historical isolation, nor was it linear. To address these 
issues more closely, I draw primarily on the literatures of geography 
and the agricultural, social, and environmental history of Latin Amer-
ica and Brazil, and argue that the expansion of cattle was more disor-
ganized than generally assumed, largely because of a multitude of con-
tradictory factors inherent in ranching. Using the far western state of 
Mato Grosso as the model, o) en referred to in the literature as a fron-
tier zone, I contend that the intricate details of these processes are crit-
ical to understanding the complexity of raising cattle over time in the 
tropics, and put into clearer perspective the circumstances of recent 
years.

Over the course of the late nineteenth century and well into the 
twentieth, Mato Grosso became a laboratory for tropical and semi-
tropical cattle ranching in Brazil. Recent issues of social and environ-
mental justice in remote cattle regions like the Amazon have prece-
dents in the region, and the state’s experience established many of the 
technical and economic inputs that have been duplicated in most other 
tropical cattle sectors of the Americas. The results were o) en paradox-
ical, whether in forms of economic development, social transforma-
tions, or environmental impacts. These factors combined to play a crit-
ical role in Mato Grosso and eventually tropical ranching throughout 
the Americas.+

,$ -.!/  -"&  0-#%  1$%22%  -2  $ -"(3!"1  3',2

Usually when we think of the history of ranching in South Amer-
ica, Argentina and Uruguay come to mind. In both countries, cattle and 
sheep have played prominent roles in their national economies since 
the late colonial period, and they were settled and populated to a great 
extent based on the processing of animal products.4 Yet cattle ranching 
has a long history in Brazil. Cattle were an integral part of the Brazil-
ian economy virtually from the 5 rst permanent Portuguese settlement, 
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and the natural conditions provided opportunities for the growth of 
ranching and eventual expansion of the nation-state itself. As sugar, to-
bacco, and co" ee plantations occupied the most fertile land, the de-
mand for dra#  oxen, meat, and hides produced in the more arid inte-
rior guaranteed ranching a vital position in the Brazilian economies of 
the colonial era, continuing into the post-independence period.$ By ex-
amining comparative statistics it is possible to see the tremendous po-
tential for Brazilian ranching by the twentieth century.

On the eve of World War I, Argentina claimed %& million head, 
while '( million animals were pastured in Brazil. At the same time, 
Uruguay carried ) million head, not quite a million more than the 
neighboring Brazilian state of Rio Grande do Sul. By the late *+'(s, 
the Argentine cattle population had grown to '% million; in Brazil the 
total was !( million. A# er a short-term drain on numbers caused by 
World War II, by *+,% Brazil counted more than ,, million head, and 
in Argentina the herd was just over !, million. Rio Grande do Sul, with 
more than *( million head, had surpassed Uruguay’s herd of just under 
) million.-

These statistics clearly show that at least in terms of numbers Bra-
zil was competitive with its neighbors. Yet there were substantial ob-
stacles. Stephen Bell’s . ne study of Rio Grande do Sul cattle ranching 
outlines how this region in the temperate south came to dominate Bra-
zilian production and export from the early nineteenth century; how-
ever, geographical and environmental limits to its production had been 
reached by the *+%(s./0 Production in the rest of the country was con-
strained for other reasons, as noted by a Uruguayan expert, Agustín 
Ruano Fournier, who in the *+'(s judged Brazil a minor producer of 
beef but a major future exporter if poor meat quality could be over-
come. This competitive disadvantage of Brazilian cattle centered on the 
demands of the export market (primarily in Europe), breed type, and 
climatic conditions. Ruano’s critique included Rio Grande do Sul but 
was mostly directed at ranching elsewhere in the country. Cattle raised 
in the Brazilian tropical or semitropical climate were smaller, carried 
less 1 esh, and yielded tougher meat than breeds raised in the temperate 
climates of Argentina, Uruguay, and North America, and as such ranch-
ing practiced in Brazil did not produce meat that normally would pass 
muster with a fastidious European palate. Not surprisingly, Europeans 
favored beef with a consistency and tenderness familiar to the average 
consumer, and that beef primarily came from animals with historical 
origins in the European countryside. Brazil’s struggle to overcome that 
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preference and to penetrate world markets led to the introduction of a 
completely di) erent animal—the zebu—which initiated a revolution in 
tropical ranching in which Mato Grosso was at the forefront.**

Ruano’s analysis was typical of the time and mainly applied the suc-
cesses experienced in temperate zones as criteria for all ranching. Un-
til relatively recently beef cattle ranching throughout the Americas was 
open range, with irregular access to reliable markets. Typically ranch-
ers paid limited attention to the controlled productivity of animals, and 
ranching had to depend on the availability of nutritive grasses and rel-
ative climatic consistency. At the same time, regional speci+ cities of-
ten determined success or failure. For example, in Mato Grosso rais-
ing cattle may have seemed more of a struggle in the semiarid Cerrado 
than in the humid Pantanal, and in broad terms it was, although this 
was contingent on favorable climate patterns and forage accessibility. 
By the same token, the impact of ranching on the environment var-
ied depending on locale and ecosystem. Ranching appears to have le,  
less of an ecological footprint on the Pantanal wetland than in other re-
gions, which prompted some observers to suggest that ranching was in-
strumental in saving the Pantanal from the uncontrolled development 
and environmental degradation threatening the rest of southern Mato 
Grosso.*- These characteristics reveal the centrality of geography and 
ecology in determining the path taken by ranching in diverse regions.

As illustrated by Ramos Ferreira’s lament, near the end of the nine-
teenth century opportunities in Mato Grosso were limited. This was 
destined to change, as over the following decades several recognizable 
features began to develop, establishing precedents for the moderniza-
tion of a sparsely populated but potentially rich region of the nation’s 
interior. During World War I, desperate demand in Europe generated 
a surge in Brazilian beef exports that had profound e) ects on the Mato 
Grosso cattle sector. Long before the recent experience of the Amazon, 
Mato Grosso was penetrated by extensive road and rail construction, 
agribusiness, and waves of land-hungry peasants (encouraged, if incon-
sistently, by government developmental interests). Accompanying this 
boom were problems familiar today: a climate of violence, labor exploi-
tation, aboriginal ethnocide, deforestation, pressure on native species, 
and spectacular burning of forests and savanna.

Despite the boom, economic growth came gradually and was in-
complete even into the ./01s. The natural conditions of the region 
presented many obstacles: periodic devastating drought and 2 ood-
ing, native grasses of low nutrition, scrawny and feral cattle, unreliable 
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transportation and infrastructure, and even the threat of wildcats. In-
deed, how could ranching develop and have a broader in" uence in an 
area with so many limitations? Yet it did, which calls attention to the 
resilience of ranching. The various components of such persistence de-
tailed in this study help to illuminate the contradictory yet decisive role 
of cattle in leading a remote frontier region into the modern era, and 
how such change was anything but smooth. The expansion of ranch-
ing in Mato Grosso required a measured combination of imposition and 
negotiation, sometimes at the expense of aspects of the region’s char-
acter, sometimes in favor of local actors. In the end, this is a complex 
story of innovation and tradition, perseverance and exploitation, con-
" ict and compromise, that foreshadows and instructs experiences of the 
later twentieth century in other corners of Brazil and Latin America.

#$%&%'  ()*  +,-()./(#.+)

Cattle in the Backlands analyzes ranching in Mato Grosso through 
three main themes: (0) the economic transformation of a remote region 
in which a rudimentary productive process eventually absorbed more 
modern technical inputs; (1) the resulting social changes on the ground, 
particularly labor structures and land tenure, which shi2 ed as produc-
tion expanded; and (3) the multifaceted environmental forces that in-
evitably accompany and o2 en shape the character of livestock farm-
ing, including the role of nature in determining the locale and success 
of cattle raising, as well as the long-term impact of ranching on eco-
systems. My contention is that unlike today’s understanding of wide-
spread environmental destruction by cattle in the Amazon, the expan-
sion of ranching in Mato Grosso was not as detrimental to local ecology 
as might be assumed, at least for most of its history. Mitigating factors 
were multiple, including the number of animals pastured on the land, 
the developmental level of the industry itself, attitudes of many ranch-
ers, and ultimately the uneven ability of regional and national econo-
mies to balance supply and demand.

At the same time, this study outlines the technical, social, ecolog-
ical, and economic inputs that have shaped the occupation of much of 
the rest of the Brazilian interior in recent years. I assert that although 
the regions are not identical, most of the recent approaches to ranch-
ing in Amazonia rest on earlier successes and failures in Mato Grosso. 
Some more-current technologies have been successful; others re" ect 
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the contradictions previously experienced on the ranges of southern 
Mato Grosso decades earlier, as the events unfolding today in Brazil 
are directly linked to historical activities that have been little examined 
and even less understood.

Although politics played an important part in many aspects of 
Mato Grosso’s development, for the purposes of this study I have cho-
sen to integrate policy only when it was vital to ranching. I consider it 
more useful to recount the process from the bottom up instead of the 
more customary top down. Through an emphasis on the ground level, 
readers will gain a fuller understanding of the multidimensional role of 
cattle in transforming the region and nation.

For the most part, chapters are organized thematically. This path 
tracks how ranching in Mato Grosso evolved over time, in a process 
that was slow and indeterminate. I maintain that a purely chronologi-
cal approach detaches from the intricate day-to-day activities of raising 
cattle, and we cannot understand the interactions of animals, people, 
and landscape without in-depth examination of the various compo-
nents that de) ned the business. Since this approach involves repeated 
references to historical incidents and details across the text, a timeline 
of important events throughout the period appears a* er the table of 
contents. I hope it will be a useful guide to appreciating the long- and 
short-term e+ ects of the various on-the-ground details that character-
ized ranching in the region.

Chapter , examines the geographical and ecological structures that 
provided the foundation on which Mato Grosso grew from a remote 
region in the eighteenth century into a relatively developed ranching 
economy of the twentieth. An understanding of the complexities of 
habitats that determined the opportunities and obstacles of ranching 
ventures requires an examination of geology, climate, soils, and vege-
tation. The region’s landscapes and ecology are diverse, ranging from 
annual - uvial - oodplain to rolling natural pastures to semiarid scrub 
savanna. This includes the well-known Pantanal in the west and a siz-
able percentage of the Brazilian Cerrado, or savanna, which covers al-
most a third of the nation and half of Mato Grosso. Cattle have grazed 
here since colonial times. Some environments were more hospitable to 
ranching than others, and ranching had impacts, although o* en not as 
severe as might be assumed.

In chapter . I detail the economic growth of ranching in Mato 
Grosso from the earliest days of nonindigenous settlement to ,/,0. 
Mato Grosso was only a peripheral part of the nation until well a* er 
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the Paraguayan War ("!#$–"!%&), but the region was important to both 
colonial and early imperial authorities in securing the interior from po-
tential Spanish (later Paraguayan and Bolivian) encroachment. Cattle 
were instrumental in occupying a frontier zone for Brazil and in estab-
lishing precedents for subsequent economic expansion. As a result, the 
development of ranching in Mato Grosso and its role in the early “tam-
ing” of the Brazilian west opens a window onto a pattern that has con-
tinued into the twenty-' rst century.

A( er the Paraguayan War, ranching increased in economic impor-
tance in Brazil and contributed to the gradual integration of remote re-
gions into the nation and, if incompletely, to the spread of market cap-
italism into those areas. Brazil, along with the rest of Latin America 
and most of the world, went through a major economic transformation 
from the late nineteenth century as capitalist expansion from Europe 
(primarily Britain), and later the United States, widened and deepened 
international trade. It was during this time that agricultural and extrac-
tive products like co) ee, cacao, cotton, and rubber determined much of 
Brazilian nineteenth- and twentieth-century economic development,*+ 
but little has been said about cattle as an important national and inter-
national commodity, an omission this study addresses. The expansion 
of ranching in Mato Grosso through the late nineteenth century and 
into the twentieth illustrates the important role of livestock in serving 
economic development in the nation and worldwide.

As shi( s in global consumption began to stimulate demand for more 
cattle products, meat and hides were essential in national consump-
tion and became important export items, especially with the advent of 
World War I.*, Mato Grosso became a proving ground for much of the 
technology used in Brazilian tropical and semitropical cattle ranching, 
and chapter - addresses this development from "."$ to "./&. With the 
war and an accelerated entry of foreign capital and expertise, live cattle 
exports to packing plants (frigorí! cos) in São Paulo and the founding of 
salt beef factories (charqueadas) shaped the conditions for Mato Grosso’s 
integration into the international economy, re0 ecting or anticipating 
similar changes in several countries of Latin America. At the same time, 
access to transportation was essential for all producers, yet transporta-
tion structures were chronically limited and frequently inadequate for 
development, ranching and otherwise. These experiences illustrate that 
while the more populous areas of the country attempted to establish 
regular economic and technological relations with their peripheries in 
order to supply the world and achieve broader economic growth, o( en 
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inadequate attention was paid to infrastructural development necessary 
for such success. The result was a protracted struggle to achieve eco-
nomic growth. Yet by )*+, the region was securely in the forefront of 
Brazilian tropical ranching; this achievement, however, came with mul-
tiple costs, some worthwhile, others not so much.

Land tenure and labor concerns are examined in chapters - and 
+, to provide a clearer view of the e. ect of this development on the 
players—the ranchers, cowboys, Indians, and others. These were fun-
damental to the history of the industry and determined the every day 
performance of tropical ranching over time, above all given the open 
range nature of ranching and its modi/ cation a0 er )*)-. Ranching in 
Mato Grosso displayed features that predate similar processes today, in-
cluding responses by ranchers to environmental and economic deter-
minants seldom within their control, the contradictory role of govern-
ments and their uneven support for ranching, and the impact of these 
responses on the region’s cultural development.

Such changes created space for confrontation and con1 ict as the 
human and livestock populations grew in Mato Grosso. Once the re-
gion came to national attention a0 er )23,, an inevitable race for land 
ensued. Immigrants, local ranchers, land speculators, and corporate in-
terests, mostly foreign, competed for access to rangeland, and property 
values rose. Some well-placed individuals and companies managed to 
accumulate substantial properties, in some cases measuring in excess 
of small European countries. Governments tried to mitigate the inev-
itable con1 icts yet were never completely successful, and violence and 
litigation remained constants in the Mato Grosso experience. Demand 
for land soared a0 er )*)-, causing even more contention, yet the ranch-
ing sector was hampered by a chronic lack of reliable credit, a condition 
that bene/ ted those who had access to investment funds outside the re-
gion, such as foreign interests, but which limited the ability of most lo-
cals to develop their properties and contributed to the sluggish devel-
opment commented on by so many outsiders.

Land con1 icts had widespread e. ects on labor relations. In early 
decades, the terms of employment re1 ected the remote character of the 
frontier. Su4  cient numbers of workers were not always available, per-
mitting conditions of coercion and the manipulation of labor that in-
cluded the conscription of employees by some ranchers into their own 
militias.56 This could be of mutual bene/ t, however, at least in an im-
mediate sense, allowing for some 1 exibility in labor relations. For ex-
ample, some ranch workers were encouraged by ranchers to become 
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tenants in return for regular or even irregular labor, and several indi-
viduals became small ranchers in their own right, though seldom with 
legal title to property.

With economic expansion, these relationships began to shi# , and 
cowboys and ranch hands gradually became a rural proletariat that no 
longer depended on the paternalism of the past. At the same time, there 
was a distinct division of labor on ranches. Many ranch hands lived on 
properties with their families, but work relations sometimes were un-
stable. The experiences on ranches tended to extend into other sectors 
of Mato Grosso society. The in$ uence of ranching on the general cul-
ture persisted over time, in some cases to today.

The region also was home to small but signi% cant numbers of ab-
original peoples. Many were forced o&  their lands by neo-European 
impositions of landholding and either migrated into other territories 
or periodically reacted with violence. Although confrontations usually 
ended in native defeat and, in some cases, elimination, certain groups 
were able to defend their territory and enter the ranching sector as em-
ployees, traders, and in selected cases even as ranchers themselves. They 
were not numerous, but their presence and activity o# en meant that 
ranchers had to negotiate in order to maintain their livelihood with 
minimal disruption. The impact of neo-Brazilian settlement on na-
tive cultures is an important conversation in Mato Grosso historiogra-
phy and ethnography today, although limited sources on aboriginal re-
lations with ranching preclude a more in-depth analysis of their role 
here. I hope the information revealed in this study will assist future 
scholars in pursuing this promising research path.

Chapter ' explores mundane tasks and inputs, which were just as 
important as labor relations. Such essential activities as constructing 
fencing, providing salt, planting pasture, and caring for horses, among 
others, were the foundations of success or failure for most ranches. 
Multiple obstacles to successful ranching in tropical and semitropical 
climates required responses distinct from those of the temperate zones. 
These included a knowledge of di& erent forage species, an understand-
ing of tropical diseases and pests, an awareness of climatic variations in 
determining livestock life cycles and selection of suitable breeds, and 
an appreciation of regional environmental conditions. Faced with these 
challenges, Mato Grosso ranchers applied an accumulated folk knowl-
edge that facilitated adaptation to o# en demanding natural condi-
tions, including periodic and sometimes severe drought or widespread 
$ ooding.
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Advice arrived from foreign and national experts; some of it was 
accepted, but much was rejected, largely because the experiences of 
other ranching economies were not necessarily applicable to Mato 
Grosso. Attempts to modernize the cattle sector included promotion 
of veterinary posts, pasture improvements, fencing, and the like. For 
most ranchers it was a hard slog that took decades to provide the prom-
ised rewards. The largest obstacles were the challenging environmen-
tal conditions and ) scal fallibility, though as more attention was paid 
to modernizing the business, the inevitable environmental impacts in-
creased, with some becoming quite severe.

As many observers have outlined, the introduction of cattle into 
tropical zones has caused some spectacular examples of environmen-
tal degradation. The e* ects over decades of what some have called grass 
mining have caused signi) cant alteration of local and regional ecosys-
tems. In regions like Mato Grosso, where ranching grew slowly, the in-
teraction with local ecosystems was more complex, and o+ en cattle co-
existed with local fauna and , ora for decades. That is not to say that 
changes to ecosystems did not occur, but the impact of ranching in 
many areas depended much more on the number of animals and type of 
ranching undertaken, and thus for much of the period residents seldom 
considered pressure on the environment an issue of concern.

That situation, however, was not sustainable, as introductions like 
planted grasses and modern forms of husbandry became an integral 
part of Mato Grosso ranching development. As the state became more 
securely linked into the national and international production and dis-
tribution system, more pressure was put on the land, forest, wetlands, 
and savanna. Environmental disruption increasingly became an issue, 
though ranchers usually were more aware of these changes than they 
have been given credit for.-.

Chapter / focuses on the modernization in the choice of cat-
tle breeds suitable to the tropical environment. Well into the twenti-
eth century observers in Mato Grosso regularly commented that live-
stock “raised themselves.” Breeds were regional adaptations of Iberian 
stock introduced during the colonial period that satis) ed national mar-
kets, but which were poorly suited to consumer demands overseas. Ac-
cordingly, in the twentieth century the technology and experience of 
ranching in more developed areas of world ranching entered the state. 
Steadfast belief in the supremacy of European or North American 
knowledge and methods of production inspired experts to apply them 
to tropical and semitropical Brazil, and Mato Grosso became a host 
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for such ventures. This included the introduction of European breeds 
like Hereford and Aberdeen Angus, yet quickly it became clear that 
temperate- zone animals had little future in the tropical and semitrop-
ical ecology of the nation and region. This led to the introduction of 
humped zebu cattle from India, accompanied by a # erce controversy 
over the value of “national” breeds versus “Hindu Idols.” These re-
markable animals soon became critical in transforming ranching in the 
tropics, # rst in sectors of the Brazilian interior and eventually through-
out tropical Latin America. The zebu led a revolution in tropical ranch-
ing in the Americas in which Mato Grosso played a signi# cant role, 
though the animals had limited e$ ects on the environment, at least for 
some decades. This paradox is a key feature of the story told here.%&

Finally, in the conclusion I summarize the main arguments of the 
study and o$ er a brief outline of the regional and national cattle sector 
since !'(). As previously stated, I am interested in relating the experi-
ence of Mato Grosso to the ongoing drama unfolding throughout the 
Brazilian agricultural sector, particularly in the Amazon and Center 
West, which includes the Mato Grossos. Along with mining and hydro-
electricity, ranching and commercial agriculture have come to de# ne 
development in the region and have received their share of economic 
promotion and ecological condemnation, nationally and across the 
globe. It seems abundantly clear, however, that cattle ranching is the 
main agricultural driver in the occupation of these vulnerable tropical 
ecosystems. My point is that even though Amazonia and other regions 
are not environmentally identical to Mato Grosso, there are enough 
similarities of landscape, ecology, and economic imperatives to warrant 
bridging more recent developments with those of previous decades. 
Without trying to force an absolute link between the regions and their 
histories, I notice that knowledge accumulated in Mato Grosso from 
the late nineteenth century, especially technologies and their economic 
successes, was applied in the latter decades of the twentieth century 
and into the twenty-# rst, in both the Center West and Amazonia. The 
circumstances of today should not be read backward into the history 
of Mato Grosso, but it seems clear that experiences in semitropical re-
gions facilitated expansion into the tropics to the north. Whether any 
ecological or social lessons have been learned is another matter, though 
several juries are still deliberating.

Ultimately, it is my expectation that by exploring the history and 
many relationships of cattle ranching over almost a century, readers 
will come to appreciate that raising cattle in tropical ecosystems is far 
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more complex than is sometimes assumed, contributing much more to 
human economy than simply one more productive enterprise. Exter-
nal and internal factors combined to sculpt the character of ranching 
in Mato Grosso. Ultimately, it provided a model for the development of 
a signi) cant sector of the rest of the Brazilian interior and similar re-
gions of Latin America, establishing precedents that were carried for-
ward over succeeding decades.
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Mirror of the Land
$#%&!"'(  %#!%$')*+  '", 
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During his tour of southern Mato Grosso in the early 1234s 
Antonio Simoens da Silva wrote, “Cattle are the mirror of 
the land.”5 Silva’s amazement at the numbers of healthy an-

imals pasturing the region caused him to wax poetic on its natural envi-
ronment for raising cattle. His observations re6 ected a prevailing view 
of the geographical and environmental conditions of southern Mato 
Grosso, a promised land of ranching opportunity. Yet although sizable 
herds certainly did indicate successes and potential, conditions were 
more complex than Silva could possibly imagine.

From its creation as a captaincy in 1789 until the 1284s, Mato 
Grosso was Brazil’s second largest territorial unit. Situated between 
9 degrees and 38 degrees south latitude and between :: degrees and 
;4 degrees west longitude, and occupying 1,877,481 square kilome-
ters, Mato Grosso included what have become the present states of 
Rondônia, Mato Grosso, and Mato Grosso do Sul.< Within such a vast 
area, variation in terrain, water sources, climate, soils, and vegetation 
is considerable. The territory falls within the general climatic classi-
= cation of tropical and subtropical, exhibiting at least some similari-
ties in climate and vegetation, but it would be an error to ignore the 
important role played by local and regional biomes. These distinct 
ecologies are an integral part of this story. They are not always rec-
ognized by travelers, scientists, government o>  cials, or even by some 
local ranchers, yet they dictated di? erent raising practices between re-
gions. As this study proceeds, I hope the reader will begin to appreci-
ate this complexity not only in Mato Grosso but also in the tropics in 
general.
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Mato Grosso do Sul covers some 345,455 square kilometers and 
hosts three major biomes: the western lowland, an inland 6 oodplain or 
wetland subject to annual pluvial and 6 uvial 6 ooding called the Pan-
tanal; the Cerrado, a semiarid central and eastern savanna plateau of 
scrub forest and extensive open areas of coarse grasses; and the south-
ern region of natural grassland dotted with occasional deciduous and 
semideciduous woodlands, termed campo limpo. (See map 7, p. xii.) All 
are considered subtropical, though there are a number of distinct sub-
regions, the most signi8 cant warranting individual description.9

The existence of these three distinct zones in Mato Grosso do Sul 
was key to the establishment of ranching. Topography, climate, soils, 
and vegetation di: er enough that a rancher familiar with one area 
would 8 nd success di;  cult in another if these determinants were not 
taken into consideration. Even within these biomes methods successful 
in one area were not necessarily applicable to another. Though it could 
be argued that the Cerrado is somewhat less complex than the Pantanal, 
it can hardly be categorized as simple. Mato Grosso do Sul o: ers var-
ied conditions for permanent ranching settlement, many determined 
by climate.

Historically, climate in the region has been a product of three ma-
jor seasonal weather systems.< The rainy season is from November to 
March, dominated by a hot and humid continental equatorial air mass, 
causing seasonal rains and high temperatures. One-half to two-thirds 
of the annual rainfall occurs in these months, and average temperatures 
range between =7 and 34 degrees C, with highs o> en above ?5 degrees. 
From June to September an Atlantic air mass covers the region, bring-
ing drier weather and winds. Mean temperatures range between 74 and 
=@ degrees C, though during these months occasional fronts sweep-
ing up from Antarctica bring surprisingly cold weather, with temper-
atures at times dropping to near freezing, while they sometimes cause 
the formation of uncomfortable fogs as the polar system collides with 
an equatorial air mass drawn south by the polar mass’s approximation. 
This friagem seldom lasts longer than a few days, but it can be a bit-
ter experience for anyone venturing into the region unprepared. In the 
intermediate months a temperate tropical Atlantic air mass dominates. 
Temperatures and rainfall are usually moderate, generating a particu-
larly comfortable climate. This is the period when much of cattle re-
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production occurs, though conditions manifest themselves di# erently 
depending on subregions.$

%&'  (')*(+*,-'  .*/%*/*-

A geological depression of the Paraguay River occupying between 
!01,222 and 322,222 square kilometers, the Pantanal is one of the best-
known inland wetlands in the world. The region is recognized by 
UNESCO as a World Heritage site, and it recently has become an at-
traction for ecotourism. Assuming the smaller area, it covers !4 percent 
of the combined surface area of the modern states of Mato Grosso and 
Mato Grosso do Sul, 35.6 percent of the latter, and is bordered by hills 
in Bolivia just to the west of the Paraguay River, by the Maracajú and 
Bodoquena hills (serra) to the east, the Paraguayan Chaco in the south, 
the cerrado plateau near the city of Cuiabá to the north, and by equato-
rial forest in the northwest.7 (See map 3, p. xiii.)

The Pantanal is drained by a number of rivers and streams, and be-
cause of its low elevations it is considered the region of widest 8 ood-
ing in South America. By far the most important is the Paraguay River, 
a strategic and economically important waterway that 8 ows north to 
south some !,962 kilometers, bordering Bolivia and then Paraguay to 
the Apa River, then running a further !,262 kilometers through Par-
aguay to its con8 uence with the Paraná River. It passes !,3"2 kilome-
ters through the Pantanal and receives the out8 ow of a number of other 
rivers, mainly running east to west, all partially navigable by shallow-
dra:  boats. This hydrological system guarantees an abundance of water 
to the Pantanal, particularly during 8 ood season. At the same time, the 
Paraguay River was for over a century the main economic link from the 
interior of Mato Grosso, including the Pantanal, to the sea through Par-
aguay and Argentina to Uruguay. Indeed, until the twentieth century 
both the Paraguay and Paraná rivers were the major arteries of trans-
portation and communication for not only western Brazil but also Par-
aguay and parts of Argentina. The cattle economies in these regions re-
lied on these highways for decades, as we will see later in the study.;

Seasonal rains and river over8 ow transform the Pantanal into a 
vast inland sea for six to eight months of the year, prompting the ob-
servation that distance means little to residents of the Pantanal because 
“measurement presupposes the existence of limits, and the Pantanal 
has no limits.”< Pantanal topography gradually rises from west to east, 
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away from major rivers and streams with elevations varying between -. 
and /0. meters above sea level. The area is characterized by such geo-
morphological features as fresh- and saltwater lagoons, lagoon outlets 
and streams, and elevations or hillocks, all highly important in cattle 
raising.1

Baías, the sectors of the Pantanal most compelling to tourists be-
cause of their attraction to wildlife, are sweet-water lagoons result-
ing from land depressions that have been in2 uenced and transformed 
by animal action. Concentrations of cattle, especially, help to deepen 
the depressions. Baías are most common in the lower western and cen-
tral areas of the Pantanal and frequently teem with 3 sh, small caiman 
(jacaré), and many species of birdlife. Salinas have formed in much the 
same manner, but as the name suggests, they contain high concentra-
tions of mineral salts absorbed from the soil. They are most common 
in the higher elevations to the east, where evaporation leaves the accu-
mulation of salt deposits along the shores. Should a salina dry up com-
pletely, the resulting natural salt lick is given the name barreiro. These 
are a natural salt source for wild and domesticated animals alike. More 
than one outside observer has been bemused by the scene of a steer 
with its muzzle thrust deep into a barreiro, calmly eating copious quan-
tities of earth. Interspersed throughout the Pantanal are temporary 
and permanent watercourses that link baías. These water sources at-
tract great quantities of wildlife, particularly waterbirds and capivara 
(capybara, Hydrochoerus hydrochaeris), the largest rodent in the world. 
Hillocks called cordilheiras, between 4 to 0 meters high, are scattered 
throughout the Pantanal, with or without woods or forest copses, and 
normally escape regular annual 2 ooding. Here, ranch houses are built 
and animals retire when 2 oodwaters cover lower elevations. Cordilhei-
ras not occupied by humans harbor a rich variety of nocturnal wildlife 
seldom seen in the open countryside, including wildcats, foxes, arma-
dillos, anteaters, and monkeys. As one travels to the east, the number of 
cordilheiras declines with the gradual rise in elevation.56

The Pantanal is subject to extensive annual 2 ooding, but the dura-
tion and severity of the 2 ooding di7 er from year to year and from sub-
region to subregion. This complexity becomes clear when the observer 
is presented with studies that divide it into several distinct zones. 
Though super3 cially similar, these di7 er in degree of 2 ooding, soil 
types, elevation, and native grasses. Antonio Allem and José Valls have 
divided the Pantanal into nine geographic wetlands, based on princi-
pal watercourses and the pattern of historical occupation. The most im-
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portant cattle-raising zones during the period of this study were Nhe-
colândia (#$,%&' km(), Aquidauana (!),%&) km(), Paiaguás ($!,&*' km(), 
Nabileque (!%,$*$ km(), and Miranda (*,$++ km(). In the years before 
and immediately following the Paraguayan War, Cáceres ('),$&* km() 
and Poconé (!%,")) km() were important ranching regions, but with 
time they were superseded by their southern neighbors. These divi-
sions underline variability within the Pantanal and counter a common 
misconception that the region is homogeneous.,,

Flooding occurs following heavy rains that fall in the tropical 
northern regions of the Paraguay River beginning in October or No-
vember, swelling streams and rivers and taking approximately !% to 
#) days to a- ect the Pantanal, though this varies depending on down-
stream location and the e- ects of local rains. Rainfall varies locally, in-
creasing the amount of . oodwater in the west and southwest as it com-
bines with . uvial . ooding to cover extensive areas. In the east, which 
neighbors the drier cerrado, pluvial . ooding is almost exclusively lo-
cal. Signi/ cant seasonal and regional variation means that areas in the 
north . ood sooner and dry earlier than those in the extreme south, 
while the east generally su- ers more from drought than elsewhere. 

Cattle grazing by a Pantanal baía, November !"#$. Photograph by the author.
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Normally the rains fall from late November to March or April, and 
widespread - ooding extends from January/February to May/June. The 
driest months are from August to October../

Despite this general description, weather is anything but predict-
able or constant in the Pantanal. The dry period can extend over sev-
eral months and even years if air masses are delayed or diminished by 
global conditions. This has led to such extremes as years of excessive 
- ooding followed by several more years of minimal seasonal - ooding 
and subsequent drought. The e0 ects these variations have had on hu-
man settlement in part explain why agriculture is still an insigni1 cant 
activity in the Pantanal, while ranching has proven more successful, at 
least within limits.

As might be expected in a region of such size and climatic contrast, 
vegetation is diverse, determining the character and extent of human 
occupation. With each year’s - ooding, fertile clay soils are replenished 
by mineral deposits carried by river waters from the north, creating 
conditions for the growth of luxurious natural pastures. If a region is 
not a0 ected too heavily by local rains and river - ooding, it becomes a 
natural area for cattle raising, such as the western and central zones of 
Nhecolândia. If, however, the combination of - uvial and pluvial - ood-
ing is too intense, ranching becomes much riskier. This is the case in 
Nabileque and parts of Aquidauana and Miranda. In the elevated east-
ern regions, where the central Brazilian plateau slopes down into the 
Pantanal, soils are less fertile, have less humus, and are more permeable, 
permitting permanent human occupation. But these are also the areas 
subject to serious drought if local rainfall is too low, forcing the dig-
ging of wells when baías and streams dry up. Salinas are more common 
here, as o2 en soils are salty from constant leaching..3

Flooding, Drought, and Ranching Opportunity

Ranchers have both struggled with and - ourished in the environ-
mental conditions of the Pantanal. The feeding cycle for cattle, as in 
every ranching regime where con1 nement is not employed, has been 
one of several months of fattening followed by a lean period. Nor-
mally in the tropics the dry season deprives animals of easily accessi-
ble forage and fattening occurs during the rainy season. In the Panta-
nal, however, it is the reverse. In some regions, cattle do indeed lose 
weight during the dry period, but in most they thrive, with only mini-
mal stress occurring in August and September, when reduced moisture 
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causes grasses to lose nutritional value. It is an anomaly of ranching in 
the Pantanal that the rainy season brings the most stress to cattle, as ris-
ing # oodwaters restrict access to forage.$%

Ranchers must know their ranch and local conditions well in order 
to transfer cattle at the beginning of the season from areas of regular 
# ooding. Otherwise, they would have to devote a good deal of time and 
expense to swimming stranded animals from isolated dry areas to safer 
areas nearer ranch headquarters. Though # oodwaters seldom rise high 
enough to drown cattle, frequently they have been extensive enough to 
force animals to stay put and eventually exhaust local forage. This is di-
rectly responsible for overgrazing of available grasses, reducing their 
ability to regenerate a& er the waters recede. In addition, the high wa-
ters can prevent animals from lying down to rest. Eventually they die 
of exhaustion, even where su'  cient feed is available. The inevitable 
loss of animals, especially along the rivers, has evoked children’s rid-
dles, such as: “Who is it who travels eating his house; when the house 
sinks, he leaves?” The answer is the turkey vulture (urubu), ubiquitous 
to the region, which ( nds ready meals in the # oating carcasses of dead 
steers.$)

Though excessive # oods are uncommon, precisely for this reason 
ranchers frequently have been caught unprepared. According to studies 
undertaken before the advent of global climate change, unusual # ood-
ing came in cycles, and extended over ( ve years. Ranches located clos-
est to major watercourses such as the Paraguay River, and subject to an-
nual # ooding over a large area of their territory, were o& en devastated. 
The disastrous # ood of *+",, for example, claimed some -",""" head in 
one region, while in another a single ranch reportedly lost *",""" ani-
mals, leading to a temporary decline in ranching across the Pantanal. 
Another *.",""" head throughout the Pantanal succumbed to the *+*" 
# ood, and during extensive inundations in *+!"–*+!- some municipal-
ities lost up to ," percent of their herds; one rancher alone su/ ered 
some !",""" head drowned. Many small ranchers were ruined. More 
recently, # ooding combined with drought in *+0-–*+01 took the lives 
of more than 2",""" head, double the anticipated losses. Similar # oods 
were seen in the *+2"s and *++"s, following La Niña cycles.$3

Flooding determined the character of ranching in other ways. For 
a period of three to six months each year many ranches were incom-
municado, at least before the arrival of radio. During this period it was 
common for ranchers to send their families to nearby cities, while en-
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gaging in building and fencing repairs. In addition, this tends to be 
breeding season, as animals congregate together, although there was no 
really distinct season until the arrival of wire fencing. At any rate, be-
tween May and November more calves are born, thus they are at most a 
few months old when waters begin to rise again. As might be expected, 
the season is a time of high calf mortality, not only due to - oods but 
also because of insect infestation, a problem in some areas. Also, under 
severe - ood conditions, miscarriages rise dramatically../

Periodic drought was also in- uential in parts of the Pantanal, par-
ticularly the higher elevations, where groundwater levels are consid-
erably deeper than in areas near permanent watercourses. Ranchers, 
depending on resources and their understanding of local conditions, 
o0 en took advantage of prolonged dry spells. Property improvements 
were made, pasture expanded, size and productivity of herds increased, 
and communications extended, prompting the regional saying, “Dry 
year, rich year.” Rancher Renato Ribeiro argued that the droughts of 
the late 1234s helped to develop the Pantanal since the lack of water 
forced ranchers to dig wells, providing a regular system of water supply 
and ensuring that herds would congregate closer to human habitation 
and care. The same drought period permitted vehicle access, as sug-
gested by the truck journey taken by veteran rancher José de Barros in 
1235–1236. An extended drought between 1278 and 1253 created a boom 
period in the Pantanal cattle industry, coming at a time of widespread 
economic expansion throughout Brazil. Ranchers extended exploitable 
territory, outside investment - owed into the region, and a number of 
ranches were established in areas that in the past had been considered 
risky for year-round ranching. Beef sales to the voracious market of São 
Paulo soared..9

Drought cycles are less predictable than - ood cycles, however, and 
o0 en have worked in tandem with - ooding to wreak devastation on 
unwary ranchers. While windmills and deep well excavation were in-
troduced by a number of ranchers during the droughts of the 1234s, 
lack of capital for investment caused the failure of many smaller ranch-
ers in the eastern Pantanal. In addition, prolonged droughts created 
conditions for ruin among other ranchers, as they expanded herds 
and pastures into marginal areas, leaving them vulnerable to extensive 
- oods, which inevitably return. This was the case during the dry peri-
ods of 1235–1236 and 1278–1253, when expansion and increase in herd 
size led to greater than normal losses in subsequent years from drought 
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and " ood combined, while disrupting the local market because animals 
could not be rounded up. The #$%&–#$%' " ood would have been even 
more devastating were it not for early warning from meteorologists.()

Vegetation and Pasturing

For ranching, the most important vegetation is what Orlando Val-
verde called “vegetation of transition,” largely mixed forest and pas-
ture, because it dominates in the Pantanal and because ranching was 
established almost exclusively in this type of vegetation. The bulk of 
open * elds, water holes, and resting areas are located in areas of natural 
grassland, including less palatable scrub. Human occupation, above all 
neo-European, altered this landscape somewhat over the years, particu-
larly by using * re to eliminate trees in favor of pasture grasses.+,

All vegetation in the Pantanal has adapted to the environment by 
developing extensive and deep root systems in order to survive " ood-
ing or periodic drought. Determined by sandy soils of poor fertility, 
cerrado-like vegetation in the uplands is similar to that found in the 
cerrado of the central Brazilian plateau. Scrub forest, consisting of 
woody trees and bushes adapted to semidrought conditions, and tough, 
unpalatable grass species dominate the area. Cerrado is relatively exten-
sive in Nhecolândia and Paiaguás, as well as in the most easterly area 
of Aquidauana, comprising yet another third of the entire Pantanal of 
Nhecolândia.+(

Vegetation in the rest of the Pantanal is similar to that described 
above; however, two vegetation types were not fully discussed in Val-
verde’s work. The importance of riverside * elds was not emphasized by 
Valverde because most of his research was done in Nhecolândia, but in 
areas of clay soils and frequent river over" ow, " ood-resistant bushes 
and nutritious tender grasses tend to dominate. At the same time, the 
most southerly zones of the Pantanal are essentially extensions of the 
Chaco. Host to the carandá palm (Copernicia alba) and with soils of 
poor permeability, the region is subject to extensive " uvial and pluvial 
" ooding, o- en making it impassable for vehicles and risky for ranch-
ing. The area contains a variety of grasses adapted to semipermanent 
" ooding, as well as to burning, an annual activity with a long history in 
the carandá stands.++

Since soil and vegetation conditions vary from pantanal to panta-
nal, so do their grasses. To enumerate all the grasses found in the Panta-
nal would confuse our discussion, since only a few are regularly grazed 
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by cattle. A short description of these will help to clarify once again the 
ecological diversity of the Pantanal, though it must be emphasized that 
unlike regions of planted pasture, no one grass dominated in the diet of 
cattle.

The most common grazing areas have always been by watercourses, 
a- er . oodwaters recede, and near baías. Grasses found in these ar-
eas must be able to survive submersion for a minimum of two to three 
months. Native species naturally have the highest adaptability, lead-
ing to the predominance of two or three species in areas normally 
grazed by cattle. By far the most common of these grasses are the mi-
mosos, such as capim mimoso (Axonopus purpusii). Not only are they able 
to withstand long periods under water and a signi/ cant length of time 
in semidrought conditions, but their growth is also stimulated by cattle 
trampling, thus ensuring survival and eventual dominance of any area 
regularly frequented by cattle. For ranching, mimosos are important 
because they o0 er high nutritional value to the ruminants, especially 
when the plants are young and tender a- er . oodwaters have receded.12

By far the most frequent of the other grasses is capim carona (Elio-
nu rus muticus), introduced into the Americas during the colonial period. 
A hardy invader with a tight root system that dies down with . ood-
ing, it can return in low . ood periods when soils dry out. Carona is 
o- en found in association with another introduced grass, Andropogon 
selloanus (capim pluma-branca, beard grass), which is most common in the 
higher areas, covering 34–54 percent of the surface of some ranches. 
In the late 3674s Allem and Valls speculated that carona’s frequency in 
Nhecolândia was likely due to greater pressure on pasture than in the 
other wetlands (pantanais). Its ubiquity, coarseness, and low nutritional 
value for animals made it a plague to ranchers. In the past it was o- en 
used to stu0  furniture, though today it is being replaced by cultivated 
bra chiaria (Brachiaria humidicola).18

These grasses survive under various local conditions and, except 
for carona, are considered good natural forage by ranchers and scien-
tists. Of nine identi/ ed species, six are recognized as native to the Pan-
tanal. This is signi/ cant, highlighting the unique environment of the 
Pantanal and the abilities of its species to withstand encroachment, at 
least as long as human intervention is limited.19

The far eastern areas of the Pantanal are less a part of this eco-
system because they border the Cerrado and tend to exhibit grass spe-
cies common to the cerrado habitat—woody, coarse, of low nutritional 
value, barely palatable to cattle. Carona is found here, too. It is primar-
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ily for this reason that the area was the last to be settled by ranchers 
and the # rst to experiment with planted pasture. The imports had lim-
ited success, however, as they were incapable of invading the Pantanal, 
being limited to soils heavily altered by human action, such as agricul-
tural # elds and roadsides. Thus the Pantanal as a whole has been over-
whelmingly dominated by native pastures, estimated as late as $%&" at 
&" percent of total territory, while planted pastures occupied a mere 
!'percent.()

Nevertheless, where exotic pastures were deliberately introduced, 
they have had an impact on the local ecosystem. Most cultivated pas-
ture was introduced into the Pantanal only since the $%&*s. (The iso-
lated experiments undertaken as early as the $%"*s were generally 
short-lived.) This was in the drier eastern sector of the region and in 
occasional patches in the cordilheiras. Exotics were not new to Brazil, 
as they # rst entered the colony spontaneously from Africa through the 
slave trade and spread quite widely over succeeding years and decades. 
Cattle in other parts of Brazil, particularly in the Cerrado, were o+ en 
raised on invasive capim gordura or melado (Melinis minuti! ora, molasses 
grass), and the species became so widespread that it was considered na-
tive.(, The Pantanal, however, had virtually no experience with this or 
other exotics until they were deliberately introduced. Into the $%-*s the 
grasses chosen for cultivation were colonião (Panicum maximum, guinea 
grass), gordura, jaraguá (Hyparrhenia rufa), and in later years braquiária 
(Brachiaria decumbens, pará or signal grass).(. Jaraguá and colonião were 
common throughout the center-west of Brazil, especially in São Paulo, 
where most cattle were (and are) fattened before processing in refrig-
erated slaughterhouses. These grasses were appreciated for their nutri-
tive value, ease of care, rapid growth, and resistance to # re. Planting 
appears to have been determined by environmental factors. Extensive 
/ ooding reduces available pasture, and if this continues for a period of 
time, or if animal losses to / oods are su0  ciently high, the natural re-
sponse is to seek a form of future security elsewhere. This was the case 
a+ er the / oods of $%&", when ranchers began to expand operations into 
the drier regions.(1

Pasture was planted generally to fatten steers for market. Although 
traditional extensive ranching practices continued to predominate in 
the region, they have been modi# ed by an increase in fattening as im-
proved transportation permits, signaling a new era in cattle ranching 
for the eastern Pantanal. The ecological result, however, has been a 
gradual degradation of pasture in certain areas, especially as # re and 
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diking are part of the planting system, and even more serious defores-
tation in the upper Pantanal regions, with all the attendant residual ef-
fects this brings to the rest of the region. One study has concluded that 
this has caused a form of “disclimax” in some areas of the Pantanal, 
where woody species have displaced native grasses.-.

Part of this had to do with one of the most important aspects of 
ranching: the number of animals pastured in a given area. At / rst glance 
it may seem that the Pantanal’s extent and the annual renewal of native 
grasses would ensure that ranchers would face few problems of over- 
or under-pasturing. This appears to be con/ rmed by an apparently sta-
ble ratio of animals to land area recorded throughout the period. Ob-
servers at the beginning of the twentieth century reported one head for 
between 0.0 and 1 hectares, a proportion that increased to 1.12hectares 
per head in the early 3456s. These / gures suggest three possible trends: 
as cattle populations have grown, the amount of land in use as pasture 
has increased at a slightly higher rate; the average number of head per 
hectare decreased, possibly due to a gradual decline in native pasture 
productivity; or, as ranching expands, it moves onto marginal land. It 
seems all have been at work, but most signi/ cantly these / gures raise 
the question of native grass capacity in the Pantanal.-7

Antonio Allem and José Valls have undertaken the most exhaus-
tive recent study of this subject. Their conclusions are not necessar-
ily de/ nitive, as they admit, but they have accumulated some signif-
icant data. The authors argue that in present conditions the Pantanal 
cannot support more than one head on 0 or 1 hectares, although 0 hect-
ares may be too much pressure, since weed growth has been increasing. 
But the Pantanal is not uniform in terrain, soils, grasses, and human 
exploitation; some pantanais were considered overgrazed while others 
were not, and certain areas within a pantanal have revealed greater ev-
idence of pasture degradation than others. For example, in Poconé in 
3458 unpalatable vegetation growth (weeds) was estimated at 39 percent 
per year, a rate that prompted predictions that some three million hect-
ares would be a: ected by 34;8, nearly 09 percent of total nonplanted 
pasture in the region. It appears these predictions were accurate. Rea-
sons include recent diking of the region, which has permitted hardy 
cerrado vegetation to invade areas no longer a: ected by annual < ood-
ing; the excessive number of cattle to available pasture, especially as 
cattle tend to congregate in areas of the most palatable species; and un-
stable water levels, forcing animals to move nearer to ranch headquar-
ters for a prolonged period of time.-=
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The regular concentration of cattle in a speci# c area always cre-
ates problems for local pasture survival. This was particularly the case 
around the baías and ranch headquarters. Near ranch buildings, many 
years of cattle trampling and excrement accumulation have caused the 
soil to become impermeable to water, as the undersoil gradually hard-
ens, and the ground level to rise several centimeters. This has restricted 
the penetration of $ oodwaters that in the past reached closer to living 
spaces, a bene# t to habitation but not for local vegetation. When there 
is excessive concentration at the baías for an extended period, these 
natural watering holes soon become unusable, as the shores become so 
muddy and dangerous that other drinking sources must be found. On 
the other hand, in the higher and drier areas regular transit by cattle 
makes a swampy area passable, as the combined weight over time sta-
bilizes the surface. Excessive compaction of the soil, however, deprives 
grasses adapted to local conditions of oxygen for survival and helps to 
introduce species exotic to the region; in the worst cases, some native 
grasses are eliminated. In part this explains the predominance of the 
mimosos and carona, though more study is required to determine the 
long-term ecological e% ect of mimosos as native invaders.&&

'()*+  ,-.  .)/*012 :  213  (3)),./

The central Brazilian plateau, or Planalto, covers an extensive area 
of nearly two million square kilometers, !4 percent of Brazilian ter-
ritory, including large sections of the states of Minas Gerais, Goiás, 
Bahia, Maranhão, and both Mato Grossos. Here, cerrado and campo 
limpo are found. Studies of the cerrado as a savanna ecosystem have 
concluded that it existed long before the entry of humans, not to men-
tion the relatively recent appearance of Europeans. That conclusion 
is based on a number of factors, such as the presence of many similar 
herbaceous $ ora in savannas of Africa and South America, suggesting 
cerrado existed before the two continents dri5 ed apart some 667 mil-
lion years ago, and the advance of dry forest (cerradão) into the cerrado 
where no burning or pasturing has taken place. Campo limpo appears 
to be transitional vegetation between cerrado and cerradão. It seems, in 
fact, that campo limpo limits the advance of both cerrado and cerradão, 
thanks to richer soils that support its extensive natural grass cover.&8

A 69:7 census indicated that cerrado made up roughly 46 percent 
of the state of Mato Grosso do Sul (just over 6;4,777 km<), a percent-
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age that has not changed signi- cantly over the decades. Cerrado in-
cludes the regions north from the municipality of Campo Grande into 
the modern state of Mato Grosso, east from the Pantanal to Goiás and 
Minas Gerais, and southeast to the Paraná River. Made up of mostly 
sandy soils, cerrado in Mato Grosso do Sul is watered by a signi- cant 
river system—the Paraná River—which forms the division between 
Mato Grosso do Sul and Minas Gerais, São Paulo, and Paraná. This 
river . ows some /,011 kilometers from the con. uence of the Grande 
and Paranaíba rivers, where Mato Grosso do Sul, Minas Gerais, and São 
Paulo meet, to the Paraguay River at Corrientes, Argentina. The Paraná 
forms the border between Mato Grosso do Sul and the states of São 
Paulo and Paraná and the nation of Paraguay, a total of some 201 ki-
lometers. Though water sources are less abundant than in the Panta-
nal, several tributaries of the Paraná in Mato Grosso do Sul run west to 
east, providing water for ranching. They served as essential communi-
cation routes between São Paulo and Cuiabá during the colonial explo-
rations of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.34

Cerrado topography is uniformly . at and rolling, with the oc-
casional range of hills, particularly in the west. Altitudes range from 
511 meters to 211 meters above sea level, the lower elevations occur-
ring in the Paraguay and Paraná valleys. The region is in. uenced by the 
same air masses that determine climate in the Pantanal, but extremes 
are moderated by altitude, particularly during the hot wet season, when 
temperatures rival those of the Pantanal. Annual mean precipitation is 
generally quite constant, between /,511 and /,011 millimeters, and No-
vember to March is the period of highest rainfall. The dry Atlantic air 
mass dominates from June through September, when average tempera-
tures decline noticeably, ranging between // and 6/ degrees C, depend-
ing on location. Extremes of below freezing are occasionally registered 
in June or July with the entrance of a polar air mass. The cold can be 
as penetrating as that of the windswept pampas, requiring the use of 
heavy blankets and sweaters. As in the Pantanal, the intermediate peri-
ods (September–October and April–June) are generally the most mod-
erate. Again, during these periods much of cattle breeding, birthing, 
and handling occur.37

Compared with other sections of the Brazilian cerrado, such as 
parts of the states of Goiás and Minas Gerais, the cerrado of Mato 
Grosso receives a greater share of rainfall and retains more moisture in 
the soil; hence, it does not su8 er as much from stress. However, in re-
lation to other regions of the state, the cerrado still is a di9  cult area 
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in which to raise cattle or engage in agriculture. The threat of drought 
and soil erosion has been a constant in the cattle industry from its in-
ception. The entire state su# ered considerably during the droughts and 
grasshopper plagues of the $"%&s and late $"'&s. River levels dropped 
to record lows, inhibiting transportation and access to drinking water, 
and thousands of cattle perished, though no attempt was made to deter-
mine exact numbers. Severe droughts also occurred in $'$( and $'!)–
$'!*, the latter period necessitating import of staples normally grown 
locally, such as rice, corn, beans, and manioc. Such climatic extremes 
o+ en have been accompanied by unusual cold, as in $"%, and $""*, when 
severe frosts covered the region, and snow even fell near Rio Brilhante. 
The winter of $"', saw the loss of cacao trees near Corumbá to frost, 
and the $'&! frosts extended as far north as Cuiabá. In $'$%–$'$", the 
notorious frosts of São Paulo that destroyed millions of co# ee plants 
also a# ected Campo Grande, where temperatures fell to an unheard 
of-!* C../

The combination of winter aridity and cold has a disastrous e# ect, 
as grasses and animals die o# . This can be exacerbated by relatively low 
levels of rainfall during the normally plentiful summer. Ranchers in 
North America have long emphasized this risk. There is no close com-
parison between the plains and prairies of North America and the cer-
rado of Mato Grosso, for the latter region is located in the tropics, with 
di# erent soils, water retention levels, and vegetation. But it is impor-
tant to underline how much a ranching industry is dependent on cli-
matic regularity, especially guaranteed water sources. Where natural 
conditions in the Pantanal (and to a certain extent in campo limpo) pre-
clude the need to worry about necessary elements in cattle survival, 
cattle raising is considerably easier and cheaper than elsewhere. Both 
the Pantanal and campo limpo were blessed with extensive natural pas-
tures year round, nutritious to cattle and well adapted to local ecolog-
ical conditions. This was not the case in the cerrado. Low soil fertil-
ity and drought combined to produce generally poor-quality grasses, 
which regularly limited the growth of cattle during the winter sea-
son. Unpalatable invasive species like barba de bode (Aristida pallens) and 
carona were common and spread widely in the cerrado, while nutri-
tious native grasses were found only in the humid valleys of rivers and 
streams. By contrast, campo limpo hosted several native grasses of high 
nutritional value. With time this changed, as human intervention al-
tered the landscape of campo limpo in profound ways. In fact, the ne-
cessity for widespread burning and the introduction of exotics in the 
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cerrado had its in- uence in campo limpo as well, to the detriment of 
the local ecosystem../

Soils

Soils of the cerrado are normally quite deep but sandy and of low 
fertility, and frequently excessively high in aluminum, sometimes caus-
ing aluminum toxicity in plants and animals. William Sanford and Eliz-
abeth Wangari argued that despite relatively high annual rainfall, the 
cerrado hosts mostly coarse grass vegetation of poor nutritional value 
due to low soil fertility and seasonal drought, at times entering drought 
stress. Alkali levels are high as well, and the soil porosity determines a 
low level of water retention, conditions ideal for natural and human-
encouraged erosion. Also, many areas of the Mato Grosso do Sul cer-
rado are covered with termite mounds, especially in the region between 
Campo Grande and Três Lagoas. The mounds sometimes reach heights 
of one and a half meters. Their presence indicates soil degradation, usu-
ally caused by overgrazing. In the past, most observers considered the 
cerrado 0 t only for extensive ranching, since to be economical agricul-
ture requires too much expense in the form of corrective fertilization. 
Nonetheless, soybean agriculture began to enter the region in the 1234s, 
and evidence of ecological degradation has grown signi0 cantly since..5

Vegetation

Tree species in the cerrado are generally deciduous or semidecid-
uous, with trunks o6 en contorted and covered with a thick, cork-like 
bark. The bark appears to act as protection against 0 re, a natural phe-
nomenon in the cerrado aggravated by human action over several thou-
sand years, in particular the last two centuries. Deciduous scrub trees 
have deep root systems, capable of searching out scarce water in the dry 
season at depths of as much as twenty meters. One tree species useful in 
ranching is the angico (Piptadenia sp.), the bark of which has been used 
for tanning leather.78

By far the most noticeable vegetation in the cerrado, however, is 
grass. Grass species are numerous, but those of greatest utility as cattle 
forage are few and subject to invader stress. The most common palat-
able native species are a mimoso (Heteropogon villosus), though mimosos 
have declined considerably over the past few decades from excessive 
exposure to 0 re, insect pests, and disease, a process noticed as early as 
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the #$#"s. The least palatable grasses were those that predominated, in-
cluding carona and especially the ubiquitous barba de bode. Barba de 
bode is an incessant invader despised by ranchers and rejected by cattle. 
Untouched by man or animal, these grasses have been known to grow 
to heights of two meters.%&

With such a small selection of palatable grasses, it is not surpris-
ing that the cerrado was the ' rst area of Mato Grosso do Sul where 
ranchers experimented with planted pasture. The #$(" census reveals 
that )" percent of all planted pasture in the state was found in the cer-
rado. Grasses chosen followed period trends; jaraguá and gordura were 
planted up to the #$*"s, when brachiarias took over, dominating since. 
If managed properly, these grasses are important in increasing weight 
gain and fertility in cattle. Their expanded use over the years has meant 
the gradual disappearance of some native species, either due directly to 
planting or to conditions created by planting that led to the invasion of 
more hardy, but less palatable, species. This has been the case especially 
where ' re has been employed on a regular and extensive scale.%+

Pasture planting in the Mato Grosso cerrado became signi' cant 
only with the entry of the foreign ranching concerns during and af-

Cerrado vegetation, November !"#$. Photograph by the author.
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ter World War I. Contemporary wisdom held that exotics would main-
tain pasture for longer and that they would permit the pasturing of cat-
tle for fattening. Preferred species were jaraguá and gordura, although 
alfalfa and rhodes grass were also tested. At the turn of the century gor-
dura was considered a wonder grass, supporting twice as many head as 
native grasses and surviving up to twenty years before replanting. It 
did not support burning, however, and since it was more susceptible to 
frost than other grasses, it was planted in the more elevated areas, while 
jaraguá was planted in valley bottoms. Reports during World War I 
noted that gordura produced a “nicer looking” fat on cattle (probably 
whiter in color), important in the export market of the day, particularly 
Britain. Jaraguá was resistant to - re, drought, and frost, could produce 
up to three times a year, and was expected to last at least four years 
before requiring replanting. Further studies have noted that both gor-
dura and jaraguá are incessant invaders under the right conditions, and 
gordura will last up to ten years before it is overcome by competition 
from other plants. Both these species are higher in calcium and phos-
phorus than other exotics, which was an important reason for their se-
lection. Studies done in the ./01s and in .0.2 revealed that of the two, 
gordura had a higher nutritive value. Surveys in the .031s found that 
planted pasture was superior to natural pastures in carrying capacity; 
in the cerrado, arti- cial pastures reportedly could carry up to one head 
to 1.4 hectare, while in areas of native grasses the ratio was considerably 
less, at one head to 5.6 hectares.78

The - rst rule of planting is to select and fence o9  an area in or-
der to control pasturing and prevent the invasion of undesirable grass 
species. However, fencing and planting pasture, without constant at-
tention, damaged the savanna environment and ultimately the rancher. 
This happened frequently in Mato Grosso, with its tradition of allow-
ing cattle to fend for themselves. The result could be disastrous for fu-
ture productivity. Andrade noticed as early as the .021s that in some ar-
eas of the cerrado, pastures had declined signi- cantly where there was 
fencing. He attributed this to a lack of attention on the part of ranch-
ers. Primavesi explains that uncontrolled trampling, combined with the 
limited aboveground biomass of the planted species, causes the soil to 
lose its fertility as it is exposed to the elements and to the incursions of 
weeds. In addition, monoculture leads not only to soil degradation but 
also to an increase in grass and animal parasites, with subsequent pro-
ductivity loss. Thanks to low stocking rates, the impact in Mato Grosso 
was minimal until the .0:1s, but it seems to have accelerated recently.77
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Finally, the presence of legumes in the cerrado should not be ig-
nored, for here they are more important in cattle diet than in the Pan-
tanal. Under the conditions of a long dry period such as experienced 
in the cerrado, cattle prefer to eat grasses during the wet season, turn-
ing to legumes in the dry season, and native legumes are quite abun-
dant in the region. Until recently, legumes were ignored by ranchers 
(though not necessarily by cattle). Today recognition of the importance 
of these native legumes has led to some tentative steps toward consor-
tium planting.#$

%  &'()*  +,-&,,. :  /%01'  )201'

Though campo limpo is the smallest geographical region in this 
study, it has had a powerful in3 uence on the development of the state’s 
cattle sector. A more fertile extension of the cerrado, campo limpo is 
primarily made up of natural pasture and scattered woodlands, the lat-
ter particularly in the river valleys and hilltops. Because it is so attractive 
to ranching, its historical name, Vacaria (cattle country), has endured. 
The area covers roughly 45 percent of the state, about !6,5557square ki-
lometers. Campo Grande and Ponta Porã are its northern and southern 
limits, respectively. In the west, it is bordered by the Serra de Maracajú, 
and in the east it extends to the Paraná River 3 atlands, today occupied 
by soybean farms, forest, and cerrado.#8

The region is crossed by several streams and rivers, 3 owing west to 
east from the Serra de Maracajú to the Paraná River, which have guar-
anteed regular access to water for ranching and agriculture. The most 
southerly section of this region along the Paraguay-Paraná border his-
torically was covered in semitropical forest, the most westerly exten-
sion of the Mata Atlântica (Atlantic Forest), which included abun-
dant natural erva mate stands (Paraguayan tea, Ilex paraguariensis). This 
changed considerably from the 49:5s, as forest and erva have been dev-
astated and farming and ranching have taken over. Today, these areas 
are considered more cerrado than anything else.#;

The Vacaria is a< ected in much the same way by air masses as the 
Cerrado and Pantanal. There are some important di< erences, however. 
The 49:5s Brazilian government Radambrasil study observed campo 
limpo as free of seasonal drought. Annual precipitation is between 
4,655 and 4,:55 millimeters, distributed throughout the year; thus, 
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there are fewer instances of drought, and seasons are slightly di- er-
ent from those of the Cerrado and Pantanal. In the dry season temper-
atures range between ./ and /0 degrees C. Occasionally, the polar front 
brings subfreezing temperatures to higher locations like Ponta Porã. In 
the warmer rainy season periodic squalls cause short-term local 1 ood-
ing, an extreme nuisance in the countryside, where dirt roads are made 
impassable for days at a time and become as treacherous as driving on 
snow or ice, especially in the higher elevations. Temperatures 1 uctuate 
between .0 and 23 degrees C, though as elsewhere in Mato Grosso do 
Sul extremes of 45 C have been registered.67

As in the other regions, the prominent vegetation in campo limpo 
is grass. Considered steppe grassland, the region is interspersed with 
shrubs and trees, comparable to cerrado in many respects. Principal 
nongrass vegetation is virtually the same as in the Cerrado. It is unclear 
whether this is the result of cerrado encroachment on campo limpo or 
the disappearance of cerrado vegetation within the campo limpo area 
due to the action of 8 re. Historically, the lush southern forests, espe-
cially along river courses, attracted considerable attention for extrac-
tion of valuable hardwoods and erva, but today predatory logging has 
stripped most of the region well into Paraguay, leaving room for the ex-
pansion of ranching and more recently sugarcane as biofuel.69

As in the Cerrado, the most common native grass species is the mi-
moso. Indeed, in the past the Vacaria also was known as Campos Mi-
mosos, but mimosos have su- ered over the years, victims of 8 re and 
drought. Edgar Kuhlmann noted as early as .:34 that most pastures had 
been taken over by capim branco felpudo (Andropogon sp.), which is 8 re 
resistant (E.;V. Komarek called the andropogons “8 re grasses”). Barba 
de bode is also present, particularly on the most degraded pastures.<= 
To the extent that campo limpo has been an area of small ranches, with 
properties seldom exceeding two square leagues,<> it is reasonable to as-
sume that the degree of degradation by 8 re and overgrazing has been 
signi8 cant, though the introduction of planted pasture has tended to 
o- set the damage or at least delay it. As in the Cerrado, exotics like 
jaraguá, colonião, gordura, elephant grass, and brachiaria have been 
planted in extensive areas, particularly since the .:?5s.<@

One of the distinctive features of the south of Mato Grosso is a 
broad diversity of geography and ecosystems, a great deal of which are 
favorable to raising cattle. Yet, conditions vary between subregions, 
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such that an understanding of local ecology has been essential for any 
productive economic endeavor, though this has not always guaranteed 
success. Experience with ranching in the Cerrado, for example, pro-
vided limited ecological knowledge for raising cattle in the Pantanal. 
Nonetheless, the natural conditions were favorable for a rudimentary 
cattle industry. As more attention was paid to local conditions and the 
periodic introduction of exotics developed, cattle numbers increased 
and a nascent ranching sector became crucial to the state economy.
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The history of ranching in Mato Grosso a1 er Brazilian in-
dependence is the economic history of the region overall. 
Certainly there was other activity, o1 en considered more 

important than cattle, but it was cattle that sustained the region from at 
least the 2345s. Several obstacles existed, above all the vast distances be-
tween the Brazilian coast and the ranching regions and even between 
habitations within the province. And there was the issue of jurisdic-
tion, since both Brazil and Paraguay claimed the same territories. This 
was a major stimulus for the devastating Paraguayan War (2367–2385), 
which almost eliminated Paraguay as a nation and severely disrupted 
life in Mato Grosso. It was only a1 er the war that the region truly be-
came integrated in the Brazilian empire.9

:&%-.;<=  &'()$*(+

Livestock entered Mato Grosso–Paraguay with the > rst explorers. 
The conquistadores brought their horses upriver upon founding Asun-
ción in 2?@8, and as more Spaniards arrived at the settlement, livestock 
increased. Over time, expanding settlements, forts, and missions north 
of Asunción also imported cattle overland, o1 en becoming easy prey to 
the raids of native nations. On the Portuguese side, bandeiras and later 
monções (gold-seeking and slave-raiding expeditions) tried with diA  -
culty to carry domestic animals with them, though the rigors of travel 
usually precluded large livestock. Nonetheless, the region soon hosted 
feral cattle, horses, and pigs, which aboriginal peoples either hunted or 
eventually captured and raised for their own use and to trade.
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Missionaries also taught their native charges how to raise cattle. 
Until their expulsion in #$"$, Jesuits were especially active in Paraguay, 
in the Chiquitos and Moxos regions of present-day Bolivia, and in the 
short-lived mission of Itatins or Xerez located in the Vacaria of Mato 
Grosso do Sul. From the mid-#"%%s, cattle and horses were raised suc-
cessfully in these missions, and they were o& en traded to the Portu-
guese gold miners and settlers of Cuiabá in the #$'%s, before the Treaty 
of Madrid (#$(%) consolidated frontiers and suppressed trade between 
the two colonies. The missions also were raided by native peoples, es-
pecially the Guaikuru, known as the “Indian cavaliers” thanks to their 
equestrian skills on horses lost by or stolen from the Europeans. With 
the eviction of the Jesuits, the missions foundered, leaving many feral 
cattle to roam the region before permanent neo-European settlement 
developed in the early #)%%s.*

While settlement came early in the Spanish domains, and with it 
ranching, the Portuguese in the region largely were slave raiders and 
gold prospectors, hardly activities conducive to pastoralism. The dis-
covery of gold and the founding of Cuiabá in #$#) set the stage for 
the eventual sporadic entry of cattle into Mato Grosso. As the region 
grew demographically, the need for local food production to supply the 
mines stimulated the establishment of several ranches near Cuiabá.

The + rst record of cattle in Cuiabá was in #$,$, when four ani-
mals made the journey overland from Goiás. Regular in- ux of cattle 
into Cuiabá occurred from the #$!%s, when the Cuiabá-Goiás road was 
opened and protected from aboriginal attack. Large land grants called 
sesmarias, typically of #!,%") hectares each, were granted by the crown 
to selected settlers and were easily expanded, with or without o.  cial 
permission, into a series of properties. It was expected they would be 
populated by cattle and planted with food crops. This was the case for 
the supply post of Camapuã southeast of Cuiabá, established in #$,", 
which raised cattle, along with foodstu/ s like corn, beans, sugar, and 
manioc. However, it took much longer to build up ranches elsewhere.0

By the #$(%s ranches were established along the Cuiabá River near 
the mining center. Others were created as a direct result of the #$$$ 
Treaty of San Ildefonso, when the Portuguese erected military garri-
sons along the Paraguay River. At Albuquerque, near the future Co-
rumbá, the intention was to eliminate the reliance of the troops on cat-
tle bartered with the Guaikuru, who raided ranches in Paraguay in 
order to trade with the Brazilians. Ranching expanded gradually along 
the rivers during the last decades of the #$%%s, and by the early nine-
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teenth century several landholdings existed, most in the northern Pan-
tanal. Some holdings were quite large. It was reported in the -./0s that 
the ranch called Jacobina, located near São Luis de Cáceres on the Par-
aguay River, was made up of -1 sesmarias totaling /20 square leagues 
(more than one million hectares!), pasturing in excess of 10,000 head, 
and growing commercial crops such as corn, sugar, beans, manioc, and 
even cereals; it considered itself completely independent of local and 
imperial government. According to Virgílio Corrêa Filho, owner João 
Pereira Leite “dispensed with government assistance when he didn’t 
reject it.”3 By -./., in all of Mato Grosso there were estimated to be 
nearly -45,000 head, -10,000 of them in Cuiabá district, which encom-
passed the Pantanal, north and south (including Jacobina). Of 616 ses-
marias, 7/ were dedicated to raising cattle. Southern Mato Grosso be-
tween Camapuã and Amambai also was recognized as an ideal region 
for raising cattle, though no one was sure of the number of private 
ranches, especially considering the custom of squatting on public land.8

The Portuguese crown itself was not inactive, establishing several 
ranches (fazendas reais) in Mato Grosso during the latter years of the 
eighteenth century and 9 rst decade of the nineteenth.: These included 
three in the north of the Pantanal and three more in the south, as well 
as plans for others in the Paraguay border region. The intention ap-
pears to have been to establish o;  cial Portuguese sovereignty over bor-
der regions still considered in dispute, despite earlier treaties. Caiçara, 
near present-day Cáceres, was acquired in -447 and by -4.2 allegedly 
had some 6,100 head. By -.//, the year of Brazilian independence, it 
was said to hold -/,000 cattle, though in -.25 this had diminished dras-
tically, to /,000, plus 600 horses for army use. Miranda, a fort estab-
lished in -44., initially called Mondego, became a national ranch called 
Betione around -.-0, said to have “many cattle.” A Brazilian deserter to 
Paraguay reported in -./5–-./1 that 6,000 head were pastured at Mi-
randa and another -,000 at Albuquerque. He also revealed that some 
2,000 head of cattle and horses had been sent from Miranda to Cuiabá 
in previous years. Luiz D’Alincourt, traveling from Santos to Cuiabá at 
the same time, was told the ranch held 7,500 head of cattle, not count-
ing feral stock, and 450 horses. A provincial presidential report indi-
cated that in -.4/ Caiçara had only -00 head and was used almost ex-
clusively to raise horses for the military, while nearby Casalvasco held 
5,000 beeves and Betione 6,000.<

E= ective settlement in southern Mato Grosso away from the Para-
guay River did not begin until the -.60s–-.20s. Frequent con> icts with 
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Spanish authorities and settlers in Paraguay and then with the Para-
guayan military a# er independence caused the government in Rio de 
Janeiro to encourage occupation of the area. Claimed by both nations, 
the region was a focus of mutual distrust that contributed to the erup-
tion of the Paraguayan War, yet occupation occurred only sporadically 
before the war, almost exclusively by Brazilians.

As settlers trickled in, political authorities in both newly indepen-
dent countries sought to strengthen their territorial claims. The Para-
guayans periodically sent military patrols in a show of jurisdiction as 
Asunción was concerned that the gradual in$ ux of Brazilians threat-
ened Paraguay’s claim to the region. In some cases, Brazilian ranchers 
were harassed or even imprisoned on the grounds of occupying Para-
guayan lands without permission. The Paraguayan government recog-
nized that the nation lacked population and resources to settle the area; 
hence, population pressure and the unequal land tenure system in more 
settled regions of Brazil virtually guaranteed southern Mato Grosso a 
predominantly Portuguese-speaking settler population.%

Aside from the establishment of national ranches, the government 
was sluggish in securing the interior for the nation. Military agricul-
tural colonies, of which the national ranch structure was a part, were 
set up at several locations around Brazil through the &"'(s and &")(s. 
The intention was to establish colonies of soldiers and their families in 
remote regions with the incentive of free land grants a# er military ser-
vice, with the hope that civilians would be attracted to the area, even-
tually opening it up for general settlement and de* nitive Brazilian oc-
cupation and claim. Authorities anticipated that the settlements might 
also draw foreign immigrants and thus o+ er a partial solution to a po-
tential national agricultural labor crisis caused by the closing of the 
slave trade in &"'(. This policy of Brazilian human and economic ex-
pansion into the nation’s frontier regions lasted for several decades, but 
the initial attempts were desultory, since they were not given the infra-
structural support they required.,

Several colonies were set up on or near the Brilhante, Dourados, 
and Miranda rivers between &"'! and &")&. Nioác showed the most 
promise, as it was part of an ambitious project of the Baron of Anto-
nina (João da Silva Machado), senator for Paraná, to link the southern 
coast of Paraná with the Paraguay River and eventually with Cuiabá. 
The project was undercut in &"'- by the opening of the Paraguay River 
to Brazilian shipping via Asunción. Losing its initial economic ratio-
nale and subsequent governmental interest, Nioác stagnated. The same 
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was true for the other colonies. Little - scal investment was directed to 
the settlements, soldiers were only too glad to leave when they com-
pleted their service, and few civilians dared risk a venture so ignored 
by the government itself. While the colonies established an o.  cial Bra-
zilian presence in the region, they did nothing to help develop it, with 
few animals, little agriculture, no medical facilities, and insu.  cient 
military personnel to protect the few settlers from aboriginal and Par-
aguayan harassment./0

The Paraguayans reacted to the colonies with exasperation. A1 er 
hearing of the establishment of Dourados the year before, in 2345 the 
Paraguayan government sent a patrol to Miranda and Dourados that al-
legedly ordered the colonies dismantled. This was denied by the Para-
guayan o.  cer in command of the patrol, but the surprise Paraguayan 
invasion of December 2346 quickly saw the colonies overrun and razed. 
They would be reoccupied a1 er the war, but they served no better pur-
pose than they had before.//

Southern Mato Grosso before the war experienced more e7 ective 
occupation by Brazilian civilians who were not tied to the colonies and 
were almost exclusively engaged in cattle ranching. For the most part, 
these settlers were small ranchers from the Triângulo Mineiro region 
of western Minas Gerais bordering Mato Grosso, who sought an es-
cape from the growing human, economic, and environmental pressures 
on land in their home areas. They originally settled on unoccupied ter-
ritory near Santana do Paranaíba, a cerrado similar to that in Minas. 
The - rst recorded ranch was that of the Garcia Leal family, established 
in 2358. Many more ranches sprang up in succeeding years. Alfredo 
D’Escragnolle Taunay, an o.  cer in the Brazilian military expedition 
sent in 2349 to challenge the Paraguayan invasion, reported several large 
ranches in the area between Baús, on the Goiás border, and Coxim, in-
cluding the Garcia Leal ranch. The family soon became the potentate 
of the region and encouraged other settlers from the Triângulo to seek 
their fortunes in Mato Grosso. The Lopes family, and later the Barbo-
sas from Franca in São Paulo, among others, headed to Paranaíba in the 
23:;s, but learning of luxurious natural pastures near the Paraguayan 
border, they soon moved south in search of an easier area in which to 
settle. Encounters with feral stock, probably descendants of mission an-
imals released a1 er the expulsion of the Jesuits in the eighteenth cen-
tury, sealed their resolve to remain in the Vacaria. These families be-
came the prominent ranchers in the region before the war./<

The area continued to prosper, with marriage alliances celebrated 
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among families, including with ranchers from Paraná expanding west-
ward. As early as #$%$, a reported &' ranchers thrived in southern Mato 
Grosso. They were not rooted to the land, however, as wealth was mea-
sured only in the number of feral cattle that could be culled for per-
sonal use or local sale, while land titles were rare. As a result, these 
ranchers moved from pasture to pasture in a form of transhumance, 
taking advantage of climate and forage conditions in diverse locales. 
Land tenure was so precarious that in the #$!"s or #$("s a ranch was 
bartered for an old shotgun and a tame horse. Virtually all the ranchers 
were squatters on public property, which le)  them vulnerable a) er the 
passage of the national land law of #$(".*+

The law was one of the most important of the imperial period. 
Land had largely been squatted a) er independence, and in the interior, 
property holders with resources and force tended to dominate. The law 
legalized all landholdings a) er survey and registration, a circumstance 
that favored the stronger claimants, who had the resources to claim 
more than they had occupied. For example, in the #$!"s the Baron of 
Antonina in Paraná sent an expedition into the area under the leader-
ship of a member of the Lopes family. It appears the Baron intended to 
extend personal in, uence over the region through the concession of a 
road or railway from Curitiba to the Paraguay River and, a) er prom-
ulgation of the law, by buying up land from local ranchers. His “pur-
chases,” all dated #$!-, were based on declarations of prior “continu-
ous occupation,” as required by the #$(" law. Local ranchers knew the 
region very well, but few had ever spent as many as . ve years in occu-
pation of a speci. c locale, and registry was seldom considered until the 
Baron’s land agents entered the area a) er #$(". This became a major 
judicial case in the twentieth century when descendants of the Baron 
claimed vast amounts of territory based on these dubious documents. 
They were unsuccessful, and it is ironic that the Baron himself never 
set foot in the region, dying in São Paulo in #$&(. Meanwhile, legal or 
illegal possession of lands in southern Mato Grosso had little e/ ect on 
many ranchers, as the authorities were incapable of regulating land use 
or even registering many holdings, considering their weak presence in 
the region. Besides, there was still the question of national jurisdiction, 
since Asunción claimed much of the area as Paraguayan.*0

Most reports of the prewar period do not mention cattle popula-
tions, probably as much from ignorance of numbers among the ranch-
ers as from neglect on the part of the chroniclers. Despite sporadic 
branding, the nature of the stock precluded the gathering of statistics 
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with any accuracy. Residents had traditionally relied on common law 
and local cooperation to round up (or “hunt”) semiferal animals, a sys-
tem that worked only as long as there were no outside claims. How-
ever, estimates by Paraguayan occupying troops and others in the re-
gion o- er some idea of the extent of ranching. In ./0/, an expedition 
from Jataí in Paraná to Miranda encountered a ranch on the Nioác 
River downriver from the military colony, allegedly with .1,111 head 
and 211 horses. Two other ranches were reported to have 2,111 and 
0,1113head each. Yet another ranch at the time of the Paraguayan in-
vasion was said to hold .1,111 cattle. Paraguayan troops reported that 
in January and February ./40 they had been able to round up nearly 
5,1113head of cattle and 511 horses. Alfredo Taunay estimated that there 
were some 51,111 head in the hands of the Paraguayans in the Miranda 
region in mid-./44, rounded up from ranches along the army’s land in-
vasion routes, between Bela Vista on the Apa River and Miranda, a dis-
tance of roughly 211 kilometers. Undoubtedly they also included cattle 
from ranches farther a6 eld, but the numbers do not take into account 
how many had already been sent to Asunción, either live or in the form 
of jerky and hides. These reports indicate a sizable cattle population in 
southern Mato Grosso before the war, though other parts of the prov-
ince, including the Pantanal, also hosted many head.78

The decline of gold mining in the Cuiabá region in the mid- 
eighteenth century saw the establishment of rudimentary cattle ranches 
on the lush 6 elds of Poconé and Cáceres in the northern Pantanal. By the 
./51s, a number of adventurous budding ranchers turned to the south of 
the Pantanal to establish holdings. Among them were the future Baron 
of Villa Maria (./42), José Gomes da Silva, son-in-law of Pereira Leite 
at Jacobina and founder of the ranch Firme; as well as the Mascarenhas, 
Paes de Barros, Barros, and Rondon families. Other ranchers entered 
the region a9 er strong nativist movements developed throughout Bra-
zil following the sudden abdication of Emperor Pedro3I in ./5.. Riots in 
Cuiabá in ./5:, known as the Rusga, le9  scores of Portuguese dead, and 
several of the perpetrators escaped punishment by moving south into 
the Pantanal. These included João and Generoso Alves Ribeiro, who es-
tablished their families on the Taboco River in the eastern Pantanal. 
Linked by marriage, the bulk of these ranchers brought between 511 
and 011 head apiece and within decades possessed herds of several thou-
sands.7; (See map 5, p. xiv.)

It appears many ranchers took advantage of the ./01 land law and 
legalized their squatted holdings, using the right of “paci6 c occupa-
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tion” provided in the law. There were more than ten major ranchers in 
the region before the war. In #$%!, the Paraguayan army was told there 
were some twenty ranches in the Pantanal between Miranda and the 
São Lourenço River, and it was estimated that farther south between 
#",&&& and #',&&& head could easily be rounded up for consumption. 
Many more were observed near Albuquerque. According to Paraguayan 
reports, throughout the two-year occupation the army had no di(  culty 
supplying cattle to its forces, to local civilians, and to Asunción in the 
form of jerky. The Brazilian expeditionary force also found many cat-
tle wherever they camped. Near Taboco, a ranch owned by José Alves 
de Arruda was estimated to hold #),&&& head, though the force was pre-
vented from taking full advantage of this food source by a virulent at-
tack of mal das cadeiras (surra), which decimated their horses and mules, 
making roundup impossible.*+

The presence of so many ranches in the decades before the war re-
inforces the observation that southern Mato Grosso possessed favorable 
conditions for the raising of cattle. It also raises the likelihood that de-
spite the region’s remoteness, there must have been some sale to the rest 
of Brazil. In the #$"&s the market throughout Mato Grosso was almost 
purely local. Cuiabá, Corumbá, and the military garrisons absorbed 
most production, but favorable environmental conditions led to a nat-
ural overproduction that kept prices low. Ranchers, though encamped 
on vast expanses of land and o, en claiming large herds, maintained lit-
tle more than a subsistence existence that was spartan in contrast to its 
potential. With the exception of properties located near Cuiabá, ranch-
ers were poor. Cattle drives to markets in the east began to be orga-
nized only in the mid-#$'&s.*-

Until then, Mato Grosso was at a disadvantage. The most promis-
ing markets were the expanding city of Rio de Janeiro and the grow-
ing co. ee plantations in the provinces of Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo, 
but competition came from ranchers closer to consumers, in Minas 
Gerais, Goiás, and São Paulo. Clearly, it was cheaper to trail steers from 
these areas than from Mato Grosso. Also, the export of salted beef via 
the Paraguay River, allowed by treaty with Paraguay only in #$'/, was 
closed o.  in #$%! when the Paraguayan War isolated the province once 
again.

Yet a boom in demand in Rio de Janeiro and elsewhere in the #$'&s 
had an important impact on ranching in Mato Grosso. A report from 
#$'$ revealed that Mato Grosso contributed some #/,&&& head annually 
to the Rio market, sent through Minas Gerais, though this had been di-
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minishing at the time of publication. Prices had risen signi- cantly in 
the country, with quality steers in Rio sometimes reaching .// milreis. 
Mato Grosso ranchers apparently sold their steers o0  the ranch at .1 to 
.2 milreis to Mineiro drovers, who herded the animals to winter pas-
ture in Minas. A3 er weight gain, the animals were driven to Rio and 
sold to the slaughterhouses there, though o3 en the uncontrolled mar-
ket resulted in supply gluts, a situation exploited by the slaughterhouses 
in the capital. Adding drover expenses and costs of preslaughter pas-
turing, the purchase of corn in the dry season, slave acquisition and 
maintenance (which apparently increased a3 er the African slave trade 
ceased in .42/), salt, and other necessities, it is understandable why the 
- nal price of a steer in Rio could be so high, though speculation by the 
slaughterhouses also was common. The resulting cost of beef in the city 
o3 en was prohibitive to the consumer and a contentious issue for resi-
dents. There was concern over the future of the industry, as many Mi-
neiro ranchers had switched to buying and selling, cows were slaugh-
tered indiscriminately, and stocks declined. Nonetheless, the .42/s 
proved to be the start of a regular cattle industry in south-central Bra-
zil, including Mato Grosso, when rising urban demand stimulated the 
sector there and helped to double or even triple steer prices of only a 
decade earlier.56

For a number of reasons Mato Grosso’s participation in this boom 
was short-lived. Not least was the opening of the Paraguay River to 
Brazilian shipping. Now there was a route for shipment of salt beef and 
jerky to Rio de Janeiro that did not depend on the precarious transport 
of cattle on the hoof. Almost immediately ranchers, mostly those in the 
Pantanal, turned to producing jerky for sale to shippers in Cuiabá and 
Corumbá, who were pioneers in a business that would become highly 
important a3 er the Paraguayan War. Another reason for the decline in 
cattle sales through Minas was a very speci- c ecological imperative that 
limited the number of horses in the Pantanal, mal das cadeiras, which 
coincidentally arrived in the .42/s. Little understood, the disease rav-
aged the Pantanal for decades, and the regular loss of horses elevated 
the cost of a steed to as much as .// to 7// milreis apiece. Saddle steers, 
a makeshi3  substitute used for transport, were ill-suited for roundup, 
especially since cattle were semiferal and frequently could be “cap-
tured” only by the bullet. Heavy losses on the drives to Minas Gerais 
caused the industry, in the words of Joaquim Moutinho, president of 
Mato Grosso, to “disappear completely” by the .48/s. In addition, the 
quality of Mato Grosso beef was considered poor by all observers, even 
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those in Cuiabá, where animals herded to market were le"  for days in 
corrals without food and water before slaughter. Similar conditions re-
duced the quality of salted beef as well.#$

At the same time, periodic smuggling of cattle from Mato Grosso 
to Paraguay was common, particularly to the poorly supervised Chaco. 
In %&'(, reports of cattle being driven across the Paraguay River south 
of the Paraguayan fort of Fuerte Borbón (Olimpo) spurred the Para-
guayan government to send a gunboat to investigate. Corrals, chutes, 
canoes, implements, horses, a small jerky operation, and “a consider-
able number of cattle” were found, though the perpetrators escaped 
into the nearby Chaco and Pantanal. It appeared the smugglers were 
Guaikuru and at least four nonnative Brazilians, identi) ed by their 
dress. In view of the considerable investment in the operation, it ap-
pears local Brazilian entrepreneurs were involved. Indeed, a Brazilian 
deserter interrogated in Concepción accused the residents of the mu-
nicipality of Miranda of organizing smuggling operations to the natives 
of the Chaco, supposedly with the consent of the president of Mato 
Grosso. The Brazilian Minister in Asunción quite naturally denied in-
volvement at higher echelons. It is not clear how widespread such op-
erations were, or for how long they had been under way, but it is not 
di*  cult to believe that such activity was relatively common, with or 
without the approval of the provincial president. Considering the ex-
pansion of the industry in Mato Grosso, it is reasonable to expect that 
any outlet, especially one as relatively simple and close by as the Chaco, 
would be exploited by local ranchers. On the other hand, reports of 
trade with Paraguay across disputed land borders are rare. This seems 
to indicate that the centuries- old dispute over jurisdiction in the area 
limited the amount of contact permitted between Paraguayans and Bra-
zilians, probably because of actions by the Paraguayan government. 
The prompt Paraguayan o*  cial response to the smuggling operation 
re inforces this conclusion.#+

Notwithstanding these deterrents to a prosperous ranching indus-
try and President Moutinho’s pessimistic assessment, cattle were found 
throughout Mato Grosso, a market had been established, and many 
ranchers were becoming relatively prosperous. By the %&',s the remote 
province was gradually being drawn into the national economic struc-
ture, impressing upon the national government the potential of this 
vast, little-known western region of the empire. Just as Mato Grosso’s 
economic star appeared to be on the ascendant, however, war brought 
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devastation to the south of the state, reduced herds, and scattered ranch-
ers and other settlers.

-$+  $).  /$##&!

Traditional Brazilian historiography has maintained that the Para-
guayan invasion completely destroyed the limited degree of prosperity 
of southern Mato Grosso, as human and animal populations were dis-
persed, captured, or consumed by the voracious appetite of a murder-
ous Paraguayan war machine. Typical is the assessment that the Para-
guayans took more than 011,111 head from the region through which 
they passed, leaving virtually no cattle behind. There is no question 
that local cattle were captured and slaughtered for troop and prisoner 
consumption or to make jerked beef for shipment to Asunción, but it 
appears that the number of cattle in the hands of the Paraguayans was 
limited and, even more important, that the invaders apparently con-
served a resource essential for the support of a nation engaged in war. 
Joaquim Moutinho admitted as early as 2345, when the war was still 
raging in Paraguay, that many thousands of head had been preserved 
by the Paraguayans, who had not had time to drive or slaughter all be-
fore their withdrawal from Mato Grosso. He reported that the animals, 
most of them feral, carried the Paraguayan government brand “LP” (la 
patria), and thanks to the Paraguayans the two prewar Brazilian gov-
ernment ranches in the Miranda district, Betione and Poeira, were 
well-stocked with healthy cattle.66

Part of the reason the Paraguayan army was not able to round up 
more cattle in the region, despite having two years to complete such an 
operation, may have been the outbreak of mal das cadeiras at precisely 
the moment troops entered Mato Grosso. Several Paraguayan military 
reports in 2347 mentioned the devastating e8 ects of the disease on their 
horses. Not only were troops immobilized by 9 oodwaters (the invasion 
came in December–January 234:–2347, as Pantanal waters were begin-
ning to rise), which impeded any further prosecution of operations to 
Cuiabá, but the high equine mortality also le;  them unable to support 
a land assault on the Mato Grosso capital. Incidences of the disease con-
tinued for a year or more, restricting the Paraguayans’ ability to round 
up the semiferal cattle in the south of the province. Initially, they were 
forced to divert horses from the south of their country, a policy that 
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soon became impossible as allied forces invaded Paraguay itself. As stra-
tegic considerations required the reinforcement of the southern army, 
in #$"% Paraguayan troops were withdrawn from Mato Grosso. The re-
duced number of horses then at their disposal explains in part why they 
did not slaughter or take more cattle with them.&'

Brazilian troops faced the same problems, severely restricting their 
ability to respond to the Paraguayan invasion. Alfredo Taunay reported 
that while the expeditionary force sent from São Paulo was camped in 
Coxim in early #$"", it lost almost all its horses and mules to mal das ca-
deiras. The few remaining mounts were soon a( ected during the sub-
sequent march from Coxim to the Taboco River through the Pantanal. 
Though many cattle were seen, the number of available horses was in-
su)  cient to round up more than a few head. This situation persisted 
into #$%*, when the commander of the Brazilian force in Miranda, 
Caetano da Silva Albuquerque, reported that he could not follow or-
ders to drive cattle from the Bela Vista area because the disease had 
decimated horses in the vicinity. He had to rely on drovers from Minas 
Gerais, who were bringing steers and mounts overland and selling the 
animals at “fabulous prices,” though apparently too late for the needs of 
the force. His alternative was to try and obtain animals from the over-
all Brazilian command.&+

Meanwhile, rancher reaction to the invasion was mixed. For the 
most part ranchers, natives, settlers, and some military , ed. Some 
stayed, however, either because they could not escape or because they 
decided to put their fate into the hands of providence. Most of those 
who remained ended up as prisoners of war in Asunción, and some did 
not survive. The majority returned to their homes only in the early 
#$%*s, but several managed to stay on their ranches throughout the 
war, particularly those in areas where Paraguayan patrols only passed 
through. One region was near the Taboco River in the eastern Pantanal. 
According to Brazilian commander André da Costa Leite d’Almeida, 
who was captured while trying to escape the invasion, the owner of Fa-
zenda Taboco, Joaquim Alves Corrêa, had misdirected retreating Bra-
zilian troops by falsely stating that Paraguayan troops had taken Coxim. 
This forced the soldiers to attempt their escape via Camapuã to Santana 
do Paranaíba, during which they were captured. Almeida accused Alves 
Corrêa of deliberately misleading them in order to avoid having his cat-
tle and horses requisitioned by the military. It appears that the rancher 
told most of the truth a- er all, however, as Paraguayan troops passed 
through the ranch in mid-January #$". and sacked part of Coxim at 
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the end of the month. By land, this was as far north as the invaders 
advanced.-.

On the other hand, Renato Ribeiro argues that Taunay’s conten-
tion that the Paraguayans took /,000 head from his ancestor’s ranch was 
highly exaggerated. In fact, the Alves Corrêa family felt they had been 
badly treated by Brazilian forces, who camped on the ranch for three 
months in 1233, consuming many cattle in the process. Multiple ap-
peals over the years to the Brazilian government for compensation fell 
on deaf ears. Regardless, it seems clear that the Paraguayans, no doubt 
against their ultimate intentions, did not eliminate southern Mato 
Grosso’s cattle population, despite extensive exploitation of resources at 
hand. By war’s end in 1240, there were still su5  cient numbers available 
for the reconstruction of many ranches. This explains to a great extent 
why ranchers eventually were able to return and renew and expand the 
local cattle industry.-6

#(!  7$#,  *+,"",  !8,),79,  :;<=–:>:?

A@ er the war, southern Mato Grosso became a modest arena for 
outside investment and immigration. Private investment was directed 
into urban expansion (particularly in Corumbá and Cuiabá), the ex-
traction of erva mate along the now deA nitive Mato Grosso–Paraguay 
boundary, a brief rubber boom in the Amazon, and cattle. Though the 
imperial government was criticized for not paying su5  cient attention 
to its more remote territories, there were some eB orts to incorporate 
Mato Grosso into the nation in the years a@ er the hostilities. Brazil-
ian government investment included a shipyard near Corumbá, mil-
itary outposts, attempts to revive some prewar national military col-
onies, and public works, particularly river dredging and construction 
in Cuiabá. The Mato Grosso economy expanded gradually, primarily 
through the export of erva mate and cattle products from the south and 
of rubber from its remote northern jungle region; though, with the ex-
ception of a brief rubber boom at the beginning of the twentieth cen-
tury, it was the two southern products that sustained the government 
and bureaucracy in Cuiabá.-C

According to the national census, the Mato Grosso human popula-
tion in 124D was near 30,000, although the count did not include native 
nations, estimated at a further DE,000. Perhaps as many as half of the 
nonnative population lived in the south. Prewar estimates are little bet-
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ter than guesses, but if we accept the overall # gure of $%,&'' inhabitants 
in ("$), including native peoples, and a generally assumed )*percent av-
erage annual growth rate, without the war, the total Mato Grosso popu-
lation in ("%) would have been roughly "),&''. Depopulation caused by 
the invasion and a devastating smallpox epidemic indicates the province 
experienced little demographic growth between ("$) and ("%)+, (see ta-
ble ).(). Presidential reports for the decade of the ("%'s re- ect concern 
over the state’s weak demographic and economic condition. The almost 
total lack of agriculture and industry was attributed to the small popu-
lation, vast distances from other regions of Brazil, and poor transporta-
tion. Presidents proposed solutions through incentives for agricultural 
colonies, promotion of immigration, and land grants.

With limited # nances the provincial government could do little on 
its own and deferred to national authorities for subsidies. A law pro-
mulgated in ("$. opening the port of Corumbá to free import and ex-
port of goods for two years was one step in that direction, leading to a 
modest expansion, but even as late as ("%) Rio de Janeiro had to provide 
emergency food relief. Only the decision to build a naval shipyard (ar-
senal) at Corumbá in ("%/ and the withdrawal of Brazilian troops from 
Paraguay in ("%$ gave Mato Grosso the jump start it required. In an at-
tempt to stimulate opportunities in several remote frontiers, Rio be-
gan a program of transfer payments to provincial governments. Impe-
rial investment through the naval and war ministries then trickled into 
the province. Mato Grosso presidential reports indicate that between 
("%/ and (""% Cuiabá received a total of (&,''' milreis in transfer pay-
ments, an average over (,''' milreis annually. Initially the region faced 
a problem of insu0  cient labor. The imperial government thus saw an 
opportunity in the abysmal postwar conditions in Paraguay to relieve 
the labor shortage in Mato Grosso. In ("%! it passed a law permitting 
the Brazilian consulate in Asunción to issue free one-way passages to 
Corumbá for Paraguayans. Response in Paraguay, still shattered by the 
war, was enthusiastic.+1

Despite a temporary downturn in the Corumbá economy by mid-
("%", Brazilian government investment served its own interests and the 
Mato Grosso economy well.23 It had acted as a stimulus to business ac-
tivity, not only around Corumbá but in Cuiabá as well. Import-export 
houses were established, mostly by entrepreneurs from Buenos Aires 
and Montevideo; investors showed interest in expanding cattle ranch-
ing; and a number of extractors, Brazilian and Paraguayan, had already 
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exploited the erva lands along the Paraguayan border. The Rio govern-
ment also made some attempts to stimulate the agricultural sector in re-
mote regions, particularly along the international boundary. The pro-
vincial government was given permission to grant parcels of up to one 
square league (-,.// hectares) for colonization within the federally re-
stricted 0/-league (..-kilometer) strip along borders. National agricul-
tural military colonies, which had functioned desultorily before the 
war, were reestablished with the familiar intention of attracting set-
tlers, reinforcing sovereignty, and “pacifying” local native peoples.12

In 0345 the provincial president gave glowing descriptions of ideal 
natural conditions for farming—fertile soil, benign climate, plenti-
ful water—and predicted great prosperity for the colonies. But despite 
good intentions, federal 6 nancial support was unreliable. Reports from 
colony directors throughout the 034/s and 033/s constantly pleaded 
for the provision of tools, seeds, and building materials, to little avail. 
They were not even useful as police and 6 scal posts, as they rapidly lost 
their initial civilian populations and soldiers who had deserted or died 
were seldom replaced. History soon repeated itself, as the 6 nancially 
strapped imperial government found little incentive to support the col-
onies during the uncertain 033/s, and in 035. the new republican re-
gime withdrew all military personnel and support, leaving the colonies 
in civilian hands. Deprived of even minimal guaranteed 6 nancing, the 
colonies disintegrated shortly therea7 er.18

The experience of the colonies indicates that federal attention to 
the development of Mato Grosso was short-lived. Though provincial 
government income rose between the early 034/s and 0335, it did not 
increase at the rates desired by the province’s leaders. Provincial tax 
income from exports was 03,/// milreis (03 contos, US$3,3//) in 0340, 
and by 0339 this had risen to 90 contos (roughly US$05,://). Property 
and import taxes and irregular transfer payments from Rio de Janeiro 
added some income, but the provincial treasury habitually operated at 
near-de6 cit levels. These 6 gures do not indicate the entire state of the 
economy, however, for there was a greater proportional increase in the 
elaboration of cattle products and the exploitation of erva mate than in 
other sectors.11

Export statistics collected at Corumbá reveal considerable growth 
in cattle production between 0349 and 0339. In this ten-year period, ex-
ports of hides increased modestly, but dried beef exports skyrocketed 
by a factor of 0/. In addition, 033- 6 gures reveal the export of more 
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Aquidauanaa 1,234 35,161 37,382
Bela Vistaa 1,9:8 7:,998 74,6:4
Cáceres 77,:74 79,45: 71,343
Campo Grandea 37,:45 61,431 89,5::
Corumbáa :,555 1,255 — 78,555 71,869 31,837 :2,9:6
Cuiabá ::,492 86,:16 84,356
Coxim 4,211 77,35: 2,852
Douradosa,b 4,3:2 76,128 33,2:6
Entre Riosc — 2,:98 2,2:2
Maracajúa — 8,745 8,911
Mirandaa,d :,955 77,:55 — 17,555 4,271 75,433 9,671
Nioáca 9,159 6,989 4,963
Paranaíbaa 3,255 8,555 — :8,555 75,76: 76,758 33,623
Poconé 9,522 74,:7: 7:,6:2
Ponta Porãa 71,325 :3,114 71,119
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Ministério da Indústria, Viação e Obras Publicas, Directoria Geral de Estatística, Synopse do recenseamento de !" de dezembro de "#$% (Rio de Janeiro: O2 cina 
da Estatistica, +,.,); Brazil, Instituto Brasileiro de Geogra2 a e Estatística (IBGE), Séries estatísticas retrospectivas, vol. +, Reportório Estatístico do Brasil 
Separata do Anuário Estatístico do Brasil, Ano V, "$!$–"$&% (Rio de Janeiro: IBGE, +.,-), +3; Brazil, Directoria Geral de Estatística, Anuário estatística do Bra-
sil, "$%#–"$"' (Rio de Janeiro: Typ. Nacional, +.+1), 14+; S. Cardoso Ayala and Feliciano Simon, Album Graphico do Estado de Matto Grosso, EEUU do Brasil 
(Corumbá/Hamburg: n.p., +.+3), 3+3–315; Brazil, Ministério da Agricultura, Commercio e Obras Públicas, Directoria Geral de Estatística, Recenseamento 
realizado em " de Setembro de "$'%, vol. &, parte " “População” (Rio de Janeiro: Typ. da Estatística, +.1-), 35,–35.; Brazil, IBGE, Recenseamento Geral do Bra-
sil (+º de Setembro de +.35), Série Regional, Parte XXII, Mato Grosso: Censo Demográ( co, Censos Econômicos (Rio de Janeiro: Serviço Grá2 co do IBGE, +.41), 
4+; Brazil, IBGE, Conselho Nacional de Estatística, Serviço Nacional de Recenseamento, Série Regional, Volume XXIX, Estado de Mato Grosso: Censos De-
mográ( cos e Econômicos (Rio de Janeiro: IBGE, +.4-), -3.

Note: All of these municipalities were primary cattle districts.
aSouthern municipalities.
bDourados was a district in Ponta Porã municipality in +.15, normally counted as part of the total. In this case, the totals are separated.
cRenamed Rio Brilhante in +.3,.
dIn +.55, the municipalities of Nioác and Campo Grande are included in the Miranda total.
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than ###,$%% kilos of beef bouillon (caldo de carne) (see table "."). Erva 
exports through the poorly controlled customs posts along the Para-
guayan border also showed signi& cant increase. They generated tax in-
come that rose from #$.' contos in #''! to over (% contos the next year, 
re) ecting the growing importance of erva in the region.*+

The declaration of the republic brought many institutional changes 
to Brazil, the most important for this study being the designation of 
greater & scal, jurisdictional, and legal powers to the states. This new 
freedom and responsibility meant that government income was gener-
ated locally, while public lands came under the control of the state gov-

,-./0  1 .1 .  2-,3  453663  7-,,/0-8059:08  0;<35,6 ,  =>?@–=A=B

Year Hides (units) Jerky (kg) Live cattle
Beef bouillon 

(kg)

CDEF GH,CII D,III — —

CDEJ–CDDI HF,III DI,EII — —

CDDG KI,III — — CCC,LII

CDDK KC,KII — — EF,III

CDDF KE,III —  F,III —

CDJI FH,DII — — JL,FII

CDJC — — — CCF,III

CDJF FG,HII — — CFE,KII

CJII KD,III CGI,III — CKC,III

CG,III 
(Descalvados)

CJIF FJ,III CGG,III GI,III 
(CJIL, Paranaíba)

HJ,KII

 H,FII 
(Descalvados)

CJCI EE,HII KDH,III FF,III GD,III

Sources: Data from presidential reports (“Mensagem do Presidente do Estado de Matto 
Grosso”) found on micro& lm in the Núcleo de Documentação e Informação Histórica Re-
gional, Universidade Federal de Mato Grosso, Cuiabá (NDIHR); various “Colletorias: Im-
postos de importação e exportação,” MNNO–MPMQ, Arquivo Público do Estado de Mato Grosso, 
Cuiabá (APMT); Delegacia Fiscal do Tesouro Nacional em Mato Grosso, Alfândega de Co-
rumbá, Capatazia, Guias de Exportação, Importação, e Reexportação, MNNR–MPSQ, NDIHR.
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ernment. Access to land theoretically became easier, stimulating migra-
tion into the state, while land sales and rental became both a source of 
state income and chronic corruption. By -./0 the population had risen 
to /1,.12, including perhaps 13,000 native peoples, and an estimated 
--.,014 persons inhabited the state by -/00.56

Between -./0 and -/00, state income catapulted from over 1217con-
tos to -,388 contos. Yet expenses almost always exceeded income by 
a small margin, leaving little leeway for economic planners. Mato 
 Grosso’s single most important export and tax earner, at least at the be-
ginning, was unquestionably erva mate, which in addition to taxes pro-
vided the state a guaranteed annual income of over 40 contos through 
the lease by a private extractor of more than 9 ve million hectares along 
the Paraguayan border. Import taxes also brought in some income, al-
though authorities were besieged by requests for exemptions on arti-
cles for the nascent cattle and sugar industries, and there was always the 
nagging problem of contraband. Smuggling, particularly of erva and 
cattle through Paraguay, deprived the state of income while draining 
funds into maintaining 9 scal posts and border patrols.5:

This was exacerbated in the -./0s and into the next century by po-
litical upheaval throughout the state. Armed con; ict 9 rst ; ared up in 
-./- as competing political forces jockeyed for power. Local potentates, 
largely ranchers, then squared o< , arming hundreds of retainers and 
initiating a long period of intermittent civil disorder. In a typical re-
sponse to real and perceived neglect from Cuiabá, the south was af-
fected by an element of separatism. Many southerners believed that the 
politicians and bureaucrats in Cuiabá extracted a sizable income from 
the south and returned virtually nothing to the region, spending it on 
themselves and Cuiabá. The opposition o= en 9 nanced itself by tra>  ck-
ing in contraband with Paraguay. Mercenaries were then contracted 
in Paraguay, though many of these became bandits whose main intent 
was to take advantage of the upheaval to plunder the countryside, par-
ticularly of cattle, which were then sold in Paraguay. To make matters 
worse, 9 ghting occasionally broke out among groups over land allot-
ments illegally handed out by local land agents.5?

Between -.// and -/0@, rebels and bandits crisscrossed Mato 
Grosso, disrupted commerce in the south, forced the exile of many par-
ticipants, and ended up 9 ghting pitched battles in various southern lo-
calities and for Cuiabá. Political 9 ghting ceased with the death of the 
state president in -/0@, giving victory to elements sympathetic to south-
ern interests. The upheaval naturally restricted the collection of taxes 
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by the state and in #$%# forced the Cuiabá government to contract loans 
totaling "%% contos, backed by erva exports, to pay for the military ef-
fort. This led the government to estimate in #$%& that the value of con-
traband with Paraguay was more than double that of legal commerce. 
Such statistics and the ongoing state of semianarchy in the region mo-
tivated an agreement with the federal government to establish a federal 
frontier police force in #$%' and a federally run customs post at Bela 
Vista in #$%". The post also would collect state export duties between 
Mato Grosso and Paraguay, simplifying Cuiabá’s position in the politi-
cally charged climate of the day.()

Despite these upheavals, Mato Grosso grew and some sectors pros-
pered. State income rose to a high of !,'%% contos in #$#%, almost a four-
fold increase from #$%%, and was maintained at over ",%%% contos to 
#$#!. Much of the increase was driven by the short-term rubber boom 
in the Amazon region, which in #$#& accounted for over half of all reve-
nues. Erva and cattle products contributed between '!% and &%% contos 
each. Remaining income came from taxes on land, land sales and rental, 
and import duties.(* Still, the budget was seldom balanced, as income 
consistently lagged behind expenses.

At the same time, populations increased signi+ cantly in various 
districts. Corumbá grew from &,%%% in #,-' to $,,%% in #,.' and more 
than #!,%%% in #$%%, while Paranaíba saw its population catapult from 
fewer than &,%%% in #,-' to &!,%%% by #$%%. In the entire south, the popu-
lation rose from roughly ",%%% in #,.' to #',%%% in #,$% and over $%,%%% 
by #$%%. This demographic expansion helped to establish the frame-
work for future prosperity./0

1 2345637  1889:2;<6958= :  >1?@698  23=  182<6:A

In the early #,-%s, the future of cattle raising was anything but 
bright and assured in southern Mato Grosso, but war brought attention 
to the region and led to greater oB  cial interest than before. Though the 
attention was still minimal compared with that paid to other areas of 
the empire, the presence of large herds of cattle and vast “unopened” 
spaces attracted more ranchers and settlers from other regions of Bra-
zil and abroad. Many of the troops decommissioned aC er the hostil-
ities either stayed or returned home to encourage family and friends 
to risk setting up ranches in Mato Grosso. Many of the cattle were fe-
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ral, but they were found in su-  cient numbers to warrant the e. ort 
to round them up. Estimates in /001 suggested that there were more 
than 022,2223head in the province. Projecting back, with limited im-
port of animals at the time and a generally accepted annual growth rate 
of 423percent, minus export and consumption (/2 percent), probably as 
many as 422,222 head roamed Mato Grosso in /052, though numbers 
varied from region to region.67

A small percentage of this total was in government hands. It is 
amazing that the prewar national ranches were still operating in the 
/052s and /002s; they were more of a headache than a bene8 t. Their 
combined cattle populations in /059 were said to be more than 0,222 
head. Because of mal das cadeiras, these ranches lacked horses, which 
hampered the taking of inventory (among other tasks), and I have 
found no reports on personnel or stock. The ranches were a drain on 
the treasury, and in /054 the government put them up for sale, but by 
/00: most were still unsold. At this point the archival trail becomes ob-
scure; anecdotal evidence suggests the ranches simply reverted to pub-
lic land, some of it no doubt occupied by squatters over the years, and 
the land was sold piecemeal by state governments a; er the demise of 
the empire in /009.6<

The numerous cattle roaming the province were a strong magnet 
to settlers, even if they were in remote areas. In /052 there were no lo-
cal businessmen with su-  cient capital in Mato Grosso, but opportuni-
ties eventually attracted several merchants upriver from Buenos Aires 
and Montevideo. Many had well-placed connections in these centers 
and access to credit not available to their Matogrossense counterparts. 
There also was a need in postwar Argentina and Uruguay to 8 nd al-
ternative regions to raise cattle and process jerky, because most suit-
able land was already occupied and sheep ranching had in= ated prop-
erty prices. Taxes were also an important factor; on the establishment 
of factories and the export of cattle products, taxes were very low or 
nonexistent.6>

At the time, many cattle were found in the upper Paraguay River 
valley, where Paraguayan troops had not ventured. The major ranch 
was Jacobina. According to Francisco Antônio Pimenta Bueno, who in-
vestigated the area for the Ministry of Agriculture and later became 
provincial president, in /059 Jacobina encompassed over one million 
hectares and pastured some ?22,222 head of cattle. This number, al-
though undoubtedly exaggerated, indicates that substantial herds in the 
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northern Pantanal, most semi- or fully feral, presented opportunities to 
entrepreneurs seeking new business ventures and encouraged a govern-
ment eager for regional development.##

The most important of these early entrepreneurs came from Bue-
nos Aires by way of Paraguay. Rafael del Sar, who initially $ nanced 
himself by trading manufactured items in Corumbá for hides, began 
a jerky factory called Descalvados near Jacobina in %&'(–%&'), on land 
bought from Pereira Leite. In %&'(, with capital of !,*** ounces of gold 
and tax exemptions on the export of jerky for two years, del Sar be-
gan processing cattle from Jacobina, slaughtering as many as !,*** head 
a year by the late %&'*s. According to del Sar, he could have processed 
more except for mal das cadeiras, though he did import some horses 
from Paraguay. Del Sar also exported hides, horns, hair, tallow, and 
shoe leather to Buenos Aires, which he sold at a handsome (**-percent 
pro$ t. By %&&%, he apparently had enough, whether exhausted by per-
sonal problems or satiated with his pro$ ts; he sold the property to an 
immigrant from Montevideo, Jaime Cibils y Buxareo.#+

Cibils represented a new era in the Mato Grosso cattle products in-
dustry, one that was more dynamic and attracted greater interest in the 
region from abroad. From a prosperous merchant family in the Uru-
guayan capital, he arrived in Mato Grosso in %&&% with su,  cient capital 
to purchase not only the del Sar operation but also the entire ranch of 
Jacobina, which was put up for auction a- er the death of Pereira Leite 
in %&&*. The acquisition was named Cambará-Descalvados, later known 
simply as Descalvados, and Cibils set up a caldo de carne (beef bouillon) 

The Descalvados jerky factory, in the !"!#s, viewed from the Paraguay River. Reprinted 
from S. Cardoso Ayala and Feliciano Simon, Album Graphico do Estado de Matto-
Grosso, EEUU do Brazil (Corumbá/Hamburg: n.p., !"!$), %"&.
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factory, drawing on a more believable cattle population of -./,/// to 
-0.,/// head.12

The Cibils operation was in direct competition with the pioneer 
Liebig plant in Uruguay, supplying hospitals and poorhouses in Europe 
and colonial armies in Asia. It showed surprising promise from the be-
ginning, with exports of ---,3// kilos in -445, and won prizes at ma-
jor world exhibitions each year between -446 and -44.. At its height, 
the quality of the bouillon was judged superior to that of Liebig. But 
the operation soon encountered problems, as feverish exports led to the 
rapid decline of animal stocks to an estimated -//,/// head by -443. 
The still-precarious nature of the industry, which had to overcome 
long distances to market (requiring at least twice as much travel time as 
the Uruguayan competition), with increased risk of spoilage, prompted 
provincial presidents in -443 and -440 to urge the elimination of ex-
port taxes in return for the company’s obligation to transport the prov-
ince’s mails. Cibils also o7 ered to settle an indeterminate number of 
immigrants.18

The provincial president also suggested the elimination of duties 
on the export of beef jerky and the tiny leather industry, leaving only 
hides and tallow to continue to be taxed. The obvious intent was to 
stimulate what was considered to be the best potential source of fu-
ture wealth for the province. In a prescient appeal, President Galdino 
Pimentel went so far as to argue that the bouillon industry “should be 
protected by the public powers in the interest of developing one of the 
branches of the [cattle] industry that everything indicates in the future 
will be the principal wealth and source of income for the province.”19 
It appears such lobbying was successful, as subsequent records register 
the export of all cattle products tax-free, including even hides, at least 
until a: er -4;..1<

Other factors, however, made Cibils’s e7 orts di=  cult, if not im-
possible. The frequency of cattle rustling by border bandits was a se-
rious concern, so much so that in the early years, when Cibils > led le-
gal action against two brothers who herded cattle from Brazil to Bolivia 
claiming that the cattle were Bolivian government property, he him-
self ended up in jail in Bolivia. Only a promise to drop charges brought 
his release. The plague of rustling and banditry in the region contin-
ued for many decades, exacerbated by the fact that a: er the de> nitive 
establishment of boundaries between Mato Grosso and Bolivia in the 
early -44/s, 6/ square leagues (40,/// hectares) of Descalvados ended up 
in Bolivia. The Bolivian government apparently made no e7 ort to ex-
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pel the company, but it was di#  cult to protect cattle and pursue rus-
tlers since the company had to apply for permission each time it wished 
to send guards into its remote Bolivian properties.$%

A more literal plague in these years was mal das cadeiras. The dis-
ease was endemic to the Pantanal and struck regularly through the 
&""'s, reducing horse stocks and forcing their regular import from 
the Río de la Plata, a draining expense for the company. One traveler 
reported that as early as &""' horses at Descalvados were selling for 
&"'(milreis apiece (US$"'), twice their value elsewhere. Although the 
export of bouillon rose to &&!,''' kilos in &")&, other issues, largely dif-
* culties in competing with Uruguayan production and Cibils’s indirect 
participation in an ill-fated coup attempt in &")+, plus a dispute over his 
actual legal holdings, contributed to his decision to sell the operation to 
a Belgian syndicate in &")!.$,

The Belgians, a group with links to King Leopold II, brought an el-
ement of modern capitalism not previously seen in Mato Grosso. Des-
calvados and other investments, particularly rubber, exhibited many 
of the classic characteristics of an enclave economy: management con-
tracted in Europe, imported machinery, workers largely hired from 
outside the region (Argentines, Uruguayans, and Paraguayans), food-
stu- s produced on the ranch, and most exports sent in company ships 
to market in Europe. Mato Grosso received only some export tax in-
come, .'' reis per kilo. The ranch and bouillon factory were ini-
tially capitalized at /.! million Belgian francs (US$.0!,'''), which in-
creased to ! million francs (US$).1,''') in &")) when they passed into 
the hands of the Banque de l’Outre-Mer, the principal * nancial arm of 
Leopold’s colonial ventures. Operations expanded with the purchase of 
the !'','''-hectare Metello ranch of São José. Its 1',''' head of cattle, 
added to the estimated &'',''' head at Descalvados, provided the com-
pany with a sizable stock of animals.$2

The factory processed between +',''' and /',''' head a year, not 
on a par with Liebig’s &1',''' head but su#  cient to export more than 
&!0,''' kilos of bouillon in &")! and another &1&,''' kilos (including 
dry meat extract) in &)''. A combination of factors led to dramatic de-
clines in bouillon exports a3 er that date. Smallpox in &)'', drought 
and 4 ooding between &)'+ and &)'., mal das cadeiras, endemic rustling 
from Bolivia, and excessive exploitation of the basic resource reduced 
animal stocks and production. Exports in &)'!, for example, amounted 
to fewer than /',''' kilos of bouillon and a decline to +,!'' hides from 
a high of &/,''' in &)''. The company was forced to seek further cap-
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ital from the Belgian bank in -./0, but its management was primarily 
to blame for falling production. Massive overculling of stocks, includ-
ing cows and heifers, revealed an absolute lack of consideration for fu-
ture production, which caused a Brazilian commission to investigate 
the operation. The commission condemned Descalvados for virtually 
destroying a local resource, for acting arbitrarily in the running of the 
factory, and in meting out its own justice to rustlers and unmanage-
able workers. The report, released in -./1, led to a state homestead law 
that attempted to limit the size of latifundios, though this proved no 
easy2task.34

The supervisor of Descalvados was singled out. Captain Franz Van 
Dionant, a close friend of the heir to the Belgian throne and a Congo 
veteran, was appointed Belgian consul at Descalvados when he arrived 
in -5.., and Asunción awarded him the post of Paraguayan consul. This 
latter position was considered useful for the hiring and control of la-
borers. Rio de Janeiro refused to recognize the positions located in so 
remote a region, though he was accepted as vice-consul in Corumbá 
in -./-. Apparently Van Dionant and his many arbitrary actions had 
so antagonized the local population and power brokers that when he 
le6  Mato Grosso in -./7, allegedly for reasons of health, he had eroded 
much of the political support for the company and reportedly had suf-
fered threats on his life. These events, plus fading Belgian interest in all 
its operations by -./7–-./0 and especially a6 er the death of Leopold in 
-./., set the stage for the sale of Descalvados and its other properties in 
-.-- for one million Belgian francs (US$-.8,///) to yet another foreign 
entrepreneur, American Percival Farquhar.39

In addition to Descalvados, Farquhar’s operations (Brazil Land, 
Cattle and Packing Company) included 75/,/// hectares of ranch land 
purchased from various private owners in southern Mato Grosso in an-
ticipation of a railroad, then under construction (see map :, p. xiv). The 
land purchase cost over -,/// contos (US$:8/,///), high for the time, 
leading to a rapid rise in land and cattle values throughout the south. 
Brazil Land represented expansion and innovation in Brazilian ranch-
ing, as Farquhar contracted with an experienced Scot, Murdo Mac ken-
zie, to run his ranches. Mackenzie, the former manager of the Mata-
dor Land and Cattle Company operations in Texas and ex-president of 
the US Cattlemen’s Association, arrived in early -.-8 and immediately 
set about organizing. The company imported breeding stock from the 
United States and began to string fences and plant pasture grasses, tech-
niques extremely rare among local ranchers.33
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The purchase came on the eve of # nancial trouble for Farquhar, 
caused by overextension of investments. The syndicate was forced to 
disinvest some of its many South American holdings a$ er the global 
stock market retraction of %&%'–%&%(, and Descalvados and the other 
ranching operations were placed under the control of receivers from 
%&%( until %&%&. Descalvados produced mostly beef jerky in the years 
leading up to World War I, in quantities of about ()",""" kilos (%&%"). 
Mackenzie returned to the United States a$ er the expiration of his con-
tract in %&%&, but he kept in contact through his interest in the Boston 
Cattle Company’s operations near Brazil Land. His technical expertise 
and hiring of US cattlemen guaranteed success to Farquhar’s cattle op-
erations, which continued until they were nationalized in the %&("s.*+

Meanwhile, ranching in other areas of the Pantanal grew slowly 
but steadily between %)," and %&%(, despite isolation and the threat 
of rebellion and banditry. Although presidential reports regularly be-
moaned the “primitive” character of the cattle industry, settlers entered 
the region in increasing numbers. Some of the ranches registered un-
der the state land law of %)&- were enormous. In the northern Pantanal, 
two fazendas owned by the Costa Marques family totaled '.",""" hect-
ares and carried an estimated .",""" head. Firme, which was to become 
the center of a ranching empire controlled by Joaquim Eugênio Gomes 
da Silva (Nheco) in the central Pantanal, today called Nhecolândia, 
covered %,!,""" hectares. It was said to hold %.,""" head in %&",. Some 
other large ranches in the vicinity were Palmeiras (%"!,""" hectares), 
Rio Negro (%%&,""" hectares), and Taboco ('(.,""" hectares), the latter 
owned by José Alves Ribeiro, who wielded considerable in/ uence in 
the eastern Pantanal.*0

In the most southerly part of the Pantanal, along the lower Para-
guay River north of the Apa River, Antônio Joaquim Malheiros claimed 
more than )"",""" hectares, estimated in %)), to support %),""" to 
-",""" head. By %)&) his fazenda, Barranco Branco, held ,",""" animals, 
though subdivision in %&",, which involved the entry of Argentine cap-
ital, reduced the ranch to ('.,""" hectares and its easily retrievable cat-
tle population to .,""". Argentine interests entered Mato Grosso in %&". 
through an unidenti# ed intermediary, who had received a concession 
of four million hectares. In %&"), this was transferred to Fomento Ar-
gentino Sul Americano, and two years later the company applied for 
the purchase of one million hectares, in return relinquishing the re-
maining concession. The land was within the %"-league (!! square kilo-
meters) international frontier zone, requiring federal approval. It took 
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over ten years to receive a - nal response, but in ./0. the application was 
rejected by Rio, even though state authorities had granted conditional 
title to some of the land. It appears no de- nitive title was ever awarded 
the company.12

As large as these ranches were, they were somewhat atypical in two 
respects: - rst, they were located in the Pantanal, where environmen-
tal conditions encouraged extensive territories, and second, in that re-
gion there was less pressure for land than in the drier campo limpo and 
cerrado. In these latter areas, which became the most active ranching 
zones, especially since they were closer to markets in São Paulo, there 
were two major waves of rancher settlement. As early as .340 or .345, 
ranchers from Minas Gerais and Goiás began to establish themselves in 
the future Campo Grande and Vacaria regions with cattle driven from 
their home areas. For the - rst years the market was Paraguay, which 
was pro- table, although ranchers o6 en found themselves dependent on 
itinerant merchants (mascates), who brought manufactured items and 
salt from Concepción in return for payment in live cattle. Immigra-
tion was su7  ciently extensive that only thirteen years later, in .338, a 
prospective settler reported that the best land had already been taken. 
He observed that ranches of between 59,::: and ;9,::: hectares were 
not uncommon, and some ranchers possessed as many as .,::: head. 
Though this observation of the scarcity of good land was probably re-
lated to accessibility to cattle markets, it illustrates the in< ux of a large 
number of settlers within a relatively short period. Growth led to the 
creation of a number of towns, including Campo Grande in .340 and 

The town of Aquidauana in the "#"$s. Reprinted from Cardoso Ayala and Simon, Album 
Graphico do Estado de Matto-Grosso, %$&.
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Ponta Porã as a customs post in #$%&. Aquidauana was established in 
#$'", followed by Entre Rios (Rio Brilhante) in #'(( and, as a direct 
product of the railroad, Três Lagoas in #'#).*+

At the same time, the border region was being settled, mostly 
through erva collecting and smuggling to and from Paraguay. Cattle of-
ten , t into this latter category. With the granting of the Mate Laran-
geira erva concession in #$$", cattle became important not only for traf-
, c to Paraguay but also for the company, which maintained two ranches 
for dra-  animals and meat. Santa Virginia totaled #(!,((( hectares in 
#$'!, and Santa Margarida covered #&),((( hectares. Together, they pas-
tured ##,((( head in #$'% and #(,((( in #'(.. Another ranch, Tres Barras, 
which in #$'$ became the site of the company town of Porto Murtinho 
on the Paraguay River, held $,((( head in #$'). Mate Larangeira, which 
became Larangeira Mendes e Cia. in #'(&, with headquarters in Buenos 
Aires, supported a large workforce, more than ",%(( workers in #$'%, 
and required animals for food and to pull more than )(( carts, each re-
quiring six to eight oxen. In #'##, a total of &(,((( head pastured on the 
ranches, with another .,)(( on a ranch in Paraguay. The company also 
owned .,)(( horses, including #,((( across the border, and it operated 
$( mule carts. The number of oxen, no doubt part of the total cattle 
count, was said to approach "(,(((, although this probably refers to all 
animals raised for traction./0

The border region also saw increased settlement of small ranches, 
sometimes complementing, sometimes in con1 ict with the Larangeira 
operation. Despite possessing the ranches, Larangeira periodically pur-
chased cattle and foodstu2 s from local settlers, mostly for consumption 
by its workers. A report in #$$" counted "$ small ranches in a )-league 
(&& kilometer) radius of Colonia Dourados alone. These ranchers were 
soon dwarfed by immigration from Rio Grande do Sul a- er the bloody 
Federalist civil war in that state (#$'&–#$')). Encouraged by compatri-
ots who had settled in Mato Grosso in the #$$(s, Gaúcho rancher fami-
lies 1 owed into southern Mato Grosso between #$') and #'#(, making 
the torturous journey across Argentina and Paraguay in trains of up to 
&( wagons pulled by teams of six to eight oxen. Some trains took as long 
as three months to reach Mato Grosso, and an estimated #(,((( Gaúchos 
entered Mato Grosso in this , - een-year period./3

Con1 ict between the settler-ranchers and Mate Larangeira soon 
ensued. The settlers did not respect the Larangeira concession and of-
ten established ranches on or abutting erva lands. Pastures were burned 
to promote fresh forage for cattle, and , res regularly spread into erva 
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stands. Larangeira lodged complaints to the government in Cuiabá as 
early as -./0 and continued to oppose the growing immigration over 
the following decade. As Larangeira was usually well connected, the 
separatist movement that sprang up in southern Mato Grosso later in-
cluded a large number of Gaúcho supporters. The company was de-
fended by state police forces, although it did maintain its own private 
security force, which o1 en was used against its enemies and employee 
runaways. Opposition victory in the civil war of -/23 led to a project 
for division of the Larangeira concession into small plots once the con-
cession expired in -/-3, but by then the company was no longer a player, 
having managed to exhaust most of the state’s erva. Mirroring the cof-
fee regions of Rio de Janeiro some decades earlier, ranching was already 
occupying some of the abandoned erva regions.45

Ranches throughout the border region remained relatively small. 
Miguel Lisboa estimated in -/20 that most ranches in the Vacaria were 
no larger than 0,222 hectares and pastured between -,222 and 6,2227head. 
In the cerrado region near Campo Grande, properties were larger, as 
much as 02,222 to -22,222 hectares, with up to -8,2227head on the larg-
est ranches. Comparing these 9 gures with the estimates from -..3, it is 
clear that the southern zone had become very attractive to those small 
ranchers forced o:  their land in other states like Minas Gerais and Rio 
Grande do Sul. To those with some minimal capital resources, southern 
Mato Grosso o: ered opportunities not found elsewhere.4;

To the east, the municipality of Santana do Paranaíba on the Minas 
Gerais, São Paulo, and Goiás borders was certainly the least dynamic 
area of the state. Yet, thanks to its location, it served a vital function 
in the development of cattle raising throughout Mato Grosso. Its prox-
imity made it an extension of the Minas Gerais ranching industry in 
that state’s western hub of cattle raising, the Triângulo Mineiro. Cattle 
were imported through Paranaíba, new ideas and technologies in cat-
tle raising arrived there 9 rst, and, above all, the most important exit 
port for cattle driven to winter pastures in Minas or São Paulo was in 
the municipality. In the latter years of the nineteenth century, animals 
passed through Paranaíba from as far away as the Vacaria and the Pan-
tanal. The Paraná River crossing at Taboada, where export taxes and 
river passage tolls were collected, was an important money earner for 
the Mato Grosso treasury.

Yet the cattle industry here never achieved the prosperity it did in 
the more benign climate of the deep south of the state. Part of the rea-
son was the location of the municipality in the heart of some of the 
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most unforgiving country of central Brazil. This is cerrado, as in the 
Campo Grande area, but here frequent drought, poor soil conditions, 
and limited reliable water sources combined to make scratching a living 
o#  the land arduous at best. Part of the cause may have been the gross 
mistreatment of the land by the earliest ranchers, who had burned and 
overpastured the most fertile sectors. Whatever the reason, throughout 
the postwar decades Mato Grosso’s presidents received a litany of com-
plaints from the region lamenting the lack of o$  cial attention.

Another factor was the unequal tax burden. For example, a letter 
from the Paranaíba municipal council in %&&% reported that cattle drov-
ers from Minas, discouraged by provincial import and export tari# s, 
had chosen to seek animals in Goiás, where taxes were half those of 
Mato Grosso. In response, many ranchers had already le'  the munici-
pality, and indeed, many of the subsequent settlers in the Vacaria and 
Campo Grande regions came from Paranaíba. This seems to have been 
a constant during the last years of the empire.()

Despite these restrictions there were signi* cant numbers of cattle 
in the region. A census taken in %&+, of ranches with herds of !--.head 
or more counted a total of more than &&,--- head on /! ranches. The 
report stressed that the population was certainly higher, since many 
ranchers had fewer than !-- head and some animals on the larger 
ranches were probably missed. This seems reasonable, especially since 
the municipality was huge, extending over /,,--- square kilometers, 
and settlers were isolated not only from the rest of the state but from 
one another. Even in the %+0-s access to Paranaíba from the rest of Mato 
Grosso was only along cattle trails, an issue that became an integral part 
of the debate over development in the state.(1

234456  47 3859

Before the Paraguayan War, the inconsistent market for Mato 
Grosso cattle in eastern Brazil drew on the trailing of animals to Rio de 
Janeiro through Minas, most crossing into the Triângulo Mineiro near 
Paranaíba, then on to Uberaba in Minas Gerais where they joined with 
cattle from Goiás. From there they were driven through Minas to Rio, 
although an irregular meat market in the national capital o' en caused 
delays that resulted in inadequate care of the animals, starvation, dis-
ease, and signi* cant losses for the drovers. By the %&&-s and %&+-s, when 
Rio de Janeiro state began to produce more beef for its urban mar-
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ket, especially as co- ee production declined and plantations were con-
verted into pasture, the market shi. ed to São Paulo, fast becoming the 
economic dynamo of the nation. As that state converted virgin forest 
and plains into co- ee plantations, and as the city of São Paulo began to 
grow, cattle were needed to feed the expanding population. The princi-
pal sources were Minas, Goiás, and Mato Grosso.//

Until the early twentieth century, there were only two ways to trail 
cattle out of Mato Grosso to Minas. One was from the Coxim area into 
Goiás and to Uberaba. More common was one that roughly followed 
the traditional route taken decades earlier: through the port of Taboada 
near Paranaíba and, depending on the river level, across the Paraná 
River either in ra. s or by swimming, then on to Uberaba. The drive 
could extend over 012 kilometers if cattle came from as far as Nioác 
municipality. In Uberaba, the animals usually were mixed with oth-
ers from Goiás, depending on their physical condition at the time, and 
then driven to the Rio Grande, which separates the states of Minas and 
São Paulo. Until the 3432s there was no bridge, and animals swam across 
the river before being driven to Franca or Barretos in São Paulo, where 
they grazed on a mixture of natural and arti5 cial pasture until ready 
for slaughter. The distance from Uberaba to Barretos or Franca was an-
other 322 kilometers./6

This traditional route was long and arduous, there was irregular ac-
cess to water en route, and animals arrived in Minas and São Paulo so 
thin that they required several months of fattening before slaughter. 
Such conditions stimulated the proposal of a formal cattle trail from 
Campo Grande to the Paraná River some 712 kilometers downriver 
from Taboada. Proponents argued that this route would reduce the dis-
tance from the Vacaria by 822 kilometers and provide southern Mato 
Grosso a direct link to the expanding São Paulo market. In approving 
the initial petition for construction of the trail in 3048, the president of 
Mato Grosso observed that São Paulo was the natural market for Mato 
Grosso cattle. Cuiabá, however, o- ered no 5 nancial aid in its construc-
tion, in contrast to the government in São Paulo. It took a local entre-
preneur, Manoel da Costa Lima (Major Cecílio), to undertake the chal-
lenge, and with capital earned from the sale of cattle in São Paulo he 
began construction in 3429. He 5 nished the trail in 3427, established 
Porto XV de Novembro on the Paraná, and, shades of Fitzcarraldo, had 
a tug for moving cattle ra. s across the river brought overland from 
Paraguay (taking almost two years). In 3428 the route was inaugurated./:

Meanwhile, Francisco Tibiriçá received a similar concession from 
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the Cuiabá government in "#$%, for a road from Campo Grande to Porto 
XV. Tibiriçá formed an association with Arthur Diederichsen, who 
took charge of the São Paulo section of the road, through a company 
named Companhia de Viação São Paulo-Mato Grosso, and in "#$& Tibi-
riçá bought Major Cecílio’s concession. By "#$' the road from Campo 
Grande across the Paraná River and well into São Paulo was complete 
and functioning. The company became a power on both sides of the 
river, owned steam launches not only on the Paraná but also on smaller 
rivers, and held more than "!$,$$$ hectares of land in São Paulo and 
($$,$$$ hectares in Mato Grosso. It also acquired cattle and was able to 
sell o)  much of its land to small holders, in São Paulo for co) ee and in 
Mato Grosso for ranching.*+

The road was a blessing to Mato Grosso, since it reduced the dis-
tance by as much as %$$ kilometers, and thus the time traveled, as well 
as transportation costs in the export of cattle, while providing an op-
portunity for yet another customs post for the state. Statistics indicate 
that the trail and the port stimulated even greater export of southern 
Mato Grosso cattle directly to São Paulo and was a further incentive 
to the settlement of the region. In "#"", the , rst year that exports were 
recorded at Porto XV, more than #,$$$ head le-  the state, a , gure that 
increased manyfold over the following two decades. Despite the com-
pletion of the Estrada de Ferro Noroeste do Brasil railroad in "#"%, 
the trail and port were utilized by Mato Grosso ranchers well into the 
"#!$s, especially as the company provided ferry service between Mato 
Grosso and São Paulo, linking the railroad at the Paulista railhead of 
Jupiá. Yet part of the reason the trail lasted for so long was the inabil-
ity of the railroad to provide su.  cient service to the Mato Grosso cat-
tle sector, a subject explored at length in chapter (./0

The early years of ranching in Mato Grosso reveal the economic 
potential, but also the obstacles, faced by settlers in the region. Isola-
tion, poor communications, inconsistent o.  cial interest, and threat-
ened and real international and local con1 ict limited opportunities. 
The Paraguayan War ended up stimulating the occupation of Mato 
Grosso territory, though the Mato Grosso cattle industry between "'&$ 
and "#"% was in some ways a re1 ection of economic development in the 
region, a foil to that development in others. Most settlers, ranchers, and 
government o.  cials simply did their best to get by with whatever re-
sources were available. For most, this meant raising cattle as cheaply 
as possible and seeking the best prices for their animals. This was not 
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easy, and sometimes required reliance on contraband, but the markets 
were there and they did expand, if gradually. So did cattle populations 
and production. Mato Grosso was on the periphery of a larger national 
and ultimately international system of trade and - nance. Why the re-
gion did not develop faster than it did had much to do with the compet-
itive edge held by other regions that were closer to markets. Still, there 
was su.  cient pro- t to be made to entice investors to the state, and as 
the costs of land and production in other areas increased, Mato Grosso 
became even more attractive for investment and settlement. This was 
its role: greater opportunities for access to cheap land than most other 
areas of the country, and proximity to expanding neighboring markets, 
speci- cally São Paulo. Admittedly, the region did not exactly develop 
on its own terms, but this would not have been realistic in Brazil be-
fore /0/1.

Government, whether in Cuiabá or in Rio de Janeiro, had few re-
sources and lacked incentive to invest seriously in regional develop-
ment. There was signi- cant federal intervention in the co2 ee economy, 
but there was no national policy for other products, including cattle. 
Far-3 ung frontier regions naturally did not share the same attention 
given those nearer the coast. Even when governments made e2 orts to 
stimulate the sector, they were usually ad hoc, too limited, and o4 en 
hijacked by politics. Mato Grosso and its cattle industry were destined 
to remain a peripheral economy until either other cattle-producing re-
gions reached their productive limits or some extraneous force inter-
vened. World War I was that force, though as we will see, it proved to 
be somewhat less dynamic for Mato Grosso ranching than anticipated.
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A Boom of Sorts
!"$  #%&'"(&)  $'*&*+,,  -.-/–-.01

In 2324, two events transformed the economy of Mato Grosso, 
especially in the cattle sector—the completion of the São Paulo-
Corumbá railway and the outbreak of World War I. By that 

time, hides and jerky had begun to overtake erva mate as the most lu-
crative products and exports of the south. Soon the lure of cheap land, 
an already established cattle population, and promised access to grow-
ing markets caused many to realize that despite distant markets and 
small human populations, in the great expanses of the Brazilian inte-
rior, ranching was the most secure investment one could make.

This was reinforced by the explosive demand for meat and cattle 
products brought on by World War I, which stimulated the construc-
tion of refrigerated packing plants in São Paulo and beef jerky factories 
(charqueadas) in Mato Grosso. The war was a watershed in global eco-
nomic history, and in Brazil the con5 agration stimulated an economic 
expansion across the country, including in cattle.6 For Mato Grosso, 
ranching came into its own, and over the following decades, southern 
Mato Grosso became the economic hub of the state, a position it held 
into the 2378s, though for many the path was frustratingly arduous, 
with considerable trials and tribulations along the way.

!"$  +%!*  )#*99*  $'*&*+,,  -.-/–-.01

Apart from a rubber boom between 2388 and 232:, by 2324 Mato 
Grosso’s economic success was based primarily on the production of 
erva mate for export to Argentina and cattle and cattle products des-
tined for São Paulo and the Río de la Plata. Demand from the global 
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con) ict contributed to a signi* cant rise in total state income by +,+,. 
Land taxes and sales brought in over +,-.. contos, and all exports earned 
a total of /,0.. contos. Erva provided a steady /-. contos, but cattle con-
tributed a substantial and growing +,-.. contos.1

The state economy underwent signi* cant transformation. The 
gradual pace of prewar land acquisition escalated into a torrent of peti-
tions, sales, and squatting. Land became the focus of much more specu-
lation than before, and the population increased, thanks to the railroad, 
which became a key factor in attracting settlers into the region. The 
new municipality of Campo Grande, for example, grew from roughly 
-,... inhabitants in +,+0 to about 00,... by +,0., an increase of almost 
-.. percent, while the state population increased by more than --,.... 
Corumbá, by contrast, saw a population increase for the same time pe-
riod of only 2,-.., re) ecting its decline as the state’s commercial center. 
Before +,+2, Mato Grosso was gradually entering into the complexities 
of international capitalism, but the conjuncture of rail and world war 
thrust the state abruptly into the system, which therea3 er profoundly 
a4 ected the character of the regional economy.5

The postwar Brazilian economy experienced several ) uctuations 
and readjustments, including a recession as export demand declined 
and imports became more expensive. A modest recovery began in the 
mid-+,0.s, but along with the rest of the world, Brazil su4 ered from the 
Wall Street crash of +,0,. Exports and imports declined to one-third of 
their mid-+,0.s values, though increased exports of some goods, includ-
ing animal products, in the mid-+,/.s helped to so3 en the downturn. 
A3 er +,/6, all Brazilian products, with the exception of cotton and re-
frigerated meat, experienced an export decline that did not improve 
until World War II.7

At the same time, the +,/.s saw an increase in industrial produc-
tion in Brazil, mostly through import substitution. Compared with the 
rest of the industrial economy, however, production of animal prod-
ucts (meats, hides, and wool) grew slowly, indicating the continued im-
portance of local consumption of hides and meat products (fresh and 
jerky). As a principal supplier of the raw material, Mato Grosso played 
an important role in Brazilian attempts at market expansion. Despite 
the e4 ects of the Great Depression, the human population of the state 
nearly doubled between +,0. and +,2., to more than 2..,... inhabi-
tants; by +,-., the state’s population had grown to -00,.... This growth 
re) ected Mato Grosso’s attraction in relation to other regions of the 
country, a trend that continued over subsequent decades.8
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Re# ecting the same trends as the nation, Mato Grosso state gov-
ernment revenue declined a$ er World War I, from %,&"" contos in '('( 
to ),("" contos in '(**. Income then # uctuated throughout the '(*"s, 
but + scal outlays continued to drain the state treasury, and only in 
'(*) did revenues exceed expenses. Despite some income growth com-

,-./0  1 .2 .  3-,4  564774  08946,7 ,  2:2;–2:1<

Year
Live Cattle 

(head) Hides (units) Jerky (kg) Erva (kg) Rubber (kg)

=>=? @=,?A> A=,@=@ =,BCC,>BC @,CBD,D?= E,ACC,DDDa

=>=@ @?,B>F A@,E@D E,BDC,EAB ?,@F?,BFA n/a
=>=A @=,=C? =DF,>=F C,B@@,C=D n/a n/a
=>=B AA,AF> B=,=EE ?,D@E,F== n/a n/a
=>=F AE,@?@ =AA,>E@ ?,=??,BCA n/a n/a
=>=> =EF,D>= =EB,=BC E,>FC,F?F B,=DDED? ?,ADA,DDD
=>ED FF,=@E =EA,B>A E,@C@,AAE A,B>F,@FD n/a
=>E= AB,B@E B=,@FF E,=B@,=EA B,>@?,A@D E,FE?,DDD
=>EE FE,=EE ===,CA= ?,BB@,CED >,C>@,?>D n/a
=>EC ==D,=C? =?@,D=@ @,>A>,DAB ==,CB?,=@D n/a
=>E? =DA,EEE =?=,@@@ B,E>B,?EB n/a n/a
=>E@ =@E,@A= =AD,FBD B,CAA,CFF n/a n/a
=>EA ==>,>?A FE,F=D C,E>C,A>F ==,EF=,CEE C,=AD,?=>
=>EB =BA,AE= =DE,>BF C,B@E,@?> =D,E>D,E?> C,A?D,>=B
=>EF =FC,EAC =E>,C?= @,F?F,=BA =C,AEA,EA@ C,D?E,EA>
=>E> =E>,BCE BA,B=> C,BD?,@FE =A,CFA,>E? E,?CB,CCA
=>CD =D?,EDC >A,A@> ?,CEF,BCF =?,C=>,@=@ =,F>E,EC@
=>C= =?E,@E@ >D,?F> C,B>?,??C =E,ECA,=AF =,=C=,=?A
=>CE =E?,B== FD,C@A ?,ECA,CC> ==,==B,??> >@>,C=E
=>CC =FC,FBF ==A,?CF ?,??C,A=@ F,@?=,=@? >CD,@=B
=>C? ED>,CCA ==C,>FE ?,BDD,@BE B,ABC,DE> F?=,B@?
=>C@ EEB,?BD =E?,CFA ?,=B=,F=> >,@A>,?FD FDA,>>?

Sources: Data from Virgílio Corrêa Filho, A propósito do Boi pantaneiro, Monogra+ as 
Cuiabanas, vol. G (Rio de Janeiro: Pongetti e Cia., HIJG), KK–KL; Virgílio Alves Corrêa Fi-
lho, História de Mato Grosso (Rio de Janeiro: Ministério da Educação e Cultura, HIGI), GIH–
GIJ; Mato Grosso, Mensagem apresentado à Assembléa Legislativa pelo Presidente de Mato Grosso, 
Dr.!Annibal Toledo, "# de maio de "$#% (Cuiabá: Imprensa O+ cial, HIMN), annexo; Mato Grosso, 
“Exportação de Matto-Grosso, Decennio de HIJG–HIMK,” Relatório do Interventor Federal de 
Matto-Grosso, Manoel Ary Pires, "# de junho de "$#& (Cuiabá: Imprensa O+ cial, HIMO), annexo.

aEstimate for HIHM.
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pared with preceding decades, the drain became even more acute in the 
)*+,s, when expenditures periodically exceeded revenues by as much as 
two-thirds.-

Depending on the product, exports grew a. er the postwar depres-
sion, but this was not constant or necessarily maintained. Tax income 
from erva mate exports rose a. er the war, but exports began a steady 
decline a. er )*/* due to the depression of the )*+,s and expanded Ar-
gentine production. The Mato Grosso erva industry never recovered 
and had to direct its production to the tiny local market. Rubber ex-
ports also declined through the )*/,s. With the exception of a boom 
stimulated by the federal government during World War II, latex never 
contributed a signi0 cant proportion to state income again.1 As in the 
prewar period, postwar state export income predominantly derived 
from live cattle and cattle products (see table +.)).

' !234526 :  3#27#89(:;  #<<#'(925(5:&

With the exception of beef jerky and bouillon, Brazilian meat 
products had virtually no overseas buyers before )*)=. For decades 
South American meat exports came primarily from Argentina and Uru-
guay, although Brazil had great potential as a cheaper supplier to the 
ever-expanding European market. A. er all, in )*)/–)*)+ Brazil claimed 
over +, million head of cattle, mostly beef, while Argentina counted 
/> million and Uruguay between ? and * million. War demand rapidly 
changed this dynamic. Brazilian exports of hides rose appreciably dur-
ing the war years, to a high of @),,,, metric tons in )*)*, while fro-
zen and chilled beef exports in particular showed a dramatic increase, 
from a negligible ).> tons in )*)= to more than @>,,,, tons by )*)A. In the 
same period, exports of canned meats climbed from less than /+,Btons 
in )*)+ to @,>,, tons, and jerky exports from /, tons to ?,A,, tons. The 
war alone created the Brazilian frozen beef industry, which previously 
had been handicapped by Argentine and Uruguayan domination of the 
market and by the heavy reliance of Brazilian producers on jerky for 
domestic consumption. There was an abrupt slowdown of frozen beef 
production a. er the war, but by )*)* the industry was 0 rmly established 
and became a signi0 cant economic player over the following decades.C

Apart from beef bouillon and jerky, before World War I the Mato 
Grosso cattle industry did not bene0 t from overseas customers. Yet de-
spite its remoteness, Mato Grosso contributed more than /.> million 
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head to Brazil’s total bovine population, the fourth largest herd in the 
nation. Until the war the state’s markets were limited, but with urgent 
demand generated by the # ghting Mato Grosso became an important 
source of cattle for the São Paulo refrigerated slaughterhouses (frigorí-
! cos). The # rst operating frozen meat plant was the result of the e$ orts 
of São Paulo entrepreneur Antonio Prado, who constructed a frigorí-
# co at Barretos in São Paulo state in %&%', though it did not begin pro-
duction until the following year. He was matched by Percival Farquhar, 
who had invested in the construction of a refrigerated packing house 
at Osasco in the suburbs of São Paulo in %&%". The factory was conve-
niently completed in %&%( and opened in %&%). These operations were 
soon joined by four others during the war, # nanced by foreign capital, 
in São Paulo and Santos and in Rio de Janeiro and Santana do Livra-
mento, Rio Grande do Sul.*

The majority of Brazilian frozen beef exports were processed at 
Osasco (Wilson, later Continental Products Co.) and Armour in São 
Paulo, which at the height of their operations processed +,, and %,),, 
head per day, respectively. With war’s end, the postwar recession re-
stricted the market and some operations temporarily closed their doors 
or sold out. Prado, for example, sold his plant to the British Vestey 
# rm in %&"'. By the %&',s the market had picked up again, and several 
more frigorí# cos began operations. In %&'% there were ten such pack-
ing houses—# ve in the state of São Paulo, one in Rio de Janeiro, one 
in Paraná, and three in Rio Grande do Sul. All but two were in for-
eign hands, including Vestey (four) and Armour (two). Frigorí# cos 
were well established, serving the ranching community throughout the 
south of the country, although they relied primarily on the transport of 
animals from more remote regions. It was many years before such pro-
duction decentralized and operations were established in the centers of 
cattle raising, such as Mato Grosso.-.

According to presidential reports, between %&%( and %&%& Mato 
Grosso state income from the export of all cattle products increased 
from (!+ contos to %,(&" contos, the latter # gure making up (/ percent of 
all state export income. Live cattle exports rose dramatically during the 
war years, from ',,,,, head before the war to more than %"+,,,,0head 
in %&%&. In %&%), the Osasco slaughterhouse alone processed over '/,,,, 
animals from Mato Grosso. If the totals of slaughter for hides and jerky 
are included, in %&%& Mato Grosso contributed "/),,,,0head of cattle, 
roughly %, percent of the total herd. But this war-driven marketing fe-
ver led to serious complications in the cattle sector.--
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Brazilian and state authorities complained about the indiscrim-
inate slaughter of cows and heifers during the period. Between )*)+ 
and )*),, Brazil’s total cattle population declined from over -. million 
to under +* million. In Mato Grosso, although the number of animals 
grew to +./ million, an increase of only +..,... in four years indicates 
overconsumption. Between )*)0 and )*+., o1  cial 2 gures counted more 
than 3..,... live animals exported from Mato Grosso, while an addi-
tional /+.,... were slaughtered for hides and jerky. Contraband may 
have made up as much as another +. percent. This was an average of 
over )4.,... head per year. These 2 gures caused great alarm because, 
as many o1  cials argued, the reproductive base of the herd was under 
threat and if excessive production was not halted it would be disastrous 
for the industry. The state government responded by passing legisla-
tion in )*)4 to prohibit the slaughter and export of cows of calf-bearing 
age. Similar measures were undertaken throughout Brazil, with appar-
ent success, as the national herd had increased to more than -0 million 
by )*+.. Given the average age of steers at slaughter of three years, the 
minimal rate of growth for both Brazil and Mato Grosso between )*), 
and )*+. indicates disaster may well have been narrowly averted56 (see 
tables -.+ and -.-).

World War I also stimulated other cattle products that beforehand 
had enjoyed only a modest market. The European nations not only re-
quired meat for their soldiers and civilian populations but also leather 
for boots, holsters, cartridge holders, belts, slings, and other necessi-
ties in a foot soldier’s kit. As noted, Brazilian hide exports increased 
from -/,... metric tons in )*)0 to more than ,),... tons in )*)*, while 
Mato Grosso contributions grew from 4). tons to ),4.. tons, represent-
ing almost )0.,... head. Beef jerky production more than doubled, 
from ),/.. tons in )*)0 to a high of 0,+.. tons in )*)4. The market for 
jerky was primarily domestic, particularly in the northeast and Rio de 
Janeiro. Ordinarily, it was supplied by Rio Grande do Sul and Uruguay, 
but since cattle from those sources were diverted to supply Río de la 
Plata frigorí2 cos and canned meat plants, Mato Grosso found a ready 
market for its normally unappealing jerky. This was really the begin-
ning of the Mato Grosso jerky industry, which, though small, we will 
see was able to 2 ll part of the postwar void le7  by a declining Uru-
guayan industry while complementing an uncertain one in Rio Grande 
do Sul.58

With the postwar recession, however, cattle prices that had reached 
as much as )). to )+. milreis per head (US$+4 to $-), enough to buy 
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!"#$%  & .' .  #( ")*$  +"!!$%  ,-,.$"!*-/  #0  1!"!% ,  232'–2345 
(*/67*$$*-/1)

State !"!# !"#$ !"%& !"'$

Brazil 89.: 8;.8 ;9.9 ;:.<
Mato Grosso =.> =.? =.: 8.;
Goiás <.@ 8.9 8.9 8.>
Minas Gerais A.? :.8 <<.< <9.>
Rio Grande do Sul :.= ?.> :.@ @.=
São Paulo <.8 =.; 8.> >.@
Bahia =.A =.: 8.= ;.9

!"#$%  & .& .  7"!-  B(-11-  +"!!$%  ,-,.$"!*-/  #0  7./*+*,"$*!0, 
232'–2345

Municipality !"!# !"#$ !"($ !"'$

Aquidauana <89,999 <?:,><9 =9@,;>; 88@,>8@
Bela Vista =99,999 =<=,:8A @9,A>A <8A,A8=
Cáceres <<9,999 <=8,::@ A9,99= <:>,;<9
Campo Grande A>9,999 8:=,@<@ =:A,@9: =<>,A9;
Corumbá =>9,999 =9=,9;= 8>?,:=@ >A?,>:A
Coxim ==9,999 <@>,:;A n/a <<9,:;A
Maracajú — — <9@,<=< <9>,>8=
Miranda @=,999 <::,<@? 8@,=@= @<,<?;
Nioác ?:,999 <>?,;:; 8>,98@ :;,89@
Paranaíba =A9,999 <;A,9?8 >;,?<= <9?,>@@
Poconé <:9,999 <>@,@>@ <8=,;@> <;=,8@A
Ponta Porã <A9,999 =8@,9?@ <9;,@:; <;A,?;9
Porto Murtinho @?,999 ?:,:;? A9,8>< <9;,<9@
Três Lagoas — <A;,<>8 =9;,A9A <;=,@?>
 State total =,>>9,;>9 =,?8<,AA: =,<8A,=:? 8,;;=,>@@

Sources: Data from Brazil, Fundação Instituto Brasileiro de GeograC a e Estatística, Sé-
ries Estatísticas Retrospectivas, vol. D, Repertório estatística do Brasil: Quadros retrospectivos, 
Separata do Anuário Estatístico do Brasil, Ano V, DEFE–DEGH (Rio de Janeiro: IBGE, DEIJ), 
KL; Brazil, Ministério da Agricultura, Indústria e Commercio, Directoria do Serviço de Es-
tatística, Synopse do censo pecuário da república pelo processo indirecto das avaliações em )*)+–)*), 
(Rio de Janeiro: Typ. do Ministério da Agricultura, Indústria e Commercio, DEDG), FJ, JK; 
Brazil, Ministério da Agricultura, Commercio e Obras Públicas, Directoria Geral de Esta-
tística, Recenseamento realizado em ) de Setembro de )*+-, vol. ,, parte ) “Agricultura” (Rio de Ja-
neiro: Typ. da Estatística, DEKJ), GHD; Brazil, IBGE, Recenseamento Geral do Brasil (Dº de
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a square league of land in the Pantanal) plummeted to an average of 
)*+milreis (US$,.)*). Ranchers sold their cows, despite low prices and 
o-  cial proscription, in order to pay o.  debts contracted during the 
boom. The market was the local jerky plants, which took advantage of 
the collapse of the frozen beef market to export jerky to Rio de Janeiro 
and Uruguay./0

The postwar crisis combined with extensive 1 ooding in 2342 to 
push some ranchers to the brink of bankruptcy. Desperate pleas were 
made for tax and transportation relief. State president Pedro Celestino 
Corrêa da Costa responded by revoking municipal taxes on the pur-
chase of livestock, extending the period for payment of state taxes, and 
canceling 5 nes for late payment. Meanwhile, a commission of federal 
deputies from cattle-producing states formed to investigate and seek 
solutions to the national cattle crisis. In his 2334 annual address, Pres-
ident Celestino o. ered a number of suggestions to the commission: 
(a)+reduce the salt import tax, as the jerky industry nationwide used im-
ported rather than national salt; (b) decrease freight charges for salt and 
beef, including the federal transportation tax; (c) cut São Paulo state 
taxes on frigorí5 co production and fattening pastures and eliminate the 
tax per head of cattle originating in other states; and (d) extend the 
time period for charqueadas to upgrade their facilities, as required by 
federal law, since most of the small operations found it virtually impos-
sible to 5 nance the improvements./6

In support of these recommendations, an article appearing a month 
a7 er the presidential address revealed that taxes on an animal sent from 
Mato Grosso to the São Paulo slaughterhouses totaled over 8* milreis 
per head, with more than 4) milreis going to the federal and São Paulo 
state governments. Though federal response was predictably slow, 
in mid-2348 the in1 ated cost of meat in Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo 

(!"9:&  ; .<  !=>  ; .; .  (#$%&'%()*)

Setembro de ?@AB), Série Regional, Parte XXII, Mato Grosso: Censo Demográ+ co, Censos Eco-
nômicos (Rio de Janeiro: Serviço Grá5 co do IBGE, ?@CD), D?B; Brazil, IBGE, Conselho Nacio-
nal de Estatística, Serviço Nacional de Recenseamento, Série Nacional, Vol. D: Censo Agrí-
cola do Brasil, ,-./ (Rio de Janeiro: IBGE, ?@CE), ?C?; Brazil, Fundação Instituto Brasileiro 
de Geogra5 a e Estatística, Recenseamento Geral do Brasil, Série Nacional, Vol. D, Dª Parte: 
Censo Agrícola de ,-0/ (Rio de Janeiro: IBGE, ?@FB), ??A.

Note: The cattle census for ?@AB was acknowledged as incomplete. It was estimated there 
were at least half a million more head in the state than the census reported.
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prodded Rio into declaring tax and internal tari#  relief on certain meat 
products, particularly jerked and dried beef. The measure, initially for 
sixty days, was extended to year’s end. It had a salutary e# ect on the 
cattle industry and on the cost of living for urban residents, particu-
larly the poor, who were the main consumers of dried and jerked beef.$%

By the mid-&'()s, Brazilian cattle and cattle product exports had 
bene* tted from the global economic recovery. The national herd had 
increased to more than +) million head by &'(,, and Mato Grosso’s share 
to -., million, while ranching expanded in neighboring states like Goiás 
and São Paulo. Still, by the mid-&'()s the national market had become 
largely domestic, with only some (! percent by value of beef produc-
tion exported in &'(.. In fact, Earl Downes argues that the production 
of fresh beef saved the São Paulo frigorí* cos. He goes on to note that 
the combined markets of Santos, Campinas, and São Paulo city con-
sumed as much as ,),))) head a month at the time. Certainly this did 
guarantee a continued market for the packing plants during the post-
war recession, while the Mato Grosso economy became fully depen-
dent on the cattle industry. But the structure of the industry through-
out Brazil began to change, as Brazilian meat gradually re entered the 
world market, particularly in Europe and the Middle East. Between 
&'(( and &'-), Brazil’s exports averaged more than ,),))) metric tons a 
year. At the same time, Mato Grosso contributed one million live ani-
mals to neighboring São Paulo frigorí* cos and their fattening pastures, 
an average of more than &-),))) per year. The expanding charqueadas 
shipped -",))) tons of beef jerky and (&,))) tons of hides out of the 
state, representing !)),))) to one million head (between '),))) and 
&(,,))) head per year). The market was largely Europe for hides and 
Brazil (through Uruguay) for jerky.$/

Despite the advent of world depression and the expanded domestic 
market, the &'-)s saw an increase in cattle product exports (see table0-.&). 
Average annual Brazilian meat exports rose to a respectable !(,))) tons, 
thanks largely to expanded sales to Italy a1 er &'-,. Between &'-) and 
&'-,, Mato Grosso exported over one million head, and in &'-, more an-
imals were sent to São Paulo than ever before (((!,+!)). Jerky and hide 
production also bene* ted. In the mid-&'-)s, Mato Grosso probably pro-
cessed between -)),))) and -,),))) head per year, for on-the-hoof and 
jerky exports, and local consumption (,),))) head a year).$2

For local and national consumption, evidence is spotty, but with 
a total population of just under -!,,))) in &'-", Mato Grosso per cap-
ita beef consumption was reported at between &- and &. kilos annually. 
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This was a meager )* to *+ grams per person per day, in a region ded-
icated to cattle ranching. By comparison, in ,-.+ average consumption 
in Rio de Janeiro was allegedly a substantial *+ kilos a year, ,)/ grams 
per day. Only the city of Campo Grande seemed to have greater access 
to beef. In ,-0/, it slaughtered enough cattle for roughly 0*+ grams of 
beef per person per day, although undoubtedly not all went to local res-
idents. Still, by today’s lean dietary standards, this is considerable. One 
can imagine that meat availability was hardly spread equally over the 
entire population, however. Given the ubiquity of cattle, it may well 
have been greater than these 1 gures suggest, as a great deal of beef con-
sumption in rural areas went unreported. More research is needed on 
domestic consumption.23

During World War II Brazilian cattle production remained rela-
tively stable in relation to the late ,-)+s, despite the demands of war-
ring armies for beef and leather. Yet, a4 er peace, postwar demand ex-
panded and the number of cattle slaughtered increased signi1 cantly, 
from .5million in ,-.* to just over 6 million in ,-.-. The value of these 
animals skyrocketed, doubling in only 1 ve years. By ,-*+ the Mato 
Grosso cattle population had increased to ).* million head, while jerky 
production had risen to exceed / million kilograms. The cattle econ-
omy saw a major boost with the construction of a small frigorí1 co in 
Campo Grande the same year. The creation of this establishment 1 -
nally allowed ranchers to sell fattened cattle for slaughter locally, grad-
ually reducing the number sent to São Paulo and contributing to the 
demise of the charqueadas over the following years.78

The market price of Mato Grosso cattle di9 ered, however, depend-
ing on the animals’ destination. Local charqueadas paid on average half 
what drovers paid per head, and drovers were able to sell their pur-
chases in São Paulo for up to double what they paid in Mato Grosso. 
For example, the costs of the drives in the late ,-0+s, including taxes, 
feed, right of way, and other expenses, were estimated at )+ to )* mil-
reis per head from the Vacaria region to São Paulo, leaving a pro1 t of 
between )+ and 6+ milreis per animal, depending on market conditions. 
Even with estimated losses of * to ,+ percent per drive, the drover still 
managed a reasonable return. For most ranchers, then, the wise choice 
was to sell to the more lucrative São Paulo market. On the other hand, 
biological constraints meant drovers would buy only the heaviest ani-
mals that could withstand long drives of up to three months. As a re-
sult, small, scrawny, sickly, and old animals, as well as cows, tended to 
end their days in the charqueadas.72
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%  -%&./#(0%&  -&1,-)&/.2

Salt beef has a long history in the Río de la Plata region, with pro-
duction in Brazil centered in Rio Grande do Sul. Through most of the 
nineteenth century, the principal markets were the slave populations of 
Brazil and Cuba; a3 er emancipation, poverty and acquired preference 
caused continued consumption of the product.44 As noted, Mato Grosso 
was a minor producer until the stimulus of World War I. For decades 
ranchers in the Pantanal had processed salt and dried beef on their 
ranches and sold it in Corumbá, from where some ended up at market 
in Montevideo. The dried beef, inadequately processed with little or 
no salt, was of poor quality, but its preservation time was considerably 
shorter than that of jerky. Most jerky exports were from Descalvados, 
although there the making of jerky was secondary to the production of 
bouillon. This changed with the stimulus of the war, although by that 
time other producers were beginning to enter the picture.45

New operations included a charqueada established at Miranda in 
678! and, around the same time, another at Barranco Branco on the 
lower Paraguay River near Porto Murtinho, both by Uruguayan entre-
preneurs. Markets ranged from Rio de Janeiro to northeastern Brazil 
and Cuba. Traditionally, they relied on the river for transportation, but 
there was some hope that the railroad under construction would of-
fer a faster and cheaper route. The Miranda factory could process up to 
98,888 head a year; Barranco Branco, with facilities to process 9:8 head 
a day, was established with the intention of using the river as its trans-
portation outlet, drawing on cattle from nearby ranches transported to 
the factory by barge.4;

By the outbreak of the war, another factory had been established 
near Porto Murtinho, also owned by a Uruguayan < rm. With the ex-
ception of Descalvados, all charqueadas were owned by Uruguayans, 
indicating the amount of capital available in Montevideo for such in-
vestments. For most of the previous decades, South American jerky 
production had been dominated by Uruguay, Rio Grande do Sul, and, 
to a lesser extent, Argentina. The war expanded alternatives, how-
ever, and since Uruguay had been moving to produce frozen beef for 
the hungry overseas market, a temporary opportunity arose in Mato 
Grosso to < ll the gap. By 6767, a total of 69 charqueadas were operat-
ing in the state, " on or near the Paraguay River, especially near the 
Pantanal, where ranchers organized to take advantage of the boom. In 
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)*++, the number of jerky plants had risen to ),, and another )) were 
added by )*+-. This was the height of jerky production, when twenty 
. rms ran +- charqueadas in nine municipalities. In )*+/, Mato Grosso 
slaughtered more than ,-,000 animals for jerky, second in the nation. 
Through the )*+0s and the later )*10s, jerky enjoyed a steady market, 
though the number of establishments declined as markets and con-
sumer tastes gradually changed. World War II provided a short boom, 
at which time producers began selling directly to the Brazilian North-
east instead of utilizing middlemen in Rio de Janeiro. Most of the an-
imals were cows, since steers were sent directly to the frigorí. cos in 
São Paulo. As late as the )*-0s, near the end of the jerky era, there were 
* charqueadas operating in Mato Grosso. The last closed in )*2+, in re-
sponse to government authorization for construction of a frigorí. co af-
ter years of lobbying by ranchers and local merchants.34

Production in these many operations varied, but most were tooled 
for between -,000 and +0,000 head a year. The zenith of jerky exports 
was )*+,–)*+-, when they topped / million kilos. Subsequent years saw 
a decline to an average of about , million kilos annually, . gures that re-
mained stable into the )*,0s (see table 1.)). The most important char-

Working jerky at Charqueada Pedra Branca, Miranda, in the #"#$s. Reprinted from 
Cardoso Ayala and Simon, Album Graphico do Estado de Matto-Grosso, %"#.
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queadas were along the Paraguay River and its tributaries in the mu-
nicipalities of Corumbá, Porto Murtinho, Miranda, and Aquidauana. 
There were also charqueadas in Campo Grande, Três Lagoas, Poconé, 
and Cuiabá. The biggest producers relied on the river system for ex-
port, while the ten inland plants were dependent on the railroad. In the 
end, the riverside factories survived the longest, since transportation 
by way of the railway proved chronically inadequate.#$

Jerky Technology

The technology for producing jerky had been developed in the 
previous century, primarily in Uruguay, and was modi% ed little since 
then. Herbert Smith, a US naturalist traveling in Rio Grande do Sul 
in the &!!"s, described a process that remained in use in Mato Grosso 
into the &'("s. Smith noted that there were several stages to the oper-
ation. First, a steer was lassoed and secured and a knife driven into its 
neck, allegedly stunning but not killing the animal; it was then dragged 
out of the slaughter area on a small cart and taken to where it was slain 
with a knife to the heart, bled, and stripped of its hide. The meat was 
sliced from the bones into eight cuts and passed on to specialized work-
ers, who carved it into uniform widths of roughly &) centimeters (called 
xarquear); the meat strips were then piled on top of one another, inter-
spersed with salt. The weight of the meat caused its liquids to mix with 
the salt. Approximately ! to &" kilos of salt were used per animal. This 
was referred to as dry salting. The piles of meat were le*  to season for 
two days. If there was no rain, the meat was hung out in the sun on hor-
izontal wooden beams to dry, covered by leather sheets at night. If the 
weather was not ideal, the meat could be kept stacked until dry weather 
arrived, up to several months if necessary.#+

In Mato Grosso, the slaughter seasons (safra) tended to be Octo-
ber to November and April to May. Expert meat cutters were imported 
from Uruguay, and along the Paraguay River slaughtering was done at 
night in shi* s, to avoid the sti, ing heat and humidity of the day. Meat 
was prepared during the day. Cattle were primarily local breeds (pan-
taneiro or tucura), small animals with tougher meat and less fat than 
other breeds. Their hides were also said to be more uniform. Approxi-
mately ') kilos of meat could be rendered from a thin steer of roughly 
-"" kilos. Bone accounted for -- percent of the animal, and ." to (" per-
cent of the weight was lost in drying.#/

Enormous amounts of salt were needed. In &'-(, for example, Wil-
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helm Pinsdorf, who owned a charqueada in Aquidauana, reportedly 
bought )*,*** kilos of salt in Buenos Aires, which he calculated would 
last his operation only + ve days. The salt was imported almost exclu-
sively from Spain (sal de Cádiz), considered to be better than the Bra-
zilian product from Rio Grande do Norte, although there appears to 
have been no reason to reject the national product as long as it was aged 
properly before use. Brazilian salt had been o, ered on the Mato Grosso 
market from at least -./0, and the origin of salt became a national de-
bate throughout the period and into the -/1*s. Concerns were cost, 
since imported salt was sometimes cheaper because of production and 
transportation e2  ciency, bulk import, and market exchange (salt mer-
chants o3 en purchased hides for export). This price di, erence was ex-
acerbated in -/01, when the federal government acceded to demands 
of jerky producers in Rio Grande do Sul by reducing the tari,  on im-
ported salt. Northeastern salt quality also was inconsistent, since o3 en 
it was marketed before su2  ciently aged, thus leading to bacterial con-
tamination of the meat called vermelho, or in crystals too large to be ef-
fective (the main arguments of the Gaúcho producers). Allegedly there 
was also an element of prejudice against the Brazilian product among 
Spanish technicians in charge of the charqueadas. By the late -/4*s, Bra-
zilian salt began to replace the Spanish product as the Spanish Civil 
War intervened and northeastern producers marketed their salt more 
aggressively. Sampaio Fernandes reported that by -/45 imports into 
Brazil had fallen from an average -**,*** tons to between 0*,*** and 
4*,*** tons. The onset of World War II ended regular importation.67

By the -/1*s, processing required between 1) and )* kilos of salt 
per animal, a signi+ cant increase from Herbert Smith’s time. Salt also 
was needed for treating hides. Hides were le3  in the brine runo,  from 
the meat piles for 01 hours, then covered in salt, folded over to expose 
the underside, and le3  to dry. A pure saline solution could also be used, 
usually in combination with salt layering. The hides were then le3  to 
dry by hanging, much like jerky. This brining process was termed wet 
salting; it later became the most common method of preserving both 
hides and jerky. Fat was either stripped o,  by hand or steamed away. 
The process could also be energy- and cost-e2  cient, depending on the 
plant and local needs, as the bones could be burned to fuel the steaming 
procedure and the resulting ash then sent overseas for fertilizer. Possi-
bly because there was so little organized modern agriculture in the vi-
cinity, ash from the charqueadas was seldom used for fertilizer in Bra-
zil, including Mato Grosso, though in later years bones were processed 
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into bone meal (farinha de ossos) for national agriculture. Other prod-
ucts like tongues and horns were normally exported whole to be pro-
cessed elsewhere, but the entrails were discarded, unlike in Argentina, 
where they were used for fertilizer and pig feed. In later years meat was 
injected with a saline and chemical solution, a cheaper and more e#  -
cient method of preservation. Hides underwent chemical treatment us-
ing arsenic, magnesium salts, or chromium (called bluing or wet blue, 
in reference to a temporary blue coloring caused by the chemicals). The 
reader can well imagine the pollution created by these processes, but al-
though it has been commented on in other jurisdictions, I have encoun-
tered no reference for Mato Grosso.$%

Responses to waste were almost certainly parallel throughout the 
sector. In Rio Grande do Sul, the traditional approach to nonmarket-
able production of the charqueadas was simple disposal, with a predict-
able environmental impact. Water was essential to processing, thus all 
charqueadas were located near water sources. The drawing of water did 
not occasion concerns over erosion or other impacts, but the streams 
and rivers were the recipients of liquids from the production line, 
which included salted water and blood, processed bone matter, and lost 
fats and solids. Although as much of the animals as possible was used, 

Preparation of hides, !"!#s. Reprinted from Cardoso Ayala and Simon, Album Graphico 
do Estado de Matto-Grosso, $"%.
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unusable or lost waste (guano das charqueadas) was simply dumped into 
streams or into the open. The noxious smells associated with the facto-
ries have been attributed to this refuse. Blood, as much as )* to +, ki-
los per animal, was not used in early charqueadas. It ended up in the 
streams or in open pits; in Rio Grande do Sul it became a form of mor-
tar to hold back the erosion of coastal sand dunes. The stink for seaside 
residents can only be imagined. At certain times of the year, streams 
ran red with the detritus. It is said that in the nineteenth century the 
Arroio Pelotas in Pelotas, Rio Grande do Sul, was referred to by locals 
as Rio Vermelho (Red), because of the waste of more than forty jerky 
factories along its banks.-.

Beginning in the )/0,s, the Brazilian government sought to elimi-
nate or at least reduce this pollution, but because of the precarious eco-
nomic situation of the establishments, especially in Rio Grande do Sul, 
the measures were modest. Only in the mid-)/1,s were improvements 
implemented that utilized waste more e2  ciently and reduced pollu-
tion. By that time, the industry had declined in the state as frigorí3 -
cos came to dominate the beef processing sector, but in Mato Grosso 
the regulations led to cleaner, more sanitary, and economically e2  cient 
operations.-4

Jerky and hides were either shipped down the Paraguay River to 
Montevideo, where they were transshipped to Rio, or sent by rail to 
São Paulo and Rio. Neither form of transportation was ideal, but the 
river route was marginally more reliable. The route was monopolized 
by a single exporter, Joaquim Vivo & Cia., which operated out of Mon-
tevideo and transshipped Mato Grosso jerky destined for the Brazil-
ian market. It was this arrangement, however, that annoyed many Mato 
Grosso producers and provoked considerable consternation in Rio 
Grande do Sul, Brazil’s major jerky producer, as it created conditions 
for smuggling.

Jerky and Industrial Contraband

Smuggling was endemic in Mato Grosso, as is usual in remote fron-
tier regions. A5 er all, chronic transportation and taxation issues, plus 
periodic political instability, caused producers to attempt to overcome 
limits to their incomes and realize pro3 ts however possible. Contra-
band was the natural outcome. Most tra2  c was with Paraguay and, in 
later years, across the Paraná River into Minas and São Paulo. It was ob-
vious to state authorities that insu2  cient attention to the tra2  c across 
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the international border was costing them a sizable # scal income. Erva 
smuggling alone was reputed to cost the state tens of contos in export 
taxes, but other items, particularly cattle commonly destined for Par-
aguayan jerky producers, also crossed the frontier duty-free, not to 
mention the majority of imports consumed in southern Mato Grosso 
outside Corumbá. Part of the problem was the lack of resources and at-
tention in Cuiabá to out# t and maintain an e$ ective police and border 
force, which contributed to chronic corruption on the part of under-
paid customs agents.%%

O&  cials and local residents simultaneously lamented and engaged 
in smuggling, of cattle, cattle products, salt, erva, and necessary im-
ported items. In the face of Cuiabá’s inability or unwillingness to con-
trol the tra&  c, locals addressed the issues on their own terms, leading 
to constant o&  cial correspondence regarding the loss of revenue and 
the “criminality” of participants.%' As Walther Bernecker argues for 
nineteenth-century Mexico and Latin America overall, given the lim-
ited presence of State investment in a relatively distant frontier region, 
contraband and the corruption that accompanied it re( ected di$ erent 
developmental levels of the state and was not a question of morality 
at all.%) In e$ ect, contraband could be considered a positive in Mato 
Grosso, since without smugglers’ ingenuity and ( exible morals, the re-
gion may not have been able to develop even as much as it did. That 
conclusion may be debatable, but by far the most prominent example 
of smuggling might be described as “industrial” contraband, which in-
volved the well-organized switching of products in the warehouses of 
Montevideo.

As explained by Stephen Bell, Rio Grande do Sul had led Brazil in 
cattle population and hide and jerky production for nearly a century. 
Much of its wealth had been based on the illicit trade of cattle and jerky 
across the Uruguayan frontier, with local cattle barons and jerky pro-
ducers in occasional con( ict. By World War I, however, Rio Grande 
do Sul had developed a modern jerky industry that processed its own 
herds. A* er a brief ( irtation with chilled and frozen beef during the 
war, in the +,-.s the state economy returned to the production of jerky 
for the Brazilian market. This upsurge was temporary, and by +,". the 
number of animals slaughtered for jerky declined signi# cantly. In the 
decades a* er World War I, jerky exports, which were largely to Cuba 
and Mexico, slowly sank to insigni# cance.%/

Rio Grande do Sul’s greatest competitor was neighboring Uruguay, 
which by this time was already following Argentina’s lead by convert-
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ing from charqueadas to frozen meat plants. Slaughter for jerky in Uru-
guay diminished dramatically, from an average of )**,*** head in +,**–
+,+* to a minuscule -,*** head in +,.+–+,./. Uruguayan export statistics 
reveal corresponding declines. Until +,+) most of the exports were to 
Brazil, in competition with the gaúcho product, but a0 er that time 
Cuba became the main destination.12

But Rio Grande do Sul su3 ered a crisis in the jerky business dur-
ing the +,4*s, prompting calls for control of contraband jerky entering 
from Uruguay. This was where Mato Grosso entered the picture. Since 
it was a national product, jerky from the state transshipped through 
Montevideo was exempt from import tari3 s into Brazil. Yet, the pas-
sage through the territory of a foreign competitor created a golden op-
portunity for fraud. If Mato Grosso jerky could be substituted for Uru-
guayan jerky, which was highly appreciated in Brazil because it was 
marbled with fat, tari3  barriers of as much as 5* to +** percent ad va-
lorem could be avoided. The upriver jerky then could be exported as 
Uruguayan to Cuba, a smaller and distant market, where lean jerky was 
prized because it could survive the long sea journey without becom-
ing rancid (as was allegedly the case with Uruguayan and Argentine 
jerky). This was exactly what happened, causing protest in Rio Grande 
do Sul, whose product su3 ered competition and as such commanded 
lower prices in the internal market than it would have done otherwise. 
Ironically, the Uruguayans also imported jerky produced in Rio Grande 
do Sul for resale abroad. This jerky, similar in quality to that of Mato 
Grosso, underwent the same transition, replaced by Uruguayan meat 
that was then marketed in Brazil as native.16

Smuggling was encouraged by liberal Uruguayan import laws, 
which permitted the free entry of Brazilian products in transit to the 
Brazilian market, plus warehousing for up to a year tax-free. This was 
part of a +,*5 Uruguayan government initiative to stimulate the econ-
omy through port improvement, railway expansion, and increased 
trade, in partial response to the construction of a port at Rio Grande in 
the neighboring Brazilian state. The result was that Mato Grosso jerky 
enjoyed special treatment en route to markets in Rio de Janeiro and the 
Brazilian Northeast. Licenses for the use of Uruguay as a transit point 
were issued by the government in Rio, and many licensees o0 en resold 
them to a Uruguayan jerky factory, which would switch products and 
reexport tax-free. The practice was common, with license resale prices 
even quoted publicly in the Río de la Plata 7 nancial market. One of the 
companies most deeply involved in the activity was the sole exporter of 
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Mato Grosso jerky, Joaquim Vivo & Cia. Vivo’s contacts in Montevideo 
included well-known Uruguayan jerky producers J. Schroeder and Pe-
dro Ferrés & Cia.#$

Estimates alleged that out of a total of %",&&& tons exported by Uru-
guay to Cuba in %'(), more than %&,&&& was Brazilian in origin, ",&&& 
to ),&&& tons of it from Mato Grosso. The Brazilian consul general in 
Montevideo investigated, eliciting denials of any wrongdoing from 
Ferrés and Schroeder. Nonetheless, consular o*  cials concluded that 
the only way to avoid substitution was to require a customs document 
from the Uruguayan authorities noting the date of arrival of the ship-
ment and its location while in Montevideo, and to legalize transit li-
censes only a+ er the ships carrying the jerky had le+  for their ultimate 
destination. This they proceeded to do.,-

Pressure from gaúcho politicians, particularly Getúlio Vargas, at 
the time the Brazilian Treasury Minister (Fazenda), spurred Rio de Ja-
neiro to more solid action on their behalf. In %'(!, the Rio Grande do 
Sul government proposed that all Brazilian goods transiting foreign 
territory be “denationalized” and forced to pay normal import duties 
on reentry into Brazil. The reaction from Mato Grosso to the proposal 
was predictable. Jerky producers argued that as long as there was no im-
provement in the quality and cost of transport out of the state, particu-
larly by rail, Mato Grosso had no choice but to export through Monte-
video. The federal government, however, operating on logical political 
expediency, since Rio Grande do Sul wielded much greater political 
power than did Mato Grosso, accepted the gaúcho proposal without 
modi. cation, passing a law to that e/ ect in late %'(!. In order to pla-
cate the Matogrossenses, however, the Rio government allocated funds 
for the resumption of government shipping by Lloyd Brasileiro to Co-
rumbá and a reduction of rail rates on the railroad to São Paulo.,0

There was little satisfaction with the announcement in Mato 
Grosso, however, since it did nothing to improve opportunities for the 
region in the short run. Nonetheless, charqueadas continued to be im-
portant in the state up to the %'"&s; eventually they faced competition 
from newly established frigorí. cos (some set up in former charqueadas) 
and changing consumer preferences, internally and abroad. Still, the 
con1 ict with Rio Grande do Sul interests was illustrative of both the 
promise and the disappointment of ranching in Mato Grosso. Cer-
tainly opportunities developed, and contraband diminished (though 
never disappeared), perhaps in part because of such high-pro. le dis-
putes. The result was that attention continued to be given to the qual-
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ity of cattle and the need to diversify beef production. Transportation, 
as indicated already, remained an obstacle, especially in the promise of 
a railway.

('!)&*#'(!(+#) :  ,+-.$$!&  !),  /#)('!,+/(+#)&

The Paraguay River was the traditional highway for Mato Grosso 
exports and imports, along with the few rugged cattle trails to Minas 
Gerais and São Paulo. The completion of the railway in 0102 o3 ered 
a crucial alternative because, among other things, relying on the river 
meant dependence on environmental conditions. In the dry season, 
August and September, the river was sometimes too shallow for larger 
vessels. At the height of the rainy season, January and February, smaller 
cra4  and barges were frequently lost to the powerful current. There 
was also the danger of submerged trees, the result of riverbank clear-
ing, which caused innumerable delays and regular shipwrecks. For the 
most part, however, these problems were surmountable. What most 
a3 ected river commerce was the irregularity of service and the high 
freight rates charged by the few companies that plied the river, obsta-
cles it was hoped a railway would overcome.56

Shipping

With the opening of regular river communications between Rio 
and Mato Grosso a4 er the Paraguayan War, it was hoped that the re-
gion’s isolation was at an end. But the vicissitudes of the economy and 
irregular attention from Rio meant the province/state continued to de-
pend on river transportation that le4  a great deal to be desired. As early 
as the 0789s, provincial presidents expressed a desire for a railroad to 
open up the region, since the : uvial route was long, had to pass through 
three foreign nations, was dependent on river levels, and was domi-
nated by two companies. By the end of the 0779s, however, there were 
many boats plying the river from Montevideo to Corumbá, including 
a federally subsidized service, and others that serviced smaller ports. 
There was little service to the more remote regions of Mato Grosso, 
such as Cáceres, Miranda, and even Cuiabá, as boats of more than one-
meter dra4  could not sail beyond Corumbá. This caused Corumbá to 
become an entrepôt to the rest of the region and the most important 
commercial center in the state.5;
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Until World War I, shipping on the Paraguay River was dominated 
by three companies, the Brazilian Lloyd Brasileiro, the Argentine Cía. 
Mihanovich, and the Paraguayan Vierci Hermanos. Lloyd Brasileiro, 
owned by the federal government, was formed in "!#$ to regularize the 
erratic shipping operations that connected Brazilian ports and plied in-
land waters. The Lloyd operations were plagued by % nancial problems, 
almost from their inception, and were passed back and forth from pub-
lic to private hands until "#"&, when they were directly assumed by the 
government and remained in federal hands for the duration of the war. 
These problems hindered local economies that relied on the service and 
that were o' en considered of secondary importance by the directors 
in Rio de Janeiro. Government % nancial support was sporadic, sailings 
were irregular and o' en delayed, freight charges were onerous, and 
goods were o' en damaged or stolen.((

Part of the slack was taken up by the other companies, but their 
priorities were not in Mato Grosso and so freight rates were o' en pro-
hibitive. In "#") a ton of freight was charged US$*."$ between Mon-
tevideo and Europe or North America, a journey of three weeks to a 
month, but for the two-week upriver trip between Montevideo and 
Corumbá, the rate was nearly double. From the interior town of Nioác 
to Corumbá, the same freight paid over $+$. These were rates for im-
ported items, generally cheaper than for exports. In "#$,, charges for 

Venus, a vessel in the government shipping line Lloyd Brasileiro, at Corumbá in the !"!#s. 
Reprinted from Cardoso Ayala and Simon, Album Graphico do Estado de Matto-
Grosso, $%.
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the export of a ton of beef jerky from Miranda to Rio de Janeiro ex-
ceeded US$)*. Rates changed little in later years. Indeed, they appear 
to have increased, as revealed in +,-., when Mihanovich charged )* Ar-
gentine gold pesos (US$/..0*) per ton (+.- cubic meters) between Bue-
nos Aires and Corumbá, decried as exorbitant by local exporters. Ad-
mittedly, these price di1 erentials were partly due to the inequities 
inherent in volume shipping, but they also reveal Mato Grosso’s geo-
graphical vulnerability and limited insertion into the broader national 
and international market.23

Despite these obstacles, in the early twentieth century the volume 
of shipping via Corumbá increased. Between +,*0 and +,+-, the number 
of ships entering Corumbá grew from ). to +-., while vessel tonnage 
expanded accordingly. The increased volume was almost exclusively in 
cattle products, particularly beef jerky. Exports of jerky from Corumbá 
jumped from 4-,*** kilos in +,*4 to +.0 million kilos by +,+-, and be-
tween +,+, and +,-4, exports from the charqueadas along the lower Par-
aguay River doubled from .**,*** kilos to +.4 million kilos.25

The fundamental problem of shipping was not resolved by this 
6 urry of activity. Lloyd Brasileiro suspended service between Mon-
tevideo and Corumbá in +,+) because of 7 nancial and administrative 

Port of Corumbá, in the #"#$s. Reprinted from Cardoso Ayala and Simon, Album 
Graphico do Estado de Matto-Grosso, ##$.
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problems, renting out its boats to a local import-export # rm, Com-
panhia Minas e Viação de Matto Grosso. The merchants of Corumbá 
were not pleased with that company’s service, however, characterizing 
it as abusive. Lloyd had been operated by a negligent administration 
and employees, but Minas e Viação went even further, detouring ships 
to serve Paraguayan and Argentine commerce and virtually ignoring 
Mato Grosso. As a result, Mato Grosso ports “waited months without 
notice of national ships.” Mihanovich continued its twice-monthly ser-
vice, but it was insu$  cient for the goods waiting to be transported. 
In March %!&', over ("" tons of beef jerky warehoused in Corumbá 
awaited shipment to Montevideo. A sailors’ strike in Asunción pre-
vented Mihanovich from carrying it, but even so this meant the pro# ts 
would go into “the pocket[s] of Argentine capitalists” instead of those 
of Brazilians. Besides, the Argentine company, despite running large 
modern vessels, o) ered irregular cargo service since it was governed 
by strict schedules that prioritized ports in Paraguay and Argentina, 
seldom in keeping with the needs of Mato Grosso commerce. Mean-
while, service from Corumbá to Cuiabá was also uncertain, with only 
one sternwheeler plying the route twice a month. The trip took almost 
six days upriver during the rainy season, longer in the dry, when trans-
fer to smaller boats was common. The negative impact on local com-
merce of irregular service at exorbitant rates can easily be imagined.*+

Lloyd eventually took over service from Minas e Viação, but lit-
tle improved, at least at # rst. A newspaper article in %!&, observed 
that while Mihanovich covered the round-trip Montevideo-Corumbá 
run in &- days, it took Lloyd up to three months. Indeed, by %!&(, 
scarcely one year a. er three new ships had been inaugurated on the 
Montevideo- Corumbá run, only one was operational. The other two 
had su) ered damage en route from Rio de Janeiro to Montevideo. In 
addition, the boats could carry only /-" to ("" tons per voyage. By con-
trast, the Mihanovich ships had a capacity between -,-"" and (,""" tons.

By %!'" it appears service by the Brazilian carrier had improved. 
The three new ships had # nally come into service, and total annual 
shipping in tonnage entering Corumbá from foreign ports almost tri-
pled between %!&( and %!'%. Also, state-subsidized service between Co-
rumbá and Cuiabá was instituted in %!&-, utilizing four paddle wheel-
ers, and there was regular service between the railhead of Porto 
Esperança and Corumbá to coincide with the rail schedule, and even a 
scheduled service to Cáceres. Mihanovich continued its passenger ser-
vice with weekly runs between Corumbá and Asunción.*0
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The disorganization that swept over shipping on the upper Para-
guay River a) er *+*, seemed to have been overcome by *+-.. Corumbá, 
which still was not served directly by the railway, maintained its posi-
tion as a commercial entrepôt for Cuiabá and points north. Neverthe-
less, shipping was unable to compete with the railway in the long run, 
and between *+-. and the *+/.s service gradually declined. Yet the rail-
road, which certainly o0 ered a challenge to inadequate shipping, did 
not deliver quite as expected.

The Noroeste do Brasil

The concept of a railway across Mato Grosso had been envisioned 
before the Paraguayan War, and pressure for links between the Bra-
zilian coast and Cuiabá began to mount a) er the cessation of hostil-
ities. Despite numerous proposed projects and awarded concessions, 
nothing concrete was undertaken until *+.-, when geopolitical con-
siderations, more than economic concerns, convinced Rio de Janeiro 
that a railroad linking its remote territories with the coast was essen-
tial.12 A railway was proposed from São Paulo to Cuiabá in *+./, but 
uno3  cial promises to Bolivia and the strategic concept of a trans-
continental railway linking the Atlantic and Paci4 c caused it to be re-
directed to Corumbá in *+.5. Fernando de Azevedo later described this 
new line as Brazil’s “4 rst political highway.”67 (See map -, p. xiv, for 
railway routes.)

An added incentive for the railway was that it could act as a stim-
ulus to economic expansion in the state of São Paulo, particularly the 
opening up of previously remote public lands to co0 ee cultivation in 
the state’s west. Belying its claim to strategic necessity, the federal gov-
ernment awarded the railroad concession to a consortium backed by a 
mix of Brazilian, French, and Belgian capital. The group then divided 
construction into São Paulo and Mato Grosso sections. The São Paulo 
route was called the Estrada de Ferro Noroeste do Brasil (EFNOB); 
the line across Mato Grosso was the EF Itapura-Corumbá. Construc-
tion began at Bauru, São Paulo, in *+./ and was completed to the Paraná 
River in *+*.. In Mato Grosso, work began in *+.8 at Itapura on the 
Paraná River and at Porto Esperança on the Paraguay, and the railroad 
started partial operation just as World War I broke out. In the interim, 
work on the Mato Grosso segment had gone too slowly for the govern-
ment’s interests, and in mid-*+*- that part was taken over by Rio. Un-
doubtedly, this was a relief for the consortium, since the Mato Grosso 
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section was thoroughly unpro# table. Apparently only the attraction 
of healthy pro# ts carrying co$ ee in São Paulo had persuaded the en-
trepreneurs to accept the Mato Grosso obligation as well. As it turned 
out, the São Paulo operation was poorly constructed and maintained as 
well, causing Rio to take it over in late %!%&. The entire route then be-
came the EFNOB, more commonly referred to as the Noroeste, and ex-
tended a total of %,"&' kilometers, ('& across Mato Grosso.)*

Although the inauguration of service in Mato Grosso in %!%+ was 
timely, the di,  culties of building across parts of the Pantanal delayed 
completion of the link to Porto Esperança until %!%&. For most of the 
route, construction was across relatively - at, open terrain with few se-
rious obstacles. The route chosen ran from the Paraná River to Campo 
Grande and on through Aquidauana and Miranda to the Paraguay 
River. This was largely open cerrado, crossed by only minor streams 
until just west of Miranda, where the lower Pantanal extends south. 
Seasonal - ooding in this section made construction arduous and main-
tenance expensive, but compared with the headaches of running lines 
along the wooded ridges of São Paulo, Mato Grosso o$ ered generally 
unproblematic conditions for the building of a railroad.).

Still, service was insecure west of Miranda, especially during the 
rainy season, a situation frequently commented on by travelers passing 
through the region. Two other major physical obstacles prevented se-
cure regular service between São Paulo and Corumbá: the Paraná and 

A train on the Noroeste do Brasil railroad, in the !"!#s. Reprinted from Cardoso Ayala 
and Simon, Album Graphico do Estado de Matto-Grosso, !$%.
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Paraguay rivers. Until a bridge was completed linking the two states in 
)*+,, rail cars had to be ra- ed across the Paraná, and service from Porto 
Esperança to Corumbá was continued by small river steamers until an-
other bridge was . nally completed across the Paraguay in )*/0 and ser-
vice extended to Corumbá in )*12. The railroad had provided mostly 
aggravation to the residents of Corumbá and Cuiabá until then.34

Expectations were high among Matogrossenses as the railroad 
neared completion. This was especially so among cattle ranchers, who 
envisioned raising and fattening animals at home for direct export to 
the São Paulo slaughterhouses; a journey of 25 hours by rail would re-
place three months on the trail. Time would be saved and costs reduced, 
ensuring greater pro. ts for ranchers, large and small. Ranchers also 
hoped to gain more in6 uence over a market still in the hands of the cat-
tle buyers and slaughterhouses with their winter pastures. In addition, 
greater access would reduce import costs and attract settlers into a re-
gion that experienced a chronic population shortage. Both human and 
. nancial capital were seen as natural extensions of e7  cient transporta-
tion and would contribute to freeing the state from trade controlled by 
a small number of economic agents in São Paulo and the Río de la Plata. 
It was hoped that Mato Grosso could then determine its own destiny.38

Rail construction in the Pantanal, #!#$s. Reprinted from Cardoso Ayala and Simon, 
Album Graphico do Estado de Matto-Grosso, #%%.
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The railroad’s impact was slower in coming than expected, but by 
#!$% it was clear that it had opened up the state to development possibil-
ities unimaginable before. The in& ux of people, many of them specula-
tors, land grabbers, adventurers, but also some settlers, transformed ar-
eas along the railway line and, eventually, all of southern Mato Grosso. 
Dusty, torpid small towns expanded overnight, others were created out 
of the wilderness, and modern facilities and ideas & owed into the state. 
From only ',%%% inhabitants in #!#$, Campo Grande municipality cata-
pulted to more than $#,%%% by #!$%, while the township increased from 
#,$%% to (,%%% inhabitants. By #!"%, the municipality counted '%,%%% in-
habitants, at least half in the city. At the same time, Aquidauana in-
creased from roughly (,%%% inhabitants in #!#" to #%,%%% in #!$% and 
$#,%%% by #!"%. Três Lagoas, which began life with the railroad encamp-
ments in #!%!, had a population of !,%%% in #!$% and more than #',%%% 
by #!"%. (See table $.#.) Along with the larger population came regu-
lar postal service and telegraph communications, luxuries residents of 
Campo Grande and other towns had only dreamed of before.))

Economic activity increased proportionately as exports of live cat-
tle and cattle products took o* . Part of this dynamism was the product 
of foreign investment, which had been attracted to the region with the 
completion of the railway. Brazil Land had already established its op-
erations before the line was fully operational, but other investors, like 
the British Brazilian Meat Company and the French Fazendas France-
sas, entered during and a+ er the wartime boom. The railroad facili-
tated an in& ow of essential materials such as salt, wire, grass seeds, 
breeder bulls, and machinery. It also permitted cattle buyers to travel 
from town to town much more easily than on horseback, transform-
ing the marketing of cattle, at least as far as access to ranches was con-
cerned. Several charqueadas sprang up in the towns along the railroad; 
twelve of the twenty-, ve plants in existence in #!$' were located on or 
near the rail line, an increase from only one in #!#".)-

Yet by their very ambition, the expectations of the ranching indus-
try raised by the arrival of the railroad were exaggerated. Mato Grosso, 
though important to the São Paulo meat processing industry, was not 
a priority in the global plans of the Brazilian government. Even dur-
ing the export boom of World War I, cattle and cattle products did not 
exit the state by rail to the degree anticipated. As early as #!#( the state 
president complained about service. He was especially concerned about 
freight rates, arguing that unless they were reduced, Mato Grosso pro-
duction had no future. He then compared rates for similar products in 
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Rio Grande do Sul. The EF Itapura line charged over three times the 
rate levied by the EF Rio Grandense for a ton of hides over the same 
distance. Cargo volume was probably much greater in Rio Grande do 
Sul than in Mato Grosso, but these were still exorbitant rates. The re-
sult inhibited the expansion of hide production in Mato Grosso and 
forced those producers already in business to rely on river transport, 
the very dependency they had hoped to escape through the railroad.)*

Freight rates became a constant issue over subsequent years. As 
beef jerky production increased considerably in the years a+ er World 
War I, cattle prices dropped and a large stock of animals grew. Rates 
charged by the EFNOB, however, were as high as $,- a ton during the 
./0-s, 1- percent more than those of the exorbitant Mihanovich 2 u-
vial service. This obstacle remained, despite frequent calls for cheaper 
freight rates and lower taxes, until ./01, when the federal government 
denationalized all Brazilian jerky transshipped through other nations. 
The response from charqueadas and the Mato Grosso government was 
immediate.)3

Once the industry was denied transshipment at Montevideo, Mato 
Grosso producers requested that rail freight rates be reduced by 4- per-
cent and that a direct port-to-port 2 uvial service be inaugurated by 
the government. The Ministry of Transport agreed to reduce rates for 
charqueadas that 5 lled the rail cars with a minimum of 0- tons of jerky, 
but transport was guaranteed only to Bauru, with re-dispatch to market 
from there. This revealed the other major stumbling block in Noroeste 
service, rolling stock. As a response from the Aquidauana town coun-
cil pointed out, aside from the chronic shortage of rail cars, the cars 
that were provided were inadequate to satisfy the ministry o6 er, since 
their maximum capacity was only between .7 and .1 tons. Transferring 
freight in Bauru would have threatened cargos, since the railroad did 
not have su8  cient warehousing space. Any delay in transport (and de-
lays were likely, given the EFNOB’s concentration on the transport of 
co6 ee in São Paulo) would have le+  the jerky exposed to the elements, 
increasing the risk of spoilage. Indirect dispatch also would have dried 
up credit, since banks were unwilling to 5 nance goods in transit. Inten-
sive lobbying by Mato Grosso federal deputies in Rio won the govern-
ment over, and the 4--percent reduction was awarded on any full cars, 
and shipment was to be dispatched directly to the destination. The de-
cision probably temporarily saved the industry in Mato Grosso, as ex-
port 5 gures reveal steady activity from ./0/ into the mid-./9-s.):

Ironically, although the railroad provided momentary relief for 
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the jerky industry, it also contributed to the ultimate demise of jerky 
production in the state. The jerky industry served as a fallback mar-
ket for the sale of animals when the international frozen meat market 
slowed down in the immediate postwar period, so# ening the blow to 
Mato Grosso ranchers. Meanwhile, cattle buyers began to enter the re-
gion by rail, which facilitated direct contact with ranchers. By the mid-
$!%&s, when the export of Brazilian frozen meat began to rise again and 
national consumption also increased, ranchers began to divert their 
stocks from the charqueadas to the long but lucrative cattle drives to 
the São Paulo frigorí' cos and fresh meat markets. The jerky plants 
soon felt the pinch, and several were forced to shut down, particularly 
those along the rail line. Jerky production became concentrated in a 
few plants, particularly those near Corumbá, and most cattle continued 
to be driven to São Paulo.()

The railroad was supposed to relieve rancher reliance on long 
drives by facilitating speedy export of fattened live cattle directly to the 
São Paulo frigorí' cos. Instead, ranchers faced the same problems that 
plagued the charqueadas—insu*  cient rolling stock, small rail cars, and 
inconsistent freight rates. Though rates by the mid-$!%&s were compa-
rable between cattle drives and the railroad (US$+.,&–$, per head), the 
problem lay largely in the company’s inadequate provision of rolling 
stock. Most cars could accommodate at most $- to .& head of live cattle, 
which was not cost-e/ ective for the railroad, since the return from cat-
tle did not cover the expenses of running the car. Service was also in-
furiatingly slow. In $!.+, the journey from Campo Grande to Rio took 
a total of ,. hours, with ideal connections and barring no delays, which 
were common. It was another ." hours between Campo Grande and 
Corumbá, including $. hours by boat from Corumbá to the rail head at 
Porto Esperança. There were no facilities along the route for feeding 
cattle or even providing them with water; thus, cattle transported from 
Campo Grande to the São Paulo stockyards endured a minimum of 
+&0hours without food or water—even under ideal conditions. In fact, 
most cattle su/ ered seven or eight days in the cattle cars, with limited 
if any attention. It takes little imagination to visualize the deplorable 
state of the animals at the end of their journey. Considering the costs in 
purely economic terms, this required a period of recuperation that was 
simply prohibitive for rancher and processor alike.(1

Above all, though, the number of cars available for transporting 
live cattle was insu*  cient. It was simple ' nancial logic to favor the São 
Paulo sector over that of Mato Grosso. By transporting co/ ee, the rail-
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road operated at a pro) t in São Paulo, while it ran a constant de) cit 
on its Mato Grosso run, where only cattle products were available for 
transport. While most of Mato Grosso complained about the freight 
rates, the company in turn lamented that if it were to make its opera-
tion pro) table in the state, it would have to raise rates so high no one 
would be able to pay. Certainly the railroad had some serious budgetary 
problems throughout its existence. These were aggravated between *+,- 
and the mid-*+.-s, when the proportion of co/ ee cargos declined as the 
export market shrank during the world depression, and exhausted cof-
fee lands in São Paulo were converted to ranching. Service did improve 
temporarily during the early *+,-s, when the number of head trans-
ported by rail in Mato Grosso and São Paulo combined jumped from 
0,,1-- in *+,2 to *-3,1-- in *+,,, but the shortage of cars remained a 
problem. In May *+,., for example, ranchers in certain areas of Mato 
Grosso had been waiting over a month for transportation. Many turned 
to the drives, since they were operating on short-term credit and could 
not a/ ord delay. Some improvements were reported near the end of the 
year, but they were too few and were not continued. By the *+.-s, rail 
service once again had deteriorated in Mato Grosso.45

Neither was the company blessed with a visionary administration. 
Fernando Azevedo suggested that to save itself the EFNOB should pro-
mote agricultural diversi) cation and the construction of frigorí) cos in 
Mato Grosso, in order to create future sources of income. This meant 
introducing refrigerated cars, not part of the Noroeste system even as 
late as the *+6-s. Economic diversi) cation eventually did occur in the 
state when a frigorí) co was established in Campo Grande in the early 
*+1-s, but the railroad could not claim to have played much of a part. 
The isolation of Matogrossense ranchers extended into the *+1-s, and 
cattle drives to São Paulo continued.47

Another consequence of the EFNOB was the decline of Corumbá 
as an important commercial center. Unlike the rest of the state, during 
World War I Corumbá’s population actually declined. The biggest and 
best ships were diverted for war service, while the railway drained o/  a 
good deal of the rest of commerce. Campo Grande displaced Corumbá 
as the commercial hub of the state and became the economic center of 
the south. Conditions improved marginally during the *+2-s, but the 
depression of the *+,-s again slowed the economy of the city. Had the 
railroad been completed to Corumbá as planned, it may have been able 
to limit the city’s decline, but it did not reach Corumbá until *+6,. Co-
rumbá never recovered its previous status, although extension of the 
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railroad into Bolivia during the #!$%s for a time ensured a minor im-
portance as an international terminus.&'

The railway also produced a temporary depression on some cat-
tle ranches, particularly in the Pantanal, as the Noroeste competed for 
labor. Many workers sought better opportunities as rail maintenance 
crews and as construction laborers in the growing towns. This con-
tributed to the stagnation of some of the more traditional holdings and 
the subdivision of many ranches, especially as outside buyers entered 
the region willing to pay top money for land and cattle. Some ranchers 
eventually enjoyed modest bene( ts from the railway, as it stimulated 
the opening of cattle trails and roads from remote regions to the rail-
heads. Several trails even followed the railway right-of-way between 
regional markets, and the far south near the Paraguayan border experi-
enced signi( cant population growth as ranching and agriculture ) our-
ished. This was stimulated by the creation of a national agricultural 
colony at Dourados in #!*+, during the Estado Novo dictatorship of 
Getúlio Vargas, and the completion of a spur line from Campo Grande 
to Ponta Porã in #!$+.&,

World War I and the postwar years saw consolidation of the cat-
tle industry and a time of modernization, or at least reorganization, of 
ranching and related production. Charqueadas played an integral part, 
but not all of Mato Grosso’s problems were solved during this time; in 
fact, precious few found resolution. Other problems were created as the 
state became more integrated into the international economic structure 
dominating in much of the rest of Brazil. These outside pressures im-
posed new contradictions on the state. The very liberation of the re-
gion through expanded export production and a direct link to the eco-
nomic center of the country also permitted a form of dependence on 
outside forces that was more subtle but no less limiting than the pre-
vious experience. Traditional sectors that had held sway in the state’s 
economic world were challenged by more dynamic and cosmopolitan 
forces. Outside capital and entrepreneurs contributed to the develop-
ment of Mato Grosso but also acted, by the very nature of ranching in 
the region, to keep the state dependent on one set of commodities for 
trade. Mato Grosso was at once integrated into the expanding national 
economic structure and denied much of the bene( t of that growth.

Such development did not necessarily relieve the isolation of the 
frontier. Although links with the past largely had been loosened and the 
mystery of the frontier revealed, most of the ranching economy contin-
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ued in its traditional form. As we will see, some activities were indis-
tinguishable from their conduct of decades earlier. To )*+,, the process 
was slow, uneven, and without obvious guarantees, a condition that re-
quired adaptation and innovation on the ground. Issues involving land 
tenure, transportation, labor relations, indigenous populations, and the 
routine tasks of raising and marketing cattle depended on a - exibility 
that is characteristic of frontier zones, but which sometimes motivated 
a certain recalcitrance grounded in tradition. This is not a contradic-
tion, as we will see in subsequent chapters.

As for transportation, in the end the railroad did not bring the im-
mediate expansion eagerly anticipated by Matogrossenses. It was lim-
ited in stimulating exports, o. en acting more to introduce people and 
goods from outside the state than the reverse. The railway, then, was no 
panacea for the drawbacks of isolation. The failure of shipping and rail 
to live up to expectations only underlines the limits of transportation 
facilities; they cannot deliver quick solutions to frontier underdevelop-
ment when other economic in- uences, including needs in competing 
regions, are not favorable.
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Land Access
"%%"$&#'(&()*  +',  "-*&+./)*

The availability of grazing land was the prime factor attract-
ing the in0 ux of settlers into Mato Grosso a1 er 2345, but 
the sticky questions of legalization remained. As time went 

on, it became increasingly di6  cult to settle on land claimed by others 
or to ignore other claims to one’s own holdings. All lands were consid-
ered public (terras devolutas) until registered, and legalization required 
registration and fees if there was to be peace in the ranching areas. De-
spite numerous laws and attempts at statewide surveying, government 
seldom delivered on its obligations, which contributed to con0 ict, es-
pecially in the years leading up to World War I. Cattle were a major 
factor in this drama.

Access to land in the period before World War I was quite cha-
otic, and the postwar era saw nothing short of a feverish rush. There 
were many obstacles—political, judicial, and 7 nancial—in the way of 
legalization, but as in so many frontier regions, residents found ways 
to acquire and to control properties, o1 en at the expense of other set-
tlers and the native population. As population increased markedly be-
tween the war and 2895 (see table :.2), land was occupied and devel-
oped, and by the 28:5s ownership was generally legalized. It was hardly 
a smooth process, however, and the issue of land tenure generated many 
struggles, contributing to political and social instability well beyond 
that time frame.

Part of the problem also was access to credit, which o; ered an 
added set of concerns that certainly aggravated that instability. In re-
ality, reliable credit hardly existed through most of the period under 
study, a situation that limited the potential growth of the cattle sector 
and, by extension, the entire state. Many observers argued for estab-
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lishment of dependable banks, but it wasn’t until a( er World War II 
that Mato Grosso bene) ted from consistent access to credit.

Even more important, an underlying context was key to under-
standing accessibility to land in remote regions—the presence of na-
tive peoples. Without question, the ) rst inhabitants of Mato Grosso 
were soon overwhelmed by the in* ux of settlement, but they were not 
passive victims in the usurpation of their traditional lands. Their reac-
tions, however, were mixed and sometimes contradictory, while gov-
ernments proved inadequate to address predictable con* ict, even when 
honest e+ orts were made. The inevitable result, as in other ranching 
regions of the Americas, was that indigenous groups struggled for but 
usually lost land to encroaching settlement.

",-./010'  2&#03& :  24&  !"#$  50&'2.1#  21  6768

The destruction of land records in Corumbá during the Para-
guayan occupation created a major headache for the imperial govern-
ment and prewar settlers. Incomplete prewar documents suggested 
a total of 9: registered holdings in the Corumbá area (Albuquerque). 
Some of these ranchers never returned, but those who did had to re-
register their holdings. Proof of previous occupation, as stipulated in 
the ;<9= land law, depended on testimony by neighbors and prewar o>  -
cials, who were not easy to ) nd. A sizable proportion of ranchers in the 
lower Pantanal, then, simply squatted until legislation could be enacted 
to regularize holdings. This took time, for the imperial government in-
sisted on the law of ;<9= and the qualifying decree of ;<9?, ultimately 
forcing the development of a system of provisional property licenses 
dependent on ) nal adjudication in Rio. Based on the recommendations 
of the municipal property judge (juiz comissário), provincial presidents 
had to request permission from the imperial agriculture ministry in or-
der to grant land to petitioners. Since the judges were appointed by the 
provincial presidents, normally the process was a formality, but it still 
meant extra time and expense for petitioners, many of whom simply 
dispensed with registration. Considering the remoteness of most of the 
lands in question, o>  cials seldom were able to survey the properties, a 
situation that continued until the state land law of ;<@:.A

Other problems caused by this bureaucratic vulnerability were dif-
) culties in assigning property judges and controversies over appoint-
ments. The appointees received a great deal of power since they de-
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termined the structure of landholding in their districts, and their 
positions were political plums or time bombs, depending on the re-
cipients’ relationships to local power brokers. In some regions the po-
sition was not only politically sensitive but also physically dangerous. 
Naturally it could be and was exploited for personal gain. The problem 
plagued all of Mato Grosso and was yet another lament by provincial 
presidents up to the declaration of the republic.$

Even when a judge was available and inclined to honesty, there was 
still the problem of resources. Few had access to su%  cient funds for 
surveyors, tools, even transportation, severely limiting their e& ective-
ness and contributing to conditions that bred corruption. Nonetheless, 
claims were made during the last decade of the empire and e& orts be-
gun to legitimate some holdings, above all those occupied by petition-
ers with greater access to ' nancial resources. The area most sought af-
ter appears to have been along the Paraguayan border. As the region was 
within the !"-league (((-kilometer) zone under imperial jurisdiction, 
permission had to be received not only from the Ministry of Agricul-
ture but also the Foreign Ministry. Besides the Mate Larangeira con-
cession, a number of petitions were ' led from small and large ranch-
ers who already occupied the lands they requested along the frontier.)

Virtually all requests were for sesmarias. O%  cially these colo-
nial land grants were no longer awarded a* er !+##, but they contin-
ued to be handed out in remote regions of the country in an attempt to 
stimulate settlement. Petitioners requested grants of varying sizes; the 
standard sesmaria was one league by three leagues, a total of just over 
!,,"""-hectares. In theory only one sesmaria could be awarded per ap-
plicant. In fact many petitioners were granted several. On paper this 
permitted the occupation of large expanses of remote areas and ex-
tended Brazil’s claim to its vast interior, though o* en the land was not 
occupied as envisioned by governments. The ultimate e& ect of grant-
ing so much land to so few was to aid in the creation of enormous lati-
fundios and to limit opportunities for future small agriculturalists and 
ranchers. This policy (or lack of one) paved the way for a similar pref-
erence for large properties a* er !++../

An illustrative example is the case of Antônio Joaquim Malhei-
ros, who claimed more than +"",""" hectares near Paraguay. Some of 
this land was not within the border zone, but very little of it actually 
had been demarcated. In !++( and !++0 Malheiros, who also was the 
local government agent for the Kadiwéu natives who lived on land he 
claimed, sought to legalize some of his holdings, more than #1,""" hect-
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ares. He was awarded provisional title by the provincial government on 
(,))) hectares in (***, but apparently the land was not surveyed until 
the (*+)s. Other requests by gaúcho immigrants in the early (**)s in-
dicate that the government favored ranch settlement in the area in or-
der to guarantee Brazilian occupation of the border region. This is re-
inforced by the refusal of Rio to award land in these areas to foreigners; 
whenever a non-Brazilian , led a petition, it was refused and the sugges-
tion made that land be bought from private holders. This likely was the 
main reason the claims of Portuguese-born Malheiros were not legiti-
mated by Rio. Nevertheless, illegal occupation of most of Mato Grosso 
continued through the declaration of the republic and the transfer of 
land control by Rio to the states, and in that period Malheiros managed 
to create a local , efdom that lasted to the end of the century. With the 
bene, t of direct revenues from land sale and taxes a- er (*+., Cuiabá 
authorities , nally made an e/ ort, if not always successful, to regularize 
landholding in Mato Grosso.0

Still, in the , nal decade of the nineteenth century only a few large 
ranches were scattered throughout the Pantanal. (See map 1, p.2 xiv.) 
Nhecolândia was settled by no more than a dozen families, raising 
perhaps as many as ()),))) head. By (+.), however, there were some 
*)2ranches in the area with nearly .)),))) animals. The Brazilian census 
of that year counted more than one million head throughout the Pan-
tanal. Figures from (+3( put the total Pantanal herd at (.4 million, and 
by the mid-(+5)s the number of ranches in Nhecolândia totaled about 
()), with an average of 1,))) to 5,))) animals per ranch and a total hu-
man population of 5,))) to 6,))). In the early (+4)s, some 1,5))2ranches 
were counted throughout the Pantanal, carrying more than , ve million 
head. Nearly half were found in Nhecolândia.7 (See table 3.( for cattle 
populations by environmental region.)

Pantanal ranches varied in size, but on the whole were large. In the 
(*+)s, the largest holdings ranged between ()6,))) and 1*),))) hect-
ares each. By the (+.)s, some ranches had been subdivided among fam-
ily members, but others had expanded, more than half extending over 
()),))) hectares. Between (+.) and (+3), the rate of ranch occupation 
of the total Pantanal had risen marginally from 36 percent (6.3 mil-
lion hectares) to 3* percent (6.* million hectares). More than 3.6 mil-
lion hectares were natural pasture, and (.. million hectares were cov-
ered in forest. From the (+5)s to the (+4)s, subdivision increased the 
number of medium-sized ranches but neither eliminated large ranches 
nor permitted any signi, cant expansion of small properties that could 
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Year Location Number % of total

3445 Mato Grosso    466,666 366

3476s Nhecolândia    366,666 —

3765 cerrado    896,666  ::
campo limpo    896,666  ::
Pantanal 866,666–896,666 89–::
Mato Grosso  596,666 (?) —

3738–373: cerrado  3,666,666  ;6
campo limpo    966,666  86
Pantanal    466,666  :8
Mato Grosso  8,966,666 366

3786 cerrado    466,666  :6
campo limpo    966,666  34
Pantanal  3,366,666  ;6
(Nhecolândia)    866,666   5.9
Mato Grosso  8,566,666 366

37;3 cerrado  3,966,666  :4
campo limpo    566,666  34
Pantanal  3,566,666  ;:
Mato Grosso  ;,666,666 366

3756 Pantanal (south) 8,866,666!  :6
Pantanal (all)  9,666,666  :4
cerrado 8,466,666!  :4
campo limpo  8,866,666  :6
Southern Mato Grosso  5,966,666 366

 Mato Grosso 3:,666,666 366

Sources: Data from Mato Grosso, Relatório do vice-presidente Dr. José Joaquim Ramos Fer-
reira devia apresentar à Assembléia Legislativa Províncial de Matto Grosso, !a legislatura de Se-
tembro de "##$ (Cuiabá: n.p., <==>); Miguel Arrojado Ribeiro Lisboa, Oeste de S. Paulo, Sul 
de Mato-Grosso: Geologia, Indústria, Mineral, Clima, Vegetação, Solo Agrícola, Indústria Pasto-
ril (Rio de Janeiro: Typogra? a do Jornal do Commercio, <@A@), <B<–<BC; Brazil, Ministério 
da Agricultura, Commercio e Obras Públicas, Directoria Geral de Estatística, Recenseamento 
realizado em " de Setembro de "%!&, vol. ', parte " “Agricultura” (Rio de Janeiro: Typ. da Esta-
tística, <@DE), =, DE; Gervásio Leite, O gado na economia matogrossense (Cuiabá: Escolas Pro? s-
sionais Salesianos, <@BD), <F; Afonso Simões Corrêa, “Pecuária de corte em Mato Grosso do 
Sul,” report delivered at Encontros Regionais de Pecuária de Corte, Brasília, D> November 
<@=B, C, =.

Notes: State population totals also include regions not dedicated to cattle ranching, 
which accounts for any apparent disparity between ? gures. “Pantanal (south)” and “South-
ern Mato Grosso” refer to populations within the present-day state of Mato Grosso do Sul.

“!” indicates numbers are uncertain but are likely higher.
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be exploited in mixed farming. This gradual subdivision and growth in 
cattle population guaranteed that ranching’s relationship with its envi-
ronment would become more intense over time.( (See table ).* for land 
occupation + gures between ,-*. and ,-/*.)

Compared with the Pantanal, the cerrado and campo limpo expe-
rienced the greatest expansion of cattle raising and human interven-
tion. Visitors to Mato Grosso repeatedly were impressed by the lush 
native pastures of campo limpo (the Vacaria), seen as a natural area to 
raise cattle, while many were shocked by the apparent sterility of the 
cerrado. Yet, thousands of head of cattle were pastured in the cerrado. 
The occupation of the cerrado and campo limpo between ,-,. and 

0"1!&  2 .3 .  4&56'0&4&$  !"#$  7%%89"067#  1:  &#;647#<&#0"! 
4&567#

Region Year
Millions of 

hectares
% of total regional 

land area

Pantanal =>?@ A.B  BA
=>B@ A.C  BC
=>D? =?.C  >=.E

 Total Pantanal land area =B.@ =@@

Cerrado =>?@ A.B  FD
=>B@ C.?  BD
=>D? ==.F  AB.E

 Total Cerrado land area =D.E =@@

Campo Limpo =>?@ F.=  CC
=>B@ ?.>  CE
=>D? F.E =@@

 Total Campo Limpo land area F.E =@@

Sources: Data from Brazil, Ministério da Agricultura, Indústria e Commercio, Directoria 
Geral de Estatística, Valor das terras no Brazil, segundo o censo agrícola realizado em $ de setembro 
de $%&' (Rio de Janeiro: Typ. da Estatística, GHIJ), IJ–IK; Brazil, IBGE, Recenseamento Ge-
ral do Brasil (Gº de Setembro de GHJL), Série Regional, Parte XXII, Mato Grosso: Censo De-
mográ( co, Censos Econômicos, GHM; Brazil, Ministério das Minas e Energia, Secretaria- Geral, 
Projeto Radambrasil: Levantamento de Recursos Naturais, vol. &), Corumbá, JGI–JII, and vol. &*, 
Campo Grande, MNO–MPP (Rio de Janeiro: IBGE, GHPI).

Note: The apparent decline in areas occupied in the campo limpo between GHIL and GHJL 
is probably the result of a disruption in the local economy during the GHMLs, as smallholders 
suQ ered much more than large landowners from the world depression.
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!$%" was feverish and eventually led to property subdivision as & nan-
cial pressure and speculation entered the picture. By the !$%"s, there 
was no easily exploitable land le'  in campo limpo, as the !$%" census 
reveals that ()*percent of all land (+,$)",""" ha) was in private hands, 
with +! percent (#,+,$"" ha) of that covered by forest. Nearly )- percent 
(!,$(%,)"" ha) was pasture, only ) percent (!%(,%"" ha) under cultivation. 
Data from !$+" indicate that this had changed little over the previous 
+"*years. Such a static situation inevitably led to property subdivision..

In the cerrado, ranching continued to expand during the period, 
albeit on poorer land, where ranches had to be larger, on average, to 
survive. Here, the same census shows some land availability, as %- per-
cent of cerrado was privately held ((.+ million ha), half of that cov-
ered in pasture (%., million ha). By comparison, the !$+" census already 
counted #.% million hectares o/  cially under private ownership, ,- per-
cent of the total cerrado area. (See table %.+.) Occupation and purchase 
of public land continued on the same scale over the next few decades. 
By the !$-"s, ,) percent of Mato Grosso do Sul territory was dedi-
cated to cattle, and pastures made up -" percent of all properties sur-
veyed. Properties of less than !,""" hectares made up -# percent of the 
ranches, occupying only !% percent of ranching land. The phenomenon 
of widespread in-migration between the !$%"s and !$("s, and the divi-
sion of many properties followed by eventual sale to large enterprises, 
produced a disequilibrium that signi& cantly altered the regional envi-
ronment, as will be seen.0

State Land Laws, Settlement, and Prices

The & rst step in bringing some order to the chaotic world of prop-
erty ownership was the passage of the state land law of !($+, which be-
came the basis of all subsequent legislation. It recognized all land en-
titled during the empire and accepted all claims to untitled land that 
could prove “habitual residence” and the use of at least one-third of 
the parcel. The law also sought to encourage the development of small 
property over large, following the expressed ideals of the nation. Land 
grants were discouraged, except for colonies (regulated by the colony 
law of !($)), while properties were restricted to $"" hectares for ag-
ricultural land, %)" hectares of extractive product land (erva mate and 
rubber, for example), and ,,#"" hectares for cattle raising. All land oc-
cupiers, whether owners or squatters, were required to register their 
lands with the municipal mayor’s o/  ce, which then passed on the in-
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formation to the newly created State Land O(  ce (Repartição de Ter-
ras). Lands were to be surveyed through the auspices of property judges 
and had to be legalized within four years by approval of the state presi-
dent. With bureaucratic delays due to inadequate resources, the period 
was extended to )*+*.,-

As might be expected in a region as remote as Mato Grosso and 
subject to political passions, state presidents o. en interpreted the law 
in distinct ways. Regulations required that old sesmarias and squat-
ted lands be charged excess fees if they measured over the legal stip-
ulations, but presidents were less than consistent in applying the law. 
There was no legal pattern to each president’s decision-making, since 
some properties were granted fee exemptions at the same time that oth-
ers were forced to pay. Local political connections were key; smaller 
holdings of between /++ and ),0++ hectares usually were charged, but 
the big latifundios of more than )++,+++ hectares seldom paid. Clearly, 
this favored long-time large ranchers and those who were either active 
or had contacts in regional and state politics.,,

Large ranchers also were able to legitimate their holdings and get 
around the law by making separate posse (squatting) applications for 
each retiro (line camp) on the ranch. Some ranches had as many as /+1re-
tiros. Also, lands exceeding the legal limit could be bought but were 
charged a fee per hectare of excess, on top of purchase and surveying 
costs. Ranchers were able to minimize their expenses by not buying the 
excess outright but by declaring the posse and paying the fee in install-
ments. Abuses were recognized as early as )2*3, when state president 
Antonio Corrêa da Costa, who applied the law more rigorously than his 
predecessors and most of his later colleagues, suggested measures to re-
strict the registration of latifundios. His government also passed a law 
in )2*3 that gave free concessions of 0+ hectares to small farmers. This 
complemented an )2*0 law that o4 ered the same to settlers, Brazilian 
or foreign, in the 33-kilometer border zone. The intention was to at-
tract small farmers who could later expand their holdings by purchase. 
The )*+5 homestead law also sought to limit property sizes. Such small 
land grants, however, were useless for ranchers, as even small ranch-
ing required more land than 0+ hectares, which under the conditions 
of the day could support a maximum of /+ head. Besides the attraction 
of other regions of Brazil, agriculturalists were discouraged from im-
migrating to Mato Grosso by the chronic lack of facilities, 6 nancing, 
transportation, and personal security.,7

Yet immigration did occur and landholdings were registered. Cor-
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rêa da Costa noted that by !#$% more than &,""" holdings, close to 
'#(million hectares (!) percent of state territory), had already been reg-
istered, although only !.% million hectares had been legalized. All claims 
in Corumbá, Miranda, and Nioác were reportedly for cattle ranches, 
a total of almost $ million hectares. He did stress that these * gures 
should be read with caution, since property sizes were over estimated 
by the claimants, claims were o+ en duplicated, and properties held by 
one person were frequently registered under di, erent names. Never-
theless, these * gures give a good indication of the importance of land 
possession in Mato Grosso at the time.-.

With the entry of the many gaúcho immigrants and the beginning 
of railway construction from São Paulo to Corumbá, land occupation 
and registration increased and prices began to rise. O/  cial * gures show 
that between !$"0 and !$!", state income from the sale of public lands 
and legalization charges rose '%" percent, from !## contos to )1" con-
tos. In the early years of occupation, land had little value in itself; wit-
ness the sale of a ranch in the Vacaria in the !##"s for %" young steers, 
valued at % milreis a head. Sesmarias of !&,""" hectares were said to sell 
for &–'" contos (US$!,%""–$!",""") with cattle, only ')" reis to !.% mil-
reis per hectare. By the late !#$"s, legal posses of &,0"" hectares were 
being sold by the state for 1"" reis per hectare along navigable rivers 
and &%"(reis per hectare two or more kilometers from such waterways. 
Following a revised land law in !$"', prices for ranching land rose to 
#"" reis per hectare away from navigable rivers and !.% milreis a hect-
are along the rivers. These rates were the norm for Mato Grosso until 
the land boom brought about by the construction of the railroad and 
the purchase of large parcels of land in the south of the state by foreign 
syndicates. By !$"$, land prices in the Vacaria had increased to between 
#"" reis and '.' milreis per hectare, and by !$!) some ranches were sell-
ing for as much as 0 or 1 milreis per hectare.-2

Some of the reason for these dramatic price increases and accom-
panying speculation can be assigned to the Farquhar syndicate’s Bra-
zil Land, Cattle and Packing Company. In order to establish a ranch 
in the Três Lagoas region near the future railway route, the company 
bought more than %"",""" hectares from a total of seventeen settlers in 
!$!!–!$!' for more than !,""" contos (US$&'","""), ' milreis a hectare. 
Until then, land in the region had been selling for as little as '#" reis 
per hectare. The number of large landholdings increased as well, with 
over !$",""" hectares destined for cattle raising sold by the state in !$"$ 
alone. In the municipality of Campo Grande, one report claimed that 
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in ()(* there was little good land le+  a+ er latifundio expansion. Only 
more remote lands and those with no surface sources of water were still 
available. With the completion of the railroad in ()(, and the outbreak 
of war in Europe, the region’s dramatic boom in the value of its cattle 
products initiated a corresponding in- ation of land prices as suitable 
property became scarcer../

01&  '%2 "34!&  5#0&#'565&' :  78'0–982!$  9"2  5

The prewar boom in land occupation and sales intensi: ed through 
the war and into the ();<s, declining only slightly in the ()*<s. In just 
: ve years (()(,–()()) government income from land transfers more 
than tripled, while total annual area awarded titles rose from under 
,<<,<<< hectares to over one million hectares. The end of the war did 
not slow this fever. Detailed : gures from government reports reveal 
that between ();< and ()*<, a total of ;,(,= properties covering more 
than > million hectares were awarded with de: nitive or provisional ti-
tles, averaging *,*<< hectares per property. Many properties encom-
passed large expanses dedicated to cattle ranching, including purchases 
by foreign syndicates. Others were small plots engaged in family agri-
culture. Generally, the size of properties varied by region. In ();*, for 
example, only two properties totaling ,;,<<< hectares were issued pro-
visional titles in Três Lagoas, but (;) properties totaling ;<<,<<< hect-
ares were registered in Ponta Porã. Both regions raised cattle. The 
di? erence was that Três Lagoas, by virtue of its location on the rail-
road and the local ecological conditions of the cerrado, required more 
land per animal than was required on the campo limpo in Ponta Porã, 
where a number of small farmers raised crops on properties as small as 
@<Ahectares..B

Registration also depended on local and national economic and so-
cial conditions, and some years saw greater activity than others. Af-
ter the temporary recession following World War I, the most dy-
namic years were ();, and ();C, when (,(<<,<<< hectares (();,) and 
)(),<<<A hectares (();C) were awarded titles. Other years experienced 
extraneous constraints, including oD  cial land price increases in spe-
ci: c regions as valorization continued apace and, in ();@–();=, the 
armed rebel Prestes Column, which passed through the south of Mato 
Grosso and aggravated an economic crisis caused by reduced demand 
for cattle products in São Paulo. By ();), the amount of land registered 
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began to decline as the availability of public land in preferred regions 
was virtually exhausted.#$

Political reorganization a% er the !&'" national coup led by Getúlio 
Vargas disrupted the collection of land data. Federal receivers (interven-
tores) were sent to all state capitals under orders to reorganize bureau-
cracies and to govern in the national, as opposed to state, interest. Not 
only was collection of data disrupted but also the actual registration 
of land claims was put o(  for some years until the Vargas dictatorship 
could straighten out irregularities in land ownership. As might be ex-
pected, the general stagnation of the economy during the !&'"s slowed 
land acquisition, public or private, even further. Between !&)& and !&'*, 
for example, the number of property transfers dropped from a high of 
!,+," (!&)&) to &)) in !&'), remaining at around !,""" a year for much of 
the rest of the decade. Tax revenue on land transfers and sales in !&'* 
amounted to a little over !.) million milreis, comparable to !&)", when 
the postwar recession temporarily depressed all activity, but below the 
average for the previous decade.#-

Still, in many areas state land was available into the !&*"s, at least 
for the raising of cattle, and was o% en considered of excellent quality, 
especially when viewed from afar and compared with opportunities in 
other regions of the country. In São Paulo, for example, where pub-
lic land had been scarce for at least ten years, prices of private land had 
skyrocketed beyond the means of most ranchers to expand. Land prices 
saw considerable change in Mato Grosso itself beginning during World 
War II.#.

Land Prices

Speculation and the entry of foreign investors were the main rea-
sons land prices rose signi/ cantly between !&"" and !&!*, but they were 
modest compared with those of the postwar period. Prices of state-
owned land were established in the new land law of !&!0, and they dif-
fered depending on location. As might be expected, the south of the 
state, with its fertile soil, had the most expensive land: ' milreis in 
!&!0 per hectare for cattle and farming land within , kilometers of a 
navigable river or roadway. Land was cheaper by half if beyond the 
,- kilometer zone. In other areas of the state, the government o( ered 
ranch land near watercourses for !.+ milreis a hectare and agricultural 
land at ) milreis per hectare. Private property sold at whatever price the 
expanding market could bear. Consequently, the price of some ranches 
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in the Vacaria in ()(* was + to , milreis per hectare. In ()(), when alleg-
edly there was no unclaimed public land le-  in the area, the price had 
gone up to as much as (* milreis. By the mid-()./s, however, land reg-
istry records in Ponta Porã reveal that prices declined somewhat, prob-
ably in partial response to the availability of cheaper land elsewhere. 
Most sales noted during the decade were for improved ranches or farms 
of between *// and *,/// hectares, ranging between 0 and (. milreis 
per hectare, depending on the quality and number of upgrades. Also of 
note was the subdivision of properties originally purchased from the 
state. This could be construed as a form of speculation, but it seems 
it was primarily a response to the high cost of maintaining land and 
the opportunity to generate some cash for property improvement of-
fered by a seller’s market. As time went on, the size of parcels began to 
shrink. In ().( the average sale was 1,/// hectares, but by ().)–()1/ this 
had dropped to (,/// hectares.23

Overall, between ()() and ().), land prices in southern Mato 
Grosso rose from 0 milreis per hectare to as much as (4 milreis. Campo 
Grande and Nioác municipalities had the most expensive land, with 
land values calculated in ()./ between (4 and .. milreis per hectare. 
Comparable values were recorded in Bela Vista and Aquidauana, but in 
the Pantanal, land values seemed to depend on proximity to markets. 
In Corumbá municipality, values were around , or 4 milreis per hect-
are, in Miranda (( to (* milreis, and in Poconé, near the capital city of 
Cuiabá, between (0 and (, milreis per hectare. In the remote munic-
ipality of Santana do Paranaíba, where drought was common, values 
reached , milreis a hectare. Through the ()./s, prices across the state 
averaged between 1 and 4 milreis for vacant state land and between (/ 
and ./ milreis for private unimproved land, although land with planted 
pasture could fetch upwards of 0/ milreis per hectare. This was at a 
time when prices in other regions of the country were (/ to ./ times 
higher. For example, in ().1 in western São Paulo, prices ranged from 
0/ milreis in the most remote areas of the state to over (,/// milreis a 
hectare in the most heavily populated zones near transportation and 
with improvements. In the Triângulo Mineiro cattle-raising areas of 
Minas Gerais, prices averaged between 0/ and 1// milreis per hectare25 
(see table *.1).

As did most of the economy, land prices su6 ered from the contrac-
tion of the ()1/s. Between ()1/ and ()10, it was possible to pay as little as 
+ milreis for a hectare, even along the railroad. Beyond the rail line and 
roadways, most prices had come down below 0 milreis. Better quality 
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Average Price 
(in milreis per hectare)

State and Municipality
With 

Improvements
Without 

Improvements

Mato Grosso
Aquidauana    45 44
Bela Vista    46 47
Cáceres     5 8
Campo Grande    49 4:
Corumbá     6 :
Coxim     8 8
Miranda    45 44
Nioác    ;; 46
Paranaíba     : 7
Poconé    4: 47
Ponta Porã    45 9
Porto Murtinho    47 48
Três Lagoas    4: 48

State average
Vacant land 8–6
Private for ranching/agriculture 4<–;<

Minas Gerais
Araguari    :4 =8
Araxá    ;: ;5
Ituitaba    8= 8<
Monte Alegre    87 8<
Monte Carmelo    56 5;
Patos    76 74
Patrocinio   4<: 99
Uberaba    7= 5=

State average
Central zone, ranching =<–;<<
Triângulo Mineiro, natural pasture 7<–;<<
Triângulo Mineiro, arti> cial pasture up to 8<<

São Paulo
Barretos   ;<< 4:8
Bauru   46< 456
Franca   ;8: ;<4
Pennápolis   45< 4<9
Ribeirão Preto 4,<99 697
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and improved lands naturally commanded higher prices, up to () mil-
reis along the railway, but even those were low compared with prices 
in other states. By *+(+, however, prices began to rise again, with the 
best unimproved land in the state selling for between ,- and .- milreis, 
while poorer quality land commanded *- milreis per hectare. Planted 
pasture, though rare, fetched up to /-- milreis per hectare.00

The prices rose partly in response to a gradually improving na-
tional economy, but some credit is due the nationalist Estado Novo’s 
(*+(.–*+1,) promotion of settlement in Brazil’s interior. Vargas’s “Mar-
cha para o Oeste” program to occupy Brazil’s backlands as an inte-

2"3!&  4 .5 .  (#$%&'%()*)

Average Price 
(in milreis per hectare)

State and Municipality
With 

Improvements
Without 

Improvements

State average
Plains (far from roads and railways) 67–877
Plains (near roads and railways) 877–977
“Roxa” soils (far from roads and railways) :7–977
“Roxa” soils (near roads and railways) ;77–677

Rio Grande do Sul
Alegrete   8;8 87<
Bagé   8=: 8>8
Bento Gonçalves   8<8 8?7
Cachoeira   888 =9
Santana do Livramento   8?> 896
Santa Maria    =< >6
São Borja    >8 :=
Uruguaiana   86< 8?<

State average
Coastal stock raising >7–;77
Prairie stock raising 897–967  

Sources: Data from Brazil, Valor das terras no Brazil .+.+. ,-./, @A–BC, AD–EC; US Department 
of State, Report by A. Gaulin, US Consul in Rio de Janeiro, to Department of Agriculture, 
April @B, DF@A “Land Prices in Brazil,” Brazil, entry E, box GB, Record Group DGG, USNA.

Note: In DF@C the milreis was worth US$C.@D.
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gral part of the nation’s development led to the establishment of a na-
tional agricultural colony at Dourados in southern Mato Grosso in the 
early !#"$s, further valorizing land in that region and throughout the 
state. By !#%&, essentially there was no public land le'  in southern Mato 
Grosso. With the exception of Dourados, until this time Mato Grosso 
o( ered opportunities only to those either rich or intrepid enough to 
risk settlement in the more remote frontier regions. Poor subsistence 
farmers were discouraged not only by prices but also by o)  cial action 
and the control of landholding by large and medium-sized ranchers. 
Land was cheap compared with other states, but it was largely destined 
for extensive ranching, seldom agriculture, except near major popula-
tion centers like Campo Grande, Corumbá, and Ponta Porã. Cattle had 
played and would continue to play a principal role in determining land 
tenure throughout this period and well into the following decades.*+

Ranching and Large Property

The expansion of ranching between !#!" and the !#"$s involved a 
great deal of territory that before had hosted little human occupation. 
Ranches varied widely in size but tended to be large, particularly in 
the Pantanal and the cerrado. The presence of large ranches meant that 
the most successful of the original ranchers, plus new ranchers with 
access to a sizable amount of capital, dominated the raising of cattle. 
In the market of the time, small ranchers (with %$$ to !,$$$ head on 
&,%$$,hectares or less) found it hard to supply even local demand. This 
was the character of cattle raising, naturally tending to large ranches, 
particularly in remote areas.

Many of these properties were foreign-owned. For example, Bra-
zil Land was soon followed by a number of other foreign - rms, from 
England, France, Argentina, and Uruguay. These became the largest 
landholders in Mato Grosso, with the most sizable herds. Throughout 
the war years and into the !#&$s, they accumulated land at impressive 
rates. In the !#&$s, Brazil Land already controlled more than !..,million 
hectares, and Sociedade Anónima Fomento Argentino-Sud Americana 
claimed one million hectares. Other major foreign ranching enterprises 
at the time included Fazendas Francesas (French), Miranda Estância 
(English), Brazilian Meat Company (English), Barranco Branco (Uru-
guayan), and Mate Larangeira (Argentine). These operations contin-
ued to be prominent over the next two decades, some accumulating 
even larger parcels. By the late !#/$s, it was reported that nine foreign 
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companies owned more than (.) million hectares in eight municipal-
ities in southern Mato Grosso, covering *+., percent of present-day 
Mato Grosso do Sul. Brazil Land held the most, *.) million hectares in 
*)-ranches (though some of these ranked as retiros of large ranches)../ 
(See table (.(.)

A0 er the export boom of World War I and some uncertainties over 

1"2!&  3 .3 .  4564&517&'  68  865&79#  %6:4"#7&'  7#  :"16 
956''6 ,  ;<3;

Company Municipality Hectares

Brazil Land, Cattle and 
Packing Company

Paranaíba =>?,???

Três Lagoas @A>,?B@
Campo Grande =CD,E@>
Cáceres and Corumbá @DE,A?B

 Total  =,BAB,>@C

Brazilian Meat Company Três Lagoas E==,?=?
Campo Grande FA?,???
Aquidauana A,???

 Total  ADD,?=?

Fazendas Francesas Miranda FCD,CAD
Corumbá =@F,EAF

 Total  C=B,B?B

Miranda Estância Co. Miranda F=>,???
Agua Limpa Syndicate Três Lagoas =B?,???
Sociedade Anon. Rio Branco Corumbá AC>,=AD
Sud-Americana Belga S.A. Corumbá ==@,?D?
Soc. Anon. Fomento Argentino Corumbá =,??=,?@@
Cia. Mate Larangeira Bela Vista =DC,A>?

Dourados and Ponta Porã =B?,CED
 Total  ECA,?FD

All foreign holdings  C,B@B,=>=

Source: Data from US Department of State, Report “Foreign Holdings in Mato Grosso,” 
by Roger L. Heacock, US vice-consul, São Paulo, GH January IJKI, no. KLJ, Brazil, entry M, 
box GN, Record Group IOO, USNA.
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land control, Brazil Land was able to pursue its program of modern-
ization of the ranching industry envisioned by its owner, Percival Far-
quhar. During the war years the company was placed under receiver-
ship by a US court, a result of overextension of Farquhar investments 
just before the international economic recession of !#!$. The company 
did so well during the war that by !#!# control was restored to Farquhar 
and his Brazil Railroad Company. Brazil Land then prospered through 
the !#%&s and !#$&s. Comparable to the British experience in Patago-
nian sheep ranching and elsewhere, the company’s intention was to 
bring European and North American ranching techniques to Central 
Brazil, where ranching was considered to be backward.'( For this rea-
son, Murdo Mackenzie (seen earlier, in chapter %) was hired to oversee 
all Farquhar ranching operations. Mackenzie brought a number of his 
compatriots with him, hard-nosed businessmen who had learned the 
cattle business in Texas and were not averse to some discomfort if the 
salary was right. These men became managers of the many ranches in 
the Farquhar empire. They immediately began stringing fences, plant-
ing exotic pasture grasses, and importing purebred English and Texas 
bulls for breeding. These men de) ned ranching “improvement” as the 
importation of technology and methods that had proved so successful 
in the United States.'*

Only a few Brazilian entrepreneurs had the resources to pur-
chase+and maintain such large holdings. Of these, most owned ranches 
in the cerrado and the Pantanal, including those whose families had 
been in the region for generations. The Gomes da Silva family, for 
example, controlled more than !,&,&&& hectares in the Pantanal, di-
vided+ between four owners and pasturing more than %&,&&& head. 
The Alves Ribeiro family in the eastern Pantanal also held a consid-
erable expanse of land, in excess of %&&,&&& hectares. In the cerrado, 
particularly Campo Grande municipality, most ranch holdings were 
not as extensive, though they still covered considerable territory. In 
!#!#,  Domingos Barbosa Martins controlled over $-&,&&& hectares, and 
at the end of the !#%&s three other members of the Barbosa Martins 
family+held over ,-,&&& hectares in ) ve ranches, while a distant rela-
tive owned -.,&&&+ hectares. Another landowner, whose primary oc-
cupation was organizing and leading cattle drives, held title to almost 
-&,&&&+hectares.'/

The average ranch did not approach such proportions. Instead, de-
pending on the region, ranches ranged between %,&&& and !&,&&& hect-
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ares and pastured from ()) to *,))) or +,))) head. Despite the land rush 
previously described, by the ,-+)s and into the ,-.)s the number of 
ranches increased. This was the result of fragmentation of some large 
holdings rather than a continued in/ ux onto unoccupied land, which is 
con0 rmed when census 0 gures for ,-*) and ,-.) are compared. Out of a 
total of *,-,. rural properties in ,-*), 1., were over (,))) hectares (*2* of 
those were over ,),))) hectares and ,*2 over *(,))) hectares). The ,-.) 
census, from a total of 2,.21 properties enumerated, noted *,+))3prop-
erties over (,))) hectares. Despite considerably more registered prop-
erties, the proportion of large holdings had changed little between ,-*) 
and ,-.). In area, the ,-*) census included just over ,. million hectares 
of property over (,))) hectares, and the ,-.) census recorded less than 
,..* million hectares in large-scale ranching (ranches under (,)))3hect-
ares occupied just under *.( million hectares). The trends are obvious; 
although the number of large holdings in ranching had increased al-
most fourfold, the total amount of land grazed had not risen much at 
all. This suggests considerable fragmentation of large holdings, a pat-
tern that continued into the ,-()s. It is surprising that observers made 
only passing reference to the phenomenon. Apparently it was the re-
sult of several factors, including subdivision within families, previous 
speculation leading to sale, a need to rid oneself of some property dur-
ing the lean years of the early ,-*)s and the mid-,-+)s, and the resolu-
tion of title disputes to the bene0 t of smallholders45 (see tables ..(, ..1, 
and ..2).

It is worth pointing out that the municipalities hosting the larg-
est number of substantial holdings in ,-*) were the same in ,-.) and 
,-(). They included Três Lagoas, Corumbá, Campo Grande, and Aqui-
dauana, all important cattle-raising areas. It is also important to note 
that small-scale agriculture was growing in Mato Grosso, thriving near 
urban centers like Campo Grande and Cuiabá, but most small hold-
ings were dedicated to mixed farming, with an emphasis on ranching, 
either subsistence or providing limited produce and milk to local ur-
ban centers. This also was the case in and around Ponta Porã and Bela 
Vista, though by the late ,-.)s a statewide increase in urban population 
had encouraged more small-scale ventures. Still, these comparisons il-
lustrate how land use had changed by degrees over the years. As the 
population grew, more land was brought into use for mixed farming, 
yet unquestionably cattle dominated in the Mato Grosso rural sector, 
in large and small holdings alike. This continued until the ,-2)s, when 
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commercial agriculture came to play an important, though still second-
ary,#role.$%

Con! ict over Land

Con& ict over access to land was common in the wake of the pre-
!'!( speculative boom. The Pantanal experienced relatively little dis-
cord, perhaps because most of the land already had been occupied by 
several interconnected families since the mid-nineteenth century, and 
local environmental conditions limited opportunities for small hold-
ers. This was not the case in the cerrado and Vacaria, where long-time 
ranchers had not established a rigid regime of land control and where 
environmental conditions and access to markets were much more fa-
vorable than in the Pantanal. Signi) cant con& ict occurred along the 
Paraguayan border, especially between small ranchers and Mate Laran-

*+,-.  / .0.  -+12.  +34  56+--  7187.1*9  :3  6+*8  218558 
6;3:<:7+-:*:.5 ,  =>?@

Small Holdings 
(Under ",### ha)

Large Holdings 
(Over ",### ha)

Municipality Total Area Number Total Area Number

Aquidauana ABC,DED BF A,EGA,HBE DD
Bela Vista GCD, ABI AIF FFC,JCE IH
Cáceres JI,BHJ CJ A,AJF,CBB GD
Campo Grande FBI,EGH DCI A,DCB,DCD AAE
Corumbá AEJ,DCE JC A,JJE,EJH DF
Coxim GCG,CJI JG A,AFA,GAA HB
Miranda ACD,ADG JC HDI,HCC IC
Nioác GGI,AAF AEJ FAF,GDG DA
Paranaíba GBH,DFA GIC A,GAJ,BEB HE
Poconé AAJ,EJD HF DAG,BJH GB
Ponta Porã DJI,IFB GCG G,HIJ,AGB HH
Porto Murtinho HH,ICE IA DBF,IJH AF
Três Lagoas GFG,CAF GFH JCJ,FFB HF
 State total I,ADD,EJJ G,EEH AD,ECB,EAJ HDA

Source: Data from Brazil, Ministério da Agricultura, Recenseamento realizado em $ de Se-
tembro de $%&', vol. (, parte $ “Agricultura” (Rio de Janeiro: Typ. da Estatística, KLMN), KOP–KOQ.
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geira. Other claimants in the region also entered into disputes over ju-
risdiction. Much of the resulting litigation was by descendants of the 
original settlers, who had arrived in the region before the Paraguayan 
War, or involved squatters who had settled on lands and begun the pro-
cess of legitimization on the supposition the land was public. Most dis-
putes occurred between ()(* and ()(+ and seem to have been prompted 
not only by real occupation but also by an attempt to take advantage of 
the speculative boom of the time.,-

For example, a dispute arose in ()(. between the heirs of nineteenth- 
century claimants and some /,*** squatter families near Bela Vista. The 
property, Fazenda do Apa (sometimes Fazenda São Rafael do Estrela), 
extended over 0.+ million hectares, along the Apa River. It was claimed 

1"2!&  3 .4 .  !"56&  "#$  '7"!!  8598&51:  ;#  7"19  659''9 
7<#;%;8"!;1;&' ,  =>3?

Small Holdings 
(Under #,$$$ ha)

Large Holdings 
(Over #,$$$ ha)

Municipality Total Area Number Total Area Number

Aquidauana @AB,B@A BC @,DEC,CFG @BH
Bela Vista HE,F@F FB DDE,ICH @EG
Cáceres HF,@GI @CG HED,CCC @
Campo Grande HC,FAA @,@EH @,BBD,C@F AE@
Corumbá @@I,ECI DE E,@HE,BGG @DG
Dourados AH,DDA GD DE,FIA AE
Entre Rios HI,EAH FDC ID@,AH@ BF
Herculânea (Coxim) @GD,BG@ EG HDG,DCC @EH
Maracajú DB,EAB GD IIG,EID @AH
Miranda AG,DBI DA @GF,@FA FC
Nioác DG,DF@ IA @BG,HDI FB
Paranaíba A@C,CGD EGC BCB,DEC @EB
Poconé EB@,CFB @,AHE DIC,FHB @IC
Ponta Porã IEI,CI@ BFA FFE,I@D @II
Porto Murtinho EB,GE@ EE GHC,ECC DH
Três Lagoas IGI,FFD EEB E,EIA,ACI EDH
 State total E,IHF,A@I D,@HF @I,@HG,@BI E,CAA

Source: Data from Brazil, IBGE, Recenseamento Geral do Brasil (Jº de Setembro de 
JKLM), Série Regional, Parte XXII, Mato Grosso: Censo Demográ% co, Censos Econômicos (Rio de 
Janeiro: Serviço GráN co do IBGE, JKOP), JKQ–JKR.
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by the heirs of Dona Rafaela López, sister of the nineteenth-century 
Paraguayan dictator Francisco Solano López, and by the heirs of a Bra-
zilian woman, also called Dona Rafaela, who had settled in the area with 
her husband before the Paraguayan War. The Brazilian Rafaela had been 
married to one of the original settlers in southern Mato Grosso, Gabriel 
Francisco Lopes, and had been in the region since the !$%#s. The Par-
aguayan Rafaela, who claimed she bought the property from the Para-
guayan government in !$&', had married a Brazilian a( er the war, which 
gave her claim legal standing in Brazilian courts. Although the area had 
always been claimed by Brazil, it was also accepted that Paraguay main-

)*+,-  . ./.  ,*01-  *23  45*,,  6076-0)8  92  5*)7  107447 
5:29;96*,9)9-4 ,  <=>?

Small Holdings 
(Under !,""" ha)

Large Holdings 
(Over !,""" ha)

Municipality Total Area Number Total Area Number

Aquidauana @AB,CAD EEF F,EG@,@HIa AC
Bela Vista @@B,GDI EHH @IC,EADa @C
Cáceres FBD,BBE AC F,IDI,BAE GA
Campo Grande HGG,DEA CFC E,EAG,EC@ AE
Corumbá @HH,@FC FDA @,BAC,GIG FHB
Dourados E@G,@GF @IA BE,GGAa FB
Maracajú E@A,FCD FGC EGH,@HBa ED
Miranda DE,E@G HI F,FFE,EFA FD
Nioác EGG,@EI EIH FBA,EGHa FC
Paranaíba CGA,BCH CED HGB,CIEa HI
Poconé EDI,GB@ @BE FEH,BGBa EA
Ponta Porã @IG,CBH GFH G@C,AFG E@
Porto Murtinho FEI,HGG FFA GCG,HDDa EG
Rio Pardo EFF,BBF FII F,FHI,FAA CI
Três Lagoas @AI,EHI EBI E,F@@,FDG FG@
 State total FI,BCH,BII A,HIH FD,AHB,@DB F,E@E

Source: Data from Brazil, IBGE, Conselho Nacional de Estatística, Serviço Nacional de 
Recenseamento, Série Nacional, Vol. J: Censo Agrícola do Brasil, #$%& (Rio de Janeiro: IBGE, 
KLMN), KON–KOP.

aThese numbers are undercounts since properties over KQQ,QQQ hectares were not 
recorded.
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tained an o(  cial presence in the region before hostilities. Allegedly, 
both families had settled and prospered in the area a) er the war, with 
no con* ict between them. By +,+-, both women were dead, and action 
was taken by their children. The claims were confusing, not only be-
cause the names were similar but also because documentation was in 
question. The civil upheavals between +.,/ and +,+0 destroyed many re-
cords, depriving the Brazilian Rafaela of proof of long-term occupancy. 
In the end, only documents 1 led by the husband of the Paraguayan Ra-
faela were found to substantiate the claims of her heirs. Questions in-
volving other settlers, however, remained unresolved.23

Many of the settlers on the disputed property believed they had 
squatted on public land. Still others took advantage of the chaotic sit-
uation of land tenure in Mato Grosso to claim land as theirs by right 
of occupation. Apparently, the state was unclear what it owned, and it 
regularly awarded provisional and de1 nitive titles to settlers on lands 
claimed by absentee landlords and old families, like the Fazenda São 
Rafael. Initially, there was plenty of land to go around, and many of 
these landowners had permitted squatting on their land without con-
sideration of future consequences. Before they realized it, vast hold-
ings that had been in the family for generations were occupied by 
land- hungry settlers. In certain ways the old families had themselves 
to blame, for they held more land than they reasonably could farm or 
ranch. Perhaps they were victims of their own traditions, since few 
made the e4 ort to consolidate their holdings by subdivision among 
family and friends (as was done in the Pantanal) or by outright coer-
cive measures (as was common in the Paranaíba and Três Lagoas ar-
eas). This was especially the case in the Vacaria and Bela Vista region, 
where many such fazendas were located. The haste of the government 
to legalize many dubious holdings, o) en facilitated by gra) , only exac-
erbated the situation. In the case of Fazenda São Rafael, there is no evi-
dence that the con* ict was resolved to the satisfaction of the claimants, 
but considering the number of squatters and the decision of the state 
to continue issuing titles during litigation, it is unlikely that the claim 
was successful. In the ultimate analysis, Fazenda São Rafael was an ex-
ample of land tenure transformations in southern Mato Grosso. By ig-
noring the trends, the owners of a large expanse of property were over-
whelmed by a land hunger they didn’t understand and were incapable 
of foreseeing. Fazenda São Rafael was simply one example of a large, 
minimally exploited holding established in the nineteenth century and 
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forcibly broken up by the tide of settlement sweeping over the state. 
The fazenda’s fate explains to a great extent why the average size of 
large ranches declined between !#"$ and !#%$.&'

Brazil Land also found itself in dispute over land. Early in the ac-
quisition process some settlers protested that the company was trying 
to buy land from the state that was not public but instead belonged to 
them. Apparently these objections were not heard, for from !#!( to !#!) 
the company found its e* orts to survey and utilize one parcel blocked 
by groups of armed men. Employees were threatened and work was 
paralyzed until !#!#, when federal police were sent in. Part of the prob-
lem was political, between the company lawyer and the leader of the 
protestors, and was not resolved until well into the !#"$s. Still, most 
attempts by wealthy or powerful ranchers and syndicates to gain pos-
session of land were successful. During the boom in the Três Lagoas 
area, for example, smallholders who were not willing to sell were soon 
forced to do so by well-placed politicians and large ranchers “backed by 
armed force.”&&

Uncertain property titles and dubious sales motivated demands 
for some sort of control. The state administration, however, was o+ en 
forced by , scal necessity to grant provisional titles to wealthy compa-
nies and individuals who could pay well for the privilege, regardless of 
who might have been living on the land at the time. This sometimes 
created problems with federal authorities. This was the case of Fo-
mento Argentino-Sud Americano.

Two years a+ er acquiring a private lease on more than four million 
hectares along the Paraguay River in !#$), Fomento Argentino pro-
posed to the state government that the company buy more than a mil-
lion hectares of the land outright, in return relinquishing the rest. The 
state government of the day was uncomfortable permitting such exten-
sive land control by a foreign enterprise, as expressed by President Pe-
dro Celestino in !#!!: “It is not reasonable that the wealthy of today ac-
quire [lands] for low prices, preserve them unutilized with prejudice to 
the State, [in order to] sell them tomorrow for exorbitant prices.” Yet 
Celestino granted permission a+ er the company promised to establish 
a ranch that could act as a stimulus for modernization by local ranch-
ers. The question, however, did not involve solely the state govern-
ment. Much of the land was within the ---kilometer border zone un-
der federal jurisdiction, and approval for foreign purchase , rst had to 
be granted by Rio de Janeiro. In the past the regulation had o+ en been 
ignored or permission granted without question, but by this time, per-
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ceptions in the nation’s capital were beginning to change. The specula-
tion that accompanied the land boom in Mato Grosso drew federal at-
tention to conditions in the state. As a result, Rio took over ten years to 
decide on the case, and in ()*+ it refused authorization. Meanwhile, the 
state continued to process the company’s application for title and, a, er 
payment in ()*(, issued conditional title to *-.,+++ hectares outside the 
border zone./0

Such uncertainty guaranteed that the company would not ful1 ll 
the promises made to Celestino. The property was largely le,  to dete-
riorate, permitting the entry of speculators, rustlers, and aves de rapina 
(plunderers), who operated with impunity in the area. This, plus the 
property’s proximity to the border, caused the Vargas government in 
()2( to order its con1 scation. Once the government acquired the land, 
little was done either to divide it into smaller ranches or to sell it o3  
to large national operators. During the ()2+s, the area was invaded by 
wealthy speculators from São Paulo and Paraná, who only intensi1 ed 
the climate of speculation, smuggling, and intimidation, to the detri-
ment of small squatters. Finally, in the ()4+s most of the land was sold 
to a São Paulo entrepreneur, who then directed the property’s 1 rst real 
development, in ranching and agriculture./5

The other side of the coin was the fate of smallholders in Mato 
Grosso, most whom were squatters. They were o, en subject to abuse 
from large landowners who evicted them as “intruders,” even though 
these new potentates frequently were themselves the intruders. As Vir-
gílio Corrêa Filho emphasized, concerning the years immediately a, er 
World War I, in many cases wealthy syndicates took advantage of the 
land rush to legalize property with dubious titles. The land was then 
sold to foreign buyers, who were able and willing to pay prices far in 
excess of local market value. This speculative process encouraged the 
practice of grilagem, claim-jumping of property, common throughout 
Brazil. Some unscrupulous individuals made their living from the ac-
tivity. In Mato Grosso, grilagem was practiced primarily in two forms: 
the falsi1 cation of documents from the years just a, er the (64+ national 
land law, which allegedly con1 rmed original and long-term occupation; 
and the the,  from land o7  ces of old blank receipts issued for payment 
of property transfer taxes. This latter method was done with the co-
operation of land o7  ce clerks, and the stolen receipts were duly made 
out in the name of the highest bidder. It is easy to imagine the predic-
ament in which many smallholders found themselves, trying to defend 
their rights either as squatters or even as legal owners. In some cases, if 
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legal owners refused to sell out, despite high prices, intimidation was 
employed. Several wealthy speculators with political connections, es-
pecially in Três Lagoas and Paranaíba municipalities, acquired large 
properties through threat. Most smallholders were simply too weak to 
resist such pressure from powerful ranchers or companies, and as long 
as there was the possibility of healthy pro$ ts in land speculation, co-
ercion prevailed. The government’s uncertainty over the extent of its 
control of land facilitated intimidation. The downturn of the economy 
in the !%&'s, coupled with some tough laws decreed by the centralizing 
Vargas dictatorship during that decade and into the !%#'s, helped to di-
minish con( ict, though it did not disappear and periodically plagued 
the rural sector of the state into the !%)'s and !%*'s.+,

Credit

One signi$ cant element that helped to exacerbate the struggle over 
land was credit. Rural credit scarcity was not new in Mato Grosso or, for 
that matter, in Brazil. From the mid-nineteenth century, Brazilian ag-
ricultural lobbyists had made many attempts to encourage the national 
government to facilitate the formation of rural credit banks, most par-
ticularly to $ nance large property. While co- ee was favored through-
out the period, there were several calls for rural banks and cooperatives 
in other sectors by the Sociedade Nacional de Agricultura (SNA), an 
association of primarily agricultural elites who sought the agricultural 
diversi$ cation of the nation through promotion of regional rural devel-
opment. Given the continued repetition of these concerns by the Socie-
dade in publications and congresses, it is clear Rio was not willing or 
able to satisfy most of their credit demands, though the government oc-
casionally provided relaxed tari- s and subsidies in special cases. Much 
of the reason may have had to do with the accepted understanding of 
the role of banks, which until the twentieth century favored private in-
stitutions over publicly supported development bodies.+.

Until World War I the only commercial bank in Mato Grosso was 
the Banco Rio e Mato Grosso, created in !/%! by the politically in( uen-
tial Murtinho family, in association with several important banking in-
vestors from Rio. The bank, however, did not function as a credit insti-
tution; instead it was more a holding company for the expansion of the 
erva activities of Mate Larangeira. As a result, its capital and expertise 
were not o- ered to smaller producers or even to large cattle operations. 
Its demise in !%'" was largely the product of state political rivalries.+0
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In the absence of other commercial banks, ( nancial transactions 
were routed through local merchants, particularly those in Corumbá 
who had accounts in the major banks of Rio de Janeiro, Montevideo, 
or Buenos Aires. Since credit was private, access and interest rates were 
quite arbitrary, and o) en small producers or nascent industrialists were 
denied loans, except at usurious rates. For ranchers, collateral was un-
derstandably land or cattle, which meant that small ranchers ran a 
much greater risk than did those with vast holdings. Commercial banks 
would have imposed the same obstacles, but at least they o* ered an ad-
ministration and ( xed regulations, and the borrowers knew what to ex-
pect. Private lenders could call in loans at any time, and o) en did. Many 
ranchers had to rely on annual sales to pay o*  loans, frequently owed 
to the very drovers who bought their cattle, though some of the larger 
operators were able to contract credit directly in Rio or São Paulo, of-
ten from foreign bankers. For example, Percival Farquhar reported that 
just before World War I, the Swiss manager of the Brazilian o+  ce of 
the Banco Francês e Italiano, Louis Dapples, extended credit to Mato 
Grosso ranchers for their drives to Barretos in São Paulo. Dapples be-
lieved this was a much safer investment than either securities or real es-
tate. Considering the subsequent boom, he proved to be a minor ( nan-
cial prophet.,-

Most credit on goods was extended on expectation of successful 
seasonal animal sales, which put both ranchers and lenders in a di+  -
cult position, for local economic prosperity thereby depended on the 
buyers, severely limiting the independence of ranchers and their part-
ners. If sales were less pro( table than anticipated, either lenders were 
le)  without su+  cient operating capital or, more likely, ranchers were 
forced to sell cows and heifers in order to pay their bills. These condi-
tions led to constant calls for the establishment of commercial banks in 
the state, especially with the onset of World War I../

A) er the Murtinho venture, the ( rst commercial bank in Mato 
Grosso was a branch of the Bank of Brazil, established in 0102 in Co-
rumbá, followed by some others responding to the boom of World 
War I. The Corumbá branch was not particularly useful to the region. 
It had little lending capital, even for urban entrepreneurs, re3 ecting 
the general outside perception of the region. Apparently, risks were too 
great when collateral value was limited. Despite the actions of the SNA, 
throughout the period rural lending in Brazil remained most intense in 
the state of São Paulo, primarily for the expansion of co* ee cultivation. 
Remaining funds might then ( nd their way to owners of winter pas-
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tures or slaughterhouses, but rarely to the source of the raw material, 
especially in remote areas like Mato Grosso.$%

Some observers blamed the government for not acting to attract 
more credit to the state. In !&"", for example, a rancher decried that in a 
state with nearly three million head of cattle there were only ' ve bank 
branches, three of the Bank of Brazil, in Cuiabá, Corumbá, and Três 
Lagoas, and two of the Banco Nacional de Comercio, in Campo Grande 
and Corumbá. Yet in a state that relied on agricultural production for 
its economic prosperity, none of these specialized in rural credit. An-
other observer, also a Mato Grosso rancher, noted that the federal gov-
ernment had issued regulations in !&"" for the provision of rural credit 
by the Bank of Brazil, but nothing had been done. He argued that con-
sidering the cattle crisis of the time, it was necessary that the govern-
ment act on its laws in order to aid the industry in Mato Grosso.$(

Little was done through the !&")s. President Corrêa da Costa’s re-
port for !&"* pointed out that the chronic lack of rural credit was a sig-
ni' cant factor in the nearly stagnant agricultural and ranching sector. 
He suggested that the state o+ er concessions for the establishment of 
credit cooperatives in order to stimulate the rural economy. This idea 
apparently went unheeded, for a study undertaken in !&"& noted that 
Campo Grande hosted only one bank, a branch of the Bank of Brazil, 
since the Banco Nacional de Comercio had recently closed its doors. 
Ranchers lucky enough to be awarded credit by this institution were 
subject to transactions that took up to four months, with interest rates 
of !" to !, percent, and no guarantees. Farmers and small ranchers were 
shut out of borrowing, and because of the onerous terms, those ranch-
ers who could preferred to borrow in Rio or São Paulo. This state of af-
fairs continued through the !&-)s and into World War II, when the fed-
eral government provided credit through the national Farm and Ranch 
Fund (Carteira Agropecuária), which helped to stimulate the cattle sec-
tor nationwide to meet wartime needs. In the postwar years, however, 
the fund was closed, forcing the sale of cattle below market value, as in 
the period a. er World War I, to the detriment of the regional econ-
omy. Credit availability in the rural sector quickly returned to prewar 
conditions.$/

This constant drought in credit for ranchers reveals almost com-
plete government inertia, both in Rio and Cuiabá. As has been com-
mon in Brazilian history, good ideas abounded, but limited concrete 
action was taken. Programs that did get o+  the ground were usually 
in response to crises, not geared to long-term development. It would 
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be decades before serious agricultural planning was put into action.(( 
Meanwhile, ranching retained much of its traditional character over 
the decades, although some changes did occur.

%)#*!+%,  "#$  !)'' :  -"#%.+#/  "#$  #",+0&  1&)1!&'

Throughout the Americas, the neo-European frontier encroached 
dramatically on the lives of aboriginal peoples, who frequently were 
forced to acculturate to the expanding new society, or face brutal con-
sequences. A constant in Brazilian history, such treatment has contin-
ued in some form to the present day. Mato Grosso represented no vari-
ation in the customary Brazilian attitude toward native peoples, except 
that their treatment during the period stimulated the 2 rst serious na-
tional attempts to deal with con3 ict brought on by the expansion of 
Brazil into its remote interior. Ranching’s relationship with indigenous 
communities in Mato Grosso was pivotal in prompting such e4 orts.

As explained in chapter 5, the natives of Mato Grosso were caught 
in regional rivalries, 2 rst between Spain and Portugal and later be-
tween Paraguay and Brazil. Some groups were able to exploit the sit-
uation to their advantage; others became victims of international and 
local expansionism. By the mid-nineteenth century, a modus vivendi 
had been established in the remote Brazilian province whereby some 
groups remained aloof of the Brazilian settlers, while others partici-
pated in a limited manner in the regional economy. The main activi-
ties of those groups who did interact with nonindigenous settlers were 
trading cattle, horses, crops, and handicra6 s to the settlers and military 
garrisons, and working as guides, canoe handlers, and ranch hands on 
the larger ranches, particularly those near the Paraguay River.(7

Occasional con3 ict did occur between settlers and natives, mostly 
evident along the Cuiabá-Goiás road, and there were some successful 
attempts at conversion to Christianity, particularly of the Terena near 
Miranda. But for the most part, direct contacts with nonindigenous 
Brazilians until the 89:;s were either businesslike or detached, with 
only occasional disruption of native society. This changed with the Par-
aguayan War, which was a traumatic experience for indigenous peo-
ples and a watershed in their history and survival. Some of the smaller 
groups simply ceased to exist in the years following the war. Others 
found their traditional societal structures fundamentally challenged 
and eventually weakened. The expansion of ranching was a signi2 cant 
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factor in this cultural onslaught, by design of some ranchers, unwit-
tingly by others.$%

For the invading Paraguayan forces in !#&', anyone living in Bra-
zil was considered the enemy, including peoples who had only minimal 
contact with Brazilian settlers and ranchers beforehand. Some Indian 
groups allied immediately with Brazil, others played both sides. Still 
others tried to avoid the con( ict. Eventually, indiscriminate treatment 
by the Paraguayans guaranteed active assistance in the weak Brazilian 
resistance by virtually all natives. War’s end brought nominal recogni-
tion from Rio of the aboriginal contribution to the nation’s defense, but 
few concrete rewards. The war had caused the dispersal of most tribes, 
and their return to traditional territory was sporadic and unorganized. 
By itself, perhaps, this would not have been as critical to aboriginal 
cultural survival, but with the postwar increase in attention to Mato 
Grosso from outside the region, native peoples soon felt the pressure 
of neo-European immigration. Experiences common to other regions 
of Brazil and the Americas were recorded in Mato Grosso, including 
population decimation, exploitation, violent con( ict, and widespread 
acculturation.$)

Incomplete censuses done soon a* er the war indicated a still rel-
atively heterogeneous native population, including more than thirty 
tribes throughout Mato Grosso, and nine major groupings in the south. 
The estimates did not include all aboriginal peoples and thus provide 
no absolute idea of numbers, but an uno+  cial census made in the late 
!#,-s counted between #,--- and .,---, while suggesting that there 
were probably some "/,--- natives in the entire province. The largest 
groups counted were the Terena, with ","--, and the Kadiwéu, num-
bering !,&--.$0

The !#," report placed the natives in three categories: those living 
in villages (aldeias) with regular contact with Brazilians; semi nomads 
who had irregular contact with the settlers and authorities; and “hos-
tile” groups, who either engaged in sporadic raids against the settlers 
or tried to avoid any contact whatsoever. Following Brazilian impe-
rial policy, the report suggested increased peaceful contact with the na-
tives, including trade, the presenting of gi* s (usually tools and agri-
cultural implements), o1 ers of education, and other attempts to secure 
both nonnative settlement in the province and the loosely controlled 
borders with Bolivia and Paraguay. The report also included a request 
for money and personnel to carry out the recommendations. This was 
a common policy of the imperial government, but it had mixed success 
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in aiding settlement in the region. Imperial authorities seldom came up 
with su(  cient ) nancing, and there was a chronic lack of experienced 
personnel to carry out any peaceful “paci) cation” e* orts on behalf of 
the government. Treatment of the native peoples in Mato Grosso was 
le+  largely to the settlers themselves, whose actions rarely conformed 
to the government’s stated goals. The result was a predictable combina-
tion of accommodation, exploitation, con, ict, and acculturation.-.

Not all native groups had the same experiences, however. Some, 
like the Terena, were able to reach something of an accommodation, of-
ten involving labor in the ranching sector. Others experienced severe 
pressure on land, resulting in considerable con, ict. This latter case was 
most notable for the Kadiwéu.

Guaikuru/Kadiwéu

Within only two or three years of the war, most districts had been 
assigned an Indian director, usually a local settler, rancher, or military 
commander, and frequently the interests of the director and those of 
the natives were polar opposites. One element of potential strain on re-
lations between natives and neo-Europeans was the indigenous culture. 
Members of the Guaikuru culture in the southern Pantanal along trib-
utaries of the Paraguay River, the Kadiwéu were seminomadic and tra-
ditionally expressed an unwillingness to respect Brazilian jurisdiction 
in the area, including concepts of property. This was evident before 
and even during the Paraguayan War, when the Guaikuru fought the 
Paraguayans not as allies of Brazil but as a separate invaded nation. An-
other factor was the reputation of the Guaikuru. Sometimes referred 
to as “Indian knights,” for their equestrian skills, they o* ered some of 
the ) ercest resistance to early Mato Grosso settlers in a highly e* ec-
tive alliance with the water-borne Paiagua. Probably most important 
was the location of the group, which occupied some of the ) nest pas-
ture land along the Paraguay River, land that was coveted by several 
ranchers despite being part of a reserve of /00,000 hectares apparently 
awarded by the Rio government in gratitude for Guaikuru resistance to 
the Paraguayans.12

The most blatant example of native-rancher con, ict over land in-
volved the Portuguese immigrant Antonio Joaquim Malheiros between 
the mid-3440s and the early twentieth century. Malheiros began his ca-
reer in Corumbá immediately following the war under the protection 
of the president of the province, the Baron of Maracajú. Like several 
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immigrants of the time, he supplied ships and goods to the various ex-
peditions passing through the region during the !$%#s. As reward for 
his services in provisioning two government boundary expeditions, he 
was given the directorship of the Kadiwéu reserve. A more unfortu-
nate choice could not have been made. Malheiros quickly took advan-
tage of his position in !$%$ by buying a vast territory, reportedly cover-
ing more than &## square leagues (%&#,### hectares). It included a large 
section of the reserve, for which he paid the natives a paltry "## milreis 
(US$'&(). Malheiros established a ranch with several thousand head 
and used his position to force the Kadiwéu to work for him with mini-
mal compensation, employing corporal punishment and imprisonment 
as his coercive tools.)*

In !$$(, Kadiwéu chief Nawila traveled to Cuiabá to complain 
about the treatment. Supported by testimony from the Brazilian cap-
tain of the steamboat on which he traveled, Nawila was well received 
by the provincial Director General of Indians. The director then rec-
ommended that Malheiros be replaced, but this advice was not fol-
lowed, probably thanks to Malheiros’s contacts in Cuiabá. Malheiros 
remained in control of the Kadiwéu for another fourteen years, pro-
voking greater con+ ict with the tribe. Until he was removed from his 
post the Kadiwéu lived in a state of periodic war with the man who 
was o,  cially responsible for protecting their interests. At the behest of 
Malheiros, federal troops were deployed against the Kadiwéu, particu-
larly during the frequent state rebellions of the !$-#s and in response to 
occasional rustling practiced by the natives. The problem for Malhei-
ros was not just that the Kadiwéu resisted his attempts to enslave them 
but also that they refused to become sedentary farmers or passive ranch 
workers. They continued to live their hunting and foraging lifestyle, 
sometimes at the expense of his and others’ herds. Naturally, Malhei-
ros was able to enlist the support of the growing number of ranchers in 
the region, who considered the natives to be an a.  iction on their live-
lihood. Rustling brought retaliation from the ranchers, and the natives 
were accused of harboring Brazilian deserters and other “adventurers.” 
The ongoing con+ ict and resulting chaos eventually led to the demis-
sion of Malheiros as director in late !$-- and his replacement by Ma-
rianno Rostey.)/

Rostey’s subsequent investigation revealed that the encroachment 
of ranches onto Kadiwéu land was more organized than had been as-
sumed. In early !-##, the chief of the tribe, Captain Joaquim Timoteo, 
presented a detailed report to Rostey on the situation in the Kadiwéu 
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reserve. He painted a dismal picture. Lands awarded by the imperial 
government had been occupied by several ranchers; native cattle and 
horses had been stolen, homes burned, crops destroyed, and Kadiwéu 
( rearms con( scated by the federal military force called in by Malhei-
ros. This constant onslaught had caused the Indians to move into more 
remote regions, which was seen as a threat by the ranchers, who mis-
interpreted migration as organization for attack. Apparently no ranch-
ers had been assaulted, with the exception of Malheiros, who was the 
driving force behind the encroachment on Kadiwéu lands. Settlement 
expanded so quickly that it led to claims on land as public, but which 
was actually part of Indian territory. As a gesture of goodwill, Captain 
Timoteo had even o) ered to supply native labor free of charge for the 
relocation of one ranch under construction on the Kadiwéu side of the 
Nabileque River reserve boundary. There is no indication of whether 
the o) er was accepted, but it seems unlikely, considering subsequent 
events.*+

The removal of Malheiros from his post did not eliminate con, ict 
between the Kadiwéu and the rancher and his allies. In fact, the con-
, ict only intensi( ed in the following years, as civil war swept across 
southern Mato Grosso, directly involving the Kadiwéu. In -./0 and 
-./1, Malheiros took advantage of the revolutionary upheaval. Allied 
with local bandits or revolutionaries, he ( nanced a number of expe-
ditions against state police forces and the state government. He used a 
force of more than 0// mercenaries lodged on his ranch to intimidate 
the Kadiwéu. The violent times and imminent threat led the natives to 
initiate an attack against the ranch, resulting in the death of a number 
of mercenaries, the sacking of the ranch, and the2  of cattle and horses. 
Malheiros himself was forced to seek safety on the Paraguayan side of 
the Paraguay River, although this temporary exile had as much to do 
with his involvement in antigovernment activities.*3

The ongoing discord led Rostey to urge Cuiabá to settle the land 
issue by granting de( nitive title to much of the land claimed by the 
Kadiwéu. He wished to guarantee them a secure territory in order to 
establish a colony and create conditions for them to settle into a seden-
tary way of life, free from territorial dispute. He based his petition on 
a survey made of the territory in -4..–-.//, which recommended the 
recognition of a reserve encompassing much of the area the Kadiwéu 
claimed had been granted by the imperial government. In -./1, a re-
serve of more than 15/,/// hectares, including pasture and agricultural 
land, was approved by the Cuiabá government, though legal and other 
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arguments for encroachment on native territory and the violence that 
characterized the previous two decades did not completely disappear.$$

The con% ict had taken a severe toll on the Kadiwéu. The popula-
tion had been forced to disperse even more than is normal among semi-
nomadic peoples. Of the alleged twenty-eight to thirty villages that had 
existed before the Paraguayan War, by !&'' the natives had been con-
centrated into only three, two of which were inhabited primarily by 
the elderly. The total population had declined from more than !,('' in 
the !)*'s to )(' by !&!+, and by the !&"'s there were only !(' Kadiwéu 
resident on the reserve. This was the result of warfare, disease, mal-
nutrition, migration, and infanticide, as well as neglect on the part of 
Mato Grosso authorities. The Kadiwéu had practiced infanticide before 
the arrival of the settlers, but its incidence from the !))'s surpassed 
Kadiwéu norms. The constant fear of attack from ranchers and the sub-
sequent need to keep on the move in a rapidly shrinking territory led 
to deteriorating health, greater exposure to disease, particularly yel-
low fever, malaria, and tuberculosis, and the perception of few options 
for the future. The familiar scourges of alcoholism, prostitution, and 
chronic malnutrition became a signi, cant part of Kadiwéu life. In ad-
dition, the long-running con% icts siphoned o-  a number of workers to 
the surrounding ranches and led to divisions within the community. 
This aspect will be discussed in more detail in chapter (.$.

Although the Kadiwéu now lived on territory guaranteed by law, 
the thirst for land in the !&#'s throughout Mato Grosso led to the in-
% ux of claim jumpers (grileiros), who attempted to survey land within 
the reserve at least three times during the decade. They also launched 
a propaganda campaign against the newly established Serviço de Pro-
teção aos Indios (SPI), which had established a post in the reserve in 
!&!#. The campaign questioned the size of the reserve, which was con-
sidered far too large and thus restricted opportunities for immigration 
and “development” in the region. The SPI was created in !&!', through 
the e- orts of Matogrossense Cândido Mariano da Silva Rondon, who 
became its , rst director. It furthered Indian land claims throughout 
the state and helped to consolidate Kadiwéu rights to the region. Only 
through concerted e- ort by the SPI and the Brazilian government did 
the Kadiwéu survive complete obliteration, a situation that only gradu-
ally improved from the !&"'s.$/

The land issue simmered periodically over the next several decades 
and was not fully resolved until as late as !&)+. Kadiwéu protests against 
the constant encroachment by ranchers on their lands, which included 
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holding a group of ranchers prisoner, led to the de( nitive awarding of 
)*+,+++ hectares to the tribe in that year and marked a new beginning 
for the Kadiwéu.,-

Terena

Violence and exploitation were the norm su. ered by the Kadiwéu, 
but other native groups in southern Mato Grosso had varied experi-
ences, each demonstrating distinct responses to their predicaments. 
The best organized native group at the time and to this day has been the 
Terena, members of the Guaná-Aruák culture. A/ er the Paraguayan 
War, several Guaná tribes survived in Mato Grosso. They included the 
Terena, Laiana, and Kinikinao, numbering over 0,+++ persons. They 
were the most integrated of local Indians at the time, already engaged 
in trade with ranchers and other settlers and employed in navigation 
and later as cowboys on some of the newly established ranches. Gener-
ally a sedentary people, they had experienced signi( cant evangelization 
before the Paraguayan War by Italian Capuchins and, before that, had 
served the Guaikuru in what has been called a form of serfdom. Some 
have suggested these experiences helped the Terena to enter a similar 
work regime brought to Mato Grosso by neo-Europeans and thus sur-
vive intact as a group. Perhaps forming religious and economic alliances 
with settlers also was a strategy to seek opportunities away from Guai-
kuru control, though the Terena relationship with ranchers and other 
settlers was hardly one of mutual bene( t and respect.,1

The spread of cattle ranches into traditional Terena territory and 
the employment of community members brought a process of physi-
cal disruption and subsequent cultural breakdown. In many cases, the 
Terena had won title to the lands they occupied, but since they did not 
understand the Brazilian land tenure system, it was easily usurped by 
ranchers. For example, in gratitude for their service in the Paraguayan 
War, the imperial government had issued a number of land grants to in-
dividual groups through their chiefs, who also were granted honorary 
titles of “captain” in the National Guard. Terena custom allegedly re-
quired that when a chief died his possessions were burned on his grave. 
Since land titles were considered the chief’s responsibility, observers 
concluded that these went up in smoke along with the rest of his be-
longings, though this may be more of an outside justi( cation for lack 
of titles than an actual reason.23 But land was considered a common re-
source, and as such, titles had little intrinsic value. Ranchers, then, were 
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able to take advantage of these conventions to take over land where the 
natives could show no title or to buy up large areas of Terena grants at 
cheap prices.$%

The ultimate result for the Terena was dispersal. A shrinking land 
base, limiting opportunities for hunting and subsistence agriculture, 
forced a growing number of young people into wage labor, which ac-
celerated the cultural disintegration of the tribe and made it even more 
susceptible to exploitation by ranchers. This was a trying period in Te-
rena history, known as “the time of captivity.” The captivity was a ref-
erence to debt service but also to the native reliance on the goodwill 
of ranchers in permitting them hunting and cultivation rights on the 
ranches. By the early !&''s, the Terena population had grown, perhaps 
to as many as (,''', but when visited by Rondon in !&'#, their condi-
tion was abysmal. The leader of an expedition to string telegraph lines 
across southern Mato Grosso, he lamented that he had never seen such 
misery:

This whole population lived in the midst of the greatest misery. Dis-
lodged from their lands, reduced to a bitter servitude that was not 
even disguised; without the least support in the laws that seemed to 
be made solely to protect the rights, real or imaginary, of their trucu-
lent oppressors; abandoned by the authorities who did not even con-
descend to hear their grievances, nor to curb outrages against their 
persons and their wives and daughters—life for these Indians was a 
heavy burden, as sad and unfortunate as that [regime] under which 
the cruel Spartans punished their miserable slaves.$)

Rondon was wrong on one point, for grievances were heard by 
some authorities, particularly the state General Directorate of Indi-
ans. Between !*&# and !&'+ this o,  ce received Terena complaints, and 
at least one delegation, describing rancher invasion of their traditional 
lands. The o,  cial response was positive, and the tribe was awarded ti-
tle to land in the Miranda area comprising -,+'' hectares, and survey 
teams were recommended to mark o.  the territory and thus guaran-
tee title from settler encroachment. What Rondon encountered, how-
ever, was the result of years of delay on the part of the government in 
Cuiabá, a product of bureaucratic indolence and the series of civil con-
/ icts in the region at the turn of the century, which involved the very 
ranchers to whom the Terena had fallen victim.$0

Rondon o. ered the Terena deliverance from these conditions, as 
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he publicized their treatment nationwide, scandalizing public opinion 
and the government in Rio. He then used his contacts in the state gov-
ernment to win a special legislative act in ()*+–()*, recognizing Terena 
lands. Two villages, encompassing ,,+** hectares, were established. He 
also used his in- uence to convince some local ranchers, who had moved 
their property markers into Terena territory on the grounds that the 
Indians would not be prejudiced, to withdraw their claims. By ()+*, 
thirteen villages supervised by SPI o.  cials had been established, in-
volving more than /,,***0hectares and +,*** people. With time the eth-
nicity of the settlements broadened as Terena and other tribes moved 
from the towns or other reserves into those run by the SPI. In some, 
Brazilians and Paraguayans settled and intermarried with the natives.12

Rondon’s campaign on behalf of the Terena was aided by the char-
acter of the group’s way of life, which was not markedly di3 erent from 
that of nonindigenous settlers, and its peaceable nature. He reported 
that the Terena raised cattle and horses; cultivated manioc, sugar, ba-
nanas, and cotton; and had planted citrus and guava trees. They were 
the ideal of acculturation so desired by Brazilian authorities.14

Rondon also intervened in the case of con- ict between the Ofaié 
(Chavante) Indians and rancher José Alves Ribeiro in the eastern Panta-
nal. In that case the Indians, who were semiresident on Ribeiro’s ranch, 
had slaughtered cattle for consumption and cut fencing wire for arrows, 
allowing a number of animals to escape into the surrounding Pantanal. 
They also used semiferal donkeys and horses, animals that Ribeiro con-
sidered part of the ranch. Ribeiro had been appointed director of these 
people by the Cuiabá government in (5)6, but his relationship with his 
charges was clearly not close. Increased tensions between the two par-
ties led to armed con- ict and the death of some Ofaié, which brought 
Rondon into the picture. Through his in- uence, Ribeiro and the na-
tives came to an understanding without further bloodshed, and peace 
returned to the area. The Ofaié then le7  the region. Subsequently, they 
were persecuted throughout Central Brazil and even as far south as Rio 
Grande do Sul, as they made futile attempts to locate a region where 
they would not be in con- ict with expanding settlement.11

Up to ()**, land in Mato Grosso had very little intrinsic value. It 
was only considered useful for what could be extracted from or pro-
duced on it. This meant that property wealth was judged not by terri-
torial extension, which o7 en was quite impressive, but by the estimated 
number of cattle on it. With the impressive increase in the state pop-
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ulation over the almost four decades between World War I and !$%&, 
and the intense interest in ranching that accompanied this growth, land 
quickly took on a value of its own, o' en to the detriment of long-term 
ranchers. An in( ux of investors, foreign and national, and especially 
speculators caused land prices to escalate to levels never before imag-
ined. Original ranchers o' en experienced an erosion of their proper-
ties, and native peoples su) ered loss of traditional territories. The state 
government was caught in the middle as it tried to regulate the sale of 
public land while also earning a healthy income from the sale and legal-
ization and surveying fees. In several cases, exceptionally large parcels 
destined for cattle ranching were given title, and up to the !$"&s and 
!$*&s con( ict over land rights was common.

In addition, access to credit throughout the region was extremely 
limited. Even relatively wealthy ranchers and processors had trouble 
borrowing signi+ cant amounts of money, and when they could there 
were no regulations that protected debtors. This created an unhealthy 
dependency on creditors, most of whom were local merchants or cat-
tle drovers. The result was apparent in the slow economic development 
of the state, a situation that improved only in the !$%&s and !$#&s as pri-
vate banks began to appreciate the potential of Mato Grosso, especially 
its cattle sector.

The experience of competition for land was a particularly oner-
ous one for native peoples. As in the cases of native peoples through-
out the Americas, ranching in Mato Grosso o' en represented the + rst 
sustained contact between Indians and neo-European society. In most 
instances it cleared the path for accelerated settlement that did away 
with aboriginal society as it had existed. Native groups regularly chal-
lenged encroachment but were o' en overwhelmed by the numbers of 
settlers, who tended to view original peoples as obstacles to develop-
ment, and the indi) erence or ine) ectiveness of governments. Loss of 
cultural speci+ city and at least partial incorporation into nonindige-
nous work regimes, including ranching, were the results, as will be seen 
in the next chapter.
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Cowboys, Hands, and Native Peoples
%&'()  )$%&*"(+,

Ranching has been less labor-intensive than other agricul-
tural pursuits, though the degree depended on the ranch 
and time period. As in other ranching regimes, work func-

tions on Mato Grosso ranches tended to be divided into cattle care and 
ranch maintenance. Some ranches also hosted tenants or squatters, who 
had an interdependent relationship with ranch owners and were im-
portant to a ranch’s economic success. Cattle drives, with their need 
for skilled drovers, were vital to ranching, providing the means to in-
tegrate ranches into the external market and o- ering employment op-
portunities to itinerant cowboys. There were ethnic dimensions at play 
as well, particularly in relation to native peoples, though not always to 
their detriment. These were the human forces that made up the run-
ning of a ranch and the cattle economy and reveal the faces of regional 
ranching.

."$)&)/."$,  (+  *.$  )&+0$ :  1"#","(+,  (!  %&'()

Unlike better-known ranching regions, such as North America, 
in Mato Grosso a hierarchical division of labor developed between 
those who directly worked with cattle and those who did not. Cowboys 
(vaqueiros) tended to concentrate on the cattle, which involved roundup, 
branding, castration, slaughter, and other tasks. Ranch hands (camara-
das) worked on fence stringing and repair, building maintenance, tan-
ning of hides, and, where applicable, gardening. Management tended to 
be the responsibility of resident ranch owners or a trusted foreman (ca-
pataz) who had been in the ranch’s employ for some years. Distinctions 
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were sometimes blurred, depending on the organization of a particu-
lar ranch, but on the whole a tiered structure developed between cow-
boys and ranch hands, to the point that cowboys o$ en refused to string 
fences or work on construction because they considered such chores 
beneath them. This was especially the case among permanent cowboy 
employees, necessitating the hiring of temporary workers to do jobs 
not directly involving cattle.%

Ethnicity also played a role. In the Pantanal a notable number of 
foreigners, usually Paraguayans or Argentines from the province of 
Corrientes (Correntinos), worked as hired hands. Cowboys were o$ en 
Brazilians of diverse origins. Ranch labor in Mato Grosso, as in vir-
tually all areas of the interior of Brazil, was predominantly made up 
of men (and occasionally women) of mixed race, usually mestizo but 
sometimes mulatto. Some were indigenous, especially from the Kadi-
wéu and Terena peoples, although native presence depended on the lo-
cation of the ranch.&

Distinctions developed between cowboys and ranch hands based 
largely on job, horsemanship, and ethnicity, though there was little to 
choose from in terms of quality of labor. For example, Paraguayans of-
ten were considered to be superior horsemen, but they also were seen 
by some as unreliable because of an alleged penchant for drunkenness 
and gambling; this did not mean that ranchers would refuse to hire the 
immigrants on principle. Periodic labor shortages forced some ranch-
ers to accept them, while others went against the common belief and 
considered Paraguayans and Correntinos to be the best vaqueiros in 
the region. The experience they brought from similar ranches in Par-
aguay and northeastern Argentina stood them in good stead among 
many Matogrossense ranchers. There was a sizable Paraguayan commu-
nity in the state throughout the period, mostly landless peasants from 
the interior of that neighboring nation. The majority worked in the 
Mate Larangeira forests. Many others arrived in Mato Grosso ' eeing 
political upheavals or as economic refugees from the expanding lati-
fundios in their homeland. They undertook several kinds of employ-
ment, as ranch hands, cowboys, charqueada workers, tenant farmers, 
hired guns, and bandits. Initially there were few women among them, 
except in the port town of Corumbá. As the population grew, increas-
ing numbers of immigrants came as families, while the cattle towns, 
particularly Campo Grande, attracted young women for work in do-
mestic service, as street vendors, or prostitutes. Local customs in south-
ern Mato Grosso were permanently altered by the immigrants, and 
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today certain foods, musical preferences, and speech re1 ect that long-
standing presence. In fact, although Portuguese was the lingua franca 
in ranching, o2 en the language was enriched by Guaraní expressions 
and words, and the Paraguayans invariably spoke their native language 
among themselves.3

Another distinctive group in the region were Gaúchos, immi-
grants from Rio Grande do Sul, who became a signi4 cant sector of 
the southern Mato Grosso population a2 er the 5678–5679 Federal-
ist civil war in their home state. Mato Grosso received thousands of 
Gaúcho immigrants who brought experience in ranching with them. 
They became the backbone of small ranching in the state, defending 
their rights vigorously against large ranchers, the state, and particularly 
Mate Larangeira. Gaúchos settled the southern portion of the state, 
from Campo Grande to the Paraguayan border, establishing a presence 
through continued immigration that has endured to the present day. 
Bringing an independent spirit and some capital, they developed small 
ranches and farms but seldom provided labor for the large ranches. 
Their style of ranching was more intensive because their holdings 
were smaller, and they readily adopted innovations like wire fencing, 
planted pasture, and stabling when capital was available. They also em-
ployed fewer workers, relying on mutual cooperation during roundups 
and in emergencies. The Gaúcho contribution to Mato Grosso ranch-
ing was less spectacular than that of the large ranches, but no less im-
portant, at least in the long term. These small ranchers contributed rel-
atively few cattle to the industry until into the 578:s, but they helped to 
expand the border region, especially around Bela Vista, as an important 
source of cattle for the Paraguayan market. With the completion of the 
railroad from Campo Grande to Ponta Porã in 5798, they exported their 
cattle to São Paulo frigorí4 cos and, eventually, to the slaughterhouse set 
up in Campo Grande in the 57;:s.<

With the exception of native peoples (discussed below), other 
groups tended to be considered part of an amorphous whole, such as 
Brazilian mestizos. In the years a2 er the Paraguayan War, when slavery 
was still an important institution in Brazil, there were some slaves on 
cattle ranches, but they tended to be few in number, and most African 
or mulatto employees were freedmen. With abolition, those who could 
sought new opportunities. Other immigrants were from Minas, Goiás, 
and São Paulo, but besides dietary preferences and accent, they exhib-
ited no predominantly distinctive characteristics to di= erentiate them-
selves from one another.>
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Class Structure and Ranch Labor

Most labor obligations followed breeding cycles and involved a 
number of di$ erent activities. The number of vaqueiros employed at 
one time depended on the size of the herd and property; the average 
around the turn of the century was one man to %## to &## head. More 
were needed on ranches where animals were geographically most scat-
tered. This did not change much over succeeding decades, until greater 
enclosure of pastures in the !'(#s and !'"#s reduced the need for as 
many cowboys per head.)

Cowboy responsibilities are specialized work and were considered 
as such. A typical working day on the range during roundup started at 
daybreak, with no breakfast except hot mate tea (chimarrão), served in a 
wooden, metal, or gourd cup, sipped through a metal straw, and passed 
from hand to hand. This custom was a gi*  from both Paraguayans and 
Gaúchos and is part of Mato Grosso ranch ritual to this day. Horses 
were saddled and ridden out to the herd, with a provision of erva mate 
for cold mate (tereré), dried beef, and farofa (manioc + our) carried for 
the day’s meal, to be heated or consumed cold if necessary. Roundups 
occurred at speci, ed times of the year. Once the herd was encountered, 
and if the animals were not skittish, young animals were separated into 
groups of yearling calves to be branded and two-year-olds to be cas-
trated. Other animals were inspected for fading or damaged brands, in-
juries, and signs of illness or debilities. Vaqueiros ate their lunch in the 
saddle or together, if the work was not heavy. Labor ended near sun-
down, and they returned to camp for a hot meal of salted beef, beans, 
rice, and farofa prepared by a camp cook, o* en swapping stories of the 
day’s endeavor before turning in. Vaqueiros commonly slept in ham-
mocks strung between trees, in makeshi*  shelters, or on the ground 
when on the open range.-

Branding and castration occurred at roughly the same time, be-
tween April and June, although in the Pantanal this was from Septem-
ber to January, before + oodwaters rose beyond workable levels. Brand-
ing usually involved an ear mark, more rarely the hot branding iron. 
Castration was always by the knife, the scrotum slit and the testes tied 
o$  or removed, the wound then cauterized with a hot iron. In Argen-
tina, it was common practice to castrate yearlings, but in Mato Grosso, 
where cattle grew more slowly, this was done at two years of age. Before 
the construction of corrals and containment pens at the retiros (line 
camps), this work was done on the open range, one animal at a time, and 
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in keeping with traditional agricultural beliefs, when the moon was on 
the wane. Once these jobs were completed, and if the ranching regime 
was not too extensive, young calves were weaned from their mothers by 
separation for a period of time in a makeshi1  corral, and adult animals 
were inspected for injuries and illness. Throughout most of the period, 
treatment of injury, disease, and parasites was rudimentary, o1 en in-
volving local remedies like pitch, papaya oil, and horse dung. Vaccines 
and other preventive medicines, as explained in chapter 2, were only 
employed on a regular basis beginning in the 3456s and 3476s, partly 
because of availability, cost, cowboy resistance, and inadequate under-
standing of application techniques.8

Vaqueiros were o1 en colorful characters. Their dress was similar, 
borrowing a great deal from traditional gaúcho styles, but with regional 
variation. Paulo Coelho Machado listed the following items of cloth-
ing and accessories, although these appear to be more formal attire than 
daily wear: pants were the baggy bombachas, shirts were checkered, and 
accordion-type boots reached halfway up the calf. The cowboy wore a 
wide-brim hat made of felt or plant 9 ber (depending on the season), a 
bandolier belt studded with bullets, long and noisy spurs, thick locally 
tanned hide chaps to protect the legs when riding through brush, and a 
deer-skin belt decorated with coins. He carried a long knife tucked in 
his back belt, a whetstone, a pistol at his side, and a rain poncho for in-
clement weather. Other observers also noted that the vaqueiro used a 
long lasso, between :6 and 56 meters in length, made of twisted deer or 
steer rawhide, and in the Pantanal some o1 en rode barefoot, using a toe 
stirrup. Unlike in North America, cattle were usually lassoed by the 
horns rather than the neck, probably a consequence of the enormous 
appendages sported by the original Mato Grosso animals. Certainly not 
all cowboys were as well-equipped as described by Machado, especially 
those who relied on seasonal employment. Seasonal workers were more 
likely to have no boots, only a straw hat, one pair of pants and shirt, a 
knife, and no 9 rearm. This did not make them any less e; ective, how-
ever, as most observers were duly impressed by their skills.<

The cowboy’s work was somewhat more specialized in the Pantanal 
than in other regions. Regular = ooding commonly forced cowboys to 
brave rising = oodwaters to rescue stranded cattle. This meant leaving 
their horses behind and taking to the water, and Pantaneiro cowboys 
were as adept with canoes as they were with their steeds. Typically, ca-
noes were hewn from one log and manipulated with a long paddle, : 
to > meters in length, or a stout pole if = oodwaters were su?  ciently 
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shallow. Cattle were guided across wide streams or through $ ooded re-
gions using a combination of canoes and horses. Cowboys also were not 
averse to swimming with the cattle in order to round them up. Some-
times a daring vaqueiro took charge of a small herd by clinging to the 
horns of the lead animal, guiding it to dry ground where other cow-
boys waited. Here, the vaqueiro was also a % sherman, o& en catching his 
own food when on roundups. Of all the cowboys in Mato Grosso, the 
Pantaneiro was certainly the most versatile, and as such was wooed by 
ranches to remain in the region, if not always on the same ranch.'(

Ranch hands normally were seasonal workers contracted for up 
to seven months at a time, depending on the region and ranch needs. 
Among these workers, Paraguayans were the most numerous, appreci-
ated by ranchers for their hard work and willingness to take orders. 
A& er the ranching season, they worked as lumberjacks or at odd jobs 
in the towns. Some returned temporarily to their homeland. However, 
they were also known for gambling and drinking, which o& en guar-
anteed their return to the ranches the following season, a& er exhaust-
ing their savings. These workers sometimes were called peões, the term 
likely brought into the region from Paraguay and Argentina. Some 
were not temporary, living on the ranch year-round with their families, 
but the bulk were seasonal. It was rare for a camarada to work at the 
same ranch every year, thus workers were contracted in nearby towns 
by the ranch owner or trusted permanent employees.''

Hands generally did not handle cattle but instead strung and re-

Cattle crossing a river, !"#$, near Rancho Jeroquya. Courtesy of Elza Dória Passos.
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paired fences, constructed buildings and corrals, tanned hides, and oc-
casionally broke broncos, although this latter labor was normally re-
served for cowboys. Other tasks included digging wells, clearing land, 
and making sugar from cane grown on the ranch. Camaradas normally 
lived in rustic open-sided shacks in remote areas or in wattle-and-daub 
huts near ranch headquarters. Food included the normal fare of most of 
Brazil, though some ranches had small garden plots, o1 en cared for ei-
ther by the rancher’s family or by selected hands. Ranchers and their 
employees usually shared the same diet. Some ranches allowed seasonal 
workers to plant small gardens and to raise animals, usually cows, es-
pecially if they had families, but this was not common, largely because 
the work was so transitory. These same ranches o1 en hosted tenants 
and squatters in return for similar labor obligations. Even into the mid-
2345s, these basic living conditions had changed little.67

Housing was provided free of charge to cowboys and ranch hands 
alike. Wages varied over the years. Until World War I, they tended to 
be relatively high, re8 ecting a chronic lack of labor. In the late 29:5s, a 
camarada earned ;5 milreis (US$<9) a month, comparable to cowboys in 
the United States at the time, while paying 24 milreis ($:.54) for a bushel 
of rice and ; milreis ($<.95) for an arroba (24 kilos) of sugar. Sugar cane 
alcohol (cachaça) cost :55 reis ($5.==) a liter, and a vara (2.2>meter) of 
rope tobacco :.4 milreis ($=.45). Aboriginal workers earned signi? cantly 
less, 9 to 25 milreis ($=.:4–$@.:5) a month, meals included. Part of the 
reason Lúcia Aleixo gives for these minimal wages for indigenous cow-
boys was competition from Paraguayan immigrants, who 8 ooded the 
market with experienced ranch labor. Whatever the reason, it is ap-
parent that a single camarada could survive relatively well, although 
the ability to support a family on these wages was restricted. Over the 
following decades, prices and wages 8 uctuated but remained relatively 
comparable to the early years.6A

At the turn of the century, ranch wages had declined to about 
24>milreis (US$<.<4) a month, plus room and board. Such low income 
probably contributed to a labor crisis in the state’s rural sector, as many 
workers were attracted north, where a rubber boom had developed. 
On ranches that Miguel Lisboa visited in 235:, camaradas were paid for 
piecework, for example, 455 reis ($5.24) to string a braça (<.< meters) of 
fencing, with materials and tools provided by the rancher. By 2323, the 
expansion of the industry and the completion of the railway provided 
many more opportunities for cowboys. Wages for indigenous camara-
das in the Pantanal had risen, to between < and = milreis ($5.45–$5.95) 
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a day, with or without food. Nonindigenous camaradas earned # mil-
reis per day plus food, while cowboys earned $%–&% milreis ($!#.%%–
$'#.$%) a month, including food. Specialized laborers like carpenters 
commanded !' milreis ($#.!%) for eight hours of work, but apparently 
they were hard to ( nd because the railroad and the towns had absorbed 
so many. Many ranches su) ered a consequent de( cit of skilled labor, 
since they simply could not match the wages o) ered by these expand-
ing sectors.*+

That had stabilized by !&'', when the regional economy slowed down 
and the milreis was devalued by half. Ranch hands earned ,%–!'%-milreis 
(US$&.!%–$!$.$%) a month and cowboys &–!' milreis (US$!.'%–$!..%) a 
month, with food and other privileges not extended to ranch hands. By 
comparison, cowboys in neighboring Paraguay earned between $$ and 
$/ a month. Sometimes payment would be in kind, particularly sugar 
and cachaça, which were not part of the daily food allotment, and some 
clothing or fabric and occasionally bullets. Those working at clearing 
land usually were paid for the area cleared, !$% milreis ($!/) per alqueire 
('." hectares). A ranch foreman earned !%%–'%% milreis (US$!#–$'.) per 
month, and day laborers took in #–$ milreis (US$%."%–$%..$) daily, de-
pending on whether meals were included.*0

Despite these low wages, the corresponding cost of living was 
fairly high, particularly in the towns. In Campo Grande municipality 
in !&'', an arroba of sugar cost !$–'# milreis (US$!.&$–$#.%%), the same 
amount of beef jerky was !,–'! milreis (US$'.'%–$'.,$), a kilo of fresh 
beef $%%–,%% reis (US$%.%.–$%.!%), and a chicken # milreis (US$%."%). 
A .%-kilo sack of corn fetched !!–!/ milreis (US$!."$–$'.#$), beans '$–
"%- milreis (US$#.'$–$$.'%), and rice '.–"% milreis (US$#."%–$$.'%). 
Building materials also were expensive; the cost of building a house was 
far beyond the salary of an agricultural worker, which explains in part 
why so many lived in the most rustic housing, either on the ranches or 
in the towns. Under such living conditions, it takes little imagination to 
visualize how di1  cult it was to raise a family with just one salary, espe-
cially for temporary workers.*2

Ranch Relations

Relations between ranchers and their employees varied depending 
on the individuals involved and also on the time period. In the years 
just a3 er the Paraguayan War, there were several incidents of illegal 
slavery, physical abuse, and extreme exploitation. In !/,#, a news paper 
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in Corumbá expressed concern over a Brazilian deserter who was pur-
portedly conducting a group of Paraguayan prisoners of war to the 
Corumbá area for sale as slaves, probably on the remote ranches then 
being reoccupied. There is no information on the fate of these unfor-
tunates, but the attitude that contributed to such acts was clearly preva-
lent, particularly in the most remote regions. For example, the interim 
Chief of Police for Mato Grosso made a trip through the Pantanal in 
1233 to investigate conditions. He found that debt peonage, indiscrimi-
nate corporal punishment, and the organized hunting down of workers 
who had 4 ed brutal conditions were common on the ranches of the re-
gion. Such conditions were echoed by other observers in Mato Grosso 
in later years.56

Notwithstanding these appalling circumstances, toward the end of 
the nineteenth century the greatest labor abuses in Mato Grosso oc-
curred in the Mate Larangeira erva mate stands and in the sugar planta-
tions near Cuiabá. Owing to the semi-independent nature of cattle rais-
ing, where the means for 4 ight were readily available and there were 
other employment options, cowboys and ranch hands seldom su7 ered 
physical abuse. The practice of debt service, however, was fairly com-
mon, particularly in the Pantanal, and in many cases became a perma-
nent part of a ranch worker’s life. By restricting workers’ purchases to 
ranch stores, ranchers could tie laborers to the region. In some cases, 
workers could take advantage of the relative 4 exibility in debt con-
tracts, and they frequently moved from one ranch to another, where the 
new boss would pick up their debts. It was not uncommon for ranchers 
to rescue a cowboy or camarada by assuming his debt accumulated with 
another rancher. This was not the case with new workers, however, as 
it applied only to those who had proven themselves to their employers. 
At the same time, it was not unusual for a camarada simply to disappear 
from the ranch without settling his debt. Allegedly, this was one of the 
risks of employing Paraguayans, who did not have far to travel to reach 
home. This phenomenon re4 ected a high degree of mobility common 
in the Mato Grosso ranching scene.58

Labor mobility was constantly lamented by ranchers, who su7 ered 
chronic labor shortages throughout the period. Several observers called 
the local cowboys, especially in the Pantanal, nomadic in character, and 
ascribed this to their ethnicity, Paraguayan or aboriginal, ignoring the 
unstable character of the work itself. Some believed this was a major 
factor in the slow development of Mato Grosso, although others did 
not consider mobility to be so onerous. Paradoxically, for some a solu-
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tion was to contract more Paraguayans, who were seen as less nomadic, 
but o$ en this was a last resort, again because of their alleged propen-
sity for drinking, gambling, and % ghting, despite a contradictory repu-
tation as hard workers. Stereotyping was clearly prevalent in the think-
ing of Mato Grosso ranchers and outside observers.&'

Apparently, no solution to the supposed problem of labor mobil-
ity was ever encountered, since in the Pantanal even as late as the !()*s 
up to +, percent of cowboys were permanently mobile. Today ranch-
ers and other observers in that region, which has best preserved the 
traditions of the Mato Grosso vaqueiro, report that the typical Panta-
neiro changes ranches several times in his working life, almost in a cy-
clical fashion, periodically returning to ranches he has worked on be-
fore. Frequently, a cowboy will tell the rancher to “save an opening for 
me,” expressing his intention to return at some future date. In this way, 
Abílio Leite de Barros suggests that the Pantanal cowboy wasn’t an em-
ployee of a speci% c ranch but rather of the zone. With few possessions 
and personal responsibilities, the cowboy was free to cultivate an inde-
pendent spirit. Ranchers have observed that % rst among the cowboy’s 
priorities was his horse, allegedly followed in order by his saddle, his 
wife, and his children. Outsiders typically exaggerated these priorities, 
again ignoring the region’s skewed labor relations, limited educational 
opportunities, and the willingness of ranchers to accept such behavior 
since it kept wages manageable.-.

Women, with the exception of the wives and children of tenants 
and ranchers, were a small fraction of ranch populations during the pe-
riod. Even as recently as the !()*s, ranches in the Pantanal were over 
)* percent male, indicating that the majority of vaqueiros were bache-
lors or lived in loose matrimonial unions. Those unmarried women liv-
ing among the cowboys were traditionally considered common prop-
erty, at least as long as there were no children. They were sometimes 
prostitutes from cattle towns like Campo Grande. Indeed, life on the 
ranches was not easy for families, even for those of ranchers. Medi-
cal care was necessarily minimal, usually dependent on local remedies, 
which were o$ en insu/  cient. A ranch’s remoteness meant that inju-
ries could be more serious than they would have been in the towns, and 
the risks of childbearing to both child and mother were proportion-
ately higher. As a doctor in Corumbá during the period observed, mor-
tality among men in many remote regions was frequently the result of 
gunshot wounds, but women died in childbirth. Where possible, ranch 
owners and some trusted hands and tenants sent their children to board 
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in the towns; ranch schools were seen only on the largest and wealthi-
est establishments.12

Violence in the Brazilian Far Oeste

As in virtually all cattle economies in remote regions, arbitrary vi-
olence existed in Mato Grosso. In a study of banditry, Valmir Batista 
Corrêa characterizes two types of bandits operating in the region: those 
in the employ of local bosses (coronéis), and the independents. For the 
most part, Corrêa observes that there were few independents during 
the years 3445–3567, when the power of the coronéis was at its height. 
Political rebellion, especially between 3453 and 3578, required personal 
armies and acted as both a source of employment and a stimulus to ban-
ditry, whether sanctioned by a coronel or not. A large number of merce-
naries came from Paraguay, and that nation was used as a natural hide-
out and launching pad for cross-border attacks and cattle rustling.11

Since ranchers o9 en were involved in these rebellions, ranch em-
ployees were expected to ride with their bosses’ private armies. Many 
included the Paraguayans who had come to the region to escape sim-
ilar upheavals in their home country. For some young men, this may 
have provided an opportunity for adventure, and it did attract a num-
ber of adventurers to the state, but for the most part it did nothing but 
disrupt regional life and undermine any semblance of the peaceful ex-
istence most settlers were seeking. During the military rebellions of 
the early 35:7s, which brie; y spread from São Paulo into Mato Grosso, 
many Paraguayan workers ; ed, creating a temporary labor shortage on 
many ranches and further restricting an already weak local economy.1<

This was what might be called organized violence. There were 
also several independent bandit gangs in the region throughout the pe-
riod, beginning soon a9 er the Paraguayan War. Most of the gangs were 
short-lived, using Paraguay or Bolivia as bases of supply, refuge, and 
market for their stolen goods. They were most o9 en involved in cattle 
rustling, since the relatively large number of animals and the general 
lack of fencing and close attention made this by far the easiest and most 
lucrative illegal activity around. The smallest ranchers, lacking political 
in; uence and the resources to defend themselves, were the most fre-
quent victims. During the most severe years of bandit predation, sev-
eral observers reported that the only law that prevailed was the “law of 
article ==,” that is, caliber .==. Paraguayans were invariably involved in 
the business, especially in the areas of Ponta Porã, Bela Vista, and Porto 
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Murtinho, and these cross-border bandits and others were immortal-
ized in local folk songs. One song recounted: “The rustler comes from 
afar/from the con$ nes of Paraguay/he sprang from a bloody Guarani 
revolution.” State authorities found them di%  cult to control, never-
mind eliminate, as there were always too few resources available for 
police forces, and distances were great. Besides, Cuiabá only began to 
appreciate the economic potential of southern Mato Grosso once the 
railway was under construction. Bandit depredations diminished with 
the authoritarian and centralized rule of Getúlio Vargas in the !&'(s.)*

Despite such a climate, violence was limited on the ranches them-
selves. The growing town of Campo Grande was known as the Brazil-
ian Far West, for its periodic shootouts and assaults, but cowboys and 
ranch hands on the ranches, even when carrying weapons, seldom re-
sorted to violence. The prohibition of alcohol on the ranches may have 
been largely responsible for the relative peace on the ranches. Many 
of the ranches were “dry” out of this very concern. A rigid moral code 
among cowboys also restricted the playing out of rivalries and ven-
geance to the towns, reinforced by the threat of dismissal. This was not 
unlike ranches in North America during the nineteenth century, where 
a ranch could not function if its employees were bickering, and any sign 
of discord usually meant the discharge of the most divisive employees. 
The presence of debt service probably had some e+ ect in controlling 
employee excesses too, particularly the honoring of debt carried from 
one rancher to another, whereby a cowboy could leave a confronta-
tional situation for another ranch without losing his livelihood.),

The Insecurity of Security: Tenants and Squatters

Tenants (agregados) and squatters were o- en an integral part of 
ranch life, particularly in the Pantanal, where many ranches were so 
huge that the owner had no way of controlling all of his animals with-
out permanent help. These people tended to be quite stable, apparently 
staying six to eight years, on average, some as long as twenty years. They 
were normally Brazilian mestizos, from Mato Grosso or neighboring 
states, but Paraguayans also made up a signi$ cant proportion. They of-
ten had families with them, and for the most part agregados were given 
the right to live on the ranch, usually at line camps, and raise animals 
and crops. In return, they cared for cattle in the vicinity at their own 
expense and ful$ lled whatever other obligations the ranch owner re-
quired. Tenant women and children also worked, cooking, laundering, 
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or taking care of gardens and barnyard animals like chickens and pigs. 
If they had no animals of their own, they were frequently permitted to 
slaughter one steer per month for personal consumption.12

One notable bene3 t, at least for the more permanent ranch em-
ployees, had its roots in the colonial era. As long as cattle were well 
cared for, on top of their salary cowboys and sometimes tenants were 
granted one calf in four from the annual herd increase. This meant that 
in a herd of 45,555 animals with an annual increase of 65 percent, as 
many as 755 calves might be acquired by employees. Under ideal cir-
cumstances, a cowboy or a tenant could take possession of up to 67 ani-
mals per season, a number that could be built into a small herd in a rel-
atively short time. This was a strong incentive to take good care of all 
cattle. To prove their claims, cowboys commonly dried the umbilical 
cords of newborn calves, a practice honored by ranchers. In fact, this 
system was an important part of the relationship between ranchers and 
these employees.18

Sometimes ranchers signed over title to the retiro to a long-term 
agregado. This, plus the cattle earned through the custom of one calf 
in four, permitted some tenants to become small ranchers. Squatters 
occasionally bene3 ted from this process as well, although much less 
frequently. Some of the tasks required cooperation with other tenants 
and camaradas, a form of teamwork called mutirão or muxirão, whereby 
workers from di9 erent sectors of the ranch would be brought together 
to raise a building, construct a fence, or work on other projects. The 
rancher usually provided food, drink, and music as incentive, and the 
job could develop into a festive occasion, something akin to barn rais-
ing in the North American west. Over time, however, mutirão gradu-
ally declined, allegedly because of the cost of providing food and enter-
tainment for the workers. The decline signaled the general breakdown 
of the traditional paternalistic structure of relationships among ranch-
ers, employees, and agregados, as loyalty and dependence began to dis-
sipate and the more competitive values of the outside world 3 ltered 
into the region.1:

Both agregados and squatters always were quite vulnerable. If a 
rancher decided to expand his operations, he could force tenants to va-
cate land they had looked a; er for years, and evict squatters entirely. 
Such evictions were not too frequent, as there were other forms of 
dealing with employees that did not necessarily involve dismissal. In 
later years, some agregados were permitted to occupy land under the 
obligation to plant pasture, but without payment in cattle or agricul-
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tural goods. Though not as common, this system was similar to one 
used in Argentina some decades before. Overall, tenants usually were 
not forced to leave the land a$ er a % xed period of time, though this 
provided them no real stability, since they always had to rely on the 
goodwill of the ranch owner. Labor relations became more complicated 
with time, however, as the state and the cattle industry expanded eco-
nomically and socially.&'

As land was occupied and became more expensive, particularly in 
the Vacaria and along the Paraguayan border, some ranchers lacking 
su(  cient pasture or other resources signed contracts, called parcerias, 
to rent out cattle to another rancher in return for a percentage of pro-
duction. This system bene% ted both parties, as the rancher renting out 
the cattle eliminated the expense of raising his own animals, while the 
renter started a herd with little initial capital investment. There were 
several types of parceria contracts in Central Brazil. The most common 
stipulated delivery of a given number of animals for a period of three to 
seven years, to be raised at the renter’s expense, with payment of half of 
the calves born by the end of the contract and return of the same num-
ber of cows originally received. A variant contract delivered a given 
number of cows to be returned at the end of the contract along with an 
equal number of additional cows; all other production and bulls were 
then the property of the renter. Other forms of parceria, such as agree-
ments seen in western São Paulo, involved shared raising for fattening 
and for milk cows.)*

In Mato Grosso, the extensive nature of the cattle regime made it 
di(  cult to know the exact number of animals born each year. Conse-
quently, the "#-"# system o$ en was modi% ed: an agreed-upon number 
of animals, bulls and cows, were rented out at the expense of the renter, 
with the obligation to return !" to +# percent of the annual increase of 
bulls every year. At the end of the contract, the same number and pro-
portion of animals originally rented out were to be returned. Some-
times this system was slightly modi% ed by stipulating a % xed number 
of bulls to be returned annually. Such contracts assumed an annual in-
crease of bulls between !" and +# percent, a reasonable assumption in 
a regime in which natality reached "# or ,# percent. This general in-
formation is con% rmed when one looks at rental contracts in speci% c 
areas. Records from the local land o(  ce in Ponta Porã, for example, 
reveal that between !-!. and !-+/, contracts required either a % xed 
number of young bulls in payment annually or +#–+" percent of bulls 
born each year. Contracts covered periods of between three and % ve 
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years. It seems reasonable to assume that similar contracts pertained 
in other regions of the state, particularly in the south, where proper-
ties were generally smaller and pressure on land and production conse-
quently greater.12

These contracts reveal a certain mutual dependence among ranch-
ers in Mato Grosso, a situation that o3 en was extended to relationships 
between ranch owners and their employees. Relations on the ranches, 
within the ranching family, and between ranch owners and their work-
ers were similar, although external in4 uences gradually modi5 ed be-
havior. In the 5 rst decades traditional, almost medieval, practices were 
observed, including within the ranch owner’s family. For example, on 
campaign during the Paraguayan War, Alfredo d’Escragnolle Taunay 
described his visit to a ranch near Coxim, where the owner was a well-
read man but refused to present the women in his family to the visitors, 
including his wife, who was hidden behind a screen. This experience 
gave rise to Taunay’s classic nineteenth-century novel of the Brazilian 
backlands, Inocência. The rancher in this case may only have been pro-
tecting his family from the dangers posed by several hundred soldiers 
passing through the region, but a glance at other regions and reports of 
similar behavior in later years suggests a more 5 rmly rooted custom. 
Corrêa Filho noted that in the Pantanal, ranchers, though polite, were 
commonly wary of strangers unless they carried a letter of introduction 
from a trusted relative or friend. This was likely a product of the iso-
lation of most ranches, since self-protection was essential for survival, 
for rancher and cowboy alike. Such an attitude was reinforced by the 
authorities’ apparent lack of interest in the region; they seemed to sur-
face only to extract taxes. The draw of the frontier to adventurers and 
fugitives from justice only reinforced a profound distrust of outsiders, 
who at best represented a potential imposition on the insular lifestyle 
of ranch inhabitants, at worst a threat to women or children.16

7"8()!.  *,&/.00.* :  +'.  !(++0.  *7,-.

One of the most romantic scenes in the literature of ranching in 
the Americas is the cattle drive. Images of thousands of steers cross-
ing the open prairie, kicking up immense dust clouds visible for tens of 
miles, have emblazoned themselves on the popular consciousness. Most 
of our perceptions come from descriptions and 5 lm depictions of the 
famous Texas cattle drives of the late nineteenth century, but no less 
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dramatic were the drives of Central Brazil. Indeed, they were the life-
blood of the business in Mato Grosso until very recently. (See map $, 
p.%xiv, for routes of cattle drives.)

Drives were similar in North America and Mato Grosso, and broad 
consensus a&  rms that they were conclusively unromantic. On the con-
trary, they usually were very tedious. Hundreds, even thousands of 
steers were herded under the cracking whips of tough trail riders who 
faced arduous conditions, including the chaotic fording of streams and 
rivers, rustling, and regular exposure to scorching sun and torrential 
rains. Despite these physical di&  culties, probably a key feature of the 
drive was the relatively mundane activity of contracting the sale of cat-
tle from the ranch to drovers (boiadeiros). To the ranching industry, this 
was a key activity that could make or break a year’s worth of toil, and 
it was commonly dependent on the state of the market far beyond the 
control of either the rancher or even drover.''

In Mato Grosso, the character of the drives dictated the quality of 
cattle bought for the markets of São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro. Through-
out the period, cattle were driven east to Minas Gerais and São Paulo, 
journeys that usually took two to three months, though occasionally 
six, traveling up to $ leagues (!# miles) per day. The drives ran between 
!,((( and #,((( head, occasionally more, at one time. These enormous 
undertakings required animals hardy enough to withstand the rigors of 
such a trek. Only tough and wiry cattle, usually weighing #((–#"( ki-
lograms, were selected by the drovers, as these had the best chance of 
surviving the drive. Once at the destination, the cattle were fattened in 
pastures provided by the slaughterhouses for a period of six to twelve 

Cattle drive in eastern Pantanal, !""#. Photograph by the author.
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months, until they reached their original weight and were ready for 
slaughter.12

Besides the usual Mato Grosso cattle drives to Minas Gerais and 
São Paulo, there was also irregular tra3  c to Paraguay, especially from 
the ranches near the border. In the years immediately following the 
Paraguayan War, this was the favorite destination for Mato Grosso cat-
tle. Drives were attracted partly by the market, but they also avoided 
the distance and the time consumed in trailing animals east. As a result, 
cattle from eastern Mato Grosso, particularly Paranaíba, Coxim, and 
parts of Campo Grande, went to Minas, and those from the Vacaria and 
border regions went to Paraguay, encouraged in the 4567s by the con-
struction of salt beef and beef extract plants in the Chaco. Pantanal cat-
tle were largely traded within the state, though improved communica-
tions permitted ranchers to send their animals to Paraguay and the east, 
and when the railway arrived during World War I, an in8 ux of cat-
tle buyers stimulated the expansion of sales and drives to the voracious 
Paulista slaughterhouses.19

The loss of cattle along the drives depended on speci: c condi-
tions, but ranged between ; and 47 percent, sometimes the result of dis-
ease but more o< en of exhaustion, injury, or escape. That percentage 
changed little from before the Paraguayan War, improving only when 
drives became short marches to local slaughterhouses or jerky plants. 
Weight loss ranged between =7 and >7 kilos per animal, depending 
on the length of the drive, and : gured signi: cantly in the prices paid 
by buyers. For much of the period, a drover’s pro: t margin remained 
constant. During the boom between 454> and the mid-4567s, it was ap-
proximately ?7 milreis per head, hardly a substantial amount in light of 
the risks run by boiadeiros during the drives. Various observers com-
plained that proper facilities for the transport of cattle, including ad-
equate trails and access to pasture and the completion of a bridge over 
the Paraná River, were essential for the reduction of costs to drovers 
and increased pro: ts to the producers. The completion of the railroad 
bridge over the Paraná River at Três Lagoas was an attempt to resolve 
these issues, since a passageway for cattle was incorporated into the de-
sign; however, it proved insu3  cient to replace the crossings at Taboada 
and XV de Novembro.1@

One result was that drover expenses rose in the 45?7s. By 45?;, it 
could cost up to >7 milreis a head to drive animals from Campo Grande 
to Barretos in São Paulo. No one enjoyed a booming pro: t. Ranch-
ers received between 447 and 4=7 milreis per head, and drovers got 
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roughly !$% milreis at drive’s end. The slaughterhouses sold the meat 
for &&"' milreis per rendered steer, not including hides, fat, and vis-
cera. Animals arriving in Barretos averaged between !$% and &%% kilo-
grams, and eight to twelve months of fattening brought the weight up 
to between &"% and &(" kilograms at slaughter, rendering roughly !%% to 
!"%'kilograms of fresh meat. Meanwhile, consumers in São Paulo city 
were charged !.)–!.( milreis (US$%.!!–$%.!#) a kilo, depending on the 
grade of the meat. These * gures suggest that drovers normally earned 
around !% to &% milreis a head, less than !" percent, and the rancher’s 
take was no better. Clearing comparatively more, slaughterhouses still 
received only roughly #% milreis per head on the meat alone, a return 
that remained relatively constant throughout the period. Limited in-
frastructure and processing in Mato Grosso narrowed the economic 
margins for ranchers and drovers. Only when the frigorí* co in Campo 
Grande came on stream in the !+,%s did Mato Grosso ranchers begin to 
gain better than subsistence income from their operations.-.

In the decades immediately following the Paraguayan War, most 
boiadeiros and their hands came from Minas, o/ en driving breeder 
bulls or horses into Mato Grosso to help pay for the purchase of thin 
steers and cows. Drives occurred in the spring, between September 
and December, when light rains created conditions for forage along the 
routes, particularly the normally dry trail from Campo Grande to Pa-
ranaíba. The drover usually arrived in the region during the winter 
and traveled from ranch to ranch collecting suitable animals to drive 
to Minas. Because the activity was concentrated into a relatively short 
time span, ranches sometimes accommodated two or three drives at a 
time, putting great strain on ranch resources, particularly corrals and 
pasture. There was always the danger of adventurers, as well. Some 
drovers independent of the traditional organized drives o0 ered their 
services at better prices, but they also took advantage of the general lack 
of fencing, increasing the size of their drives by plucking the odd un-
branded animal from ranches as they passed through. Once ranchers 
became aware of such rustling, they became directly involved in the 
initial stages of the drive. Ranch owners or trusted cowboys then ac-
companied the drive to the end of their property, passing on vigilance 
to their neighbors, and so on along the drive route.-1

Most boiadeiros were honest, however, and ranchers had little rea-
son to complain about their services. For the most part, they did not pay 
outright for the cattle. A/ er receiving payment in Minas or São Paulo, 
they then returned to the ranches several months later to reimburse the 
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ranchers. In this way reputations were made, and some drovers estab-
lished small ranches in the region. This meant, however, that only the 
richest ranchers could a1 ord to send their cattle out without receiving 
immediate payment. Even for the better o1 , it was necessary to join to-
gether in order to 2 nance a drive, as the demand in Minas and even São 
Paulo for Mato Grosso cattle was not urgent until World War I. Then, 
an intensi2 ed interest in Mato Grosso cattle brought cattle buyers rep-
resenting the São Paulo slaughterhouses directly into the region, partic-
ularly as rail transport facilitated their access. Cattle were seldom ex-
ported by rail, but the EFNOB greatly improved the e3  ciency of the 
drive purchasing process.45

Initially, cattle were conducted over open range, but the creation 
of corridors and later roads facilitated the herding of the animals and 
reduced time to market. The majority of drovers 2 nanced themselves, 
with capital usually saved a6 er several drives as a cowboy. One impor-
tant exception, mentioned earlier, was the manager of the São Paulo 
branch of the Banco Francés e Italiano, who during the boom of World 
War I became heavily involved in 2 nancing drives organized by Mato 
Grosso ranchers, as he perceived that cattle were a better risk than se-
curities or even real estate. That type of investment was unusual, how-
ever. Credit remained tight in Mato Grosso, and most ranchers and 
drovers survived from drive to drive.78

It was no easy task to conduct up to 9,::: head over ;,::: kilome-
ters for sixty or more days. The number of cowboys depended on the 
size of the drive, requiring four to six per ;,::: head and the same num-
ber of mounts per rider to keep steeds fresh. This average remained 
constant down to the end of the drives in the ;<<:s. Salt had to be car-
ried or found en route, and water was always a concern. Boiadeiros nor-
mally owned everything used on the drive, from horses and mules and 
oxen to cooking utensils. In the early days they carried all their food 
with them, relying, as in the North American west, on a cook wagon 
to travel ahead of the herd and set up camp at an agreed-upon site. The 
normal fare included the traditional foods already described and, ac-
cording to Machado, “a lot of erva-mate.” In São Paulo, there were rest 
stops where food for the cowboys and forage were provided for a price. 
The drover paid all costs.7=

In Mato Grosso, mules o6 en were more common on the drive than 
horses; allegedly they were more resilient on the long journeys. Oxen 
also were common, particularly for pulling the cook wagon and carry-
ing some articles, and apparently herd dogs accompanied the boiadei-
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ros. Cattle were led by a cowboy who blew periodically on an enormous 
steer horn to keep the rhythm of the drive, while the rest $ anked the 
herd, cracking whips in the air as necessary to keep animals together. 
Drive trails were no more than %& meters wide (much narrower than 
the '& or (& meters in Rio Grande do Sul). Periodically, streams or riv-
ers had to be swum, until the road system expanded in Mato Grosso, 
beginning in the !)*&s. These tropical waterways teemed with + sh, in-
cluding the infamous piranha, whose feeding frenzy is legend, if ex-
aggerated. Cows could be seen with parts of their udders missing af-
ter having encountered these voracious aquatic carnivores, and where 
there was an extreme concentration of the + sh, especially when streams 
were low, a weak or old animal was sacri+ ced in order to draw them 
away and permit a safer crossing for the herd.,-

Though always a precarious business, drives during the boom pe-
riod were better served and gradually became more e.  cient as infra-
structure, such as the bridge over the Paraná, was improved. The char-
acter of the drives changed as well, developing into four phases that 
carried into recent years. These included fattened cattle for local con-
sumption, rainy-season drives to town slaughterhouses and charquea-
das, drives of hardier cattle to the traditional markets of São Paulo, and 
truck drives, which began in the !)"&s, to transport cattle to slaughter-
houses in the towns and into São Paulo. The regular raising of zebu 
cattle in the Pantanal from the !)/&s allowed that region to participate 
directly in the commercialization of cattle to São Paulo, instead of re-
lying on sales to the charqueadas. The new breed was important be-
cause the hooves of Pantaneiro cattle, well-adapted to the marshy Pan-
tanal terrain, were too so0  to withstand long drives. Zebu did not have 
this problem. Meanwhile, the introduction of truck drives helped to 
expand the state’s export of live cattle. From this time, drives took 
on a new character, and the long and arduous journeys east gradually 
came to an end. Most recently, cattle drives of any length are seen only 
in the most remote zones of Mato Grosso do Sul, such as parts of the 
Pantanal.,1

2  3456  78  2997::762;475 :  52;4<=  >2?7@

As outlined in chapter /, indigenous participation in the ranching 
world was largely centered on land access, which o0 en degenerated into 
con$ ict. At times, there was a form of accommodation, usually through 
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involvement in labor opportunities, but sometimes through migration. 
As might be expected, experiences di1 ered between groups and among 
individuals.

For example, indigenous Guarani, who lived along the Mato 
Grosso–Paraguay border, found their way of life challenged by the 
encroachment of the erva mate industry. These people, frequently 
called Kaiowá or Ñandeva, were said by Darcy Ribeiro to be descen-
dants of the Guarani from the Jesuit missions, who, a2 er the Spanish 
Crown’s expulsion of the Jesuits in 3454 and the gradual disintegration 
of the missions, chose to return to their original way of life as hunter- 
gatherers and subsistence farmers rather than integrate into mestizo 
Paraguayan society. In 3667, the Guarani were reported to number as 
many as 5,777. They worked periodically for Brazilian ranchers and 
settlers, but only in order to earn enough to purchase goods needed 
for their people, at which point they returned to their villages. They 
were initially recruited to work in the organized extraction of erva 
since, along with the majority Paraguayan workers, they spoke Gua-
rani. Eventually, the work regime and lack of respect for their cul-
ture, which had little in common with that of the Paraguayans, led to a 
messianic movement in the early 3877s. A small group of Guarani, dis-
turbed by the the2  of their lands and the exploitation of their people, 
followed several of their shamans to the east in search of a “Land with-
out Evil.” When they arrived on the São Paulo coast south of Santos, 
they established a thriving community based on an economy centered 
on the sea and eventually tourism.99

Other Guarani/Kaiowá remained in Mato Grosso, numbering 
:,777 to 5,777 in 38;:. Through the e1 orts of the Serviço de Proteção 
aos Índios (SPI), the state government awarded them three parcels to-
taling <,577 hectares near Dourados in 38;5, on which they collected 
erva mate and engaged in farming. Their lands were also placed o1 -
limits to nontribal members by the SPI, to restrict exploitation of erva 
in their territory by freelance operators and nearby settlers. This also 
helped limit the spread of diseases like tuberculosis and alcoholism, a 
problem particularly acute among those members who maintained reg-
ular contact with the settlers.9=

For the Kadiwéu, increased settlement and the group’s relative 
poverty led many young people to seek work on the expanding ranches. 
By the beginning of the twentieth century, Kadiwéu cowboys were a 
common sight on local ranches, while others were contracted as pro-
fessional hunters and day laborers. The irregular migration of those 
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members who normally would have supported the tribe through hunt-
ing and $ shing guaranteed that the Kadiwéu experienced a process of 
slow acculturation, if resisted by many members of the tribe. The land 
issue had not been fully resolved either. The development of ranches 
awarded to the large foreign conglomerates Fomento Argentino and Fa-
zendas Francesas in Kadiwéu territory during the empire meant there 
were jurisdictional disputes, although these did not degenerate into vi-
olence as they did with Malheiros. Most of the con% ict came from the 
occasional act of rustling and the forcible removal of any encampment 
set up within the ranches’ boundaries. Not surprisingly, ranch admin-
istrators and their employees expressed a lack of respect for native cul-
ture. According to Claude Lévi-Strauss, who visited the Kadiwéu in the 
!&'(s, his peaceful interactions with the tribe opened the eyes of the 
administrator of the French-owned ranch and led to closer communi-
cation between the natives and several ranchers.)*

Nonetheless, because de$ nitive jurisdiction over land was not fully 
resolved until the !&#(s, the ability of the Kadiwéu to expand and % our-
ish was highly limited. Ranching continued to expand into their terri-
tory, and hunting and $ shing were subsequently restricted. The cre-
ation of FUNAI in the !&+(s brought greater scrutiny of relations with 
native peoples, a, er which the population increased to roughly !,+(( by 
!&&# and economic opportunities expanded. A handicra,  industry or-
ganized by the Kadiwéu themselves is an important source of income, 
especially for women. Beginning in the !&#(s, ranching became a sig-
ni$ cant activity through mutual partnerships (parceria) with outside 
investors.)-

The Terena were the most visible on ranches throughout the time 
period. Allegedly, members of the tribe were prized as employees by 
the Brazilian settlers, largely because they were hard workers and ex-
hibited a passive nature. Yet, until later in the twentieth century, per-
manent employment was not that common, in part because relations 
were strained between the workers and ranch owners. As ranch work-
ers, the natives were not spared the burden of debt service. Unlike 
servitude under the Guaikuru, the European concept of debt service 
did not include any freedom of movement whatsoever, forcing ranch 
hands, agricultural workers, and erva laborers to remain in one region 
until they had paid o.  their debts. Since income was so low, especially 
for indigenous laborers, the possibilities of escaping debt were min-
imal at best. For the cowboy, the nature of whose work o. ered some 
freedom of movement, this was not so serious a problem, but for other 
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ranch workers conditions were highly onerous. The ranch store with its 
high prices was common. In one case, a rancher exploited the debt pro-
cess by lowering individual debts at the beginning of the year, then en-
couraging celebration by selling alcohol to the native workers, increas-
ing their debts once again. Some ranchers followed the lead of the erva 
industry by utilizing corporal punishment; because the ranchers were 
close to local authorities (if not holding the positions themselves), it 
was guaranteed that 1 ight to avoid debt was restricted. The expansion 
of ranches not only a2 ected individuals but also had a deleterious e2 ect 
on indigenous communities.34

As noted in chapter 5, Cândido Mariano da Silva Rondon’s experi-
ence with several tribes in Mato Grosso and violence against natives in a 
number of states led to the founding of the SPI. That momentous deci-
sion by the federal government fundamentally altered Brazilian-Indian 
relations throughout Brazil. It was an innovation in the o6  cial treat-
ment of native peoples, for it removed jurisdiction over Indians from 
the states, where local politics and in1 uence had frequently under-
mined attempts to provide equal rights to the aboriginals, and placed 
the service’s direction under a man of part native extraction himself, 
deeply committed to the betterment of all tribal peoples in Brazil.37

The creation of SPI villages was not the end of exploitation, how-
ever, since the natives were seldom permitted full control over their 
daily lives; legally they were considered adolescents and thus incapa-
ble of making their own decisions.89 The concept within the service 
was that aboriginals needed care and control in order to survive the 
onslaught of settlement and attempts to take over Indian lands and to 
enter civilized Brazilian society. This meant that community activi-
ties, labor, and religious beliefs all came under its supervision. In some 
cases, this was to the bene: t of the natives and received their support, 
especially if it involved restriction of alcohol; in others, it created ten-
sions with the service and divisions within communities.8;

The SPI took over many of the traditional rights and obligations 
of the chiefs, placing this authority under the local Brazilian direc-
tors, some of whom were not particularly scrupulous. Native labor of-
ten had been contracted out by the chiefs, particularly to the ranches 
and the railroad. With the establishment of SPI posts, this responsibil-
ity passed to the director. In some cases exploitation occurred, as ranch-
ers made deals with individual directors for cheap labor and customar-
ily paid wages directly to the directors, who would then control native 
cowboy access to their hard-earned wages. Nonetheless, the presence of 
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the SPI helped to uphold the interests of the natives against those of lo-
cal settlers and authorities. Reserve boundaries were defended, if not 
always as e$ ectively as necessary, and labor relations were irregularly 
monitored for abuse.%&

Still, for most groups, relations with the SPI were fragile. Until the 
reorganization of the service into FUNAI, all economic activities on 
reserves were dictated by the Indian agents. Though generally honest 
men, these bureaucrats held views of Indian abilities and culture that 
frequently con' icted with the self- perceptions of the natives. Indeed, 
by its nature the SPI only accelerated a process of integration that had 
begun with the dispersal of native peoples in the ( rst place.

For the Terena, wage labor and Brazilian customs, habits, and diet 
contributed to the acculturation of many tribe members. By the !)*#s, 
few still engaged in hunting and gathering. The extended family struc-
ture and village communality, weakened by the need to seek work out-
side the community, had been replaced by individual family units, fur-
ther eroding traditional culture and permitting greater control from 
outside. This breakdown was signi( cant in opening the reserves to 
missionary groups, supported by the SPI. The experience of the Te-
rena with both Protestant and Catholic missionaries was not a happy 
one, as communities split over religious di$ erences and con' icts en-
sued between missionaries and the SPI. In some cases, growing antag-
onism forced several families to seek other villages or to leave the re-
serve system altogether.%+

The Terena experience with the expansion of ranching and settle-
ment in Mato Grosso was di$ erent from that of the Kadiwéu, but it 
was still harsh. That the Terena managed to survive and to multiply to 
a population in !))) of nearly !",### in several villages probably has as 
much to do with their adaptability to Brazilian society and their inte-
gration, if culturally altering, into the rural proletariat of the nation. In 
this way, and with the initial support of the SPI, they were able to sur-
vive an abusive process of frontier expansion while preserving, at least 
in part, some customs and lifestyles. Like the Kadiwéu, Terena culture 
and handicra, s have gained a stature today that would have been un-
thinkable during those years when, at best, the group was looked on 
with “tolerant disdain,” at worst as an expendable obstruction to the 
spread of modern civilization.%-

Labor in Mato Grosso’s ranching sector was not dramatically dif-
ferent from that encountered in other ranching regimes throughout the 
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Americas. It involved working cattle, constructing and repairing fenc-
ing and buildings, as well as tanning hides, tending to gardens, and the 
like. Also like many cattle regimes, the labor force was made up of an 
ethnically heterogeneous population, including foreigners and native 
peoples. This generated inevitable prejudices but also led to outside in-
1 uences that helped form characteristics of the Mato Grosso rural sec-
tor that endure to the present day. Many of the chores done in ranching 
today are identical or similar to those of the past, indicating the dura-
bility of its work regime.

Perhaps distinctive to Mato Grosso was the division of labor be-
tween vaqueiros and ranch hands, whereby the former dealt only with 
cattle and refused to work at other chores. A certain cowboy aristoc-
racy developed as their treatment and compensation surpassed that of 
ranch hands. Also, they were a permanent 2 xture, whereas ranch hands 
were normally hired seasonally. This did not mean, however, that cow-
boys were permanent employees on one ranch, for there was continual 
migration among ranches. Nor were ranch hands necessarily dismissed 
a3 er every season, as some, particularly those who were married, were 
able to stay on the ranches as camaradas, with their own responsibilities 
and living quarters. The relationship between ranch owners and their 
employees, then, could vary from mutual trust and friendship to se-
vere exploitation. The latter circumstance was generally more common 
when ranches were remote, especially in the early years, or when there 
was a surfeit of labor, as during the 4546s and 4576s.

Other labor essential to the ranching economy involved the cattle 
drive. Here, the regional and national economy determined the char-
acter and costs of the drive, and ranchers in Mato Grosso were at the 
mercy of cattle buyers in Rio de Janeiro or São Paulo or local charquea-
das. This dependence was particularly acute during the boom of World 
War I and the 4576s, when the São Paulo slaughterhouses controlled 
most of the market and consequently the national industry. Because ap-
peals for improved rail services or local slaughterhouses tended to fall 
on deaf 2 scal ears, Mato Grosso was forced to rely on the drive well 
into the 4586s. The drive may seem romantic to folklorists and the gen-
eral public, but was an important factor in slowing expansion of the re-
gional cattle industry beyond its traditional role as a purveyor of cheap 
animals to the national market.

Ranching also had a profound e9 ect on the original inhabitants of 
Mato Grosso. Competition for land, deep cultural misunderstandings, 
and abusive exploitation of Indian labor all contributed to the decima-
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tion of tribal populations. Those groups most resistant to rancher en-
croachment onto their traditional lands su$ ered the most. Groups who 
were integrated, at least partially, into the ranches survived in greater 
numbers, although su$ ering the loss of culture and their previous way 
of life. The presence of the SPI did permit, at least in part, the preser-
vation of some vestiges of native culture. It also was an instrument in 
the expansion of Brazilian society that led to the assimilation of many 
native groups, a signi% cant number of whom became part of a rural 
working class that found employment in ranching.
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The Dynamics of the Mundane
$%$&'()'  &)*+,"*-

The everyday activities of ranching usually are similar across 
regimes, but in every region they take on a particular char-
acter rooted in the local human and environmental condi-

tions. For Mato Grosso, an added feature was the question of ranching 
e.  ciency. Economic demands imposed from outside the state drew at-
tention to what was frequently characterized as sluggish traditionalism 
versus innovative modernization, the latter usually expressed as “ratio-
nal” ranching. Throughout the period under study, observers repeat-
edly worried about the backward state of the local industry, yet ranch-
ers’ responses were not as simple as they were o/ en portrayed.

0,$  0& )("0"1*)2  )*(  0,$  & )0"1*)2

Despite the growth of animal and human populations and a grad-
ual expansion of production and exports, Mato Grosso’s so-called back-
wardness remained a major concern for the region’s presidents. In an 
3456 report, the provincial president blamed “lazy Matogrossenses” for 
the virtual absence of agricultural and ranching development, but Pres-
ident Cardozo also cited the lack of manpower caused by the recently 
terminated war, the irregular transportation facilities, a lack of capi-
tal, and disease. Cardozo thus insisted that Rio must accord greater at-
tention to the strategic border area if it was to emerge from its “leth-
argy.” Rio responded by exempting most Mato Grosso cattle products 
from export taxes, and in 3457 it o8 ered a prize of 9 milreis per head 
for the import of purebred breeding bulls.: Little appears to have come 
of these e8 orts, as João Severiano da Fonseca, traveling through the 
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area just a few years later as part of a Brazilian commission demarcating 
the Brazilian-Bolivian border, remarked on a profound lack of initia-
tive among Mato Grosso ranchers, who were involved only in the buy-
ing and selling of their animals, otherwise allowing the semiferal cat-
tle to fend for themselves. He argued that most Brazilian ranchers were 
aware of the value of managing their animals, providing water and salt, 
and planting pasture, yet in Mato Grosso such practices were ignored, 
to the detriment of the industry’s future. As we have seen, a decade 
later Vice President Ramos Ferreira lamented the wretched state of 
ranching, emphasizing its disorganization and hinting at a lack of inter-
est in improvement on the part of ranchers.$

The same sentiment was expressed over succeeding decades and 
continued well into the twentieth century. To be fair, the criticism was 
not con% ned solely to Mato Grosso. Ranching throughout the country, 
particularly in the Center-West, occasioned continual reproach for its 
“rudimentary” character, largely compared with more lucrative ranch-
ing in Argentina and North America. In !&'(, a study of ranching in 
Minas Gerais concluded that the problem was a combination of insuf-
% cient capital investment, inadequate technical skill and training, and 
lack of government interest. The author’s recommendations—more at-
tention to better and cheaper transportation, construction of local fri-
gorí% cos and charqueadas, and organization of marketing through cat-
tle fairs—were all equally applicable to Mato Grosso. Yet, rudimentary 
ranching was still a concern in Brazil ten years later, when Eduardo 
Cotrim, a distinguished Brazilian veterinarian and agricultural expert 
in the São Paulo state government, reported that Brazilian ranching 
had hardly developed in recent years:

We do not have any method whatsoever. Up to today, our cattle have 
lived in complete abandonment. The industry does not exist because 
the system adopted as the most convenient is that of perfect savagery 
[selvageria].

Speaking primarily of the Center-West, Cotrim believed that only with 
strict care of cattle and concerted support of the industry could ranch-
ing emerge from its perceived stupor.)

In Mato Grosso this critique was routine. In !&'*, Virgílio Alves 
Corrêa listed the reasons for ranching’s failure to progress in the state. 
He mentioned the ease with which ranching could be undertaken, as 
well as government inertia in recognizing the importance of the in-
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dustry to the region and to its own income, despite its reliance on taxes 
from cattle production. He also cited high import taxes and freight 
rates, which discouraged imports of fencing wire and breeder animals, 
plus inadequate transportation. He did not spare the form of ranching, 
however, and especially condemned the practice of communal cattle 
raising and / eld burning, which exhausted pastures and added to care 
costs and losses of animals. Echoing earlier recommendations, Corrêa 
urged the federal government to support local ranching with subsidies, 
tax exemptions, and free training. These solutions came slowly as time-
tested methods continued to dominate.0

!"#  #++#&!)'1  '221)*'!),&  ,-  -)3#

Despite Corrêa’s concerns about the use of / re to clear / elds, tropi-
cal cattle raising relied on this historic, if controversial, practice. Burn-
ing to improve pasture for grazing was common in Europe before 
the conquest of the Americas, and burning was widely applied by na-
tive peoples living in the plains of the Americas as an aid to hunting. 
The arrival of ranching only expanded the practice. By the 4567s, neo- 
Europeans and their cattle were a permanent presence in Mato Grosso, 
and the regular burning of / elds soon had a noticeable impact.8

The application of / re for clearing in savanna today is a com-
plex issue. Environmentalists and some scientists argue that the prac-
tice should be abandoned, while most ranchers supported by other sci-
entists have urged some form of controlled burning. Annual burning 
is the quickest and most cost-e9 ective method to renew grasses that 
have lost their palatability or nutritive value because of age or over-
grazing. This is especially the case where extensive ranching predomi-
nates. The intention is multifold: to clear old and coarse grasses, brush, 
and shrubs; to leave a mineral-rich ash layer (calcium, magnesium, and 
potassium) for the growth of new grasses; to kill parasites and insects 
like ticks; to form protective clearings against accidental / res; and to 
attract animals to an area otherwise avoided because of old and unpal-
atable grasses. Employed over the long term, however, and especially in 
conjunction with overpasturing, / re causes permanent damage, a seri-
ous matter when the area a9 ected is restricted, as it is on small ranches. 
Soil nitrogen is consumed through the burning of surface litter; soils 
lose humus and eventually become hard and mineral poor, leading to 
surface erosion; invader grasses, which are o: en tougher and less pal-
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atable, push out species common to the area; and the entry of termites 
and other damaging soil insects is encouraged, further impoverishing 
the soil. In addition, conditions become propitious for the entry of cat-
tle parasites such as ticks and berne # y. One writer described the result 
in Mato Grosso as “the law of the least e$ ort employed in squandering, 
in the short term, landed capital.”%

In Mato Grosso, and in Brazil as a whole, the economic rationale 
won out almost exclusively, including to the present day. Burning had 
been practiced in the country for centuries. In eastern Mato Grosso, 
Alfred Taunay of the !&"' expeditionary force noted the widespread 
use of ( re by ranchers from western Goiás to Coxim near the head-
waters of the Taquari River.) For the most part, there was no attempt 
to control burning, as ( res were simply set and le*  to burn for weeks. 
More than the pasture was destroyed, as # ames were dependent on 
the serendipity of the winds. In !+,-, agricultural expert Joaquim. C. 
Travassos described a scene witnessed throughout Brazil during the 
winter months:

Burning the cerrado, in the !"#$s. Courtesy of Elza Dória Passos.
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For centuries the entire surface of Brazil, in the months of July, Au-
gust and September, [has] blaze[d] like an ocean of / re, the atmo-
sphere full of parching smoke and cinders, darkened, sti0 ing us un-
der a blanket of dense smog that even makes navigation di1  cult.2

At roughly the same time, Franz Van Dionant, the Belgian administra-
tor of Descalvados, described burning in Mato Grosso that went on for 
weeks:

The curtain of 0 ames, from one to several kilometers wide, and oc-
casionally of several leagues, o3 en rises to great heights. The columns 
of opaque smoke surge even higher and with the clouds sometimes 
completely obscure the sun. The heat is intense, the air thins; animals 
0 ee in terror, man feels an uneasiness, an anxiety analogous to what 
one feels before a severe storm, but even more intense.4

The impact on the environment triggered doubts quite early. To-
ward the end of the nineteenth century, some Brazilian observers began 
to question the usefulness of indiscriminate burning. Botanist J.5Bar-
bosa Rodrigues, on a trip through southern Mato Grosso in 6789, de-
scribed dry / elds ruined by cattle and indiscriminate burning, which 
he felt was rapidly destroying the region. In 6867, Moises Bertoni wrote 
that in the Paraguayan highlands, part of which borders on Mato Grosso, 
the practice of regular burning had diminished productivity, and native 
grasses had already disappeared or were disappearing in response to the 
combination of / re and indiscriminate grazing. His assessment of con-
ditions in Paraguay was a portent of what was to come in Mato Grosso. 
By the 68:;s, observers were noting a signi/ cant amount of deforesta-
tion caused by felling and burning, even along rivers and streams, where 
such clearing was ostensibly prohibited by state law. Also noticed in the 
same period were numerous termite mounds between Três Lagoas and 
Campo Grande, an indication of soil degradation caused by the com-
bination of / re and overpasturing. Studies done in 68<6 revealed that 
the nutritious native mimoso, Heteropogon villosus, was fast disappearing 
where it was burned and cattle were allowed to graze soon a3 er. This 
combination severely compromised the survival of native species, which 
generally have shallower root systems than the hardier invaders. Dur-
ing his journey, Taunay observed the spread of the / re-hardy and coarse 
barba de bode in western São Paulo, the Triângulo, western Goiás, and 
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eastern Mato Grosso. He attributed this to uncontrolled burning. In ad-
dition, indiscriminate use of $ re contributed to a rise in cattle pests.%&

The proliferation of ticks and berne and warble ' ies appears to be 
the result of regular burning and overpasturing. As soils are degraded 
and tougher, woodier vegetation invades, conditions improve for the 
insects. Fires retard their development for a short time, but since $ elds 
are usually burned during the insects’ dormant cycle, $ res are not es-
pecially e( ective in eliminating the pests. The increase in insects, es-
pecially berne ' ies, was noticed in Mato Grosso in the !)*+s and appar-
ently became a problem for cattle. With time, prophylactic measures 
kept the ' ies in check throughout most of the region, although not all 
ranchers could a( ord to treat cattle regularly. Despite these negative re-
sults, not all observers were decidedly against the use of $ re.%%

Rodolpho Endlich saw $ re in a di( erent light. He did not consider 
the practice destructive per se, and he emphasized that forest was not 
destroyed, since trees were generally resistant and acted as $ rebreaks. 
He acknowledged a negative return, however, if burning occurred out-
side the season of August to October. The bene$ t of new green shoots 
would soon be o( set by an invasion of tough grasses and weeds. This 
opinion was echoed some years later by Cotrim, who recommended the 
use of $ re throughout Brazil, since he saw the need to renew grasses in 
the most economical manner possible and believed that ticks were per-
manently eliminated as well. Such burning did have to be controlled, 
preferably through division and rotation of pastures, and control of 
this sort required the expense of fencing and extra labor, which simply 
were not within the budget of many ranchers. This was particularly the 
case among smaller ranchers, who had limited space in which to pasture 
their animals, a situation common on the campo limpo.%,

More recently, Ana Primavesi has accepted that in extensive ranch-
ing, annual burning has been the cheapest and most e( ective method 
of rejuvenating pastures in remote regions. As such, she does not con-
demn this practice outright but perceives burning as somewhat rational. 
Where a form of “minimigration” occurred, as ranchers took advantage 
of seemingly unlimited territory to rotate their animals, environmental 
damage was limited, at least as long as the cattle were not restricted to 
one area for too long. As the sector expanded and competition for space 
increased, such practices lost their validity. Strictly speaking, Primavesi 
is correct, although the environmental consequences of ranching over 
time reveal the complexity of cattle’s interaction with their surround-
ings, especially given the distinct ecological zones of Mato Grosso.%-
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In the Pantanal, / re was and is less important than in the cerrado. 
Although seasonal 0 ooding takes the place of burning to rejuvenate pas-
ture, / re was used periodically, largely in the drier eastern region bor-
dering the cerrado, with local impact. The use of / re appears to have 
started as soon as cattle were introduced to the region, though it became 
common only in the years following the Paraguayan War. Burning was 
most frequent in the northern sectors of the Pantanal, where popula-
tion pressure was greatest. During the postwar reorganization, many 
new ranchers set / res in an attempt to round up the unbranded feral 
cattle of abandoned government ranches. In other sectors of the Panta-
nal, some burning was common during the initial occupation of the ter-
ritory in order to clear land of brush and trees for the construction of 
ranch buildings and for easier pasturing. Renato Ribeiro relates how his 
ancestors in the 1234s and 1254s set / res that lasted weeks and covered 
hundreds of hectares. For the most part, however, burning in most of 
the Pantanal was done only to remove scrub where cattle had not grazed 
and when pasture was needed in times of emergency, such as a6 er an 
excessive 0 ood year or if a rare frost killed existing grasses, and in the 
periodic hunting of jaguars.78

Nonetheless, there were some detrimental e9 ects of / re speci/ c 
to the Pantanal. It was recognized that burning produced a great deal 
of ash that could be harmful to / sh when it entered the river system, 
disrupting the aquatic life cycle. For a time, it was believed that exces-
sive potassium from the ash killed / sh directly, since residents noted 
many thousands of dead / sh a6 er burning. It appears, however, that it 
is the excessive growth of aquatic vegetation, forming 0 oating islands 
and triggering decomposition, which increases levels of carbon diox-
ide in the water and deprives the / sh of oxygen. Locally called diquada 
or dequada, and in other regions toque, this has been a recurrent prob-
lem in various regions of the Pantanal. It is not clear how much burning 
contributes to this situation. At the same time, ranchers noticed that 
animals grazing on the new grasses developed a nutritional de/ ciency 
if they ingested potassium through the ash while maintaining a low-salt 
diet. Potassium chlorate combines with sodium chlorate in the blood to 
eliminate sodium through urination.7:

As late as the 1;<4s and 1;34s, observers continued to critique simi-
lar rudimentary practices, as well as limited / scal investment, isolation, 
de/ cient transportation, inadequate capital for improvements, and la-
bor shortages. The problem was primarily one of extensive ranching. 
Until land took on a value other than as a medium for animals to go 
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forth and multiply, ranching relied on nature for its survival. There 
was a certain logic in this, for if the climate is su$  ciently benign, as 
it was in most of Mato Grosso, cattle could survive on their own with 
limited inputs from ranchers. There was little competition from wild 
herbivores, predators were a nuisance but not a major threat to herds, 
and there was plenty of forage and even natural salt to sustain signi% -
cant numbers of animals. Any losses incurred either went unnoticed or 
were seen as the cost of doing business.&'

()*+,-.)./01  2/3  04.(+  5,/10+ 2(/01

Thanks to such rudimentary conditions, ranching in Mato Grosso 
compared unfavorably with Rio Grande do Sul and Argentina, but the 
state’s cattle sector shared this weakness with most of the rest of the na-
tion. Cotrim argued that although cattle in the Center-West lived in 
“complete abandonment,” the nation’s ranching sector had a potentially 
bright future if “rational” methods such as veterinary care, wire fenc-
ing, planted pasture, and cross-breeding were introduced. Those were 
serious concerns for Brazilian veterinary scientists well into the !67#s, 
and their apprehensions were re8 ected in proposals for Mato Grosso.&9

The main concern was the quality of cattle for meat production. 
Mato Grosso herds were considered inferior to animals from more con-
trolled ranching in Argentina or Rio Grande do Sul. A semiferal an-
imal is usually lean, tough, and wary. Roundup of such animals could 
be a di$  cult process, resembling a hunt more than a harvest, and the 
quantity and quality of meat and hides produced generated only min-
imal income. The result was close to subsistence ranching, despite the 
vast expanses of territory claimed by some ranchers. Unless the inputs 
necessary for improvements were compensated by higher cattle prices, 
little attempt could be expected to improve the situation. Here, the iso-
lation of Mato Grosso was decisive, for the cost of raising an animal 
any other way was seldom recovered in its sale. Poor transportation, 
scarce rural credit, high taxes, and competition from other ranching 
areas of Brazil combined to prevent Mato Grosso ranchers from mod-
ernizing their operations, even when there was the will and knowledge 
necessary for a modest beginning. Under the circumstances, extensive 
ranching was not the product of a simple, backward view of the world. 
Rather, it was the only available response to environmental and eco-
nomic conditions that limited the scope of action.&:
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Veterinary Care, Experimental Farms, and Cattle Fairs

These conditions were understood by several observers, including 
some presidents of the state. O/  cial attention was not absent, but it was 
limited because government resources were scarce and politicians were 
further restrained by competing political demands. As noted in chap-
ter01, transformation came with the boom of World War I, when the 
value of Mato Grosso cattle inextricably drew the state into the broader 
national and international economies, though o/  cial recognition of the 
possibilities began a few short years before. In 2324, President Costa 
Marques suggested the purchase of breeder-age cows and heifers, the 
subdivision of large ranches, introduction of fencing on a wider scale, 
improvement of transportation facilities, and the development of an 
e5 ective medicine to combat mal das cadeiras in horses. He suggested 
that the state o5 er assistance in 6 nding a cure and that it establish an 
experimental farm or ranch (campo de demonstração) to improve cattle 
breeds. The suggestions, though not particularly new, fell on more re-
sponsive ears with the wartime demand, and eventually some concrete 
measures were taken to support the sector.78

In emulation of initiatives in São Paulo beginning in 293:, a state 
agricultural school and a campo de demonstração were established near 
Cuiabá in 2324–2321. World War I stimulated the creation of a feira de 
gado (live cattle market or fair) in 2323 at Três Lagoas, modeled on fei-
ras established during the colonial era and in Minas Gerais at the end 
of the nineteenth century. The measures were intended to encour-
age the application of modern ranching methods, as practiced in other 
nations, and to aid in the marketing of Mato Grosso cattle to the São 
Paulo slaughterhouses.;<

Yet these facilities were insu/  cient and poorly maintained. Just 
one year a= er it opened, President Manoel Faria e Albuquerque de-
clared the experimental farm expensive and overly bureaucratic. His 
report suggested that itinerant extension agents might be cheaper and 
more e5 ective. Nevertheless, the farm continued to function, and by 
234> some grasses had been planted for study and three purebred bulls 
purchased. In 2329, the federal government also proposed setting up a 
fazenda modelo (model ranch) in Campo Grande on land provided by 
the state, but Cuiabá delayed acquiring a site. By the mid-234>s, the 
experimental farm had been shut down, ostensibly for 6 nancial rea-
sons, although the state president favored the concept. In his 234: re-
port, President Mario Corrêa da Costa suggested that its grounds be 
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used as a “Patronato Agricola” to teach traveling instructors. The fol-
lowing year he reported that the model ranch at Campo Grande was 
not yet functioning, even though the state had bought land and donated 
it to the Ministry of Agriculture, and a director had been appointed 
in !$#%. This delay could have been attributed to the civil upheaval of 
!$#%–!$#&, for the director reported in mid-!$#' that construction of 
the “( rst works” would begin shortly. Nevertheless, the ranch was still 
idle in !$#$.)*

The following year, the Campo Grande ranch had only planted 
a few hectares of pasture and no buildings had yet been constructed. 
The new federal government of Getúlio Vargas halted even that mini-
mal activity, which was not surprising, since Vargas soon replaced most 
public o+  cials. Eventually the Vargas regime paid more attention to es-
tablishing Brazil’s hold on its remote regions than had previous govern-
ments, and by !$,& the ranch was in operation, engaging in breeding ex-
periments under the direction of the Ministry of Agriculture.)) World 
War-II and the postwar transition to democracy distracted most legis-
lators, causing the ranch’s work to be uneven, and ranchers paid it little 
attention. Years later, attempts were made to formalize animal health 
(for example, a state government laboratory in Aquidauana distributed 
vaccines in the !$&.s), but little was developed until !$"', when the fa-
zenda modelo became part of the national center for the study of beef 
cattle under the auspices of the federal Empresa Brasileira de Pesquisa 
Agropecuária (EMBRAPA), o+  cially created in !$",.)/

The feira de gado in Três Lagoas experienced similar obstacles. 
Under private concession, the feira had operated since !$#., but by 
!$#' it had contributed little to stimulate either local business or the 
Mato Grosso cattle industry in general. Letters written to a Três Lagoas 
weekly in mid-!$#' complained that the best e0 orts of the directors had 
achieved nothing because the state government o0 ered the feira little 
support. Bridges between the cattle center of Campo Grande and Três 
Lagoas were still not completed, relegating the cattle drives to contin-
ued use of the Paranaíba and Porto XV de Novembro trails. The feira 
o0 ered no pesticide baths, developed pastures, or zootechnical sta-
tion; there was virtually no infrastructure, and water and electricity 
were insu+  cient. The letters also noted that the demand for cattle was 
greater than the supply; hence, animals were purchased the traditional 
way, on the ranches themselves, bypassing the feira altogether and un-
dermining the promise of competition. President Corrêa da Costa’s ad-
dress the following year bowed to the critics, emphasizing that as long 
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as bridges between Três Lagoas and Campo Grande and Paranaíba were 
not / nished, and given the traditional nature of cattle raising in the 
state, the feira simply was irrelevant. He might also have added that 
the taxes charged by the feira and the still incomplete rail bridge across 
the Paraná River made Três Lagoas an illogical export center for Mato 
Grosso ranchers.01

Little improved in subsequent years, as a letter from the mayor 
of Três Lagoas in 2345 indicated. The mayor pointed out that the feira 
was closed, its pastures inactive, and a bridge over the Sucuriú River 
on the trail to Paranaíba had been constructed of wood instead of the 
iron stipulated in the feira’s contract with the government. As a result, 
the municipality was forced to repair it constantly, described as a “real 
calamity.” Considering that the bridge over the Paraná was now com-
plete, opening up opportunities for rail transport to the São Paulo win-
ter pastures, he saw no excuse for the failure of the feira. State gov-
ernment intervention was requested. Yet the feira appears to have been 
abandoned, for no more reference was made in subsequent reports and 
newspaper articles through the 2345s and 2365s.07

There was some hope, however, as reported in another Três La-
goas newspaper. At the start of 2389, a veterinary post was opened to 
ranchers there. Under the direction of the federal Ministry of Agri-
culture, it o: ered information, vaccines, and other medicines. Appar-
ently it was part of a rudimentary program undertaken by the federal 
government, one that had been requested by rancher organizations and 
the state government for years. Similar to the fazenda modelo in Campo 
Grande, the post limped along with limited / nancing and attention un-
til the development of the EMBRAPA network, which superseded its 
utility. Such posts were only part of the recommendations made dur-
ing the 2385s for continued improvement of the cattle industry. Other 
important measures that required implementation included organized 
imports of breeder bulls, breeding stations, disease control, pasture se-
lection and instructions in rational utilization, and cheaper imports of 
fencing wire. Observers argued that most of these measures could be 
best addressed in the model ranches; however, the arrival of modern 
methods of ranching came from other sources.0;

Planted Pastures

When Antonio Simoens da Silva wrote that “[c]attle are the mirror 
of the land” in the early 2385s, he was referring primarily to what he 
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perceived as nutritious grasses supporting remarkably healthy cattle.$% 
Certainly, quality grasses make for stout, robust animals. However, be-
cause herd populations were o& en di'  cult to ascertain with any accu-
racy in Mato Grosso, others observed vast territories set aside for rela-
tively few animals. In the !()*s, Rodolpho Endlich estimated that local 
conditions demanded + hectares per head, much more than the ,.+ to 
+ hectares in Paraguay and !.( hectares in Argentina. Yet he also re-
ported that a ranch of more than (-*,*** hectares hosted some (*,*** 
animals, a sizable number by any standard but at a density over !* hect-
ares per head. Clearly, not all land was suitable for grazing, but later ob-
servers noted similar land-to-animal ratios. Miguel Lisboa, who par-
ticipated in the initial railroad survey across southern Mato Grosso, 
pointed out that ideal land-animal ratios in Mato Grosso depended on 
local environmental and geographic conditions. In the Pantanal, he be-
lieved, the land could support one head per ,., hectares; in the higher 
elevations, where the soil was less fertile and rainfall less frequent, the 
ratio decreased to one head per #.- to . hectares. In the Vacaria, condi-
tions were slightly more favorable, +.. to #.- hectares for each animal.$/

With time, and as more studies were conducted throughout Bra-
zil, recommendations ranged all over the map. Depending on the re-
gion, estimates in the !),*s suggested that Mato Grosso natural pastures 
could support one head on , to -.- hectares. Comparisons were made 
with Argentina, which in !)!. was operating on a much more lucrative 
ratio of one steer per hectare on planted pasture. Little had changed by 
the mid-!)+*s. As an example of general perceptions, the Vargas govern-
ment calculated territorial taxes based on . hectares per head. Obser-
vations in the early !)-*s estimated that the cerrado could support one 
head per ,.# to + hectares on natural grasses, but up to , head per hect-
are on planted pasture. In the Pantanal, the ratio was between ,.) and 
+.+ hectares per animal on natural pasture, while the Vacaria was said to 
support !.+ head per hectare on its natural pasture.$0 Given these varia-
tions, the conclusion of most outside observers was that the most pro-
ductive and e'  cient method of raising cattle in the region was through 
the introduction of exotic grasses.

The idea was not new, for as early as the !(-*s, the rotation of pas-
tures had been recommended to maintain the quality of forage. In later 
decades, observers urged the use of imported grasses, although in the 
!()*s some ranching circles emphasized the value of native species. One 
aspect of animal nutrition that tended to be ignored, however, was the 
potential for plant toxicity in free-range ranching. It was an important 
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consideration, but for most ranchers such risks had never been a ma-
jor concern; that was simply the cost of raising cattle. Hence, little was 
done on the ground, reinforcing arguments by observers who saw an 
urgency for regular access to more nutritious forage. Ultimately, the 
perceived pressure to emulate the success of Argentina led to an almost 
absolute faith in the value of introduced grasses./0

The most serious attempts to introduce planted pasture to Mato 
Grosso were made by the foreign consortia. Brazil Land 1 rst planted 
exotics a2 er serious frost in 3435–3436 contributed to the loss of all of 
its imported breeding stock. The example was followed by all the other 
foreign operations and even some Brazilian ranchers who had su7  cient 
capital for the investment. African-origin grasses like jaraguá (Hy-
par ren hia rufa) and gordura (Melinis minuti$ ora or M. multi$ ora), plus 
rhodes grass, sorghum grass, and even alfalfa, were planted. The most 
successful were jaraguá and gordura, and following long experience 
with these species among ranchers across the interior of Brazil, they 
were the principal species recommended, not only by Brazil Land but 
also by agronomists in São Paulo and Rio. Planting followed the pat-
tern set in São Paulo, where winter pastures near the slaughterhouses of 
Barretos, Osasco, and elsewhere were sown with jaraguá and colonião 
(Panicum maximum, guinea grass)./8

Jaraguá grass, in the !%!&s. Roberto Cochrane Simonsen, The Meat and Cattle Industry 
of Brazil: Its Importance to Anglo-Brazilian Commerce (London: Industrial 
Publicity Service, !%!%), !'.
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The exotic grasses served only as fattening pasture near frigorí$ cos, 
and under the circumstances, the demand for planted pasture in Mato 
Grosso was limited. Little need was seen in the Pantanal, and some ob-
servers promoted the extensive tracts of native pasture in campo limpo. 
For ranchers other than the well-capitalized foreign operations, the 
costs of stringing fences and planting and maintaining pasture were 
simply beyond their means. Only with gradually increased wealth and 
diminishing access to native grasses did ranchers turn to planting. For 
the most part, planting did not occur on a signi$ cant scale until a% er 
World War II, and it only became common (though not in the Panta-
nal) in the !&"'s.()

Fencing

An important aspect of livestock and pasture care involves fencing. 
The need to con$ ne one’s cattle to a speci$ c geographic area for reasons 
of control and supervision is a common consideration for the rancher. 
In Mato Grosso, however, competition for land, either for agricultural 
farming or between ranches, was limited, and so ranchers there in-
frequently concentrated on enclosure, despite recommendations from 
livestock specialists. Diverse climatic conditions created other con-
straints. In the Pantanal, for example, only a few ranchers used any 
type of fencing, generally in the higher, drier zones, where natural bar-
riers like streams were rare. The main use was only to separate proper-
ties, and ranchers did not rotate pastures; the practice is still infrequent 
today. At the beginning of the twentieth century, outside observers be-
lieved that fencing would lower the cost of managing cattle by limiting 
their range, but it soon became evident that under extensive ranching 
conditions the cost of a horse and rider was cheaper than fencing wire. 
Although some trees were felled in the region, few were easily accessi-
ble, and the cost of labor to cut and carry wood for posts or rails was 
not justi$ ed unless land rights were in question. Once wire fencing en-
tered the region, however, ranchers usually used the carandá palm. The 
palm’s ubiquity and rapid growth reduced deforestation, and the envi-
ronmental stress caused by the concentration of animals through con-
$ nement was limited. The one signi$ cant value of fencing in the region 
was to keep neighboring horses o*  one’s property, above all during ep-
idemics of mal das cadeiras.((

Only as the changes of the !&+'s began to a* ect all of the state did 
ranchers in the Pantanal consider enclosure. In the rest of southern 
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Mato Grosso, the arrival of the railroad led to soaring land values and 
widespread speculation. The Pantanal, largely isolated from the rail-
road, experienced very little of its e/ ects. Some ranchers began to build 
fences in the hope that enclosures would increase their land value and 
diminish their work load. Nhecolândia was the 0 rst area where fenc-
ing was established in any signi0 cant manner, as it experienced the 0 rst 
wave of subdivisions. Indeed, only when large properties began to sub-
divide in the 1234s and 1254s did fencing expand.67

In the rest of Mato Grosso, particularly the Vacaria, where smaller 
ranchers o8 en lacked natural water or forest boundaries and thus ran 
the risk of disputes over calf ownership with neighbors, enclosure was 
more common. Still, the widespread use of fences took some time to 
develop, for several reasons, including a lack of wood, above all in the 
semiarid cerrado, and the high cost of imported wire.

The invention of barbed wire in the United States in the 19:4s rev-
olutionized organized ranching worldwide. Barbed wire was one of the 
major elements in the settlement of the American West, and it had a 
similar impact in Brazil.6; The wire was introduced into Mato Grosso 
comparatively late; it seems it was not noticeable until a8 er 1244. Un-
fortunately, because imports from São Paulo were never recorded, it is 
di<  cult to quantify the amount of wire entering the cerrado by way of 
São Paulo and Minas. Corumbá and Porto Murtinho customs records 
indicate that until the twentieth century, wire imports were irregular 
and in small quantities. Records from 124= on document that barbed 
wire was one of the more common imports, along with salt. Clearly the 
imports were destined for the ranching industry, probably in parts of 
the Pantanal and the Vacaria, but quite possibly as far as the cerrado. 
Regular imports noted through Porto Esperança a8 er 1219 indicate that 
this Paraguay River terminus for the railroad was more than likely used 
to move wire into the Campo Grande region, as it expanded with the 
cattle boom.6>

Wire was never cheap, and so it was restricted to those few ranchers 
who could a/ ord it. The federal government lowered its import taxes 
on barbed wire to stimulate its use, but even as late as the 12=4s, wire in 
Central Brazil cost four times what it cost in neighboring countries. In 
Mato Grosso, wire remained expensive throughout the period. It ap-
pears that a8 er 1215 virtually the only ranching operations that could 
a/ ord the heavy investment required to fence o/  extensive territories 
were large foreign concerns. Where ranchers did adopt wire, though, 
the combination of fencing and planting pasture damaged the savanna 
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environment and ultimately the rancher. That outcome was more o$ en 
the case where there was little continuing investment, which was com-
mon in Mato Grosso with its tradition of allowing cattle to fend for 
themselves. The result could be disastrous for future productivity. Do-
lor Andrade noticed as early as the !%&'s that in some areas of the cer-
rado, pastures had declined signi( cantly where there was fencing. He 
attributed this to a lack of attention on the part of ranchers. His obser-
vation indicates that fences were gradually becoming more common, 
though their spread was slow. Even into the late !%)'s, observers noted 
the absence of enclosures on many ranches.*+

Stocking Rates and Salt

Even under extensive ranching conditions, attentive ranchers had 
to tend to their animals. Breeding, birthing, castration, roundup, and 
disease control were fundamental parts of the ranching routine. While 
o,  cials and visitors repeatedly lamented the lack of attention paid to 
cattle, the concept of closer care for one’s herd was not absent from 
the consciousness of Mato Grosso ranchers. Severiano da Fonseca ob-
served in the late !#"'s that one rancher, Joaquim José da Silva Gomes, 
had managed to introduce planted pasture, permanent water holes, cor-
rals, orchards, and gardens on his Pantanal ranch. The son of the orig-
inal southern Pantanal rancher (the Baron of Vila Maria), Gomes was 
a leader in the region, but he was murdered before his e- orts could 
bear fruit. The ranch, Palmeira, apparently returned to its original un-
improved state a$ er his death in !#"., although his younger brother, 
Joaquim Eugênio Gomes da Silva (Nheco), settled an adjacent area 
in/!#"%.*0

As the opportunities for sales to outside markets improved, ranch-
ers increased the supervision of their animals, including the factors 
mentioned earlier. Above all, they paid attention to birth and mortality 
rates. Endlich noted in the early !%''s that ranchers throughout South 
America guided themselves by a herd growth rate of 1. percent per 
year. He judged that ( gure too high, especially in Mato Grosso, where 
he saw more arduous natural conditions than elsewhere. Depending 
on the ranch, he estimated a doubling of herds within six years, as op-
posed to three years in Argentina. Endlich based his assessment on the 
di,  culty of commercial sale, ranching consumption, and other losses 
not experienced in Argentina, such as political revolution involving 
ranchers and their cowboys, rustling, snakebite, and jaguar attacks. A 
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few years later, Lisboa assessed annual herd increase at a maximum of 
/01percent in the Pantanal and 2/ percent in the Vacaria. He based his 
3 gures on herds of 45 percent cows, with births ranging between 65 
and 07 calves per /55 cows. At those rates, a herd could double within 
3 ve years, though some ranchers reported that the time span was fre-
quently much shorter. Under extensive ranching conditions, those 3 g-
ures are impressive. Despite perceived neglect, commentators consis-
tently marveled over the favorable environment for ranching in Mato 
Grosso.89

Later years saw little change in this scenario. By the mid-/:45s the 
birthing rate ranged from 75 to ;5 percent in the Pantanal and <7 to 
671percent in the cerrado. Andrade attributed the slightly lower 3 gures 
to increased fencing in the cerrado without corresponding improve-
ments in care and pasture control. O= en, fenced pastures became ex-
hausted because ranchers either lacked or refused to apply the nec-
essary resources to improve pasture productivity. That underlined 
another paradox of ranching in Mato Grosso: the quantity of animals 
increased, but quality either remained the same or even declined.>?

The quality of a herd was believed to depend on the monitoring of 
breeding and of calf mortality. Endlich reported that natural breeding 
months varied in Mato Grosso; in the Pantanal, breeding was normally 
between August and October, before the rainy season. He also noted 
that ranchers did not engage in any controlled breeding whatsoever. 
Lisboa agreed, explaining that in his experience there seemed to be no 
speci3 c breeding season at all. Procreation depended on the region, al-
though in the Vacaria he witnessed birthing between the months of 
May and September, suggesting that breeding occurred between Au-
gust and February, roughly comparable to Endlich’s observations. The 
breeding times changed very little over succeeding years, but a key ele-
ment was calf survival.>@

Neither Endlich nor Lisboa cited mortality rates; such 3 gures were 
probably diA  cult to obtain. Lisboa mentioned in passing that calf mor-
tality was generally higher in the Pantanal than in the Vacaria, which 
was hardly surprising, considering the more extensive nature of ranch-
ing in the Pantanal. Endlich estimated that out of roughly 275,555 head 
in the Pantanal, some 7,555 head were lost annually to the elements. 
One can only guess the percentage of young animals in that number, 
but it must have been high. In /:/0, Jacomo Vicenzi 3 gured that calf 
mortality in the Campo Grande area did not exceed 2–4 percent, and 
he attributed the low mortality to the general healthiness of the region. 
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Studies in the !$%#s and !$&#s revealed a calf mortality rate for the en-
tire state of %–' percent annually. The rate increased considerably a( er 
weaning, however, to !)–!' percent. That rate is consistent with infor-
mation collected in the !$*#s, when calf mortality was ' percent un-
til weaning, jumping to !' percent therea( er. The higher rate clearly 
re+ ects increased vulnerability of the calf a( er maternal care is with-
drawn. Most mortality was attributed to wildcats, climatic conditions 
like + ooding or drought, injury, disease, and insects.,-

Routine precautions taken to improve the future marketability of 
the animals greatly reduced such risks. They included controlled wean-
ing, branding, separation, and castration, among other activities. Such 
measures were applied during regular roundups. Endlich noted that 
most ranches monitored and cared for cattle at retiros, distant from the 
main ranch house. Cattle were rounded up and held for periodic brand-
ing and castration. When they were sold to visiting drovers, the ani-
mals were either collected at retiros, selected, and then transported to 
the main ranch corrals, or they were picked up by the drovers directly 
as they visited the ranches. In the cerrado and Vacaria, there could be 
six or more roundups annually, even as many as twelve. Annual + ood-
ing could reduce the number to two to four a year in the Pantanal. To 
bring in the most reluctant animals, cowboys mustered at night when 
the herd was sleeping, since the presence of humans invariably sent an 
entire troop of semiferal cattle into nearby brush. The herds were usu-
ally attracted to an area with salt, which would keep them there for as 
long as it took to carry out the work.,.

Retiros and roundups also served to provide salt. Salt is a dietary 
essential for all mammals, but cattle need large quantities. Some areas 
in Mato Grosso are endowed with natural sources of salt, such as bar-
reiros and salinas in the Pantanal, which provide natural mineral salts 
mixed with earth or in the water, limiting the need for human inter-
vention. Salinas are still used by cattle, and until recently, it was possi-
ble to come across cattle in the Pantanal with their snouts buried in dirt 
or mud banks, ingesting copious amounts of earth in what seemed to be 
a ravenous hunger. According to the famous Brazilian backwoodsman 
and Matogrossense Cândido Rondon, the barreiros and salinas were the 
true wealth of the Pantanal. He believed they made the region a vir-
tual paradise for ranching and even ensured a better quality of meat 
than that from areas lacking natural sources of salt. The consequences 
of eating the earth, however, included the condition called toque. Cat-
tle that rely exclusively on earth-held salts, without a regular balanced 
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diet of good grasses, lose weight. The cows su/ er miscarriages and can 
easily die if not moved to better feeding grounds. Toque was especially 
a problem in the arid sertão of northeastern Brazil, but it also occurred 
in the semiarid cerrado regions of Mato Grosso.00

Reliance on salinas and barreiros carried another risk in the Panta-
nal. During abnormal 1 ooding, cattle could be deprived of their nor-
mal salt sources, and if ranchers were unprepared to provide supple-
ments, many animals succumbed to malnutrition. Such deaths could 
be almost as numerous as losses from drowning or starvation. In ad-
dition, a recent study of the Pantanal has revealed that most barreiros 
and salinas do not provide su2  cient salt for animals. Outside observ-
ers were awed that steers o3 en licked one another’s backs in order to 
ingest salt exuded through sweat. Desperate animals had even been 
known to attack sweating men. Theodore Roosevelt, traveling through 
the region in 4546, lost his recently removed sweaty underwear to a salt-
starved steer. The general salt de7 ciency eventually was recognized by 
some ranchers, who by the 4589s began to provide commercial salt and 
minerals through licks, part of a greater e/ ort to raise animals more 
scienti7 cally.0:

In most of Mato Grosso, natural salt licks are absent, and so ranch-
ers must distribute the mineral to their animals. As mentioned previ-
ously, salt was imported from Spain, both for processing jerky and for 
cattle consumption. Therefore, ranchers in Mato Grosso faced not only 
the usual expense shared by ranchers in other regions of Brazil but also 
the additional cost of transporting the product into the interior, usu-
ally by river. The cost varied over the years, but ranchers usually paid 
what would be considered exorbitant prices elsewhere. Even within 
Mato Grosso, prices varied. In 4595, Lisboa noted that a ;<-kilogram 
sack of salt sold in Corumbá for 8 or 6 milreis, while the same amount 
commanded 4= milreis in Campo Grande. Predictably, ranchers tended 
to import their salt clandestinely from Paraguay, where it was trans-
shipped through the river port of Concepción. A state presidential tour 
of southern Mato Grosso in 454= noted the extensive smuggling of salt 
from Paraguay, a tra2  c that responded to the needs of ranchers, whose 
cattle required salt supplements at least four times a year.0>

By 45==, the cost had risen considerably, to =9–=< milreis for a 
8?-kilogram sack. By comparison, in 454; ranches in Rio de Janeiro state 
were paying less than 6 milreis for <9 kilograms. In the 4589s, a ton of 
salt in Mato Grosso sold for between <99 and @99 milreis, comparable 
to 45==. This price stabilization can be attributed in part to restrictions 
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on imported salt imposed by the Vargas dictatorship and the Spanish 
Civil War, which subsequently made Brazilian salt marketable, ensur-
ing its acceptance by national consumers.$%

Over the years, opinions varied as to how much salt an animal 
needed. Endlich recommended around &' grams per head per month in 
the Vacaria. In !(!), it was estimated that animals there required con-
siderably more, just over "' grams per head per month. In the cerrado, 
the same amount had to be provided every two months. Another study, 
done in !(!" and covering all Brazil, suggested #* to *' grams per head 
per day. By !(#(, a publication promoting Mato Grosso as a region for 
settlement recommended that calves be provided with !' grams daily 
and steers !* grams. Clearly, there was no consensus on how much salt 
animals needed to stay healthy, although more detailed studies today 
conclude that local conditions, particularly the quantity of minerals in 
the soil and grasses, determine salt and other mineral supplement re-
quirements. In general, experts argue that beef cattle in Brazil need 
roughly *' grams of all minerals daily over the two years of growth 
to adulthood. Unadulterated natural salts have always provided more 
than just sodium to the cattle diet, but sodium tended to account for 
the highest percentage until recently; now all commercial salts contain 
other essential minerals. During the period under study, then, cattle re-
ceived salt rations that were inadequate for animal needs.$+

A number of ranchers saw salt not only as a dietary supplement but 
also as a means to tame their semiferal animals. Salt placed in the corral 
of a retiro attracted the animals to human habitation. Gradually, steers 
grew accustomed to the presence of cowboys and their families and 
grazed closer to the retiros. That made care of the animals much easier, 
especially the regular roundups. A common way to attract the beasts 
was to call them with a horn and throw salt into the wind blowing to-
ward their grazing area. It soon attracted the tamest cattle, which were 
usually followed by the others. The technique was so e, ective that of-
ten it was unnecessary for cowboys to ride out very far to collect the 
herd, as re- ected in the saying, “Salt is the best cowboy.” In addition, 
some ranchers believed that salt so. ened the hide and provided resis-
tance to ticks.$/

Nevertheless, there was some reluctance among ranchers and their 
cowboys to provide salt. Some of them, for example, believed that fe-
ral cattle had a tougher hide that was resistant to insects because they 
consumed less salt. The expense was always an important element in 
ranchers’ decisions to supply salt irregularly, although as costs declined 
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that rationale became less valid. The greatest resistance was seen in the 
Pantanal. Renato Ribeiro observed that on his family’s ranch in the 
drier eastern Pantanal, little salt was provided before the /012s. Oth-
ers noted the same, and until recently barely half of Pantanal ranches 
regularly furnished salt, although today the practice of providing min-
erals is widespread. Still, into the /032s only 42 percent of the region’s 
ranchers regularly supplied mineral supplements in addition to basic 
salt rations.56

The story of salt is indicative of the contradictions in Mato Grosso 
ranching between suggested improved methods and realities on the 
ground. Ranchers were perceived to be resistant to change, but as we 
have seen, their behavior was based more on resources and need than 
on stubbornness. Similar circumstances determined the regional access 
to horses.

",7+#+  ,&  !"#  7'&8# :  '&  #&$.7)&8  $)9#(('

With the devastation of the Paraguayan War, horses in Mato 
Grosso were invariably imported, and prices were not cheap. As early as 
/3:0 imported horses were selling for /22 to /42 milreis each, at a time 
when the monthly salary of a cowboy was ;2 milreis. This was a di<  -
cult time, since the war had not yet ended and horses were understand-
ably hard to = nd, but prices varied little over the following decades. 
One Pantanal rancher recalled that during the early /302s, stallions cost 
/22 milreis a head, while mares went for 12 milreis. At the time, average 
cattle prices ranged between /> and ;2 milreis per head. The most com-
mon way to acquire horses was through barter; bartered horses were 
usually poorer quality than those bought with cash. In such circum-
stances, during the = rst decade of the twentieth century, a horse was 
worth ten young steers, themselves valued at roughly /2 milreis apiece. 
Around /02>, Descalvados paid between />2 and 4>2 milreis a head for 
horses from outside Brazil, and 12 to 32 milreis of that was import tax.5?

Given such high costs, it would seem logical to raise horses in the 
region, and in the past that was common. The presence of mal das ca-
deiras, however, made horse ranching virtually impossible. Endemic to 
the region, it regularly decimated the horse and mule population. The 
disease (surra, or equine anemia; Trypanosoma evansi or T.$equinum) orig-
inated in Africa, arriving in Brazil in the /342s and in the Pantanal in 
the /3>2s, and caused havoc in the region into the /0;2s. It is a severe 
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form of anemia caused by a protozoan bacterium carried to the vic-
tim by blood-sucking $ ies or possibly bats, a% ecting not only domes-
tic animals but also indigenous wildlife like the capybara. In the later 
stages of the disease, the animal loses control over its hindquarters. It 
is always fatal if not treated. In the Pantanal, mal das cadeiras usually 
struck at the end of $ ood season as waters began to recede, particu-
larly if $ ooding had been more extensive than normal. Mortality could 
reach as high as "& percent, and during one outbreak near the end of 
World War I, some ranches lost up to '&& horses. Ranchers were help-
less to combat the scourge, principally because they had no idea of its 
origin, and so they were forced to import horses annually from outside 
the region at considerable expense. For many ranchers, particularly the 
smallest, the drain on income made impossible any development be-
yond subsistence ranching. Most, in fact, could not a% ord to import 
horses regularly and so resorted to using saddle steers as mounts, a 
common sight in the Pantanal into the !(#&s. Obviously, such plodding 
beasts were incapable of rounding up semiferal cattle, underscoring the 
role of mal das cadeiras in inhibiting expansion of ranches and the in-
dustry as a whole.)*

The disease ravaged the Pantanal almost annually. The worst at-
tacks were noted following severe $ oods, as in !(&!, !(&+, !(!(, and !(,-. 
A study done in Miranda in !(#& by the Instituto Oswaldo Cruz, Bra-
zil’s most prestigious medical research establishment, concluded that 
extensive $ ooding contributed to the weakening of the horses because 
they had to search more assiduously for scarce forage. As $ ood waters 
receded, the bot and warble $ ies proliferated, further debilitating the 
animals while increasing the chance of transmission of the disease 
through their bites or larvae.).

The state government showed early concern for the situation. 
In !"-,, it o% ered a prize of !& contos, a small fortune at the time, to 
whoever could rid Mato Grosso of the disease. In !"-(, it bestowed 
on a scientist from Rio Grande do Sul, Carlos Berg, a monthly sub-
sidy and a ranch where he could study the problem. Although he cor-
rectly hypothesized that the disease was passed on by an insect vector, 
he achieved no further success and in !""! his subsidy was terminated. 
Endlich reported that in !(&/ the cause of the disease had been isolated 
by an unnamed researcher in Paraguay. Yet, in !(!( the French admin-
istrator of a ranch in the lower Pantanal noted that despite the devel-
opment of a treatment, the study of mal das cadeiras had ceased at the 
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Instituto Oswaldo Cruz in Rio de Janeiro. He emphasized the need for 
continued research if a cure was ever to be discovered./0

The cessation of research probably was only temporary, since by 
that time a prophylactic was in use, although it was very expensive. In 
1213, the Mato Grosso government contracted for the purchase of some 
4,555 doses of Protosan, produced by the Instituto, at the cost of 16 mil-
reis apiece. The medicine was to be distributed to ranchers in the Pan-
tanal at cost, but the state president soon admitted the program was a 
failure due to lack of training and follow-up. Many ranchers were not 
able to apply the remedy properly, breaking the vials or needles, and of-
ten gave up in disgust. The government did not set aside funds to send 
trained veterinarians to the ranches to instruct ranchers and their cow-
boys, thus providing no real motivation for ranchers to change their 
traditional methods of care or to risk the extra expense themselves.//

By the 1275s, however, an antiparasitic called Naganol was in use. 
It was similar to a medicine used in Africa to combat nagana, a paral-
lel disease of horses and cattle transmitted by tsetse 8 ies. This prophy-
lactic was reported to have had a discernible e9 ect in reducing the in-
cidence of the disease, but it was very expensive. Five ampules cost as 
much as a third of the value of an animal. Nevertheless, the continued 
expense of purchasing horses from outside the region helped to make 
the campaign for its use a success, and by the 12:5s no cases had been 
noted in the Pantanal for several years. The disease had been a drain on 
the Pantanal and no doubt had helped to stunt the growth of ranching 
in the region. Eventually, access to e9 ective prevention, despite its cost, 
motivated local ranchers to make an investment in their future denied 
them previously./;

For decades, horses had to be imported into the Pantanal and into 
Mato Grosso. Incomplete data for Corumbá at the turn of the cen-
tury indicate that 755 to :55 animals a year were imported. Probably 
as many or more entered from Paraguay through Bela Vista and Ponta 
Porã, while Minas and São Paulo likely contributed some animals. Var-
ious observers estimated that the average ranch in the Pantanal needed 
at least one horse per 155 steers. At that rate, some ranches might have 
required as many as 355 horses, although most could get by with fewer. 
Considering the mortality from mal das cadeiras, it is clear how drain-
ing the constant purchase of horses could be to the ranch economy. Re-
nato Ribeiro wrote that his father reserved between <55 and 755 head 
of cattle every year for the purchase of horses. Mules also were uti-
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lized, particularly in caring for newly born calves, which required long 
and sometimes di$  cult sojourns into breeding areas of the region, a 
time when horses were rested. Despite that alternative, horses gener-
ally were preferred, because they were better suited to speci% c work 
demands and to cowboy pride. Thus, one solution frequently proposed 
was to establish a horse-raising industry in Mato Grosso, where local 
production could guarantee a secure and cheaper supply. Yet, in !&'( 
Lisboa reported a chronic de% cit of horses in the Pantanal but no horse 
ranching in the rest of the state. He seems to have overlooked some 
minimal breeding, but he did underline a serious de% ciency in local 
ranching. That situation changed only with the expansion of the indus-
try just prior to World War I.)*

According to Paulo Coelho Machado, regular breeding of horses in 
the Planalto of southern Mato Grosso was started by his grandfather, 
who brought a herd from Argentina to his ranch in the municipality 
of Nioác around !&''. Whether the Rodrigues Coelho family was the 
% rst is not con% rmed elsewhere, but all evidence indicates that horse 
ranching was thriving in the region by World War I. A national ani-
mal census in !&!# reported !+',''' horses in the state, +',''' in Nioác 
and ,-,''' in Campo Grande. The slightly more reliable !&,' census 
counted !-,,''' horses in Mato Grosso, primarily in Ponta Porã, Bela 

Troop of horses at Miranda Estancia, !"!#s. Reprinted from Cardoso Ayala and Simon, 
Album Graphico do Estado de Matto-Grosso, $%&.
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Vista, and Campo Grande municipalities. In /010, a report on Campo 
Grande counted some 23,333 horses in the municipality, a mixture of 
breeds from Minas Gerais, Goiás, Paraguay, and Corrientes. The an-
imals were being bred for the Pantanal market. They were o4 ered at 
/53 to 133 milreis for a ranch horse and 23 milreis for a brood mare, 
prices not too much di4 erent from those demanded for beef cattle. By 
the mid-/063s, some 133,333 horses were counted in Mato Grosso, more 
than /73,333 of them in the southern municipalities. With the increase 
in numbers, prices had gradually dropped, and two adult steers could 
buy a good horse by that time. The 8 gures indicate that the horse pop-
ulation in Mato Grosso during the period was growing at the same rate 
as the number of cattle. Consequently, it appears that su9  cient mounts 
were for sale to the Pantanal, and by the /063s, the increased use of Na-
ganol against mal das cadeiras had stimulated tentative breeding of 
horses within the region itself.:;

There were parts of the Pantanal where horses had been raised 
for decades without fear of the malady. It is uncertain why it did not 
strike in the north as in the south, but its absence in that area permit-
ted the growth of a horse-ranching industry based on a local animal 

Pantaneiro horses in the northern Pantanal, $%!&. Photograph by the author.
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called the pantaneiro. The horse was small, muscular, robust, and ag-
ile, ideally suited to the Pantanal, with a good temperament and great 
endurance. In one case, a pantaneiro allegedly traveled over !,### kilo-
meters in eighteen days. In addition to its ability to thrive on the nat-
ural Pantanal pastures, it also was well adapted to annual $ ooding, in-
cluding a capacity to swim across swollen rivers. The pantaneiro was 
probably descended from the Iberian horses that accompanied explor-
ers and settlers into Mato Grosso from eastern Brazil and Paraguay. Af-
ter the turn of the century, the modern breed was developed further 
by crossbreeding horses from Poconé and Cáceres. Today, it is the most 
common horse used in the Pantanal, but before recent breeding pro-
grams carried out by EMBRAPA began to supply a su%  cient number 
of animals to satisfy demand, the pantaneiro remained in the north, 
providing little relief to the expanding southern ranching industry. 
Even as late as !&'&, Octavio Domingues and Jorge de Abreu observed 
in their study of Nhecolândia that they encountered no pantaneiros in 
the region. The horses they saw were mixed-breed English or Arabian, 
probably imported from outside Mato Grosso, though there was a lo-
cal horse called the pelo duro, likely purchased from suppliers in the 
planalto. Over time, the availability of horses became a minor problem, 
and by the !&(#s Mato Grosso was producing su%  cient mounts to sup-
ply ranching.)*

+,-./012  345  63. 32,712

The story of the horse in the Pantanal raises the issue of cattle dis-
ease and parasite control. Although Mato Grosso was relatively free of 
disease, compared with other regions, ranchers there still needed to pay 
attention to $ y infestations and the occasional pathogen brought into 
the state. The risk became more acute with time, as greater communi-
cation between Mato Grosso and the rest of Brazil and the world led to 
the introduction of pests and diseases unknown previously.

Concerns included foot-and-mouth disease (febre a! osa), Texas fe-
ver (transmitted by ticks), bot $ ies and warble $ ies (berne), carbuncle 
or blackleg, rabies (raiva), and of course mal das cadeiras. Most were 
minor annoyances or completely absent from the region until the !&8#s 
and !&9#s, although local names for diseases or parasites were distinct 
from the terms used today, making exact identi: cation di%  cult. Ob-
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servers of the cattle industry in Mato Grosso were almost unanimous in 
their declarations that the region was surprisingly free of most diseases.

Endlich noted an ailment called mancha negra, or manchilla, in the 
Mato Grosso–Paraguay region, but he considered it quite benign, as the 
symptoms were usually mild and it seldom caused death. The ailments 
were probably mild incidents of symptomatic carbuncle (blackleg or 
black quarter), also known in Brazil as manqueira, which is caused by a 
bacterium (Clostridium chauvoei) transmitted through contaminated wa-
ter, forage, or skin abrasions, or as perceived at the time, possibly by 
blood-sucking / ies. It can be devastating to young cattle, which have 
been known to die within 01 hours of contraction. The disease, only 
identi2 ed by name in 3434, apparently was present in the region from 
at least the late nineteenth century. Cases of blackleg were registered 
in São Paulo as early as the 3556s, and the disease was endemic to Minas 
Gerais by 3467. It probably spread to Mato Grosso through cattle im-
ports and became a more serious problem with time. The region that 
has been the most susceptible is the Pantanal, where the bacterium 
found a suitable habitat in marshy areas. Vaccines were introduced in 
the early twentieth century, though they were only moderately success-
ful, probably because of faulty application or resistance to use among 
ranchers. The disease continues to be a concern in Mato Grosso, as I 
encountered a case while conducting 2 eldwork, although e8 ective 
modern vaccines have kept it in check.9:

Another disease was a; osa, or foot-and-mouth disease, which 2 rst 
appeared in Brazil in 354< near Uberaba, Minas Gerais, possibly arriv-
ing in a shipment of zebu cattle imported from India. A viral disease, 
it is considered endemic in southern South America, causing lesions 
around the mouth and on the hooves that restrict an animal’s mobil-
ity and ability to eat. In extreme cases the a=  icted die of starvation, 
though that is quite rare in South America, where the disease is rela-
tively benign in character and cattle are resistant. It spreads very eas-
ily with contact and can be carried by droplets in the air, and so in-
cidences were common in Central Brazil, especially when precautions 
were absent and live cattle were crowded together on drives. Appar-
ently it struck every two or three years; though it manifested itself in a 
benign strain, the frequency gave the animals no opportunity to build 
up immunity.9>

Foot-and-mouth disease 2 rst appeared in the cerrado area of 
Mato Grosso not long a; er appearing in Minas. From there it gradu-
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ally spread throughout the state. The early outbreaks, though alarming, 
generally did not cause many deaths. It was considered endemic in the 
cerrado by the !"$#s and in the Pantanal as late as !"%&, where the in-
fection rate was estimated to be over '# percent in the late !"(#s. The 
common method of dealing with a) osa was to let it run its course. If 
an infected animal was detected on a drive, drovers either stopped un-
til no new instances occurred or, more commonly, le)  the sick beast be-
hind. Because there are several strains of the disease, no one vaccine 
was successful until recently, and vaccine e*  cacy was usually short-
term. The vaccines did not even enter Brazil until the !"&#s, although 
today they are an integral part of the Brazilian beef industry’s sanitary 
policy. Nevertheless, Brazil has had su*  cient stocks of vaccine for its 
national herd only since the early !"(#s. Until that time, Mato Grosso 
ranchers were hindered in their e+ orts to apply such preventive mea-
sures systematically.,-

For the most part, the impact of foot-and-mouth disease in South 
America is economic. The presence of the disease led to sanctions 
against the continent’s beef exports by European and United States au-
thorities. Since eradication of the disease from the United States in the 
!".#s, government and animal health experts have been zealous in re-
stricting the entry of beef products from the region; their assumption 
is that a reintroduction of the virus would devastate the marketability 
of American beef. The virus can live up to four months in frozen liver 
or kidney. Hence, today South American beef exported to the United 
States must be either canned or dried, and only beef frozen longer than 
four months reaches Europe.,/

The ban also extended to breeder animals. By the !"'#s, Brazil had 
become a major breeder of zebu cattle and was beginning to attract at-
tention from other tropical areas of the Americas. In !"'0, Brazil ex-
ported some .## zebu breeding bulls to Mexico as part of a program be-
gun in the !"$#s. Coincident with their arrival at Veracruz, there was 
an outbreak of foot-and-mouth among Mexican cattle. Because one of 
the zebu imports had been diagnosed as well, the bulls were cited as the 
probable source; however, the animals had been inspected in Brazil be-
fore embarkation and again in Mexico, and authorities uncovered no 
other trace of the disease. A later assessment concluded that the one in-
fected animal had contracted the disease when it was pastured brie1 y 
with Mexican cattle later known to be carriers. Fearful that the disease 
would cross the border, the United States government pressured Mex-
ico to destroy the imported animals. In order to make its point more 
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forcefully, Washington refused to permit the importation of any Mex-
ican cattle into the United States until the animals were destroyed. In 
the end, the animals were not slaughtered but were eventually cleared 
by veterinary inspectors, and exports of Mexican cattle to the United 
States were resumed. Even some of the Brazilian bulls made their way 
into Texas, but further exports of Brazilian zebu to Mexico were sus-
pended permanently. Not surprisingly, Brazilian ranchers and legis-
lators interpreted the US action as a response to competition in zebu 
breeder markets, not contamination. If that was indeed the ulterior mo-
tive behind the US action, it was successful. Brazil was shut out of the 
business for some decades, as the Texan Brahman and Santa Gertrudis 
zebu-Shorthorn cross proceeded to dominate the market, including ex-
ports to Mexico./0

Another common problem in Mato Grosso involved warble 1 ies 
(Hypoderma bovis or H. lineatum) and bot 1 ies (Gasterophilus spp.), both 
called berne in Brazil. These 1 ies appear to have had a long history 
in Brazil and neighboring countries. During the colonial era, observ-
ers considered “the 1 y,” called ura, the curse of Paraguay, a condition 
that had not changed well into the twentieth century. In Brazil, a news-
paper report in 2343 suggested that improved pasture could not only 
provide better nutrition to cattle but would also act to keep noxious 
weeds down and thus eliminate the “verme” 1 y. Mato Grosso su5 ered 
along with the rest of the country, for at the end of the nineteenth cen-
tury, Endlich noted that ura was an a6  iction on both sides of the Mato 
Grosso-Paraguay border./7

Cattle are hosts for warble 1 ies, which lay eggs on animal hairs, be-
ginning a cycle in which emerging larvae pierce the skin, burrow along 
the surface, and then create an opening through which to breathe. 
Though the larvae seldom endanger a steer’s health, unless they are ex-
tremely numerous, they do cause considerable discomfort and milk and 
weight loss as the animal attempts to relieve its pain and itching. Bot 1 y 
eggs enter cattle and horses through the mouth or nasal passages, ob-
structing the digestive system and causing weight loss. Eventually, the 
larvae are excreted with the feces and develop into adults, which then 
swarm around and worry the cattle. In economic terms, meat is con-
sidered unpalatable where larvae have burrowed, and their breathing 
holes ruin the hide for leather.//

Roy Nash reported in the 289:s that berne was absent in the Panta-
nal and south of Campo Grande. The latter observation may have been 
an error, since others had noted its presence as far south as the Para-
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guayan border, but it appears the Pantanal was indeed free of the insect. 
Most likely, periodic $ ooding made the di% erence, severely limiting 
the $ y’s life cycle, which requires dry pasture for the transition from 
pupal to adult stage.&'

Traditional methods of treatment included the application of ashes, 
pepper, papaya oil, bacon fat, or tar to the sores; cauterization; the burn-
ing of pasture to destroy unhatched larvae; use of creolina (a creosote- 
based disinfectant) in corral and stable areas; and manual removal of 
nits from the animals. More recently, commercial parasiticides have 
been mixed into salt or mineral rations to destroy the internal bot eggs, 
and arsenic dipping has been used to combat warble larvae. In addition, 
several observers noted a lower incidence of berne in regions where the 
short-haired zebu predominated, although Octavio Domingues specu-
lated that the lesser propensity of zebu to seek shade may have reduced 
infestations of $ ies, which remain in shaded areas. Either way, an in-
crease in the zebu population in Mato Grosso from the !"#(s may well 
have helped to reduce the incidence. Nevertheless, the $ ies presented 
constant problems for most Mato Grosso ranchers, and like many of the 
other diseases and parasites in the region, they were not systematically 
dealt with until the !")(s and !"*(s, when sanitary controls expanded.&+

Beginning in the !"#(s, there was scattered mention of bat-carried 
rabies. A present dilemma for the region’s cattle industry, it was not 
considered particularly serious during the period under study since a 
relatively small percentage of cattle pastured in the forest zones where 
bat colonies were found. Observers believed the bats became carriers of 
the disease through an unknown source in the !"#(s, though concerns 
were not expressed until much later. The disease only began to be ad-
dressed in the !",(s, largely through poisoning of bats in their habitats 
and vaccination of cattle. Rabies was an issue, but it seems that because 
only individual animals were a% ected, ranchers accepted the disease as 
a price of raising cattle. State and federal governments paid attention 
once the cattle range expanded into forested areas and the disease af-
fected larger numbers.&-

A . nal malady that had only minimal impact in the Mato Grosso 
ranching world was Texas tick fever. Unlike other regions, Mato Grosso 
was not a% ected by the fever, although its presence in Brazil had an ef-
fect on the state’s cattle industry. Known locally as tristeza, cases of 
Texas tick fever were not as common in Brazil as they were in North 
America or Europe, nor did the few cases registered develop into seri-
ous problems. Part of the reason was the type of animal a% ected. The 
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tick (carrapato, Rhipicephalus microplus) usually comes into contact with 
animals by attaching itself to hairs as cattle pass through infected pas-
ture; it feasts on the blood of its host for three to nine weeks, a/ er 
which it drops o0  to lay eggs in the grass. The tick carries a parasite 
(Babesia bigemina) that lives in the cattle’s bloodstream, causing severe 
anemia as red blood cells are broken down. Once an animal is infected, 
death results within three to ten days.12

It is possible that tristeza was present in Brazil as early as the 3456s, 
but the 7 rst con7 rmed incidence was at the beginning of the twentieth 
century, among cattle imported from Europe and Argentina. Of 839 an-
imals a0 ected, 5:4 died, prompting the São Paulo state government to 
begin a study of the disease at its Central Zootechnical Post in Campi-
nas. Over time, it became clear to Brazilian veterinarians and ranchers 
that cattle breeds di0 ered in their resistance to the disease. Almost in-
variably, the European breeds, especially those imported directly from 
Europe or the United States, became infected and succumbed quickly, 
while the Indian-origin zebu su0 ered little. Recent study has con-
7 rmed these observations. Experiments undertaken in Brazil, Austra-
lia, and the United States show purebred zebu to be highly resistant, 
crosses between zebu and European animals less so, and purebred Eu-
ropeans most susceptible. Although the reasons are still uncertain, the 
zebu’s success may have to do with its hereditary resistance, greater 
sweat secretion, and tougher hide.1;

In Mato Grosso, ticks were common but Texas fever almost un-
heard of. The tick was unknown in the Pantanal, where < ooding denies 
the insect a secure habitat. Furthermore, breeds long resident in Mato 
Grosso were noted for their resistance. Again, breed and environment 
may have determined such resistance, for in neighboring Argentina 
and southern Paraguay, where the climate was generally drier, grasses 
shorter, and the breeds primarily European imports, ticks were a se-
rious problem. Over time, the introduction of regular dipping has re-
duced tick infestations throughout South America and virtually elimi-
nated the possibility of an outbreak of tristeza in Mato Grosso.1=

*'!!>#  '&$  &'!)?#  -'.&'

Although not directly an in< uence on ranching practices, the rela-
tionship between ranches and native fauna is an important part of the 
story of raising cattle in Mato Grosso. Ranching’s impact on local fauna 
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has depended on the degree of competition between cattle and wildlife 
for natural resources. Most reports indicate that until recently, ranch-
ing put little pressure on wildlife. In the Pantanal, impressionistic ac-
counts from the years of initial occupation noted an impressive amount 
and variety of wildlife, particularly birds and $ sh. Fish were important 
to the ranches, since they provided food and oil, the latter for lamps 
and in the crude curing of hides. Professional $ shermen were an in-
tegral part of the workforce on Pantanal ranches during the formative 
years. Wildcats, particularly jaguars, were cited as a constant hazard 
to the ranch animals. The predators, sensing an easy meal, would ap-
proach corrals and ranch buildings, demanding constant vigilance from 
ranch hands at certain times of the year. The jaguar hunt became an in-
tegral part of ranch life and provided an arena for cowboy manhood 
rituals, as well as a welcome diversion from daily routine.%&

For a variety of reasons, however, cowboys and their bosses did not 
normally hunt. They held a vague conservationist attitude along with 
a cultural distaste for game meat; faced with restricted opportunity 
and the expense of ammunition, they had little incentive to hunt. The 
need to control wildcats and feral pigs provided an exception. The pigs, 
introduced in the nineteenth century with the $ rst ranchers, caused 
problems for ranchers and disrupted the local environment by dig-
ging up the ground around baías with their snouts in search of food, 
restricting pasturing and endangering horses. They also contributed 
to the modi$ cation of vegetation. Cowboys dealt with them partially 
by creating a sport in which immature males are caught, castrated, and 
marked, to be hunted when adults, or captured for fattening on the 
ranch. Their population is not threatened today. Poisonous snakes, dan-
gerous to both humans and animals, and armadillos, which burrow in 
the grasslands, putting horses at risk, occasionally had bounties placed 
on them by ranchers in an attempt to diminish ranching risks. Recent 
studies have noted population declines among both, though it appears 
that the greater concentration of cattle, rather than the bounties, is the 
main contributor.%'

Thanks to generations of coexistence with local fauna, many ranch-
ers today support conservation and try to protect wild animals. Certain 
species of wildlife, however, are fast disappearing in the Pantanal, most 
visibly wildcats, South American caimans (jacarés), several species of 
monkey, otters, and the giant anteater. All have su( ered from hunting 
by licensed professionals from outside the region and poachers. Some 
birds, including several parrot species, also have shown population de-
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clines in recent years. Lately, such persecution has increased, particu-
larly as the world market for skins and live animals for collectors has at-
tracted smugglers into the region, o/ en linked to the illicit drug trade. 
Such activity is not new. During the 0102s, one traveler reported “piles” 
of jaguar and deer skins at Descalvados. He surmised that as many as 
0,222 animals were being killed annually. Another observer noted in 
0103 that herons were being hunted for their feathers. The market paid 
a substantial US$0222 per kilogram, and he estimated that it was nec-
essary to kill 422 birds to collect that weight in feathers. In the 0152s, 
deer, capybara, and giant toads were hunted for their skins, though ap-
parently cowboys were seldom involved. All these species su6 ered pop-
ulation declines in speci7 c localities, especially where they were easily 
accessible, such as along the margins of rivers. Thanks to a weak market 
herons, capybaras, and toads are no longer hunted, though deer skins 
are still sought illegally.89

Travelers’ reports throughout the period continually referred to 
the impressive number of jacarés found basking in the sun along river-
banks, oblivious to the presence of man and his river steamers. Unfor-
tunately, such apparent indi6 erence o/ en was fatal, as travelers and 
ships’ crews used the defenseless reptiles for target practice, a sport ea-
gerly engaged in to alleviate the tedium of long river journeys. Birds 
were victims as well. Still, those losses were not a direct consequence of 
ranching, but of the opening of Mato Grosso to the world and its civ-
ilizing in: uences. On the ranches, jacarés and birds were seldom dis-
turbed, primarily because they did not harm the cattle or hinder ranch 
activities or expansion.8;

Other animals, however, have been directly a6 ected by ranch-
ing. Capybaras, important elements in the life cycle of the Pantanal, 
are herbivores. The rodents do not compete with cattle for forage as 
they are very adaptable, usually consuming aquatic vegetation but eas-
ily changing grazing habits with the seasons. They do su6 er, however, 
from disease introduced with cattle. Capybaras are especially suscepti-
ble to mal das cadeiras, and in years of high equine mortality, the same 
was noticed in the rodents. Study of the phenomenon is still in its in-
fancy, but the introduction of e6 ective treatments for horses does not 
seem to have had any e6 ect on outbreaks among the capybara, suggest-
ing that the disease has become endemic among them. Fortunately, the 
disease’s cyclical nature and the rodent’s high birth rate have allowed 
capybaras to remain ubiquitous in the Pantanal.88

Hoof-and-mouth also claimed victims among the deer of the east-
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ern Pantanal, as well as in other regions of the state. As early as the 
!"$%s, ranchers noticed that when their cattle were a& ected, there was 
a corresponding decline in deer populations. Since the disease is en-
demic in the region, deer and possibly other animals are considered to 
be hosts. That is one of the reasons all four species of deer native to 
the Pantanal had been placed on the endangered species list by the late 
!"'%s.()

Pantanal ranchers today assert that attention paid to wildlife in re-
cent years has led to increases in the populations of several species, in-
cluding capybara, armadillos, and even deer. Renato Ribeiro wrote in 
the early !"'%s that he had not seen so much wildlife on his ranch in 
sixty-* ve years. One reason posited was that from !"+,, climatic condi-
tions had been ideal in the Pantanal, with adequate rainfall, no exces-
sive - ooding, and no drought. That could well be a factor, for as seen, 
survival in the Pantanal is determined more by climate than by human 
intervention. Nevertheless, it appears that in several areas, ranching 
has displaced local fauna, cattle have competed for resources, and wild-
life stocks have been disrupted, especially where disease and predatory 
hunting have been introduced. Yet ranching’s share of responsibility is 
still di.  cult to determine, as little past study was made of the region’s 
wildlife. More research is required before de* nitive conclusions can be 
drawn.(/

The plight of wildlife in the cerrado and campo limpo exhibited a 
slightly di& erent character. Before !'+%, travelers in Mato Grosso con-
sistently marveled at the quantity and variety of wildlife. Tapir, deer, 
agouti, peccary, capybara, and many species of birds and * sh were ob-
served by an expedition in !'#0, and professional hunters were recom-
mended for future endeavors. The expedition was in an area of the 
cerrado similar to the Pantanal, where local fauna coexisted with nu-
merous ranches that raised cattle on the open range. As long as ranch-
ing was of this type, there was little impact on local wildlife, since com-
petition for resources was minimal. With an increase in domesticated 
animal populations, however, and the introduction of regular burning, 
exotic grasses, and animal diseases, the burden on fauna became quite 
pronounced.)1

The most dramatic in- uence was * re. Though * re kills few large 
animals directly, it can be disastrous to the largely unseen small mam-
mals, snakes, and soil insects. The small animals face a double danger: 
even if they escape burning, they become easy prey for birds attracted 
to the area. In the early !"%%s, Van Dionant observed eagles patrolling 
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a / re area, while vultures feasted on the semicarbonized victims of the 
0 ames. Recent studies have reported reduced populations of snakes, ro-
dents, and insects a1 er burning, though it is still uncertain whether the 
losses are due to death or 0 ight. Certainly, breeding and migration cy-
cles are disrupted, and birds with ground nests su2 er even greater risks 
than reptiles and small mammals. On the other hand, the resulting ten-
der forage growth attracts grass-eating mammals, including deer, con-
tributing to population increases under the right conditions. The elim-
ination of tall native grasses can also expose deer to predators and 
hunting by humans. Studies of deer in the cerrado indicate that ulti-
mately / re has been a contributing factor in their decline.34

Other factors in the reduction of deer populations are habitat al-
teration, through overgrazing by cattle, and overhunting. Through-
out most of the region, cowboys and ranchers preferred beef over deer 
meat, but hunting accompanied the increase in human and cattle pop-
ulations, attracting professional or sport hunters and o1 en leading to 
the unregulated killing of deer and other wild animals. Clearing and 
the introduction of exotic grasses also led to unexpected results. Al-
though clearing automatically eliminates large species, it can provide 
conditions for the proliferation of smaller animals. Observers in other 
regions of Brazil noted that plantations of gordura and jaraguá attracted 
rodents, armadillos, poisonous snakes, leaf-cutting ants, and disease-
carrying insects and mosquitoes. In the 5678s, this was observed in the 
campo limpo region of Mato Grosso. At the time it was a major con-
cern, not only ecologically but also economically, since the increase in 
pests endangered the maintenance of pasture and cropland. These is-
sues came to be addressed only in the latter decades of the twentieth 
century.39

All economically successful ranching operations rely on a combi-
nation of toil, ingenuity, vision, capital, and luck. Those elements ex-
isted in varying amounts in Mato Grosso during the period under 
study. Cattle raising on the Mato Grosso frontier a1 er the Paraguayan 
War was rudimentary and plagued by obstacles, as many observers la-
mented, but the demands of national and, eventually, international 
markets pushed and dragged Mato Grosso into the world economic 
arena. As the scope of ranching in Mato Grosso was transformed, most 
ranchers welcomed the opportunities and responded as best they could. 
Despite some attempts at improvement, public institutions and authori-
ties were poorly equipped to lend e2 ective support to scienti/ c innova-
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tion and economic expansion. Only the demands of the market helped 
to introduce “rational” thinking and methods into Mato Grosso ranch-
ing, and though most innovation began with private initiative, gov-
ernment support eventually became crucial. The process was slow and 
uneven, as most ranchers adopted innovation only when it was econom-
ically feasible. Once that threshold was reached, the structures and ul-
timately environment that had previously determined the character of 
ranching were permanently altered. Knowledge and opportunity com-
bined to prod local ranchers into reexamining their businesses, leading 
to the introduction of ranching methods unknown or unpro$ table be-
fore. The new methods included grass selection and salt provision, but 
as we will see in the next chapter, among the most in% uential was scien-
ti$ c cattle breeding, which despite overwhelming success led to consid-
erable controversy throughout the Brazilian cattle sector.
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National Breeds and Hindu Idols

From the early twentieth century, cattle breeds provoked pas-
sionate debate among Brazilian cattlemen. In the drive to 
modernize ranching, researchers and veterinarians engaged 

in a dispute over the suitability of speci% c breeds to Brazilian tropi-
cal and semitropical environments. The discussions were particularly 
heated regarding the introduction of zebu cattle from the Indian sub-
continent. Mato Grosso was involved early in the arguments because 
the region served as a laboratory for testing the e&  cacy of the zebu 
against that of other breeds, especially European imports and nation-
ally developed strains. The outcome was fundamental in establish-
ing Mato Grosso’s credentials as a major cattle-raising region, not only 
within Brazil but also on the South American continent.

'("  )*+,-  *.  -/'')"  01""2,$+

Whether bred for purposes of dra3 , dairy, leather, or meat, the 
types of cattle developed around the globe over the millennia were ge-
netically similar, if externally distinct. Much of the di4 erence derived 
from local environmental conditions, such as climate, pasture avail-
ability, and overall range conditions, plus human intervention. The lat-
ter accelerated dramatically beginning in Europe in the late eighteenth 
century, as the new application of science to agriculture was extended 
to animal breeding. Over the course of the nineteenth century, vari-
ous well-known breeds were developed in Europe for the production 
of milk and beef. Animals became larger, carried more 5 esh, and pro-
duced more and healthier calves.6
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Originally exclusively European, the endeavor was soon extended 
to the Americas. Little deliberate selective breeding was done in re-
gions where there were other varieties of cattle, most speci# cally India. 
There, the principal cattle breed was the humped zebu, initially consid-
ered a separate species from the European-origin animal. Throughout 
the period, confusion presided over scienti# c categorization of these 
visibly distinct animals. In part, the uncertainty involved the percep-
tion that one animal represented the future while the other, allegedly 
little changed for centuries, symbolized an unchanging and unproduc-
tive past. This perspective provoked a debate that spread across south-
ern Brazil at the beginning of the twentieth century.

Modern taxonomy is not consistent, but it tends to identify 
 European- and Indian-origin animals as species or subspecies of the ge-
nus Bos, though typically they are referred to as di$ erent breeds. Today, 
the European-origin animal is classi# ed as Bos taurus and is acknowl-
edged to have developed independently in southern Europe, although 
its initial origin was probably west Asia or Africa. The Indian subconti-
nent beast, Bos indicus, also developed separately, perhaps from the same 
obscure origins. The name “zebu” is derived from the French, which in 
turn perhaps was adapted from Tibetan. A similar breed in the United 
States is the American Brahman.%

&' ()*&*+,(-  .(&&-/  0'//)1 
*,  0' (2*-  (,)  3(&+  4'+11+

The breeds of cattle entering Mato Grosso with the # rst neo- 
European settlers were those familiar to ranchers throughout the 
Americas. Descendants of Iberian stock that populated the hemi-
sphere during the colonial era from southern Chile to northern New 
Spain, they were muscular, heavily boned animals with short legs, long, 
curved horns, and powerful front quarters (including the head), es-
pecially suited to dra5  labor. In Brazil, the animals were o5 en called 
alemtejanos, or minhotos, a5 er regions in Portugal, but they were scarcely 
distinguishable from the correntino, which dominated in the interior 
regions of Argentina and Paraguay. These were similar to the famous 
longhorn that roamed the North American range in the nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries. With time, a series of regional breeds began 
to develop, especially with the infusion of genes from the odd animal 
from Africa or Goa. O5 en called chinos, such occasional crosses were 
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unplanned and had only a slight e. ect on the breeds then emerging in 
the Americas. As the centuries passed, cattle adapted to local conditions 
and developed characteristics unknown to their ancestors. Most notice-
able were the larger horns, necessary in an extensive ranching system 
for defense against predators like wildcats and wolves. As a result of 
this type of ranching, cattle became semiferal, shied from humans, and 
were more inclined to put up a / ght at roundup. The now American 
animals were the products of natural selection; they became adapted 
to regional environments, particularly in the tropics, where they de-
veloped wider hooves, thicker hides, and stronger constitutions. These 
were the animals that entered and populated Mato Grosso from the 
eighteenth into the twentieth centuries.0

The most common breeds in most of Brazil from the mid- nineteenth 
century had various names. Although all were similar, they received dif-
ferent names depending on the region where they were prevalent. The 
term crioulo (creole) was used generically. In the Pantanal, the most 
common breeds a1 er the Paraguayan War seem to have been the panta-
neiro or cuiabano. In the local vernacular, the pantaneiro was called tu-
cura, and until ranchers in the Pantanal began purchasing zebu in sig-
ni/ cant numbers, in the 2345s and 2365s, it dominated ranching in the 
region. The reason was simple: the tucura was at home in the speci/ c 
conditions of the Pantanal. It was small and agile, sported large narrow 
horns, had a thick hide, and was adapted to regular 7 ooding of its hab-
itat. Its rate of survival under arduous conditions was remarkably high, 

Young creole cattle, #$!%, at Fazenda Margarida. Courtesy of Elza Dória Passos.
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with close to !" percent annual herd growth, a characteristic that guar-
anteed increases with little e# ort on the part of the rancher. The condi-
tions under which the pantaneiro were raised were hardly conducive to 
weight gain, however. The animal’s slow maturation, light weight, and 
allegedly weak hindquarters were mentioned by observers as the princi-
pal results of the breed’s so-called degeneration in the Pantanal. Its meat 
was also judged to be tough and sinewy, and it could be an aggressive an-
imal, occasionally known to attack even men on horseback, a tempera-
ment hardly suited for the raising of cattle on a commercial scale.$

Ranching in the Pantanal remained poorly developed until the en-
try of the zebu. The pantaneiro was raised for its hide, bouillon, or, 
a% er the beginning of the twentieth century, for jerky. Animals were 
sometimes rounded up a bala (by the bullet) because of their undo-
mesticated nature. Whether by direct in& uence or as a part of over-
all changes in the ranching industry, once the zebu entered the Panta-
nal and were crossed with the pantaneiro, the structure of ranching in 
the region was transformed. What was once a subsistence existence de-
veloped into a successful business, and the pantaneiro became almost 
extinct. Today only one ranching family in the northern Pantanal still 
raises purebred tucura, though the Brazilian government runs a pro-
gram to maintain its gene pool.'

In the cerrado and campo limpo, the traditional breeds included 
the caracu, franqueiro, and chino. Caracu were rare in Mato Grosso 
throughout the period, although they were sometimes crossed with 
other breeds, usually more by chance than by design. There is some 
doubt as to the origins of the franqueiro. Some suggest it had a French 
lineage, others that it originated in the municipality of Franca in São 
Paulo. Like correntino cattle, the franqueiro had exceptionally long 
horns (when removed, each horn was said to be capable of holding as 
much as ( to ) liters of liquid), a powerful head, and strong front quar-
ters, making the breed well suited as dra%  oxen (once dehorned). It also 
carried a highly prized thick hide. On the down side, it had a low meat-
to-bone ratio and was a slow breeder, lowering its value in the national 
market, especially with the increase in the demand for beef during 
World War I. Therea% er, the franqueiro was gradually crossbred with 
zebu and no longer exists in its original form.*

More widespread and useful was the chino, which was found not 
only in Mato Grosso but also in Minas Gerais, Goiás, and São Paulo. 
The origins of this breed are uncertain. Some argue that it was a cross 
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between Iberian and Indian cattle, others that it carried franqueiro and 
correntino blood. The name probably came not from China or Asia 
but from the practice in Argentina and elsewhere of calling mestizos 
“chino.” Allegedly brought to Mato Grosso from Minas Gerais by set-
tlers a. er the Paraguayan War (as was likely the case with the fran-
queiro), the chino was prized for its rapid growth, good proportion of 
meat to bone (up to /0 percent), well-developed hooves, and high fertil-
ity. The chino had short horns and was skittish if not kept near humans, 
but it could become docile once it was accustomed to their presence. 
Chino cows were also reputed to be excellent mothers, a boon under 
the harsh conditions of extensive ranching. They were hardy enough to 
survive the long drives to Minas and São Paulo. The major drawbacks 
to the breed were its relatively small size, with correspondingly low 
quantity of meat, and its tendency to become commercially less desir-
able if subsequent generations were not regularly crossbred with more 
corpulent and docile animals. That was particularly the case once cross-
breeding with zebu cattle began in the early years of the twentieth cen-
tury, requiring greater care on the part of ranchers than normally was 
possible. Like most of the other so-called native breeds of Brazil, the 
chino virtually disappeared into zebu crosses, and today it is little more 
than a memory.1

The rustic character of these original breeds indicates the uncer-
tain ability of the local ranching industry to produce cattle that could 
be marketed at a pro2 t outside the state. For the most part animals were 
raised for their hides, local consumption, the making of jerky, or, in 
the northern Pantanal, for beef bouillon. There were regular calls for 
breed improvement over the decades, particularly to promote the im-
portation of European breeds, which re3 ected an eagerness to emulate 
Argentina’s phenomenal success in cattle raising. Government o4  cials, 
ranchers, veterinarians, even presidents of the state, suggested the in-
troduction of breeds like Hereford, Durham, and Polled Angus to im-
prove local stock. The campaign was a clear recognition that the Mato 
Grosso ranching industry required larger, more productive animals if 
it was to provide greater wealth for ranchers and the state, but there 
was less understanding of the character of tropical ranching and the 
suitability of certain breeds to the region. The result was a debate that 
swirled around yet another breed introduction, the zebu, which be-
came key to Brazil’s cattle history. For Mato Grosso, it created a ranch-
ing revolution in the state.5
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It is unclear when the 0 rst zebu entered Brazil, but animals prob-
ably arrived irregularly during the colonial era. Some have speculated 
that the 0 rst were imported during the transatlantic slave trade, a rea-
sonable assumption considering the extensive importation from Af-
rica of not only humans but also grasses and other domestic animals 
like goats and guinea fowl. Brazil also had irregular contact with Por-
tuguese colonies in India (Goa) and Asia (Macao), where zebu reigned 
supreme. Nevertheless, most cattle were imported from Portugal itself, 
and the zebu that did arrive in Brazil were soon absorbed into the na-
tional herd through crossbreeding, losing their identifying characteris-
tics, particularly the distinctive hump. Only in the late nineteenth cen-
tury did the importation of zebu become an organized e1 ort.2

Alberto Santiago recorded imports of zebu through the nineteenth 
and into the twentieth centuries, noting that until the 345"s there was 
no organization; isolated animals in breeder pairs or small groups came 
to the country more by chance than by design (such as through the mu-
tiny on a British ship at Recife in 3456). Brazilian Emperor Dom Pe-
dro I was said to have established a small herd of African zebu on his 
royal ranch in the province of Rio de Janeiro in 34!7. His experiment, 
if it was one, appears to have had little immediate in8 uence in stimulat-
ing other imports. A few decades later such animals, sometimes called 
nilos (suggesting an African, or at least a perceived African, origin), 
were noticeable for their rapid adaptability to the Brazilian environ-
ment. Apparently few were purebreds, eliciting the opinion of one au-
thor that they should be crossbred in order to preserve their character-
istics. The situation changed in the 345"s, however, as a few ranchers in 
Rio de Janeiro began to import zebu commercially from India through 
the European import houses then prominent in Brazil. Over the next 
two decades, several lots of animals were imported into Brazil, largely 
by three Fluminense ranching families, the Azevedos, Lutterbachs, and 
Lemgrubers. Exact numbers are unknown, but probably no more than 
a few dozen animals actually entered the country during this time. The 
e1 ect on ranching was minimal, at least initially, but by the 349"s the 
adaptability of the breed had been noticed by ranchers in an unlikely 
region of the country.:;

Over the course of the nineteenth century, ranching had spread 
into the far western panhandle of Minas Gerais, the Triângulo Mi-
neiro. In this cerrado of natural grasses, the hot and dry climate was 
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hard on European breeds, especially in drought years when forage se-
lection was limited. As explained in chapter ., in the /012s and /032s a 
number of ranchers from the region had emigrated to Mato Grosso in 
search of better ranching conditions, but with the establishment of a 
military headquarters in Uberaba during the Paraguayan War, the re-
gion itself attracted a wave of settlers. Reliant on slow-developing Bra-
zilian breeds limited by local environmental conditions, and in re-
sponse to a growing demand for improved cattle, wealthier ranchers 
in the /042s began to buy zebu breeder animals from Rio de Janeiro. 
Their e5 orts were quite successful, but the Mineiros then found them-
selves reliant on the supplies and prices dictated by either Fluminense 
ranchers or the import houses, particularly the German 6 rm of Hagen-
beck. That led one rancher, Teó6 lo de Godoy, to make the expensive 
and risky voyage to India himself in /071–/073.88

Stimulated by an expanding cattle market in São Paulo and the ar-
rival of the Mogiana railroad at Uberaba in /079, Godoy began the 6 rst 
of a series of direct imports of zebu by ranchers in the Triângulo. Be-
tween /071 and /7/3, more than .,222 breeder zebu were imported into 
Brazil from India, half of them destined directly for the Triângulo. 
The animals traveled in specially constructed pens on the upper decks 
of ships carrying jute for the co5 ee trade. The ships could accommo-
date :2 to 72 animals, usually accompanied by Indian cow herders, who 
were then repatriated a; er arrival in Santos. The Triângulo soon be-
came the focus of zebu raising in Brazil, and even the advent of World 
War I did not discourage importers. From /7/3 to the end of extensive 
imports in /7./, more than 1,122 zebu were brought into the country, 
most heading to the Triângulo.8<

Mato Grosso and Zebu

The 6 rst and only major e5 ort to import European breeds into 
Mato Grosso was by Brazil Land, which introduced /,222 purebred 
Durham and Shorthorn cattle to one of its ranches in the Vacaria just 
before World War I. This experiment was copied by a few ranchers in 
the region, particularly other foreign interests, but it was an abysmal 
failure. European breeds of the time were not appropriate to the Mato 
Grosso environment, since they had been bred to digest grasses rap-
idly and e=  ciently, a distinct disadvantage in hot tropical regions. At 
the same time, they su5 ered from the intense sun, insect plagues, lower 
parturition, and slower growth. In this case, they became susceptible to 
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the extremely harsh winters of $%$& and $%$', when nutritive forage was 
scarce. Considering their relatively delicate nature, the animals may 
not have received the care they required, but the experience convinced 
Brazil Land of the need to raise more rustic breeds, and other ranchers 
decided that importing more European animals was inadvisable. The 
inability of the railroad to provide regular livestock transport also con-
tributed to the decision. The solution chosen by Brazil Land, and al-
ready followed by some ranchers in the state, was to rely on zebu and 
zebu crosses. It was a practical approach, re( ected by observations from 
ranch manager John Mackenzie:

With few exceptions the native Brazilian prefers cattle of the Brahma 
type, chie( y because they are hardy and capable of withstanding the 
numerous pests the country is infested with, such as ticks and ( ies, 
and because they recover quickly from foot and mouth which is prev-
alent in the country.

In addition, the market of World War I made minimal demands on the 
quality of beef exported to armies in the ) eld. The much-disparaged 
Indian breed was thus given a boost from foreigners that helped to con-
solidate its penetration into Mato Grosso, in the process stimulating a 
ranching revolution in the state.*+

Considering the geographic proximity of Mato Grosso to the Tri-
ângulo, it is no surprise that zebu soon saw their way into that state. 
Though it took some decades, their increasing presence established 
Mato Grosso as a signi) cant source of cattle for the national market. 
The ) rst zebu was said to have arrived in $''", in what appears to have 
been an isolated case. Occasional introductions of the breed into Mato 
Grosso probably began a, er $'%-, but only a, er the turn of the cen-
tury did the use of the breed expand. Several ranchers, particularly 
in the Campo Grande area, bought zebu in Minas for resale in Mato 
Grosso or for their own ranches. Paulo Coelho Machado reports that 
his grandfather, Antônio Rodrigues Coelho, drove a herd of local cat-
tle to Uberaba for sale in $%"#, but because of a national economic re-
cession he could not sell the animals and was forced to trade his herd 
for ."" zebu. He brought the zebu back to his ranch near Nioác, keep-
ing half for himself and selling the rest. Coelho later declared that it 
was the best investment he had ever made, since the quality of his stock 
improved signi) cantly when the zebu were crossed with “degener-
ated” local cattle. They were also admired for their endurance on the 
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long drives to fattening pastures in São Paulo. The importation of zebu 
into Mato Grosso extended across the border to Paraguay, where by the 
early twentieth century its northern regions had a considerable num-
ber of zebu crosses, and some ranchers importing breeder zebu from 
Brazil../

Ranchers in Mato Grosso did not always acquire zebu as a matter of 
choice. Until the boom of World War I, the most important route for 
the export of Mato Grosso cattle was through Minas, which was also 
the major source for breeder animals (see map 0, p. xiv). Drovers from 
Minas o1 en arrived in Mato Grosso for the annual cattle drives trail-
ing small herds of breeder zebu as part or full payment. In many cases 
ranchers in Mato Grosso had little option but to accept zebu blood into 
their herds, since other breeds were almost impossible to 2 nd or at the 
very least prohibitively expensive. The zebu were not exactly cheap ei-
ther. Around the turn of the century, a purebred bull in Mato Grosso 
could fetch 3,444–5,444 milreis (US$6,444–$6,744), while a half-breed 
cross demanded 7,444–0,444 milreis (US$844–$544). Those were ex-
orbitant prices, to say the least, but as more animals became available, 
prices declined. By 6940, a purebred zebu bull commanded around 
6,444: milreis (US$784) in Uberaba, and by 6964, oversupply had de-
pressed prices by half. The situation prompted ranchers to agree to 
suspend most imports into the Triângulo for 2 ve years, on penalty of 

Zebu imported by Brazil Land in the $%!"s. Courtesy of Elza Dória Passos.
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$,"""%milreis (US$&,'$"). By &(!), a purebred bull commanded between 
$"" and &,""" milreis (US$$" to $&"") in Campo Grande, a signi* cant 
drop from previous decades.+,

Still, few Mato Grosso ranchers could a- ord purebred cattle or 
even the periodic purchase of half-breed animals. The result was a 
gradual decline in animal precocity, average weight, and resistance to 
the extensive ranching conditions under which they lived. As early as 
&("., Lisboa noticed that a/ er four or * ve generations the zebu’s initial 
hardiness had disappeared, and the cattle were degenerating in all re-
spects, especially in terms of body weight. They were still considered 
ideal as traction animals and for their ability to tolerate the long drives, 
but no longer were they producing meat as they had. This observation 
* t well into a growing national debate over the suitability of zebu to 
Brazilian conditions.+0

Nationalist Sentiments and Asiatic Plagues

The introduction of the zebu generated considerable controversy. 
Part of the argument questioned the viability of such an animal in a 
technological climate that promoted European (or Texan) breeds. Also, 
signi* cant nationalism was involved, especially regarding attempts in 
the state of São Paulo to advance a regional breed as the best candi-
date for the development of an exclusively Brazilian breed. The car-
acu became the focus of the nationalist approach a/ er &("". Those who 
touted it as the only truly national breed in the country argued that it 
should be promoted as such, particularly in the face of an alleged zebu 
invasion. Claimed as a direct descendant of the original Portuguese cat-
tle or of animals brought to the northeast of the country during the 
Dutch occupation of the seventeenth century, the promoters of the car-
acu praised the breed for its rusticity, mild temperament, and quality 
(if not quantity) of meat. According to Joaquim Carlos Travassos, the 
breed had become virtually extinct by the end of the nineteenth cen-
tury but was given a new lease on life thanks to a campaign by a number 
of Paulista cattlemen. Dr. Eduardo Cotrim, a nationally respected civil 
engineer and cattle expert, suggested the establishment of zootechni-
cal posts to improve the breed and to develop a breeding program that 
could supply the national market. His advice was followed, and in &(&' a 
caracu studbook was created. Breeding was conducted in the São Paulo 
state agricultural research station at Campinas, and improvements over 
the years in the breed’s fertility, weight gain, and docility were cited as 
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proof that it was the breed of the future. But the controversy went fur-
ther than the competition between caracu and zebu../

The debate over the suitability of the zebu was heated, and given 
its nationwide importance, it deserves extended discussion here. The 
0 rst salvo was launched in 1234 by Dr. Luis Pereira Barreto, a respected 
São Paulo agricultural scientist and physician. There had been some 
concern among ranchers that the zebu did not live up to their expecta-
tions a5 er the 0 rst or second generation. Pereira Barreto admitted that 
the 0 rst generation was “truly splendid,” but succeeding generations, 
he argued, declined rapidly:

the second is already much inferior; the third very bad; the fourth 
is a juvenile goat herd; the 0 5 h a herd of long-eared hares; the sixth, 
 0 nally is of debilitated rats, wretched, infertile.6.6.6. Zebu meat has 
the rankness of capivara; cows don’t have enough milk to raise their 
young; males and females are wild beasts..7

Such strong words touched o8  a bitter argument that pitted support-
ers of Pereira Barreto, most of whom were Paulistas, against defenders 
of the zebu, who, not surprisingly, were largely Mineiros. The debate 
went on for decades and was not fully resolved in the minds of some 
participants even into the 1243s.

An even harsher opinion was expressed by Dr. Assis Brasil, a re-
nowned ranching specialist from Rio Grande do Sul. Assis Brasil ad-
mitted no positive characteristics for the zebu whatsoever, calling it the 
“Asiatic plague” and characterizing its champions as having succumbed 
to “collective hysteria.” Somewhat less strident in his criticism was Co-
trim, whose experience with cattle was extensive but largely con0 ned 
to Rio Grande do Sul and Rio de Janeiro. In his highly regarded man-
ual on cattle raising published in 1219, Cotrim opined that the immense 
popularity of this “hindu idol” in recent years had produced a painful 
experience for Brazilian ranchers, who did not understand that in the 
course of countless centuries in India, the zebu had “proven” it was in-
capable of improvement. He had argued earlier that the zebu was good 
only for traction, although somewhat hard to handle, and that as times 
changed the need for traction animals was rapidly diminishing. Cotrim 
disparaged the animal’s meat, saying that it was of secondary quality 
because the breed did not adapt well to “luxurious” pasture areas. He 
warned that zebu milk production was exceptionally low, calf care by 
cows minimal, and the procreation rate well below that of the more tra-
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ditional breeds, such as the caracu. The addition of Cotrim’s voice to 
the discussion gave greater legitimacy to the anti-zebu lobby.$%

The zebu’s defenders were not idle in their responses. Carlos For-
tes, a Mineiro animal expert, noted in "&#' that the state ranching in-
dustry was poorly developed, little cattle care was practiced, govern-
ment support was negligible, and exports were low as a result. He 
explained that cattle breeds should be chosen depending on the loca-
tion, with zebu being the best selection for remote regions, either as 
purebreds or as scienti( cally controlled crosses. His point was that the 
animal’s rusticity and productivity under less than ideal conditions 
made it a natural choice for ranchers in regions like western Minas, 
Goiás, and Mato Grosso. Others, including some federal government 
technicians, argued that the zebu was ideally adapted to the tropical cli-
mate of Brazil, produced better than its detractors made out, and was 
especially resistant to diseases that frequently incapacitated European 
breeds.)*

Probably the most important ally of the zebu was Joaquim Carlos 
Travassos, a powerful member of the National Agricultural Society in 
Rio. Travassos made a study of the zebu in Brazil and in India even be-
fore the anti-zebu forces launched their attack. Noting that zebu meat 
production was markedly less than that of European breeds in ideal 
conditions, he described a number of ways in which the Indian ani-
mal was best adapted to the local climate: longer ears to sweep away 
+ ies; usually light hair color, re+ ecting the sun; darker skin pigmenta-
tion, making resistance to ultraviolet light much greater; resistance to 
tropical parasites; less sweating, therefore greater absorption of heat by 
droplets. Travassos relied heavily on work by the English scientist Rob-
ert Wallace in India in the ",-#s. Wallace, who made the ( rst scien-
ti( c study of zebu, also recounted failed attempts to improve local cat-
tle by importing English breeds into the British colony. He and later 
scientists concluded that European cattle were unsuited to the tropics 
and that breeder stations and veterinary schools should be established 
to improve the productive quality of the zebu. That is apparently what 
occurred, and Travassos argued that the same should be done in Brazil. 
He lamented a lack of vision among Brazilian legislators and scientists, 
pointing out that several other Latin American nations had veterinary 
schools, India had several, and even distant Siam was so equipped.)$

The conclusions of Travassos and Wallace were consistent with 
those of modern zoological scientists (except for the role of sweating, 
which functions opposite to the manner described by Travassos). To-
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day, dark skin pigmentation and light hair color are considered impor-
tant advantages for survival in tropical environments. Compared with 
European animals, the zebu breed is better adapted to the tropics for 
numerous other reasons: its longer legs and slower metabolism, ensur-
ing greater conservation of energy; a smaller digestive tract and more 
e.  cient absorption of food; lower requirements of protein and calo-
ries, making it better able to survive in less than ideal pastures; greater 
herd sociability, ensuring increased safety from predators; large body 
surface in relation to weight, lower metabolic rate, and larger sweat 
glands, leading to improved regulation of body temperature in re-
sponse to heat; short hairs and oily skin secretions that discourage ec-
toparasites (as do their independent hypodermal muscles, like horses); 
acquired resistance to some diseases, such as foot-and-mouth, Texas fe-
ver, even rinderpest; greater blood irrigation, permitting increased ox-
ygen absorption into the lungs and brain; and longer eyelashes, which 
protect against intense light and dust.//

Government was not entirely absent, however. Importation was 
aided by support from both the federal and the Minas Gerais state gov-
ernments beginning in 0123. Federal laws in that year and in 0104 loos-
ened import regulations, and the Minas government also entered the 
business. The president of Minas, João Pinheiro, encouraged the dis-
play of zebu at state cattle exhibitions in 0125, despite objections by 
some veterinarians and ranchers, and in 0102 Minas subsidized the im-
port of 464 animals. President Pinheiro took an entirely utilitarian atti-
tude when he declared:

I do not want to know if the science of zoo-technicians recommends 
the zebu or not; what I know is that the ranchers of Uberaba and 
other regions of Minas Gerais are getting rich with zebu, and that’s 
enough for me./7

Nevertheless, many scientists and ranchers rejected the work of 
Travassos. The debate was kept alive particularly by the untiring lob-
bying of Pereira Barreto and other Paulistas, obsessed as they were with 
the political agenda of promoting caracu as the national breed. In Mato 
Grosso, however, zebu continued to grow in importance, particularly 
in crosses with local breeds of the franqueiro and chino. In some cases 
where ranchers provided little care, these animals became so unruly 
that they posed a risk to humans and other, more docile cattle, forcing 
owners to destroy them. In general, however, the zebu was the breed of 
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choice by World War I, notably because of its ability to withstand the 
long and arduous cattle drives to São Paulo, which became even more 
di#  cult during the wartime cattle boom. Indeed, it was the war that 
persuaded most ranchers throughout Central Brazil to accept zebu as 
the breed best adapted to the Brazilian milieu. Extensive exports of 
meat to warring Europe also convinced many doubters of zebu meat’s 
marketability and its place in the national economy. Zebu was on the 
way to predominating in Campo Grande and the Vacaria, and ranchers 
in the Pantanal, which was much slower in adopting the breed, $ rst be-
gan to import zebu breeders during and a% er the war. The controversy 
died down at that point, and even Eduardo Cotrim accepted the inevi-
tability of zebu for Central Brazil’s ranching industry, although he em-
phasized the need for selection and breeding care.&'

That was the crux of the matter, as several less emotional observ-
ers pointed out during the course of the debate. In itself, the zebu was 
not prone to inevitable degeneracy as its detractors claimed, but inade-
quate care led to a decline in quality over several generations. Fernando 
Ru#  er argued during the war that crosses between Bos taurus and B. in-
dicus were more akin to hybridization than to crossbreeding. Although, 
unlike mules, sterility did not occur, it was still necessary to crossbreed 
regularly in order to avoid degeneration.&( He and others also argued 
that the best way to improve cattle quality in Brazil (as always, com-
pared with the success of Argentina) was to create conditions under 
which the animals could prosper, including better pastures, closer at-
tention by ranchers, and the establishment of zootechnical educational 
facilities. Allegedly this was not understood by Brazilian ranchers, who 
believed that by simply injecting some zebu blood into their herds they 
would produce some miraculous breed requiring no further care. That 
attitude did exist, but much of the reluctance of remote ranchers to 
practice such crossbreeding, particularly in regions like Mato Grosso, 
was more a matter of expense. Until World War I, the $ nancial reward 
from such care was nonexistent, and as such only the richest ranchers 
could a) ord the investment.&*

The debate continued, as in "+", and "+!" the anti-zebu lobby re-
ceived a tremendous boost from external sources, in- uences that would 
keep the controversy prominent for most of the "+!.s. At issue was the 
quality of zebu meat. Zebu detractors argued that the breed had less fat 
than European cattle and was thus unpalatable to the European con-
sumer, compared with beef exported by Argentina. That was part of the 
argument used by the London Board of Trade in "+",, when it banned 
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the import of Brazilian beef. It is true that zebu carry their . esh quite 
di/ erently from other varieties of beef cattle. Animals of European or-
igin have a thicker layer of subcutaneous fat that protects them against 
the cold. Zebu, on the other hand, generally show less marbling since 
their fat is found between the muscles, making zebu meat not only 
leaner but also drier and potentially tougher when cooked. In today’s 
world of health consciousness, leaner meat might be considered a bene-
0 t, but it was a de0 nite disadvantage at that time, particularly since Bra-
zilian beef competed with prized Argentine beef. Fresh beef was sel-
dom consumed in Brazil, except by the wealthiest, and even that group 
preferred lean cuts, so zebu meat found a ready market among them. 
Nevertheless, since the future of the industry depended on exports, es-
pecially to Britain, the ban imposed by London caused concern.12

A furor developed over the ban. Some extremists called for an end 
to the import of zebu breeder stock and the slaughter of all zebu, in-
sisting that the country concentrate on raising only European breeds, 
above all English. Ru3  er responded by making a few salient points. 
He explained that the English had rejected Brazilian meat based on its 
poor quality, which, despite the rhetoric of the London decree, had 
nothing to do with its zebu origin. The Frenchman blamed poor prep-
aration by the frigorí0 cos. In response to the feverish demand for meat 
to supply the war market, scrawny animals were o4 en slaughtered im-
mediately on arrival from grueling three-month drives, followed by an 
excessively rapid freezing process that damaged the meat. As a result, 
the meat reaching England was tough, discolored, and su/ ered from 
freezer burn. He concluded that such a poor product was the conse-

Mixed cattle, "$!%, at Fazenda Margarida. Courtesy of Elza Dória Passos.
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quence of slaughterhouse incompetence, since zebu meat from other 
areas of the world, including Australia, was not part of the ban. Ru$  er 
also pointed out that along with the ban, the Board of Trade had rec-
ommended that Brazil import purebred English bulls to rejuvenate its 
herds:

[T]o neutralize those defects [of zebu] it is necessary to import pure-
bred English cattle, like Hereford, Devon, Shorthorn, etc.%.%.%. En-
gland is the country best equipped to provide Brazil with the neces-
sary breeds.&'

Ru$  er likened the ban to a previous British strategy taken against 
Argentina. London had banned Argentine meat imports in the "(()s 
because of an outbreak of foot-and-mouth in that southern nation, with 
the result that British in* uence over Argentina increased and eventu-
ally the British had almost exclusive access to Argentine production. 
Although there may have been an element of bias in Ru$  er’s assess-
ment regarding the historical precedents of the Board of Trade action, 
there is no masking an obvious British attempt to promote the interests 
of that nation’s breeders. It was not the only time London used a seem-
ingly minor issue to manipulate the market in its favor.&+

While part of the Brazilian agricultural sector went into a frenzy, 
others did not take the ban too seriously. A, er all, there was still a mar-
ket in the rest of Europe, especially France and Italy. Many o$  cials and 
cattle raisers had come to the conclusion that the zebu was indeed the 
beast of the future, and imports from India were resumed in "-"-../The 
São Paulo outbreak of rinderpest in "-!", however, signi0 cantly compli-
cated the widespread adoption of the zebu.

In Brazil, only one outbreak of cattle plague has ever been re-
corded, but its damage to the cattle industry extended far beyond its 
place of incidence. Rinderpest is a viral disease that in its acute form 
lasts from four to ten days. It was a constant problem in Europe un-
til it was eradicated in "(11. In the past it had devastated African cattle, 
and it is endemic in parts of Africa and Asia to this day. Since mortal-
ity frequently reaches -) percent, an epidemic can destroy a country’s 
food supplies, resulting in famine. Today vaccination is common, but in 
the past, rinderpest was commonly controlled through quarantine and 
slaughter..2

In "-!", the disease was detected in several animals in a zebu herd 
imported from India on arrival in São Paulo. The imports had either 
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picked it up on a stopover in a Belgian port, where other cases were 
found, or had passed it on there. Once diagnosed, the outbreak was 
quickly controlled by Brazilian authorities. The herd was quarantined, 
while the infected animals were destroyed, and government agents dis-
infected the rail cars, stock, and packing areas and temporarily closed 
the frigorí. cos. As a precaution, even dogs and ravens in the vicinity 
were killed. Nevertheless, many cattle in the surrounding area came 
down with the disease. In total the epidemic killed some /00 animals 
and another 1,022 were destroyed as a preventive measure. Though rin-
derpest never spread beyond the stockyards of São Paulo, the danger 
was considered so acute that the federal government prohibited fur-
ther imports of zebu, European nations suspended imports of Bra-
zilian beef, Argentina and Uruguay shut their borders to Brazil, and 
slaughterhouses temporarily shut down. Trade was halted between 
Mato Grosso and São Paulo for three months, e3 ectively terminating 
exports for that year, at a time when the market was already declin-
ing. Simultaneously, neighboring Paraguay suspended imports of Mato 
Grosso cattle, and Argentina took advantage of the situation to ban im-
ports of Paraguayan animals for the rest of the year, thus protecting its 
own ranchers from the cheaper Paraguayan cattle. Such drastic mea-
sures were criticized by some at the time as overkill, but in hindsight 
they can be considered an example of quick response, today duplicated 
in cases of other diseases, and were highly successful in protecting the 
region from a potentially devastating epidemic. No cases of rinderpest 
have since been registered in the Americas.45

Within Brazil, however, the plague provided ammunition to ranch-
ers and agricultural bureaucrats who opposed the further introduc-
tion of zebu. To assertions that zebu was a degenerate breed was added 
another alarm, that its introduction risked the spread of a devastat-
ing disease, and thus the breed should be eradicated from the coun-
try. The immediate result was a collapse in zebu prices and the ruin 
of many breeders. Minas Gerais, where zebu breeding had begun, was 
most strongly a3 ected. The distress was only peripherally felt in Mato 
Grosso, since at the time few ranchers had fully converted to the In-
dian breed.44

The rinderpest outbreak depressed further an already stagnant 
postwar ranching sector. A6 er the boom in imports between 7879 
and 7878, only two more shipments were transported from India dur-
ing the period, in 7817 and 78:2, involving :;2 animals. Meat exports 
had picked up by 781:, and expansion in the later 7812s served to mute 
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zebu disparagers. The change was aided by the improved treatment of 
cattle and meat by the frigorí$ cos. Other support came from an unex-
pected source, a representative of the British Ministry of Agriculture 
who traveled to the country in the late "%!&s. The o'  cial, John Lamb 
Frood, visited the Uberaba area and was impressed by the quality of 
zebu found there. He suggested that greater crossbreeding with breeds 
like Hereford or Polled Angus might be bene$ cial, but he assured Bra-
zilian ranchers that he was returning to England convinced of the value 
of zebu in providing beef for the European market. He also judged that 
Brazilian slaughterhouses were processing the product even better than 
those in Argentina.()

Frood’s opinion was echoed by Sir Edmund Vestey, head of the 
British conglomerate that controlled a number of Brazil’s frigorí$ cos. 
Vestey visited Brazil in "%!* and con$ rmed Ru'  er’s earlier assessment 
that the low quality of the meat, not the breed of cattle, was to blame 
for Brazil’s loss of clients for its meat in the postwar period. He too 
suggested crosses with European breeds but believed that zebu was the 
best animal for remote interior regions like Mato Grosso. He also urged 
completion of the bridge over the Paraná River and recommended that 
rail freight rates should be based on carload and not per head. The visits 
by foreigners legitimated the zebu as a viable animal in the production 
of beef for export, albeit with the caveat that more scienti$ c breeding 
methods be employed.(+

These opinions were elaborated on in replies to questionnaires sent 
to the major slaughterhouses in the country. In "%!% or "%,& represen-
tatives were interviewed from the three largest packing houses in Bra-
zil, owned by Continental Products, Armour, and Anglo, a Vestey com-
pany. They were asked their opinion of the quality of zebu steers sold 
to the frigorí$ cos and the quality and marketability of zebu beef in Eu-
rope. All three reported that between *& and -& percent of all steers 
processed were zebu crosses, which should be no surprise, consider-
ing that most of the animals came from Minas, Goiás, and Mato Grosso. 
The representatives went on to praise the quality of most of the animals 
received and the favorable quantity and quality of the meat rendered. 
They emphasized that their production was based on zebu and sug-
gested that ranchers should breed purebred animals or at least use pure-
bred bulls for crosses. It was admitted that zebu meat was considered 
inferior in Britain and that the price of zebu beef ranged from three-
quarters to one-half as much as beef from Argentina and Uruguay. The 
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interviewees, however, emphasized their belief that the breed was most 
suitable for Brazilian environmental conditions../

In the end, between 0120 and the 0134s, zebu came to dominate as 
the major breed in Central Brazil. Most of the opposition to the breed 
had been overcome by the 0134s, and the bulk of ranchers, buyers, and 
veterinarians were believers. In Mato Grosso, the zebu had become the 
main breed by the 0154s, particularly in Campo Grande and the Vaca-
ria. Andrade explained that the reasons were simple: hardiness, precoc-

“David and Goliath: An impressive parallel between a Nelore and a Curraleiro.” 
Reprinted from Revista Zebu, August "$%&, "!. (Also published in Robert W. Wilcox, 
“Zebu’s Elbows: Cattle Breeding and the Environment in Central Brazil, "'$(–"$)(,” 
in Christian Brannstrom, ed., Territories, Commodities and Knowledges: Latin 
American Environmental History in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries 
[London: Institute for the Study of the Americas, !((%], !&*. Used with permission.)
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ity of calves, resistance to parasites, and ability to swim, essential in 
the fording of rivers and streams during drives. The capacity to en-
dure the long drives to market and to regain weight quickly was central 
in$the decisions of Mato Grosso ranchers to opt for zebu, despite the 
controversy surrounding its value. In fact, by "%&' Mato Grosso report-
edly had a higher proportion of zebu in its herd than any other region 
of Brazil, including Minas and Goiás. Most of the zebu were not pure-
bred, however, as they were the products of both deliberate and uncon-
trolled crosses with other stock. That began to change only in the "%&'s 
and "%('s, when more purebred animals were introduced.)*

The region of Mato Grosso where ranching continued to resist 
the zebu until the "%&'s was the Pantanal. Part of the reason was a lack 
of resources to buy breeders, plus ranchers seemed to have the erro-
neous perception that zebu could not adapt to regional annual + ood-
ing. That was largely a result of the propaganda campaign emanating 
from São Paulo, which for undetermined reasons was disproportion-
ately in+ uential in the region. Rancher Renato Ribeiro, for example, 
explained that his father was slow in adopting the breed because he was 
a reader of O!Estado de S. Paulo, the São Paulo daily newspaper through 
which Pereira Barreto publicized his campaign. There also was a neg-
ative attitude toward zebu because those le,  to wander in a semiferal 
state, as was common in the Pantanal, turned quite feral and were ex-
tremely di-  cult to round up. That was more a re+ ection of the char-
acter of ranching in the region than the quality of the zebu, and it was 
not long before ranchers began to pay greater attention to animal care 
than before. The result was that by the mid- to late "%&'s, when access 
to higher quality animals increased and prices declined, the zebu also 
came to predominate in the Pantanal.).

Finally, it is important to point out that the zebu is not genetically 
uniform but rather includes a number of distinct varieties. The breed’s 
diversity played an important role in shaping the cattle industry and the 
debate. Apparently, the / rst regular imports of zebu were the Nelore 
variety, called Ongole in India. The animal, from the region around 
Madras, has a distinctive predominantly white hair color. It is the most 
prominent zebu breed in South America today, particularly Central 
Brazil. Other important breeds were Gir, from the west of India near 
Ahmadabad, and Guzerá (Kankrej), from the same region, more specif-
ically the modern Indian state of Guzerat. Other breeds were imported 
in small numbers and have made only slight genetic contributions to 
Brazilian herds.)0
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Why these three breeds were chosen is not entirely clear, but it 
seems to have had something to do with breeding in India, their dom-
inance in that country, and their ability to satisfy the fundamental cri-
terion of Brazilian buyers: durability, docility, and adaptability to a va-
riety of purposes. Brazilian inexperience with Indian cattle led to the 
choice of animals on the basis of external features, particularly color, 
extent of dewlap, and, in later years, length of ears. At the height of 
Brazilian purchases, Indian cattle traders jocularly referred to the Bra-
zilians as “buyers of cattle ears.” These nonscienti. c arbitrary criteria 
in/ uenced the marketability of animals throughout the 0123s and into 
the 0143s, and they became part of a debate over the development of a 
distinctly Brazilian zebu breed, the Indubrasil.56

Up to World War I, purebred animals were crossed with local an-
imals, producing mixed results. The degeneracy that occurred be-
cause of a lack of control over breeding fueled the zebu controversy 
and, coupled with continued high import costs, in/ uenced the deci-
sion by a number of Mineiro ranchers to develop a distinctly Brazil-
ian zebu breed. Independent of any government assistance, they devel-
oped the Indubrasil in response to the wartime market, and it became 
the dominant zebu breed during the 0123s. A pure zebu breed, with no 
input from Bos taurus, it was mainly a cross between Gir and Guzerá, 
although other zebu stock was not entirely absent. The creators of the 
Indu brasil succeeded in obtaining a much greater quantity of meat per 
animal than provided by zebu crossed with European breeds, and by 
0143 it was being touted as the savior of the Brazilian cattle industry.57

As much as possible, Indubrasil cattle were bred with long ears, 
one of the measures by which Brazilians judged animals for purity. 
Most ranchers had no experience with zebu, and like the buyers in In-
dia, they relied on its unusual external features to determine their indi-
vidual purchases. In many cases, animals with the longest ears fetched 
the highest prices in the market, whether they were carefully bred 
or not. Ranchers o8 en believed they were breeding with pure stock, 
when in fact most animals were no more than three-quarters or seven-
eighths zebu. That led to uncontrolled crossbreeding, which eventually 
caused herds to degenerate, further fueling the debate over zebu qual-
ity. Along with their colleagues elsewhere in the country, some ranch-
ers in Mato Grosso su9 ered unsatisfactory results, which helped to dis-
courage greater expansion of zebu in the state.5:

The boom in Indubrasil inspired another advance. By the late 0143s 
it had become clear that the stocks of purebred Indian cattle were pre-
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cariously low in Brazil. That prompted the federal government to stim-
ulate the breeding of pure-blooded stock and to guarantee genealogi-
cal lines through herd and studbooks. Between #$%& and the early #$&"s, 
federally funded experimental ranches were set up in the Triângulo 
Mineiro and in São Paulo. The #$%"s saw the development of the na-
tional Genealogical Registry Service through the Rome Agricultural 
Conference of #$%', and a zebu registry was authorized two years later. 
Those measures were instrumental in guaranteeing the zebu a perma-
nent place in Brazilian ranching circles and in preserving the small 
numbers of purebred stock still in existence. They also ensured a place 
for Indubrasil, which became a source of national pride for Brazilian 
stock raisers and was o(  cially recognized as a distinct breed in #$%'.)*

From #$&" until the #$+"s, Indubrasil was the dominant breed 
among registered zebu purebreds, although there was some concern 
over the extent of necessary human intervention, particularly in or-
der to ensure that newborn calves would suckle. The concerns contrib-
uted to the perceived need to import new blood into the industry, al-
though a federal government ban on imports had been in e, ect, with 
only the occasional exception, since #$%". O(  cial refusal to sanction in-
creased imports led in #$++ to the illegal import from Bolivia through 
Corumbá of more than #"" high-quality Gir. Through arti- cial insem-
ination, those imports became instrumental in guaranteeing the pre-
dominance of that breed for a decade, particularly in Mato Grosso. Un-
der pressure from the nation’s ranching sector, which sought to expand 
herds to reach broader markets, particularly overseas, in #$'! the legal 
importation of %#. Nelore began to inject that blood back into Brazilian 
herds, and the industry came full circle.

No signi- cant numbers of zebu have been imported since then, as 
the industry became sophisticated enough to engage in its own breed-
ing program, leading to the overwhelming predominance of Nelore in 
the national herd, with the exception of Rio Grande do Sul. In fact, 
most zebu in southern South America are Nelore, and many are the de-
scendants of Brazilian-bred animals. Nelore animals are most prized 
because the breed is not only highly resistant to climatic extremes, par-
ticularly under conditions of extensive ranching as in Mato Grosso, but 
is also highly fertile and gains weight easily. Zootechnicians from other 
countries, such as South Africa and Australia, also have a(  rmed the 
Nelore’s signi- cance for large-scale tropical ranching. The beast’s light 
hair color plays a role in its adaptability to conditions of hot sun and lit-
tle shade, as is common in Brazilian pastures. It should be pointed out 
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that although pure white is the normal color, other tints do exist among 
the Nelore. In Brazil, color clearly played a part in selection for breed-
ers, since most zebu throughout the country are white Nelore. Unlike 
the arbitrary prejudice in favor of super. cial characteristics seen in the 
past, the choice of light hair color today has scienti. c approbation be-
hind it.//

As uncertain and prone to error as the Brazilian breeding program 
was in the past, it has now become a major player in the industry, not 
only consolidating the dominance of the zebu in Brazil but also serv-
ing as a repository for possible export to India. It may seem paradoxi-
cal that Brazil could export to the region of the world where zebu are 
most numerous, but in recent years the purity of Indian herds has de-
clined considerably. The cause has been the lack of genealogical con-
trols, coupled with an emphasis on utilitarian needs in the face of stag-
gering human poverty, which has led to the introduction of European 
milk cows to increase milk production. As Brazilian experience shows, 
such experiments have been less than successful in the long term, par-
ticularly since follow-up control has been minimal. In the mid-0123s, 
Alberto Santiago predicted that by the end of the twentieth century 
Brazil would be exporting purebred zebu semen to India, though that 
apparently did not come to pass./4

The advent of the zebu guaranteed Mato Grosso a signi. cant place 
in the national cattle market, a position already developing before the 
entry of the breed but not assured at the time. The process was slow, 
and the local ranching sector was a good example of how traditional 
methods will coexist with innovative techniques for some time, as eco-
nomic growth stimulates the transition from one to the other. Mato 
Grosso ranchers eventually accepted the lead of the Triângulo Mi-
neiro and their willingness to press on, despite several setbacks and ar-
guments to the contrary, ensuring that they would be in the forefront 
of the developing technology along with western Minas and Goiás. In 
fact, Mato Grosso became one of the most important of the several 
zebu breeding regions. As a result, the state bene. ted . rst from break-
throughs and then consolidated its place in national ranching strategies, 
establishing abundant good-quality grazing land as well as a stock of 
excellent animals for the future.

By the 0153s, Mato Grosso and Minas had surpassed São Paulo 
in cattle breeding technology. Some observers have suggested that in 
the long term the anti-zebu campaign was a great bene. t to the zebu- 
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producing states because it permitted them to develop a technology that 
São Paulo would otherwise have dominated. It was even estimated that 
the campaign may have cost São Paulo as much as US$"## million in 
lost sales and production. Be that as it may, the opportunity that Mato 
Grosso found in the zebu was golden. The region adopted a technol-
ogy developed in Brazil itself, through both the private and public sec-
tors, which overcame obstacles of meat quality and limited opportuni-
ties o$ ered by jerky production. Indeed, the conditions were created 
for Mato Grosso’s present status as a major beef cattle producing zone. 
At the same time, the story of zebu in the state and the country a%  rms 
that ranching in the tropics was a business highly dependent on some-
times controversial experimentation. Knowledge was still limited, and 
as one wag had it, the introduction of zebu was like a jogo de bicho, a 
game of chance, though a lucrative one in the end.&'
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Transformation and Continuity

[The Pantanal is] a problem area of great potential, whose 
abandonment to ordinary [rotineira] and obdurate [secular] 
economic!exploitation, without doubt constitutes a true national 
waste!of the potential of the land and the capacity of the Brazilian 
resident [homem] of the interior.

()*"  +,"&&"  -,.&'/.#*  0"&1  2, )+.$$',  3456

These words, written almost 788 years a9 er Vice President 
Ramos Ferreira expressed the same concerns, reveal how 
the recurrent theme of unful: lled development lived on 

in the state of Mato Grosso. Beginning in the late nineteenth century, 
the transformation of ranching in Mato Grosso was almost as dramatic 
as that of the United States during the same period. Compared with 
North America, however, growth in Mato Grosso was gradual and er-
ratic, exhibiting little of the dynamism that characterized ranching 
in the north, or even in Argentina. That was the crux of the problem, 
given that all eyes looked to the spectacular successes of other regions 
as the criteria by which Mato Grosso ranching should be judged.

The principal argument running through this study is that even 
where the will existed for the expansion of ranching, the opportunities 
and successes were limited by geographical, ecological, and economic 
restraints. Husbandry methods common in other biomes frequently are 
not successful in the tropics, and since Mato Grosso is made up of sev-
eral ecosystems that require a range of ranching practices, even rou-
tines in one region were inapplicable to bordering zones. Traditional 
ranching had adapted to speci: c environmental conditions, permitting 
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ranchers to make a modest living supplying the local market, with some 
minor exports to other regions of Brazil. At the same time, government 
attention was limited, despite repeated expressions of concern, leaving 
the sector to rely largely on its own endeavors.

Certainly e# orts were made to expand the region’s cattle industry, 
and over the long run it grew. A$ er the Paraguayan War, Mato Grosso 
was recognized for its potential for settlement, and migration increased 
signi% cantly, though infrastructure remained precarious, land tenure 
ambiguous, and distances great. Aside from the lure of extractive boom 
products like rubber and mate, that le$  ranching as the best option for 
making a living. Coupled with the constraints of geography, the prob-
lems of property legalization and limited % nancial options forced many 
to operate at a subsistence level. As in the past, open-range ranching 
predominated. Consequently, investors with capital (primarily foreign 
concerns) had a tremendous advantage. Entrepreneurs from Argen-
tina and Uruguay were the % rst to take advantage of the opportunities, 
but soon others, especially from Europe and the United States, came to 
dominate speci% c sectors of the local economy.

Cattle products, primarily jerky and beef bouillon, became ma-
jor export articles, though export markets were limited compared with 
other regions of the continent. Still, it is remarkable that a signi% cant 
business could be built from beef extract in a region as remote as the 
northern Pantanal, an example that speaks to the irrevocable in& uence 
of commoditization on all parts of Latin America. Although the story 
of Descalvados is fascinating, it is more notable as an exception than as 
a rule. Circumstances dictated that most ranching remained open range 
and supplied local consumption, though some ranchers were able to 
produce enough to contribute small amounts of cattle and meat to the 
national market. No truly robust cattle production developed until the 
twentieth century, leaving the enduring impression, especially among 
elites, that the sector was not being exploited to the extent it should.

That judgment stimulated tentative % scal interest in the early years 
of the twentieth century. A growing belief that the region could be in-
tegrated into the nation through transportation led to hesitant invest-
ments by Rio in shipping and support for a railroad across the state. 
The interest became urgent with the advent of World War I, as fever-
ish war demand attracted serious attention to ranching in Mato Grosso 
and in Brazil in general. Meat and leather exports skyrocketed, placing 
the region and nation on the map of notable global cattle zones. The at-
tention did not continue on the same scale a$ er the war, but enough in-
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vestment, Brazilian and foreign, had been made to consolidate Mato 
Grosso’s role as a signi( cant player in Brazilian ranching, a position 
that gradually expanded over the following decades.

Until the )*+,s, though, Mato Grosso persisted as a secondary 
player in national and international markets, relying primarily on jerky 
and leather production, sent downriver to Uruguay and beyond, and 
live cattle exports to São Paulo frigorí( cos. The expansion of national 
and global consumption of beef a- er World War II a. orded oppor-
tunities for the sector, but until the )*/,s, other regions of Brazil and 
Latin America supplied most national and international markets.

The twentieth century ushered modern ideas of animal husbandry 
into the region, many of them inapplicable to the tropical conditions 
of the region. That characteristic runs through the study, since it is 
crucial to understanding the irregular evolution of the ranching sec-
tor, especially in the context of backward versus developed. The fail-
ure of Mato Grosso to grow as expected led to a greater push to apply 
the latest husbandry techniques to improve ranching’s productive ca-
pacity. The approaches vital to Mato Grosso’s evolution in that regard 
came from both outside and within Brazil, though there were lessons 
to be learned from local experience as well. As practitioners and out-
side observers sluggishly came to understand the ecological speci( ci-
ties of Mato Grosso, the sector began to be transformed by experimen-
tation with forage species, the introduction of exotic breeds, and more 
intensive management of cattle, including expansion of fencing, regu-
lar provision of salt, and disease and parasite control. The process was 
anything but smooth, for it was not uncommon for modern applica-
tions to result in spectacular failure, as in the case of Brazil Land. O- en 
traditional practices persisted well into the twentieth century, includ-
ing land tenure and use, access to credit, labor relations, and the han-
dling of cattle.

As expected in a relatively remote frontier territory like Mato 
Grosso, land was always in contention. For the most part, large land-
holding prevailed, at least up to the )*0,s and )*1,s. The limited avail-
ability of land for smallholders, whether agriculturalists or small ranch-
ers, caused criticism from certain sectors of the country. By the )*2,s, 
much land was held by large foreign concerns, but there were also many 
huge private ranches in the state, particularly in the Pantanal. With di-
rect state intervention during the Vargas years and internal population 
pressures, properties gradually fragmented and opportunities opened 
up for family operations. Still, environmental conditions, relative geo-
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graphic isolation, and the expense of running a ranch with uncertain 
market prospects guaranteed the disproportionate in# uence of large 
ranches.

Large establishments also had greater access to credit to maintain 
or expand their operations. Thanks largely to the perceived lack of eas-
ily collected collateral in the state, private banking was virtually non-
existent for much of the period. In its absence, $ scal attempts were 
made to stimulate credit accessibility; as with transportation, these ef-
forts tended to be lethargic and inconsistent. The result was a system 
of informal credit relations that linked large property owners to other 
signi$ cant operators, or with export agents, but denied opportunities 
to smaller entrepreneurs. Such limiting conditions changed only over 
the course of subsequent decades, particularly in the latter years of the 
twentieth century.

Con# ict was a part of the process, of course, but as I have outlined, 
the greater in# uences came from the day-to-day operations of the 
ranches, the application or not of imported technologies, and the per-
sistence of traditional work relations. For the most part, relations be-
tween employers and employees were amicable, if hierarchical. There 
were also rather distinct divisions of labor among those directly work-
ing the cattle, creating the unique circumstance in which cowboys and 
ranch hands performed speci$ c tasks based on status. Undoubtedly, a 
certain discrimination existed, but for the most part it did not cause 
discord among workers. Labor relations had the added dimension of 
ethnic speci$ cities. Brazilian-born workers dominated, but Paraguay-
ans, Uruguayans, and Argentines were common in Mato Grosso, work-
ing in various jobs on the ranches and in the bouillon and jerky fac-
tories. Besides their labor, the immigrants’ customs and traditions 
signi$ cantly in# uenced the cultural makeup of Mato Grosso, including 
food ways and language patterns. To a lesser extent, aboriginal customs 
also had an in# uence.

As in all of the Americas, indigenous peoples were imposed on by 
the expansion of nonnative settlement, with ranching o% en in the fore-
front in dispossessing Indian territories. This history is the most egre-
gious example of con# ict in Mato Grosso. Native peoples were stripped 
of their lands, identities, families, and even their lives; they also 
adapted, and frequently negotiation was necessary to avoid complete 
disruption for tribes and settlers. Indian cowboys and ranch hands 
were common, especially in the Pantanal, and active resistance by some 
groups in alliance with thoughtful Brazilians permitted them to retain 
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territories they may not have secured otherwise. That alliance gave rise 
to the Serviço de Proteção aos Índios, an agency that preceded today’s 
FUNAI and was instrumental in guaranteeing permanent native pres-
ence in the region. That is not to say that the narrow cultural percep-
tions of SPI leaders did not negatively impact aboriginal communities, 
but in several cases Indians became cowboys and both communities and 
individuals raised cattle, o( en successfully.

Viable ranch operations require considerable expertise, knowledge 
o( en gained with practice. Certainly the long-term extensive nature of 
ranching in Mato Grosso required generations of trial and error to sus-
tain a precarious industry through uncertain ecological and economic 
conditions. Even with modern concepts, the di)  cult conditions did not 
disappear; in fact they have persisted into the twenty-* rst century. In 
part, this is the nature of raising cattle, since the practicality of some 
tasks is undeniable. For example, the latest equipment can help in con-
structing fences and vaccinating animals, but roundup still requires hu-
man power and expertise, as does the taming of horses and branding of 
cattle. At the same time, historical knowledge of local environmental 
conditions was essential in planning most ranching activities.

A crucial component of this story is the complex role of ecosystems 
in de* ning how ranching developed. Routine tasks such as determining 
appropriate pasturage, times to engage in the roundup, branding, and 
so on, were dependent on climate, terrain, and availability of new hus-
bandry technologies. Central was the role of breeding in Mato Grosso 
ranching. The e+ ect of the zebu breed on ranching in Brazil and else-
where has been spectacular. Viewed from the air, the white specks of 
Nelore cattle spread across the landscape demonstrate the magnitude 
of this Indian-origin breed in revolutionizing modern tropical cattle 
ranching. Mato Grosso’s position in the expansion and the experience 
of ranchers in adopting or rejecting the breed speaks volumes about 
both tradition and modernization. The story of the zebu explains in 
large part why the region eventually was able to develop as it did. As 
the numbers of animals grew and the industry expanded, environ-
mental consequences became more pronounced. With the zebu’s rise 
to prominence in the last decades of the twentieth century, the pre-
vious limited impact of cattle on the land changed dramatically. That 
transformation leads to my other main argument—that much of what 
characterizes recent endeavors in ranching modernization, particularly 
in the Amazon Basin, drew on the experiences of ranching develop-
ment in Mato Grosso prior to the mid-twentieth century. To clarify 
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that point and bring the discussion full circle, my # nal re$ ection ad-
dresses pertinent developments in Mato Grosso and beyond since %&'(.

)*+,  +-,.+/,+0-1,.+234  567,3./8*+/6.9

Though poor communications and o:  cial and economic inertia 
restricted pre-%&'(s access to resources and technical inputs through-
out Brazil, by mid-century concerted e; orts to integrate the interior 
into the nation began to bear fruit. Starting in the %&<(s, national gov-
ernment interest in the interior gradually came to fruition, particularly 
through the planning and construction of a new national capital at Bra-
sília, completed in %&=(. The intention of the Brazilian State was to oc-
cupy its remote regions # nally and de# nitively, the success of which de-
pended on economic viability. Fiscal subsidies were the vehicle through 
which the military government, which ruled from %&=> to %&"', sought 
to achieve that end, and ranching, above all in the Mato Grossos, was 
instrumental.

As noted in the Introduction, I appreciate that my contention that 
ranching in Mato Grosso from the nineteenth through the twentieth 
centuries in$ uenced future endeavors in Brazil runs the risk of regard-
ing subsequent experiences in other regions, particularly in the Ama-
zon, as a form of reading backward into early Mato Grosso. Indeed, the 
Amazon’s particular set of biomes only partially parallel those of the 
Center West, and the economic and social imperatives that stimulated 
ranching in Pará, for example, do not necessarily duplicate those some 
decades earlier in southern Mato Grosso. Yet economic commitments 
and the application of new technologies in raising cattle, such as the in-
troduction of exotic grasses, development of hardier cattle breeds, ap-
proaches to land acquisition and control, myriad forms of labor rela-
tions, and most especially the ecological restrictions and opportunities 
that informed struggles for land and capital, all saw their application 
# rst and most heavily in Mato Grosso. Although not fully developed 
until late into the twentieth century, these advances and impacts of 
Brazilian tropical ranching expanded rapidly from the %&=(s, in both 
Mato Grosso and Amazonia.?

The cattle sector was relatively stable by the %&'(s, as interest in its 
expansion strengthened, and # scal and private investment began to # l-
ter, then $ ow, into the interior of Brazil. By the second decade of the 
twenty-# rst century, cattle had become a major economic component 
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of the nation’s prosperity. The national herd increased from some () 
million head in the *+()s to well over ,)) million by ,)**.- Those popu-
lation increases sprang from o.  cial policy and private opportunity, oc-
curring most dramatically between the *+/)s and *++)s, when the beef 
cattle population across the nation doubled in just ,( years (*+/)–*++().0 
The most heavily a1 ected regions were the Center West and Amazo-
nia, both now focal points of socio-environmental con2 ict. Stimulated 
by government development programs such as the Programa de De-
senvolvimento dos Cerrados (POLOCENTRO), Programa de Desen-
volvimento do Pantanal (PRODEPAN), and Superintendência do De-
senvolvimento da Amazônia (SUDAM), human and cattle populations 
in both regions surged. The human population almost tripled in the 
Center West and quadrupled in Amazonia, as rich and poor southern-
ers 2 ocked into the interior seeking opportunities not o1 ered in their 
home areas. Cattle populations increased most spectacularly, roughly 
3)) percent in the Center West, over *))) percent in Amazonia.4 The 
military dictatorship deliberately sought to expand on previous inten-
tions and stimulate occupation of the vast interior, and that policy did 
not change signi5 cantly with the coming of democracy. The hope re-
mained to develop the region for the nation, an endeavor that led to 
the promotion of economic activities that could generate increasing 
amounts of foreign exchange through trade. Cattle were seen as the eas-
iest and cheapest way to achieve that dream.

Part of the cost of expansion was social. A component that has at-
tracted considerable international attention is the role of land occu-
pation and accompanying violence in newly settled regions. A general 
perception of ranching history across the Americas is that it has been 
a region of violent dispute among ranchers, smallholders, and native 
peoples.6 That is still the assessment today. In recent decades, multiple 
news reports and studies have revealed how acute some of the con2 ict 
over land has become, even when the state attempts to address it. The 
well-told story of the assassination of rubber tapper, trade unionist, and 
environmentalist Chico Mendes by a ranching family in *+77 in Acre is 
one example.8 There are many others, most notably in Amazonia, but 
also in the Mato Grossos, that indicate how seriously small settlers, as 
well as native communities, have struggled to protect their access to 
land, address environmental concerns, protect traditional culture, and 
make a living.9 As expected, those with the most resources are the ones 
who usually triumph, though we should be circumspect when it comes 
to the goals of such players, if not their sometimes nefarious methods.
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Although in the past some clashes in Mato Grosso were linked to 
struggles over land, the actions of bandits and hired killers were gov-
erned in large part by politics and individuals who could take advantage 
of o$  cial connections for personal bene% t. State attempts to mitigate 
violence were irregular and largely insu$  cient, but ironically, hostility 
also was tempered by the vastness of the territory and the availability of 
land. That changed as more settlers entered the region and as the best 
land was occupied.& More recently in Amazonia and the Mato Grossos, 
even with national and international attention and plentiful resources, 
there seems to be a reluctance of the state to provide regular monitor-
ing of local actors, many of whom are well connected to regional politi-
cians. Though most cattle regions are guardedly peaceful, extrajudicial 
actions over access to land have attracted headlines across the country 
and world, such as the recent con' ict with the Guarani-Kaiowá peo-
ples near Dourados. Native land claims that include properties belong-
ing to ranching families date back almost to the original settlement of 
the Guarani peoples, though disputes have become most intense in the 
last few years, involving owners of cattle, soy, and sugarcane proper-
ties. Re' ecting the situation nationwide, indigenous groups are assert-
ing their rights while state and federal governments have made some 
attempts to address inequalities, though they have been frustratingly 
slow in resolving land claims.(

Other disputes pit small settlers against large landholders, or en-
vironmental activists against medium and large cattlemen. In Mato 
Grosso do Sul, most are underreported, though the overwhelming con-
trol of most large landholders ensures that such con' ict is less than in 
other regions of the country. Nonetheless, it seems unlikely that acts of 
violence in the cattle regions of tropical Brazil will end soon. If the ex-
perience of Mato Grosso is any guide, that would require a concerted 
e) ort by multiple players, not an easy sell in a country with such an ex-
aggerated gap between rich and poor.*+

The human side of the story is compelling, but coupled with it 
are the technical and environmental characteristics that heavily in-
formed the dramatic transformation. Until the ,-.#s, the Center West 
attracted/ the most attention from the State, which supported a num-
ber of studies to determine its suitability for agricultural expansion. 
As a result, the Mato Grossos before and a0 er their division in ,-.- re-
ceived a considerable number of agronomists and entrepreneurs. The 
internationally respected Brazilian agricultural research corporation, 
EMBRAPA, was created speci% cally for this purpose, with a number 
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of specialized units set up around the country to stimulate the mod-
ernization of agricultural and animal production.(( The units were in-
spired by the notion that both the Cerrado and the Amazon Rain forest 
were underexploited and simply needed modern science to render 
them economically viable and thereby attractive regions for settlement. 
Not by chance did EMBRAPA establish its cattle research headquar-
ters in Campo Grande, which in many ways vindicated the struggles of 
previous decades, as outsiders came to appreciate not only the poten-
tial but also the complexities of the region. With the creation of Mato 
Grosso do Sul, the e) ort only expanded, though by the *+,-s its north-
ern brother and Amazonia were seen to o) er even more opportuni-
ties for development. In all cases, the science concentrated on several of 
the technical issues discussed in this book, such as forage development, 
breeding, nutrition, and disease control. EMBRAPA–Gado de Corte 
and EMBRAPA-Pantanal, as well as other units around the country, 
fund and publish a tremendous number of studies on those and other 
elements of cattle care and improvement. Agronomists, zoo technicians, 
ranchers, and other researchers regularly visit from around the world, 
and there are several exchange programs between the units and similar 
entities worldwide.

The e) ect of EMBRAPA e) orts (though until the *+,-s not the di-
rect result) was to shi.  attitudes regarding the science of cattle ranch-
ing, which again incorporated some of the initiatives seen in previous 
decades. The most important programs for Brazilian tropical ranching 
have been in forage improvement, stock breeding, and disease control, 
and most were applied / rst in the Mato Grossos. For the majority, the 
economic rewards of expanded cattle production and beef exports fully 
justi/ ed the scienti/ c and / scal investment.

Thanks to government incentives and facilitated access to cheap 
credit in the *+0-s, establishing a ranch in southern Mato Grosso be-
came much easier. With no requirements to employ current husbandry 
technology, personal investment was minimal, and little care was taken 
to rotate pasture, to seek grasses suited to the breed or age of animals, 
or to preserve soil fertility. Part of the motivation was the same as in the 
Amazon Basin during the same period—speculation. The result for the 
environment was predictable. It also disrupted ranch social structure. 
As in Argentina many decades earlier, land was turned over to renters 
or sharecroppers, with the stipulation that a section had to be sown in 
arti/ cial pasture, usually jaraguá, a. er two or three years. Hence, ini-
tial investment was minimal for the owner, and there appeared to be 
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little need to dedicate much attention to the ranch. In this way, arti# -
cial pasture increased $%& percent in Mato Grosso do Sul between $'%& 
and $'(&, and $&" percent for Brazil as a whole.)*

As an integral part of this economic imperative, roads were con-
structed to access more remote regions of the state. The intention was 
to facilitate the export of cattle, and a major result was increased ac-
tivity and pressure on the land. For example, exotic grasses were ea-
gerly adopted with no concern for the environment, or even for eco-
nomic rationality. In fact, there is probably no region of the world more 
invested in planting arti# cial pasture than Brazil. In Europe and the 
United States, for example, Ana Primavesi reported that in the $'(&s 
only + percent of pasture was planted; the rest was native or sponta-
neous, observed and managed if necessary, but not sown. She revealed 
no data, but in Brazil the percentage was much higher, since in the cer-
rado of Mato Grosso do Sul in $'(& close to !& percent of pasture was 
planted. This expanded dramatically in succeeding decades.),

What truly changed the landscape was the widespread introduc-
tion of brachiaria (signalgrass). In the early $'(&s several varieties of 
brachiaria, including Brachiaria brizantha (marandu), B. decumbens, and 
B. humidicola, were introduced into ecologically diverse regions because 
they did well in soils of varied fertility, were resistant to insects, and 
fattened cattle well. By the early !&&&s, estimates indicated that in the 
Cerrado alone over -& million hectares were in pasture, roughly !+ per-
cent of the total area, while more than +& million hectares of the Ama-
zon, over $& percent of the entire basin, had been cleared, primarily for 
pasture. Of that total, (& percent was in brachiaria. Virtually all plant-
ings in Mato Grosso do Sul have been brachiaria species, even including 
the Pantanal, where the amount of land in planted pasture totaled over 
$+ million hectares by !&&!, between ( and $$ percent of the total.area.)/

The environmental consequences of this expansion have been ex-
tensive: deforestation leading to erosion and silting, consequent 0 ood-
ing and permanent transformation of river courses, soil impoverish-
ment, native species elimination, and local climate change, including 
increased drought. For example, reports indicate that deforestation for 
pasture expansion in the elevated regions of the Pantanal has caused 
regular 0 ooding to become more severe in recent years. By contrast, 
in some regions ranchers faced greater forest encroachment as soils de-
teriorated. Initially, defoliants (including Agent Orange) were used to 
combat the spread of forest, but the practice was abandoned a1 er pub-
lic outcry, and many ranchers turned to mechanical and manual strip-
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ping of the young forest. Those who could not keep up were soon 
forced to sell out. At the same time, the practice of burning has contin-
ued. With so many more ranching units, however, the ecological e( ects 
of ) re were extensive. Besides the substantial release of greenhouse 
gases and harm to native species, the success of introduced species al-
lowed for overstocking of pastures, which resulted in rapid soil degra-
dation and the proliferation of termite mounds. For Mato Grosso, Al-
lem and Valls have documented that by the *+,-s in the upper Pantanal, 
soils had deteriorated signi) cantly and invasive vegetation had become 
common. The same was the case in the campo limpo, turning campos 
limpos into campos grossos (coarse ) elds). The invaders were commonly 
carona and barba de bode, the same as seen in the cerrado to the east. 
In some areas where as little as two hectares of original grasses had sup-
ported one head of cattle, it now required ) ve hectares of degraded 
pastures to carry one head, and the cattle took longer to reach opti-
mal weight for slaughter. Those obstacles led EMBRAPA and others to 
seek new varieties of grasses, including improved brachiaria, and more 
diversi) ed methods of pasture maintenance. To highlight the irony in 
those e( orts, other imported species, such as Pensacolo (Paspalum no-
tatum) and the legume Townsville lucerne (Stylosanthes gracilis), are ea-
gerly sown by ranchers unaware that they are enhanced varieties of spe-
cies native to the Americas../

A similar revolution occurred with the zebu. Following on ear-
lier achievements, more recent developments highlight how important 
this breed is to Brazilian tropical ranching. By the late twentieth cen-
tury, zebu accounted for over ,- percent of the national cattle herd, and 
,01percent of the zebu were Nelore..2 Re3 ecting the rapid expansion of 
modern technology in global ranching, today the Mato Grosso breed-
ing sector is dominated by arti) cial insemination and, most recently, 
embryo transplantation, cutting-edge technologies that clearly repre-
sent the degree of scienti) c sophistication that overlays the Brazilian 
cattle sector in the twenty-) rst century. The environmental stresses 
have only intensi) ed, exacerbated by the dramatic increase in cattle 
populations, while the number of regions involved are much more nu-
merous. Unlike the earlier years in Mato Grosso, in many places ranch-
ing has extended into forests, contributing heavily to the dramatic eco-
logical degradation so decried globally.

While the world’s attention largely has been attracted to the Am-
azon Basin, we have overlooked the damage that ranching and agricul-
ture produced on the Cerrado, arguably even more severe. The biome 
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played host to much of early Mato Grosso ranching, with mixed en-
vironmental e$ ects, but today it is considered to be a biodiversity hot 
spot, as over %& percent of its ! million square kilometers has been con-
verted to pasture and commercial agriculture since '()&. More than 
%&&,&&& square kilometers are in pasture alone, half already degraded 
by * re, species invasion, and the proliferation of termite mounds. 
Since the '(+&s, ranchers in Mato Grosso have played a key role in this 
degradation.,-

Another aspect of this explosive expansion has been the evolution 
of soybean agriculture. By the twenty-* rst century, Brazil was the sec-
ond largest producer of soybeans in the world. It is argued that cat-
tle occupation of the land helped pave the way for soy planting on soils 
that previously were considered infertile for commercial agriculture, 
although occupation of the land by soy o. en bypassed cattle altogether. 
The expansion was impressive, from minuscule plantings in the '(/&s 
to over '" million hectares by !&&&, half of that in the Cerrado of Mato 
Grosso and Goiás.,0 Once again, much of the change was stimulated by 
science developed at EMBRAPA and elsewhere. Since soybeans are also 
used for animal feed around the globe, the region contributes both di-
rectly and indirectly to animal husbandry worldwide.

Coupled with ranching, huge corporate soybean operations have 
led to signi* cant environmental consequences. Large soy farmers have 
come under considerable criticism for their permanent transformation 
of the tropical ecosystems in which they operate, o. en in association 
with cattle ranching, and scienti* c observations seem unequivocal in 
their conclusions.,1 Yet those judgments have been contested or sim-
ply ignored by producers, primarily because o2  cial pressure has been 
irregular at best, including even enforcement of national laws, allow-
ing many producers to develop the land in what they determined to 
be their best interests. There were signs early in the twenty-* rst cen-
tury that some ecological and social concerns were beginning to be ad-
dressed, but today observations, o2  cial and independent statistics, and 
simple anecdotal evidence indicate that such successes may only be 
temporary.34

A recent phenomenon that speaks directly to the transformation of 
Mato Grosso do Sul ranching has been a shi.  from ranching to sugar-
cane production for ethanol. Biofuels have been an integral part of the 
Brazilian energy sector since the '(+&s, and the nation’s sugarcane pro-
duction is overwhelmingly dominated by São Paulo, but biofuel pro-
duction is new to Mato Grosso. Although the data are still premature, it 
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is clear that Mato Grosso do Sul has seen a signi( cant increase in lands 
dedicated to cane, to almost )**,*** hectares in +*,,, which translated 
into nearly ) percent of total national production.-. As in São Paulo, and 
similar to soy farming, most of the production has been on land that 
formerly supported cattle, especially in regions where ranchers did not 
consider the long-term health of their land. Cattle still dominate most 
sectors of land use in the state, but the conversion of ranch land to com-
mercial cane and soy production has shi/ ed the dynamic of develop-
ment. Given what we know, it is not di0  cult to imagine the long-term 
e1 ect this is likely to have on the region’s economic, social, and envi-
ronmental structures.

Tropical ranching has a long history in the Americas that did not 
begin in Mato Grosso. Yet, in the modern period there is no better 
place to observe the development of this important sector of the Latin 
American economy. It was in Mato Grosso that innovation met tradi-
tion, feeding a series of conjunctures that many observers of the time 
saw as messy and backward and thus in need of correction. This caused 
some con2 ict, but mostly censure of the protagonists of ranching, who 
in turn o/ en rejected outside advice as inappropriate to conditions on 
the ground, above all ecological.

The ambitions and innovations that drove cattle ranching in Mato 
Grosso in the early years eventually coalesced in a form that could be 
applied to the region and well beyond in great intensity today. The te-
nacity of the human drive for economic improvement comes in all 
shapes and travels many roads, and by examining the historical tra-
jectory of ranching we can more easily appreciate the importance of 
cattle production to the expansion and economic growth of Brazil, as 
well as the consequences that both Mato Grosso and nation have had to 
face. Ranching is a formidable sector of the Brazilian economy today. 
Throughout the period under study and well beyond, market forces 
largely beyond the range in2 uenced how quickly ranching developed, 
regionally and nationally. In turn, the many daily inputs of raising cat-
tle reveal how ( rmly ranching is governed by a series of factors closely 
linked with land, labor, environment, and technology. Indeed, environ-
mental and social concerns in recent years illustrate how much more 
in2 uential ranching is to national well-being than simple economics. 
Most notably, there is the complication of a tropical- semitropical land-
scape, distinct from that of temperate zones. External and internal 
factors combined to sculpt the character of ranching in Mato Grosso, 
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through a process that was complex, erratic, and sometimes violent. Ul-
timately, ranching expansion in Mato Grosso shaped the structure of a 
signi$ cant sector of the Brazilian tropical frontier, establishing a prec-
edent for the rest of the country and outlining a complex course of de-
velopment. In keeping with that complexity, the consequences have 
been decidedly mixed, and the future is yet uncertain.
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1.  Some extended discussions of this perspective are found in: Arturo Esco-
bar, Encountering Development: The Making and Unmaking of the Third World (Prince-
ton: Princeton University Press, 1223); Gilbert Rist, The History of Development 
from Western Origins to Global Faith, 4nd ed. (London: Zed Books, 4554); Robert 
N. Gwynne and Cristóbal Kay, Latin America Transformed: Globalization and Mo-
dernity, 4nd ed. (New York: Routledge, 4516); Andréa Zhouri, “‘Adverse Forces’ in 
the Brazilian Amazon: Developmentalism Versus Environmentalism and Indige-
nous Rights” Journal of Environment and Development 12 (September 4515): 434–478.

2.  Other important cattle states include Goiás (41 million), Minas Gerais 
(469 million), Rio Grande do Sul (16 million), and São Paulo (11 million). Bra-
zil, IBGE, “Efetivo dos rebanhos de grande porte em 81.14, segundo as Gran-
des Regiões e as Unidades da Federação—4511,” table 8 in Produção da Pecuária 
Municipal, 4511, vol. 82 (Rio de Janeiro: IBGE, 4511): 1–:8. ; p://; p.ibge.gov.br
/Producao_Pecuaria/Producao_da_Pecuaria_Municipal/4511/tabelas_pdf/tab58
.pdf (accessed January 4518). A signi< cant percentage of the total for Minas Gerais 
includes dairy cattle, and although dairy cattle are included in all < gures, with 
the exception of that state beef cattle overwhelmingly dominate in all jurisdic-
tions. According to the 4515 census, Brazil’s human population in that year had 
reached 125 million. Brazil, IBGE, Synopse do Censo Demogra! co, "#$# (Rio de Ja-
neiro: IBGE, 4511). http://www.censo4515.ibge.gov.br/ (accessed March :, 451:). 
Until 1272, Mato Grosso was one state. In that year, the state was divided into 
two, with the south forming the state of Mato Grosso do Sul, while the north re-
tained the original name. For much of the period, raising cattle was almost ex-
clusively the domain of the southern sector of the state, since until recent years 
the northern region o= ered less optimal conditions for large-scale ranching. As a 
consequence, this study concentrates primarily on what is today the state of Mato 
Grosso do Sul, with occasional reference to other regions of Mato Grosso. Unless 
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otherwise noted, my use of “Mato Grosso” refers to the region as it - ts into the 
historical timeline of this study.

3.  US Department of Agriculture, Foreign Agricultural Service, Live-
stock and Poultry: World Markets and Trade, April !./0. http://apps.fas.usda.gov
/psdonline/circulars/livestock_poultry.PDF. India’s exports of beef are almost 
exclusively bu1 alo meat, referred to as carabeef. See Rishi Iyengar, “India Stays 
World’s Top Beef Exporter Despite New Bans on Slaughtering Cows,” Time on-
line, April !", !./0, http://time.com/"#""2"//india-beef-exports-rise-ban-bu1 alo
-meat/, and Sena Desai Gopal, “Selling the Sacred Cow: India’s Contentious 
Beef Industry,” Atlantic, February /!, !./0, http://www.theatlantic.com/business
/archive/!./0/.!/selling-the-sacred-cow-indias-contentious-beef-industry
/"#0"02/. All sources accessed June !./0.

4.  Many studies of contemporary ranching in the American tropics have 
been published over the past decades, particularly from an economic and environ-
mental perspective. Some of the most notable in English are: Susanna B. Hecht, 
“Cattle Ranching in Amazonia: Political and Ecological Considerations,” in Fron-
tier Expansion in Amazonia, ed. Marianne Schmink and Charles H. Wood (Gaines-
ville: University of Florida Press, /2#3), "44–"2#; John Hemming, ed., Changes in 
the Amazon Basin (Manchester: Manchester University Press, /2#0); Douglas R. 
Shane, Hoofprints on the Forest: Cattle Ranching and the Destruction of Latin America’s 
Tropical Forests (Philadelphia: Institute for the Study of Human Issues, /2#4); Marc 
Edelman, The Logic of the Latifundio: The Large Estates of Northwestern Costa Rica 
Since the Late Nineteenth Century (Stanford: Stanford University Press, /22!); Da-
vid Kaimowitz, Livestock and Deforestation in Central America in the !"#$s and !""$s: 
A Policy Perspective (Jakarta: Center for International Forestry Research, /224); 
Charles H. Wood and Roberto Porro, eds., Deforestation and Land Use in the Ama-
zon (Gainesville: University of Florida Press, !..!); Mark London and Brian Kelly, 
The Amazon in the Age of Globalization (New York: Random House, !..5); Je1 rey 
Hoelle, Rainforest Cowboys: The Rise of Ranching and Cattle Culture in Western Am-
azonia (Austin: University of Texas Press, !./0). Two signi- cant historical exami-
nations of the greater Amazon include far northern Roraima on the border with 
Venezuela and northern Goiás (now Tocantins), though neither addresses envi-
ronmental considerations explicitly. See, respectively, Peter Rivière, The Forgotten 
Frontier: Ranchers of North Brazil (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, /25!), 
and Júlio César Melatti, Índios e Criadores: a Situação dos Krahô na Área Pastoril do 
Tocantins (Rio de Janeiro: Instituto de Ciências Sociais, Universidade Federal do 
Rio de Janeiro, /245).

5.  Studies of historical frontiers are numerous, but ones that most directly 
address ranching include: Silvio Zavala, “The Frontiers of Hispanic America,” in 
The Frontier in Perspective, ed. W.6D. Wyman and C.6B. Kroeber (Madison: Univer-
sity of Wisconsin Press, /240); Alistair Hennessy, The Frontier in Latin American 
History (London: Edward Arnold, /25#); Silvio R. Duncan Baretta and John Mar-
ko1 , “Civilization and Barbarism: Cattle Frontiers in Latin America,” Compara-
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tive Studies in Society and History +, (October -./0): 10/–2+,; David J. Weber and 
Jane3M. Rausch, eds., Where Cultures Meet: Frontiers in Latin American History (Wil-
ming ton: Scholarly Resources, -.04). Studies of Brazilian frontiers in English in-
clude: Mary Lombardi, “The Frontier in Brazilian History: An Historiographical 
Essay,” Paci$ c Historical Review 44, no. 4 (Nov. -./1): 45/–41/; E. Bradford Burns, 
“Brazil: Frontier and Ideology,” Paci$ c Historical Review 24, no. - (Feb. -..1): -–-0; 
Jane M. Rausch, “Frontier History as an Explanatory Tool for Brazilian History: 
A Viable Construct?” Latin American Research Review 45, no. - (+,,0): +,-–+,/. For 
Brazil and speci6 cally Mato Grosso, see Sérgio Buarque de Holanda, Caminhos e 
Fronteiras (Rio de Janeiro: Editora José Olympio, -.1/), and Buarque de Holanda, 
O Extremo Oeste (São Paulo: Brasiliense, -.02); Lúcia Salsa Corrêa, História e Fron-
teira: O Sul de Mato Grosso, %&'(–%#!( (Campo Grande: Editora UCDB, -...); Ma-
ria de Fátima Costa, História de um país inexistente: O Pantanal entre os séculos XVI e 
XVIII (São Paulo: Estação Liberdade, Kosmos, -...); Valmir Batista Corrêa, Fron-
teira Oeste +nd ed. (Campo Grande: Editora UNIDERP, +,,1). Two works that 
have brie7 y addressed ranching somewhat along the lines I propose here are: Ar-
nold Strickon, “The Euro-American Ranching Complex,” in Man, Culture, and An-
imals: The Role of Animals in Human Ecological Adjustments, ed. Anthony Leeds and 
Andrew P. Vayda (Washington, D.C.: American Association for the Advancement 
of Science, -.21), ++.–+10; and David McCreery, Frontier Goiás, %&!!–%&&# (Stan-
ford: Stanford University Press, +,,2), chapter 1.

6.  Mato Grosso was a province until the republican coup of -00. that ended 
the empire and led to the reformulation of provinces into states throughout the 
country.

7.  Since this is a study of beef cattle ranching, I only mention sheep in Ar-
gentina and Uruguay to underline the importance of livestock to their economies. 
Sheep were always an insigni6 cant proportion of the Brazilian livestock sector, 
and pigs were important only in Minas Gerais. As such, all comparative 6 gures re-
fer only to beef cattle.

8.  Rollie E. Poppino, “Cattle Industry in Colonial Brazil,” Mid-America 5- 
(October -.4.): +-.–+4/; João António Andreoni (André João Antonil), Cultura e 
Opulência do Brasil (-/--), (São Paulo: Companhia Editora Nacional, -.2/), 5,/–
5-2; Celso Furtado, The Economic Growth of Brazil: A Survey from Colonial to Mod-
ern Times (Berkeley: University of California Press, -.21), 2+–/-, 05–01. The litera-
ture on ranching spans the continent, of course. For our purposes I o8 er here only 
the most signi6 cant studies of Argentina, Uruguay, and Brazil. Argentina: Rich-
ard W. Slatta, Gauchos and the Vanishing Frontier (Lincoln: University of Nebraska 
Press, -.05); Horacio C. Giberti, Historia económica de la ganaderia argentina (Bue-
nos Aires: Raigal, -.14); Alfredo J. Montoya, Historia de los saladeros argentinos (Bue-
nos Aires: Raigal, -.12); Samuel Amaral, The Rise of Capitalism on the Pampas: The Es-
tancias of Buenos Aires, %'&)–%&'( (New York: Cambridge University Press, -..0); 
Osvaldo Barsky and Julio Djenderendjian, Historia del capitalismo agrario pampeano, 
tomo %: La Expansión ganadera hasta %&#) (Buenos Aires: Siglo Veinteuno editores, 
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!##.); Carmen Sesto, Historia del capitalismo agrario pampeano, tomo !: La Vanguar-
dia ganadera bonaerense, "#$%–"&'' (Buenos Aires: Siglo Veinteuno editores, !##/). 
Uruguay: Agustín Ruano Fournier, Estudio economico de la producción de las carnes del 
Río de la Plata (Montevideo: Peña y Cía., 01.2); José Pedro Barrán, Apogeo y crisis del 
Uruguay pastoril y caudillesco, "#(&–"#)$, vol. ": Historia uruguaya, !nd ed. (Montevi-
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Press, 0114); David McCreery, Frontier Goiás, "#!!–"##& (Stanford: Stanford Uni-
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Serviço de Estatística, Synopse do censo pecuário da república pelo processo indirecto de 
avaliações em "&"!–"&"( resultados provisorios (Rio de Janeiro: Typographia do Mi-
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ics, 010!–01/!: Brazil, no. .1 [0104], Record Group 4., United States National Ar-
chives, College Park, Maryland; Brazil, Fundação Instituto Brasileiro de Geogra5 a 
e Estatística (herea6 er IBGE), Séries Estatísticas Retrospectivas, vol. ., Estatísti-
cas históricas do Brasil: Séries econômicas, demográ* cas e sociais de "$$' a "&##, !nd ed. 
(Rio de Janeiro: IBGE, 011#), .##; Antonio Carlos de Oliveira, “Economia pecuária 
do Brasil Central; Bovinos (Estudo gêo-estatístico e político-econômico) II Parte,” 
Boletim do Departamento Estadual de Estatística (São Paulo) 0 (January 01"!): 0/, !0–
!!, !"; Brazil, IBGE, Séries Estatísticas Retrospectivas, vol. ., Section 2.!", http://
seculoxx.ibge.gov.br/economicas/tabelas-setoriais/agropecuaria (accessed Septem-
ber !#0/); Dwight R. Bishop, Argentina’s Livestock and Meat Industry (Washington, 
D.C.: US Department of Agriculture, Foreign Agricultural Service, 012.), .. Ac-
cessible at https://archive.org/stream/argentinaslivest0"1bish#page/n./mode/!up 
(accessed September !#0/); Dwight R. Bishop, Uruguay’s Livestock and Meat Industry 
(Washington, D.C.: US Department of Agriculture, Foreign Agricultural Service, 
012.), 3. Accessible at https://archive.org/stream/uruguayslivestoc0/#bish#page/2
/mode/!up (accessed September !#0/). It should be emphasized that early cattle 
censuses in all these countries o6 en were unreliable. Nonetheless, the 5 gures indi-
cate trends that continued over subsequent years.

10.  Stephen Bell, Campanha Gaúcha: A Brazilian Ranching System, "#$'–"&!' 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 0114), chapters /–3.

11.  Agustín Ruano Fournier, Estudio economico de la producción de las carnes 
del Río de la Plata (Montevideo: Peña y Cía., 01.2), 23. European meat consump-
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Canada, Australia, and Argentina. In comparison, most consumers considered the 
meat of animals originating in Iberia and raised for centuries in the Americas to 
be tough, stringy, and rank in + avor, and therefore suited only to the production 
of canned meat, salt beef, or beef bouillon. Fascinating discussions of the contem-
poraneous debate over beef quality can be found in Je, rey M. Pilcher, “Empire of 
the ‘Jungle’: The Rise of an Atlantic Refrigerated Beef Industry, -./0–-/10,” Food, 
Culture and Society 2, no. 1 (fall 1003): 45–2.; Roger Horowitz, Je, rey M. Pilcher, 
and Sydney Watts, “Meat for the Multitudes: Market Culture in Paris, New York 
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American Table: Taste, Technology, Transformation (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity Press, 1004).
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tween man and nature in the Pantanal. See chapter - and Frederick A. Swarts, ed., 
The Pantanal of Brazil, Bolivia, and Paraguay: Selected Discourses on the World’s Largest 
Remaining Wetland System (Gouldsboro, PA: Hudson MacArthur Publishers, 1000).
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Zephyr L. Frank, eds., From Silver to Cocaine: Latin American Commodity Chains and 
the Building of the World Economy, #$%%–!%%% (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 
1004), -3. The introduction to this volume explains the authors’ approach in detail.
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ing the period. A report from the beginning of the twentieth century suggests that 
nationwide as many as -1 million head were sacri7 ced annually. The same report 
indicated that residents of Rio de Janeiro consumed 11 kilos of beef a year: J.9C. 
Oakenfull, Brazil in #&## (London: Butler and Tanner, -/-1), 130. Maria- Aparecida 
Lopes notes that urban consumption was higher than rural and suggests that an-
nual national consumption of all meat (though mostly beef) was roughly -6 ki-
los per capita. She also notes that the availability of salt beef or jerky (charque) in 
the Rio market indicates potential consumption at 40 kilos per capita, per an-
num. Maria- Aparecida Lopes, “Struggles over an ‘Old, Nasty, and Inconvenient 
Monopoly’: Municipal Slaughterhouses and the Meat Industry in Rio de Janeiro, 
-..0–-/10s,” Journal of Latin American Studies 32, no. 1 (May 10-6): 541–545. Until 
World War I there were few exports of beef except salt beef to Cuba. More on this 
in chapter 1.

15.  See Valmir Batista Corrêa, Fronteira Oeste 1nd ed. (Campo Grande: Edi-
tora UNIDERP, 1006), and Coronéis e bandidos em Mato Grosso (#''&–#&"() 1nd ed. 
(Campo Grande: Editora UFMS, 1004).

16.  This also was the case in US Western lands. See Patricia Nelson Lim-
erick, The Legacy of Conquest: The Unbroken Past of the American West (New York: 
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W..W. Norton, /012); Donald Worster, “New West, True West: Interpreting the 
Region’s History,” Western Historical Quarterly /1 (/012): /"/–/34; Donald Wor-
ster, “Cowboy Ecology,” in Major Problems in American Environmental History: Doc-
uments and Essays, ed. Carolyn Merchant and Thomas G. Paterson, !nd ed. (Boston: 
Houghton Mi5  in, !663), !03–76/. The same was true for Colombia, as outlined by 
Shawn Van Ausdal, “Productivity Gains and the Limits of Tropical Ranching in 
Colombia, /136–/036,” Agricultural History 14, no. 7 (summer !6/!): /–7!.

17.  While I discuss the introduction of the zebu and the controversies that 
accompanied its arrival, I have not done so in the context of the promising new 
8 eld of Animal Studies. This is in part a product of the limited information avail-
able in Mato Grosso on cattle behavior during the period. Animal Studies o9 ers 
a clearer understanding of animal-human relations and the importance of the in-
dividual nonhuman animal in those relationships, and with some innovative ap-
proaches I hope my study might encourage an adventurous scholar to undertake 
a journey down this auspicious path of investigation. Recent relevant publications 
in the 8 eld include: Harriet Ritvo, Noble Cows and Hybrid Zebras: Essays on Animals 
and History (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, !6/6); Margo DeMello, 
Animals and Society: An Introduction to Human-Animal Studies (New York: Columbia 
University Press, !6/!); Martha Few and Zeb Tortorici, eds., Centering Animals in 
Latin American History (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, !6/7).
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1.  Antonio Carlos Simoens da Silva, Cartas Mattogrossenses (Rio de Janeiro: 
n.p., /0!2), 3/.

2.  Mato Grosso, Instituto Nacional de Estatística, Secretaria da Agricultura, 
Indústria, Comercio, Viação e Obras Públicas, Junta Executiva Regional de Esta-
tística, Sinopse estatística do Estado, no. !, Separata, com acréscimos, do Anuário Es-
tatística do Brasil, Ano II, /074 (Cuiabá: Tipogra8 a A. Calhão, /072), /!; Luiza Rios 
Ricci Volpato, A Conquista da terra no universo da pobreza: Formação da fronteira oeste 
do Brasil, !"!#–!$!# (São Paulo: Editora HUCITEC, /012), 7"; Brazil, Ministério 
das Minas e Energia, Secretaria-Geral, Projeto Radambrasil: Levantamento de Recur-
sos Naturais, vol. %", Corumbá (Rio de Janeiro: IBGE, /01!), !7. The state of Ama-
zonas has always been the largest in the federation. In /0"7, the federal territories 
of Ponta Porã and Guaporé were carved out of Mato Grosso. Ponta Porã was rein-
stated in /0"4, but Guaporé continued to be a federal territory until it became the 
state of Rondônia in /017.

3.  Afonso Simões Corrêa, “Pecuária de corte em Mato Grosso do Sul,” un-
published report delivered at Encontros Regionais de Pecuária de Corte, !2 No-
vember /01", Brasília, /. I am grateful to the author, retired from EMBRAPA-
Gado de Corte, Campo Grande, for making this report available to me.

4.  The advent of global climate change appears to be altering climate pat-
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terns in the region today, but the information here is relevant through the period 
of this study.

5.  Orlando Valverde, “Fundamentos Geográ- cos do Planejamento Rural do 
Município de Corumbá,” Revista Brasileira de Geogra$ a ./ (January–March 0123), 
20–21; Brazil, Projeto Radambrasil, vol. !%, 34.. In the 0124s and 0154s the Brazilian 
government conducted a series of studies of natural resources, geology, soils, cli-
mate, vegetation, etc., of the nation’s interior through aerial radar photography 
called Projeto Radambrasil. Even though it was not able to complete its survey for 
all of the nation, until recently the project was probably the most comprehensive 
information on Brazil’s natural resources. It is used here as a guide to understand-
ing the geographical and environmental makeup of Mato Grosso in a more re-
cent period compared to the past. Today, Landsat images from the early 3444s are 
available through the Brazilian Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais (INPE): 
http://www.dgi.inpe.br/CDSR/ (accessed August 3406).

6.  Antonio C. Allem and José F.7M. Valls, Recursos forrageiros nativos do Pan-
tanal mato-grossense (Brasília: EMBRAPA, 0152), .–/; Valverde, “Fundamentos,” 
61; Brazil, Projeto Radambrasil, vol. !%, 004–000; Brazil, Ministério dos Transportes, 
Síntese do estudo do sistema rodoviária coletor do Pantanal Matogrossense (Brasília: n.p., 
012/), 2. There is some disagreement about the total area of the Pantanal. I have 
followed the more conservative estimate, but for more see Frederick A. Swarts, 
ed., The Pantanal of Brazil, Bolivia, and Paraguay: Selected Discourses on the World’s 
Largest Remaining Wetland System (Gouldsboro, PA: Hudson MacArthur Publish-
ers, 3444), 3–..

7.  Valverde, “Fundamentos,” 54, 53; Brazil, Ministério das Minas e Ener-
gia, Secretaria-Geral, Projeto Radambrasil, Levantamento de Recursos Naturais, vol. !&, 
Campo Grande (Rio de Janeiro: IBGE, 0153), 0.1.

8.  Manoel de Barros, quoted in Sociedade de Defesa do Pantanal ( SODEPAN), 
“Apresentação,” O Pantanal e o Pantaneiro (Campo Grande:  SODEPAN, 0114).

9.  Allem and Valls, Recursos forrageiros, ix; Brazil, Projeto Radambrasil, vol. !%, 
014; Valverde, “Fundamentos,” 66, 20, 56.

10.  Valverde, “Fundamentos,” 84; Brazil, Projeto Radambrasil, vol. !%, 014–010.
11.  Allem and Valls, Recursos forrageiros, 02–05, .0–84.
12.  Jorge Adámoli, “A dinamica das inundações no Pantanal,” in Anais do 

Primeiro Simpósio sobre Recursos Naturais e Socio-Econômicos do Pantanal, Corumbá, 
357November to / December 015/ (Brasília: Ministério da Agricultura,  EMBRAPA, 
0158), 6., 68; Valverde, “Fundamentos,” 5/–52.

13.  Allem and Valls, Recursos forrageiros, 01–30; Valverde, “Fundamentos,” 16–
15; Brazil, Projeto Radambrasil, vol. !%, 323–321.

14.  Allem and Valls, Recursos forrageiros, 05.–052.
15.  Allem and Valls, Recursos forrageiros, 054–052; M. Cavalcanti Proença, No 

têrmo de Cuiabá (Rio de Janeiro: Biblioteca de Divulgação Cultural, Série A-XVI, 
0165), 30: “O que é que viaja comendo a casa; quando a casa afunda êle vai embora?”

16.  EMBRAPA, Centro de Pesquisa Agropecuária do Pantanal, Aspec-
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tos Hidrológicos do Pantanal de Mato Grosso (!"##–!"$%), Foleto A ./0 (Corumbá: 
 EMBRAPA, 12/3), 3–2; Miguel Arrojado Ribeiro Lisboa, Oeste de São Paulo, Sul 
de Mato-Grosso: Geologia, Indústria Mineral, Clima, Vegetação, Solo Agrícola, Indústria 
Pastoril (Rio de Janeiro: Typogra4 a do Jornal do Commercio, 1202), 1"2; Esther 
de Viveiros, Rondon conta sua vida (Rio de Janeiro: n.p., 12.3), 12.; Econ J. Monser-
rat and Carlos A. Gonçalves, Observações sobre a pecuária no Brasil Central: Relatório 
de viagem apresentado ao Ilmo. Sr. Dr. Manoel Corrêa Soares, D.D., Presidente do Insti-
tuto Sul Rio Grandense de Carnes, em % de agosto de !"&' ([Porto Alegre]: n.p., 12."), .5; 
Brazil, Ministério da Agricultura, Indústria e Commercio, Serviço de Inspecção e 
Fomento Agrícola, Estudo dos Factores da Producção no Municípios Brasileiros e Condi-
ções economicos de cada um: Estado de Matto Grosso, Município de Corumbá (Rio de Ja-
neiro: Ministério da Agricultura, 12!"), 1.; José de Barros, Lembranças para os meus 
( lhos e descendentes (São Paulo: n.p., 123/), 6.; Allem and Valls, Recursos forrageiros, 
13"; Cleber J.7R. Alho and João S.7V. Silva, “E8 ects of Severe Floods and Droughts 
on Wildlife of the Pantanal Wetland (Brazil): A Review,” Animals ! (!01!): .2/. Re-
garding such regularity, recent deforestation upriver of the region has led to more 
frequent severe 9 ooding. Climate change will likely be a signi4 cant factor as well.

17.  Allem and Valls, Recursos forrageiros, 1!, 1/.–13/.
18.  Carlos Vandoni de Barros, Nhecolândia (Mato Grosso: n.p., 125"), 15; Re-

nato Alves Ribeiro, Taboco—!&# anos: Balaio de Recordações (Campo Grande: n.p., 
123"), !3, 50–51; José de Barros, Lembranças para os meus ( lhos e descendentes (São 
Paulo: n.p., 123/), 3/–32.

19.  Ribeiro, Taboco, !3, !!3; interview with Dr. Cassio Leite de Barros, Co-
rumbá, September 1220; Allem and Valls, Recursos forrageiros, 135.

20.  Valverde, “Fundamentos,” 20–23; Octavio Domingues and Jorge de 
Abreu, “A pecuária nos pantanaes de Matto Grosso,” these apresentada ao Terceiro 
Congresso de Agricultura e Pecuária, 12!! (São Paulo: n.p., 12!!), 1!–15.

21.  Valverde, “Fundamentos,” 23; Domingues and Abreu, “A pecuária,” 1!–15.
22.  Allem and Valls, Recursos forrageiros, 5"–53, "3–60.
23.  Allem and Valls, Recursos forrageiros, /3–3!; S. Cardoso Ayala and Feli-

ciano Simon, Album Graphico do Estado de Matto-Grosso (Corumbá/Hamburg, n.p., 
121"), !36–!33; João Leite de Barros, “A Pecuária em Corumbá,” in Anuário de Co-
rumbá, !"'" (Corumbá: n.p., 1252), 3–11. The name “mimoso” apparently originates 
in the Portuguese term for tender or delicate, hence palatable to cattle, and should 
not be confused with the mimosa legume, which is not present in the region.

24.  Allem and Valls, Recursos forrageiros, 51–60, /3–3!, 1.., 1.3; Leite de Bar-
ros, “A Pecuária,” 3–11; Brazil, Ministério da Agricultura, Indústria e Commercio, 
Serviço de Inspecção e Fomento Agrícola, Estudo dos Factores .) .) . Corumbá, 2; Ar-
nildo Pott, A.7K.7M. Oliveira, G.7A. Damasceno-Junior, and J.7S.7V. Silva, “Plant di-
versity of the Pantanal wetland,” Brazilian Journal of Biology /1, no.71 suppl. (!011): 
!6.–!/5.

25.  Allem and Valls, Recursos forrageiros, /3–3!. Contemporary authors enu-
merated some grasses important in the Pantanal that have not been mentioned by 
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Allem and Valls or other modern scientists. It is hard to determine if the di, er-
ences are the result of the disappearance of certain species over time, variations in 
naming, or the geographic restrictions of previous studies; however, since these 
are not constant in the world of botanical science anyway, they need not be of se-
rious concern. For more, see Virgílio Alves Corrêa Filho, Fazendas de gado no panta-
nal Mato-Grossense, Documentario da vida rural, no. -. (Rio de Janeiro: Ministério 
da Agricultura, -/00), -.; Rodolpho Endlich, “A criação do gado vaccum nas par-
tes interiores da America do Sul,” Boletim da Agricultura 1, no. - (-/.2): 34–23 (from 
a series of articles that appeared in -/.3 and -/.2, in seven continuous issues); Lis-
boa, Oeste de São Paulo, -1-–-0..

26.  Allem and Valls, Recursos forrageiros, 54–43, -61; Brazil, Ministério dos 
Transportes, Síntese do estudo do sistema rodoviária coletor do Pantanal Matogrossense 
(Brasília: n.p., -/51), 3; James J. Parsons, “Spread of African Pasture Grasses to the 
American Tropics,” Journal of Range Management 30 (January -/53): -3–-1. The rest 
of the region was made up of forest, with insigni7 cant agriculture. Parenthetically, 
it should be mentioned that native legumes do exist in the region; however, their 
role in the diet of local cattle has not been studied fully even today and historically 
ranchers paid them little attention. The most common tend to be shrubs, usually 
grazed by cattle when tender or semicoarse grasses are unavailable, an uncommon 
occurrence in an area with an abundance of water and native grasses. See Allem 
and Valls, Recursos forrageiros, --0.

27.  Parsons, “Spread of African Pasture Grasses,” -3–-1; Sandro Dutra Silva, 
Rosemeire Aparecida Mateus, Vivian da Silva Braz, and Josana de Castro Peixoto, 
“A Fronteira do Gado e a Melinis minuti$ ora P. Beauv. (Poaceae): A História Am-
biental e as Paisagens Campestres do Cerrado Goiano no Século XIX,” Sustentabili-
dade em Debate (Brasília) 6, no. 3 (mai/ago 3.-0): -5–23.

28.  The most common brachiarias in Brazil are Brachiaria decumbens, B. bri-
zantha, and B. humidicola.

29.  Joaquim Carlos Travassos, Monographias agrícolas (Rio de Janeiro: Typo-
graphia Altina, -/.2), 32–36; Campo Grande, Matto Grosso, O município de Campo 
Grande em %&!!, Relatório do anno de -/33, Apresentado á Camara Municipal 
pelo Intendente Geral Dr. Arlindo de Andrade Gomes (São Paulo: Cia. Melhora-
mentos, -/32), 14; Parsons, “Spread of African Pasture Grasses,” -3–-1; Monser-
rat and Gonçalves, Observações, 02; Arnildo Pott, Pastagens no Pantanal (Corumbá: 
EMBRAPA- CPAP, -/44), 1/.

30.  Frederik A.8B. Mayerson, O aproveitamento e proteção do Pantanal, análise 
crítica do “Estudo de desenvolvimento integrado da Bacia do Alto Paraguai” (Bra-
sília: SEMA/MINTER, -/4-), -2; Allem and Valls, Recursos forrageiros, 345–344. 
“Disclimax” refers to alteration of a stable ecosystem community (“climax”), as 
de7 ned by the Free Dictionary: “A climax community that has been disturbed by 
various in9 uences, especially by humans and domestic animals, such as a grass-
land community that has been altered to desert by overgrazing” (http://www
.thefreedictionary.com/disclimax, accessed June 2, 3.-0; American Heritage Dic-
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tionary of the English Language, /th edition, copyright © !011 by Houghton Mif-
2 in Harcourt Publishing Company, published by Houghton Mi3  in Harcourt 
Publishing Company, all rights reserved). By !00! it was estimated that close to 
11 percent of the Pantanal was cultivated pasture: João dos Santos Vila da Silva, 
Myrian de Moura Abdon, Arnildo Pott, “Cobertura vegetal do bioma Pantanal em 
!00!,” in XXIII Congresso Brasileiro de Cartogra! a, Rio de Janeiro, Brasil, !1 a !" de 
outubro de !004 (Rio de Janeiro: Sociedade Brasileira de Cartogra5 a, !004), 1064 
(1060–1067).

31.  Lisboa, Oeste de São Paulo, 1"/–1/0; Endlich, “A criação,” Boletim da Agri-
cultura ", no. ! (1806): 7!–7".

32.  Allem and Valls, Recursos forrageiros, !!#–!!4; Mayerson, O aproveita-
mento, 16.

33.  Virgílio Alves Corrêa Filho, Pantanais Matogrossenses (Devassamento e Ocu-
pação) (Rio de Janeiro: IBGE, 18"#), 1!7; Virgílio Alves Corrêa Filho, Fazendas de 
Gado, 8–10; Endlich, “A criação,” Boletim da Agricultura ", no. 1 (1806): !"–!4.

34.  G. Sarmiento, “The Savannas of Tropical America,” in Tropical Savannas: 
Ecosystems of the World, "#, ed. François Bourlière (Amsterdam: Elsevier Scienti5 c 
Publishing Co., 1876), !7!; Jean Koechlin, “Végétation et mise en valeur dans le sud 
du mato Grosso,” in Le Bassin Moyen du Paraná Brésilien: L’Homme et son Milieu, ed. 
Raymond Pebayle et al., 11", 117–118 (Bordeaux: Centre d’Études de Géographie 
Tropicale, CNRS, 1847); Fernando Flávio Marques de Almeida and Miguel Alves 
de Lima, Excursion Handbook ": The West Central Plateau and Mato-Grosso “Panta-
nal,” trans. Richard P. Momsen, Jr., Eighteenth International Geographical Con-
gress (Rio de Janeiro: International Geographical Union, Brazilian National Com-
mittee, 18/#), 80–86.

35.  Marília Velloso Galvão, “Clima,” in Grande Região Centro-oeste, Vol. ! of 
Geogra! a do Brasil, org. Marília Velloso Galvão, 41, Publ. 1#, Conselho Nacional de 
Geogra5 a (Rio de Janeiro: IBGE, 18#0); Ana Primavesi, Manejo Ecologico de Pasta-
gens Em Regiões Tropicais e Subtropicais (São Paulo: Nobel, 187#), #6; Simões Corrêa, 
“Pecuária,” 1; Edgar Kuhlmann, “A Vegetação de Mato Grosso: Seus Re2 exos na 
Economia do Estado,” Revista Brasileira de Geogra! a 1# (January/March 18/"): 7!–
80; Valverde, “Fundamentos,” 7/.

36.  Brazil, Projeto Radambrasil, vol. $%, 1"1–1"4, 611–61!; Brazil, Mato Grosso, 
Instituto Nacional de Estatística, Diretoria de Estatística e Publicidade, Sinopse es-
tatística do Estado, no. $, Ano III, 1864 (Cuiabá: Imprensa o9  cial, 1867), #; Velloso 
Galvão, “Clima,” in Grande Região Centro-oeste, 81–8", 87, 107–108, 11".

37.  Letter from Francisco de Borja Sabeuma Garção, Superintendente da li-
nha 2 uvial, Cia. Nacional de Navegação a Vapor, to company president João An-
tonio Mendes Motta, October 1/, 1777, Montevideo, Documentos avulsos lata 1777-
F, Arquivo Público do Estado de Mato Grosso, Cuiabá; US Department of State, 
Despatches from United States Ministers to Paraguay and Uruguay, 17/8–180#, 
“United States Minister Finch to Department of State, report 1!#, 18 January 
1788,” microcopy M-1!7, roll 10, Record Group /8, United States National Ar-
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chives; José de Barros, Lembranças, -., /., /0; Brazil, Ministério da Agricultura, 
Indústria e Commercio, Serviço de Inspecção e Fomento Agrícola, Estudo dos Fac-
tores da Producção nos Municípios Brasileiros e condições economicas de cada um: Estado 
de Matto Grosso, Município de Campo Grande (Rio de Janeiro: Imprensa Nacional, 
1020), 1/, -3–-4.

38.  José de Barros Maciel, “A pecuária nos pantanaes de Matto Grosso,” these 
apresentado ao 5º Congresso de Agricultura e Pecuária, 1022 (São Paulo: Imp. Me-
todista, 1022), 3–4; John C. Tothill, Report on the native pasture research program, 
$%&!, EMBRAPA-CPAC, Planaltina, Brasília, mimeo, fol. 36. (Campo Grande: 
 EMBRAPA, 1042), -; Almeida and Lima, Excursion Handbook $, 44–40; Brazil, Mi-
nistério da Agricultura, Indústria e Commercio, Serviço de Inspecção e Fomento 
Agrícola, Estudo dos factores .'.'. Campo Grande, 1-; Allem and Valls, Recursos forra-
geiros, 0., 00.

39.  William Sanford and Elizabeth Wangari, “Tropical grasslands: Dynamics 
and utilization,” Nature and Resources 21 (July–September 1046): 1/; Brazil, Projeto 
Radambrasil, vol. !&, 2-6; Antonio Carlos Simoens da Silva, Cartas Mattogrossenses 
(Rio de Janeiro: n.p., 1023), 13–14.

40.  Edgar Kuhlmann, “Os tipos de vegetação,” in Grande Região Centro-oeste, 
Vol. 2 of Geogra( a do Brasil, org. Marília Velloso Galvão, 120–156, Publ. 1/, Conse-
lho Nacional de Geogra7 a (Rio de Janeiro: IBGE, 10/.).

41.  Maurício Coelho Vieira, “A pecuária,” in Grande Região Centro-oeste, 
Vol.8 2 of Geogra( a do Brasil, org. Marília Velloso Galvão, 10/–100; Eduardo Co-
trim, A Fazenda Moderna: Guia do Criador de Gado Bovino no Brasil (Brussels: Typ. 
V. Verteneuil et L. Desmet, 1015), 0.–0-; Carlos Alberto Dos Santos et al., “Apro-
veitamento da pastagem nativa no cerrado,” in Cerrado: Uso e manejo, V Simposio 
sobre o cerrado (Brasília: Ministério da Agricultura, 1030), -24; E.8 V. Komarek, 
“Fire Ecology: Grasslands and Man,” Proceedings of the Fourth Annual Tall Timbers 
Fire Ecology Conference, Tallahassee, Florida (10/6): 141, 105, 212. It should be un-
derstood that the common names of grasses vary between regions and as such are 
not absolute.

42.  Primavesi, Manejo, 6-; Brazil, Projeto Radambrasil, vol. !&, 203; Simões Cor-
rêa, “Pecuária,” 4.

43.  Roy Nash, The Conquest of Brazil (New York: AMS Press, 102/), 2/2–2/-; 
Mato Grosso, O Município de Campo Grande, Estado de Matto-Grosso (n.p.: Publi-
cação o9  cial, 1010), 63; Dolor F. Andrade, Mato Grosso e a sua pecuária (São Paulo: 
Universidade de São Paulo, 105/), 0; Parsons, “Spread of African Pasture Grasses”: 
12–1-; Endlich, “A criação,” Boletim da Agricultura -, no. 2 (10.5): 3-–41; Nicolao 
Athanasso: , “Forragens,” Brasil Agrícola 1 (March 101/): 30–41; Tarciso de Souza 
Filgueiras, “Africanos no Brasil: Gramíneas introduzidas da África,” Cadernos de 
Geociências 6 (July 100.): 60; Santos et al., “Aproveitamento,” -5-; Primavesi, Ma-
nejo, 6-; Gustavo D’Utra, “Capim de Jaraguá,” Boletim da Agricultura 1 (10..): -/3; 
Cotrim, A Fazenda Moderna, 0.–1.0. In general terms, the advantage of planted 
over native grasses is con7 rmed by scienti7 c study, although it also depends on the 
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makeup of the soil and climatic conditions: Primavesi, Manejo, /"–/0; Monserrat 
and Gonçalves, Observações, 12. Also, it should be noticed that the carrying capac-
ity on natural cerrado pastures is not overly di3 erent from the Pantanal, though 
this depends on the region and regular precipitation.

44.  Virgílio Corrêa Filho, A propósito do Boi pantaneiro, Monogra4 as Cuia-
banas, vol. 0 (Rio de Janeiro: Pongetti e Cia., /5!0), 16–1!; Andrade, Mato Grosso e a 
sua pecuária, /6–//; Primavesi, Manejo, "2, /!"–/!7, /"6.

45.  Primavesi, Manejo, 1"; Vieira, “A pecuária,” in Grande Região Centro-oeste, 
/50–/57; Brazil, Projeto Radambrasil, vol. !", !57; Santos et al., “Aproveitamento,” 
"!#. Recently EMBRAPA began a program of consortium planting for forage, 
though little information is yet forthcoming. For a teaser, see http://agrolink
.com.br/viagenstecnicas/noticia/rede-virtual-de-forrageiras-tropicais-entra
-em-acao_/27//#.html (accessed June !6/1).

46.  Marília Velloso Galvão, “Clima,” in Grande Região Centro-oeste, /!6 (fac-
ing page); Simões Corrêa, “Pecuária,” /.

47.  Brazil, Projeto Radambrasil, vol. !", /01–/00.
48.  Brazil, Projeto Radambrasil, vol. !", 2/6–2/2.
49.  Brazil, Projeto Radambrasil, vol. !", !57, 266–26/.
50.  Kuhlmann, “Os tipos de vegetação,” /25–/"6; Komarek, “Fire Ecol-

ogy,”8!/!.
51.  In southern Brazil one square league equals ",210 hectares, though in 

Mato Grosso until the /526s it was generally measured at 2,066 hectares.
52.  Vieira, “A pecuária,” in Grande Região Centro-oeste, /52–/50; Brazil, Projeto 

Radambrasil, vol. !", 2/"; Estevão Mendonça, Quadro chorogra# co de Matto-Grosso 
(Cuiabá: n.p., /560), #; Commercial Almanach “Matto-Grossense” (São Paulo: /5/0), 
/75–/#6; Kuhlmann, “A Vegetação de Mato Grosso,” /62–/6"; Simões Corrêa, “Pe-
cuária,” 7–#.
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1.  The Paraguayan War (/#0"–/#76) was the most destructive nineteenth-
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from the Brazilian Minister in Paraguay, Dr. J./T. Nabuco de Gouvêa, to the Bra-
zilian Minister of Foreign Relations, Asunción, October 015., Documentos avul-
sos lata 015.-C, APMT. The Argentine gold peso was worth US$7.1,4 in 015.. “Ex-
portação de Matto-Grosso, Decennio de 015,–0134,” Relatório .$.$. Manoel Ary Pires, 
%& de junho de %'&#, annexo.

46.  Cardoso Ayala and Simon, Album Graphico, 056–054; “Meza de Rendas de 
Corumbá, Registros de exportação, 0104, 0157, 015,,” “Collectoria da Villa de Porto 
Murtinho, Impostos de exportação, 0101,” and “Collectoria Estadoal do Porto 
Murtinho, Registro de exportações, 0154,” Coletorias Avulsas, APMT.

47.  “Exposição de motivos da Associação comercial aos representantes de 
Mato Grosso no Congresso Nacional, Corumbá, 07 de maio de 0153,” lata 0153, 
APMT, cited in Lúcia Salsa Corrêa, “Corumbá: Um núcleo comercial na fronteira 
de Mato Grosso, 0.-7–0157” (MA thesis, Universidade de São Paulo, 01.7), 034–
067, annexo n. 0, 3; Antonio Carlos Simoens da Silva, Cartas Mattogrossenses (Rio de 
Janeiro: n.p., 015-), 5.–51; “Notas,” A Cidade (Corumbá) , (5- March 0153), 0. Part 
of the reason for such long journeys between Corumbá and Cuiabá was the need 
to tie up at night. Unlike service from Corumbá downstream, ships were not out-
2 tted for night navigation.

48.  “Noticias de Porto Murtinho, O Lloyd e o Commercio,” A Noticia 
(Três Lagoas) 0 (0- April 0156): 5; report “A Navegação Brasileira no Paraguay,” 
by Dr./J./T. Nabuco de Gouvêa, Brazilian Minister in Paraguay, to the Brazilian 
Minister of Foreign Relations, Asunción, October 015., Documentos avulsos lata 
015.-C, APMT; Mato Grosso, Informações gerais do municipio de Corumbá (Corumbá: 
n.p., 0135), 0-–01; Virgílio Alves Corrêa Filho, Pedro Celestino (Rio de Janeiro: n.p., 
0164),/565.

49.  The motivators were particularly the con: ict over Acre, where Brazil-
ian settlers in the rich rubber-producing Bolivian territory sought support from 
Rio for political autonomy in the face of alleged arbitrary practices by Bolivian 
police and customs, and a heated war of words between Brazil and Argentina be-
tween 017, and 017. over the upgrading of naval vessels and regional power. The 
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con/ ict with Bolivia led to the annexation of Acre through the Treaty of Petrópo-
lis in 0123.

50.  Mato Grosso, Relatório .! .! . João José Pedrosa .! .! . 0#4#, 3#–31; Demosthe-
nes Martins, História de Mato Grosso: Os fatos, os governos, a economia (São Paulo: 
n.p., [0144]), 0"4–042; Roberto Etchepareborda, Historia de las relaciones internacio-
nales argentinas (Buenos Aires: Editorial Pleamar, 014#), #0–#5, 035–03#, 06!; Fer-
nando de Azevedo, Um Trem Corre para o Oeste: Estudo sobre a Noroeste e seu papel 
no sistema de viação nacional (São Paulo: Livraria Martins Editora, 0152), 02#–000, 
066. See also Paulo Roberto Cimó Queiroz, As curvas do trem e os meandros do poder: 
O Nascimento da Estrada de Ferro Noroeste do Brasil ("#$%–"#$&) (Campo Grande: 
Ed. da UFMS, 0114). It could be argued that the Madeira-Mamoré Railroad in 
Acre, 7 rst attempted in the 0#42s, was Brazil’s 7 rst real “political highway.” 
For a detailed study of the promise of a railway to Cuiabá that never material-
ized and the broader implications for the region, see Fernando Tadeu de Miranda 
Borges, Esperando o trem: Sonhos e esperanças de Cuiabá (Rio de Janeiro: Scortecci, 
!225).

51.  Brazil, Ministério dos Transportes, “Decreta aprova estudos para EF 
Noroeste do Brazil, e exposição de motivos, !3 de Outubro de 0103,” IT8, maço 
!2!, 02.5!3, ANRJ; Azevedo, Um Trem Corre para o Oeste, 02#–000, !61–!52; Paulo 
Roberto Cimó Queiroz, Uma ferrovia entre dois mundos: A EF Noroeste do Brasil na 
primeira metade do século '$ (Bauru, SP: EDUSC, !226), chapter !. Cimó Queiroz 
examines the development of the EFNOB in exceptional detail, amplifying and 
revising the conclusions of earlier authors.

52.  Azevedo, Um Trem Corre para o Oeste, 02#–021, !61–!52.
53.  C.9 R. Cameron, “Through Matto Grosso,” Bulletin of the Pan American 

Union "" (March 013!): 05#–0"2; Azevedo, Um Trem Corre para o Oeste, 002–000.
54.  Cimó Queiroz, Uma ferrovia, 3!0–3!#.
55.  Brazil, Directoria Geral de Estatística, Anuário estatística do Brasil, "#$&–

"#"', vol. 0, “População” (Rio de Janeiro: Typ. da Estatística, 0103), 3!4–3!#; Estado 
de Mato Grosso, Prefeitura Municipal de Campo Grande, Relatório "#%( (Rio de Ja-
neiro: Imprensa Nacional, 0166), 3#; Brazil, Ministério da Agricultura, Commer-
cio e Obras Públicas, Directoria Geral de Estatística, Recenseamento realizado em " de 
Setembro de "#'$, vol. %, parte " “População,” 62#; Brazil, IBGE, Recenseamento Geral 
do Brasil ("º de Setembro de "#%$) .!.!. Censo Demográ) co, 50; Cardoso Ayala and Simon, 
Album Graphico, 621; Brazil, Estudo dos factores .!.!. Campo Grande, 31.

56.  Report “Foreign Holdings in Mato Grosso,” by Roger L. Heacock, US 
vice-consul in São Paulo, January !3, 0160, no. 64#, Brazil, entry 5, box !2, Record 
Group 0"", USNA; Antonio Carlos Simoens da Silva, Cartas Matogrossenses, 0#; 
Corrêa Filho, A propósito do Boi pantaneiro, 5!–56; Cardoso Ayala and Simon, Al-
bum Graphico, !1!–!16.

57.  Mato Grosso, Mensagem .!.!. Caetano Manoel de Faria e Albuquerque .!.!. "#"*, 
35, 60. For a detailed discussion of these issues, see Cimó Queiroz, Uma ferrovia, 
chapter 6.
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58.  Arlindo de Andrade, Erros da federação (São Paulo: n.p., ,-./), 0-; Corrêa 
Filho, A propósito do Boi pantaneiro, 12–1/; Mato Grosso, Mensagem .$.$. %#!& .$.$. Pedro 
Celestino Corrêa da Costa, Presidente de Matto Grosso, 31–34.

59.  Relatório do Município de Aquidauana, %#!' (São Paulo: n.p., ,-2-), 11–10; re-
port by Jorge Bodstein Filho, president of the Aquidauana Municipal Council, to 
the President of Mato Grosso, Aquidauana, ,/ February ,-2-, Documentos avul-
sos lata ,-2--F, APMT; Nascimento, “As Charqueadas em Mato Grosso,” 35; Cimó 
Queiroz, Uma ferrovia, /,,–/,0.

60.  Salsa Corrêa, “Corumbá: Um núcleo comercial,” ,2.–,2/.
61.  Arlindo de Andrade, Erros da federação, 32–3.; Cimó Queiroz, Uma fer-

rovia, .--–/,,; Brazil, Ministério da Agricultura, Indústria e Commercio, Ser-
viço de Inspecção e Fomento Agrícola, Estudo dos Factores da Producção no Mu-
nicípios Brasileiros e Condições economicos de cada um, Estado de Matto Grosso, Município 
de Corumbá (Rio de Janeiro: Ministério da Agricultura, ,-2/), ,3; US Department 
of State, Report “Rumored Plan for the Encouragement of Immigration of Cattle 
Raisers into the State of Matto Grosso,” by John Hubner II, US Vice-Consul in São 
Paulo, São Paulo, - August ,-.0, Reports of the US Consuls in Brazil, ,-,5–,-2-, 
micro6 lm M-1,-, roll 23, no. 0.2.12 AM./22, Record Group 1-, USNA.

62.  Azevedo, Um Trem Corre para o Oeste, ,02–,01, ,-,–,-4; Cimó Queiroz, 
Uma ferrovia, ./3–.10, .-1–/,,; “O que nos contam as estatísticas da Estrada de 
Ferro Noroeste do Brasil,” Jornal do Commercio (Campo Grande) ,/ (.5 May ,-./): 
,; Carlos Araujo, “A exportação dos bovinos,” Jornal do Commercio ,/ (2/ May ,-./): 
,, /; “A regularisação do trafego da EF Noroeste,” Jornal do Commercio ,/ (21 De-
cember ,-./): ,, /.

63.  Azevedo, Um Trem Corre para o Oeste, 2,1–2,4; interview with Paulo C. 
Machado, Campo Grande, May 2-, ,--5; José de Lima Figueiredo, A Noroeste do 
Brasil e a Brasil-Bolivia (São Paulo: n.p., ,-15), ,5/.

64.  Salsa Corrêa, “Corumbá: Um núcleo comercial,” ,,0–,2,; Virgílio Alves 
Corrêa Filho, Pantanais Matogrossenses (Devassamento e Ocupação) (Rio de Janeiro: 
IBGE, ,-/4), ,.-–,//; Lúcia Salsa Corrêa, “Corumbá: O Comércio e o Casario 
do Porto (,035–,-25),” in Casario do Porto de Corumbá (Campo Grande: Funda-
ção de Cultura de Mato Grosso do Sul, ,-01), 1.–1/; Gilberto Luiz Alves, “A Tra-
jetória Histórica do Grande Comerciante dos Portos em Corumbá, ,013–,-2- (A 
propósito das determinações econômico-sociais do Casario do Porto),” in Casario 
do Porto, 3-–0,; Cimó Queiroz, Uma ferrovia, .10–.44.

65.  Virgílio Corrêa Filho, Fazendas de gado no pantanal Matogrossense, Docu-
mentário da vida rural, no. ,5 (Rio de Janeiro: Ministério da Agricultura, ,-11), 
/2–/.; Azevedo, Um Trem Corre para o Oeste, ,,0–,,-; José de Melo e Silva, Fron-
teiras Guaranís (São Paulo: Imprensa Metodista, ,-.-), ,,.–,,/; João Batista de 
Souza, Evolução Histórica Sul Mato Grosso (São Paulo: Organização Simões, [,-4,]), 
,... The railroad continued its modest operations into the ,--5s, though mostly for 
local transport and as an outlet for eastern Bolivia. In 255- it was reorganized into 
Pantanal tourism and nicknamed Trem do Pantanal.
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1.  Brazil, Ministério da Agricultura, Commercio e Obras Públicas, Terras e 
Colonisação, Província de Mato Grosso, “Repartição Especial das Terras Públicas 
em Cuiabá, !5 de Agosto de 6576,” caixa 66"8 (!98:), Terras e Colonização, Arquivo 
Nacional de Rio de Janeiro (herea; er ANRJ); Virgílio Alves Corrêa Filho, “Ter-
ras devolutas: Evolução do processo de adquiril as em Matto-Grosso,” Revista do 
Instituto Histórico de Matto-Grosso : (6<!6): 79–7<; Demosthenes Martins, História 
de Mato Grosso: Os fatos, os governos, a economia (São Paulo, n.p., [6<""]), 677; Mato 
Grosso, Relatório do Presidente da Província, Barão de Maracajú, !º sessão, "#º legisla-
tura, no dia !º de outubro de !$$% (Cuiabá: Typ. Joaquim J.=R. Calhão, 655#), :<–8#.

2.  Letter from District Judge in Santana do Paranaíba to president of Mato 
Grosso, Santana do Paranaíba, February 69, 65"<, Documentos avulsos lata 65"<-
B, Arquivo Público do Estado de Mato Grosso, Cuiabá (herea; er APMT); Mato 
Grosso, Livros de correspondencia províncial, Registro dos o&  cios expedidos pela 
Presidencia da província às diversas autoridades do interior, annos !$'(–!$$), book 8<!, 
various letters, 65"<–6558, APMT.

3.  Mato Grosso, Registros dos o&  cios .* .* . !$'(–!$$), book 8<!, various letters, 
65"<–6558, APMT.

4.  Corrêa Filho, “Terras devolutas,” 79–7"; Mato Grosso, Registro de Corres-
pondencia Geral com os Ministérios dos Negocios da Agricultura, !$$) à !$$(, book 6"<, 
various letters, APMT.

5.  Rodolpho Endlich, “A criação do gado vaccum nas partes interiores da 
America do Sul,” Boletim da Agricultura 8, no. : (6<#:): 6!5; Mato Grosso, Regis-
tro de Correspondencia, book 6"<, letters 6! (March !5, 6555), :# (July 9, 655"), vari-
ous other letters, APMT; Mato Grosso, Correspondencia O&  cial do Presidente da Pro-
víncia ao Ministério e Secretário de Estado dos Negocios da Agricultura, Commercio e 
Obras Públicas, !$$!–!$$), book 67", letter of October !!, 6556, APMT; Mato Grosso, 
Livros de correspondencia províncial, Registros dos o&  cios expedidos pela Presiden-
cia da província às Camaras Municipais, annos !$$#–!$$(, book 8#8, letter 85 (July=8, 
6558), letters "8–58 (October !5, 6558), APMT; Mato Grosso, Registro dos o+ cios ex-
pedidos pela Presidencia da Província aos Comandos das Fronteiras e Colonias Militares, 
!$$!–!$$(, book 677, December 7, 6555, APMT; Brazil, Ministério da Agricultura, 
Commercio e Obras Públicas, “Directoria da Agricultura, 65<#–65<!,” letters of 
November :, December 7, 66, 6!, !5, 6555, GIFI, 9F, caixa 7#!, ANRJ. Although 
foreigners were denied requests for public lands by the imperial government, 
no mechanisms were put in place to limit the purchase of private land in border 
regions.

6.  João Leite de Barros, “A Pecuária em Corumbá,” in Anuário de Corumbá, 
!(#( (Corumbá: n.p., 6<:<), 5–66; José de Barros Maciel, “A pecuária nos pantanaes 
de Matto Grosso,” these apresentada ao :̊  Congresso de Agricultura e Pecuária, 
6<!! (São Paulo: Imp. Metodista, 6<!!), 68–65; Brazil, Ministério da Agricultura, 
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Industria e Commercio, Directoria Geral de Estatística, Synopse do recenseamento 
realizado em # de setembro de #$!%; população pecuária (Rio de Janeiro: Typographia da 
Estatística, -.//), /0; Terra e Gente (Rio de Janeiro) - (January -.10): ./–.2; Ger-
vásio Leite, O gado na economia matogrossense (Cuiabá: Escolas Pro3 ssionais Salesia-
nos, -.4/), -2; Bento de Souza Porto, “Programa de desenvolvimento da pecuária 
no Pantanal,” in Estado de Mato Grosso, Pantanal, Nova Fronteira Econômica, I En-
contro do Prodepan (Programa de Desenvolvimento do Pantanal), Conferências, Proposi-
ções e Subsídios (Corumbá: Secretária da Agricultura, -.54), -6/–-62. Nhecolândia as 
a separate unit was not conceived until the -.26s. Populations for the region before 
this date are extrapolated from those of the municipality of Corumbá, which cov-
ered more territory than the Nhecolândia of today. The bulk of cattle were found 
in Nhecolândia, however.

7.  Corrêa Filho, Fazendas de gado no pantanal Matogrossense, Documentário da 
vida rural, no. -6 (Rio de Janeiro: Ministério da Agricultura, -.11), /6, //; Octa-
vio Domingues and Jorge de Abreu, Viagem de estudos à Nhecolândia (Rio de Janeiro: 
Instituto de Zootecnica, Ministério da Agricultura, -.4.), /-; Brazil, Ministério da 
Agricultura, Indústria e Commercio, Directoria Geral de Estatística, Valor das ter-
ras no Brazil, segundo o censo agrícola realizado em # de setembro de #$!% (Rio de Janeiro: 
Typ. da Estatística, -./4), /4–/1; Brazil, IBGE, Recenseamento Geral do Brasil 
(-º7de Setembro de -.46), Série Regional, Parte XXII, Mato Grosso: Censo Demográ-
& co, Censos Econômicos (Rio de Janeiro: Serviço Grá3 co do IBGE, -.1/), -.2; Terra 
e Gente - (January -.10), ./–.2; Bento de Souza Porto, “Programa de desenvolvi-
mento da pecuária no Pantanal,” -62.

8.  Brazil, Mato Grosso: Censo Demogra& co, Censos Econômicos (#$'%), -.2, -.0–
-.5; Brazil, Valor das Terras no Brasil, /4–/1. The vast extent of the Mate Larangeira 
concession, over -.4 million hectares, accounts for the di8 erence, 45 percent of to-
tal private property.

9.  Brazil, Mato Grosso: Censo Demogra& co, Censos Econômicos (#$'%), -.2, -.0–
-.5; Brazil, Valor das Terras no Brasil, /4–/1; Afonso Simões Corrêa, “Pecuária de 
corte em Mato Grosso do Sul,” report delivered at Encontros Regionais de Pecuá-
ria de Corte, Brasília, /5 November -.94, -.

10.  Corrêa Filho, “Terras devolutas,” 56–5/.
11.  Corrêa Filho, “Terras devolutas,” 5/–54, 96–9-. Some large ranches es-

caping penalties were Taboco (244,666 hectares), Firme (-50,666 hectares), and 
Carandá (464,666 hectares) in the Pantanal, Passa-Tempo in Miranda (-4.,666 
hectares), and Morro do Azeite in Paranaíba (-5-,666 hectares). Others forced to 
pay included Santa Virginia belonging to Mate Larangeira (09,666 hectares), Rio 
Branco in the Pantanal (294,666 hectares, reduced to -.-,666 hectares), and Rio 
Negro in Aquidauana (.1,666 hectares). It appears foreign ownership of Mate La-
rangeira and membership in opposition political parties by the others explains the 
variations.

12.  Corrêa Filho, “Terras devolutas,” 5/, 96; Mato Grosso, Mensagem apresen-
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tado à Assembléa Legislativa em !º de Fevereiro de !"#$ pelo Dr. Antonio Corrêa da Costa, 
Presidente do Estado (Cuiabá: Typ. do Estado, ./01), !!–!2; report by João Pedro 
Gardés, director of the Mato Grosso land o3  ce, to the president of Mato Grosso, 
Cuiabá, December 2., ./0", Documentos avulsos lata ./0/-A, APMT; S. Cardoso 
Ayala and Feliciano Simon, Album Graphico do Estado de Matto-Grosso (Corumbá/
Hamburgo: n.p., .0.4), .1/–."..

13.  Mato Grosso, Mensagem apresentado à Assembléa Legislativa em !º de Feve-
reiro de !"#% pelo Dr. Antonio Corrêa da Costa, Presidente do Estado (Cuiabá: Typ. do 
Estado, ./0"), .0–!!.

14.  Cardoso Ayala and Simon, Album Graphico, .55; Endlich, “A criação,” 4 
(.052): .!/–.!0; A. Marques, Matto Grosso: Seus recursos naturaes, seu futuro economico 
(Rio de Janeiro: Papelaria Americana, .0!2), .."–../; Miguel Arrojado Ribeiro Lis-
boa, Oeste de S. Paulo, Sul de Mato-Grosso: Geologia, Indústria, Mineral, Clima, Vegeta-
ção, Solo Agrícola, Indústria Pastoril (Rio de Janeiro: Typogra6 a do Jornal do Com-
mercio, .050), .4!–.47; Arlindo de Andrade, Erros da federação (São Paulo: n.p., 
.024), /". Many of the prices per hectare given here have been calculated from in-
formation on the costs of land per league. Although the normal league in Bra-
zil equaled 4,271 hectares, between the ./05s and .0.4 in Mato Grosso a league 
was considered to be 2,155 hectares. This changed with standardization a8 er 
World9War I.

15.  Letter from T.9G. Chittenden, general manager of Brazil Land, Cattle and 
Packing Company, through the British Embassy in Rio de Janeiro, to the presi-
dent of Brazil, São Paulo, August 0, .0!5, Documentos avulsos lata .0!5-C, APMT; 
Virgílio Corrêa Filho, A propósito do Boi pantaneiro, Monogra6 as Cuiabanas, vol. 1 
(Rio de Janeiro: Pongetti e Cia., .0!1), 4" n. 70; Mato Grosso, Mensagem pelo Cel. Pe-
dro Celestino Corrêa da Costa, !º Vice-Presidente do Estado, à Assembléa Legislativa, !& 
de maio de !#!! (Cuiabá: Typ. O3  cial, .0..), ./; letter from José Santiago, mayor of 
Campo Grande, to the president of Mato Grosso, Campo Grande, April .2, .0.2, 
Documentos avulsos lata .0.2-A, APMT.

16.  Various messages (mensagens) from state presidents between .0!5 and .02.. 
All presidential reports during this period included statistics on the legalization 
of properties, though records were incomplete and o8 en uncertain, as many writ-
ers admitted.

17.  Mato Grosso, Mensagem à Assembléa Legislativa, % de Setembro de !#'( por 
D.)Francisco de Aquino Corrêa, Bispo de Prusiade, Presidente do Estado (Cuiabá: Typ. 
O3  cial, .0!5), //; Mato Grosso, Mensagem dirigido à Assembléa Legislativa em !& 
de maio de !#'* pelo Cel. Pedro Celestino Corrêa da Costa, Presidente de Matto Grosso 
(Cuiabá: Typ. O3  cial, .0!4), 7.; Neill Macaulay, The Prestes Column: Revolution in 
Brazil (New York: New Viewpoints, .0"4), 0!–.!/, !25–!24; Mato Grosso, Men-
sagem apresentado pelo Presidente de Matto Grosso, Dr. Mario Corrêa, à Assembléa Le-
gislativa, !& de maio de !#'# (Cuiabá: Typ. O3  cial, .0!0), .!1; Mato Grosso, Men-
sagem apresentado à Assembléa Legislativa pelo Presidente de Mato Grosso, Dr. Annibal 
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Toledo, $# de maio de $%#& (Cuiabá: Imprensa O, cial, -./0), 10. In -.-., the year be-
fore the recession took e2 ect, .33,000 hectares were granted provisional and de-
, nitive titles.

18.  Brazil, Fundação Instituto Brasileiro de Geogra, a e Estatística, Séries 
Estatísticas Retrospectivas, vol. -, Repertório estatística do Brasil: Quadros retrospec-
tivos, Separata do Anuário Estatístico do Brasil, Ano V, -./.–-.40 (Rio de Janeiro: 
IBGE, -.15), 63–61; Mato Grosso, Instituto Nacional de Estatística, Secretaria da 
Agricultura, Indústria, Comercio, Viação e Obras Públicas, Junta Executiva Re-
gional de Estatística, Sinopse estatística do Estado, no. $, Separata, com acréscimos, do 
Anuário Estatística do Brasil, Ano II, -./5 (Cuiabá: Tipogra, a A. Calhão, -./3), .1.

19.  Otto Willi Ulrich, Nos sertões do Rio Paraguay (São Paulo: n.p., -./5), 13; 
Arlindo Sampaio Jorge, “A pecuária em Mato Grosso,” Revista dos Criadores -. (Ja-
neiro -.41): /..

20.  Corrêa Filho, “Terras devolutas,” 36; Mato Grosso, O Município de Campo 
Grande, Estado de Matto Grosso (n.p.: Publicação o, cial, -.-.), 33; Cartório do 7º 
O, cio, “Livros de Escripturas de compra e venta, -.-4 a -./0” (Ponta Porã, Mato 
Grosso do Sul: n.p.).

21.  Brazil, Valor das Terras no Brasil, 74; US Department of State, Report 
“Land Prices in Brazil,” by A. Gaulin, US Consul in Rio de Janeiro, to Department 
of Agriculture, April 7/, -.74, Brazil, entry 6, box 5/, Record Group -55, United 
States National Archives (herea8 er USNA); São Paulo, Secretaria da Agricultura, 
Commercio e Obras Públicas, Os Municípios do Estado de São Paulo (São Paulo: Ser-
viço de Publicações, -.74), -..–700.

22.  “Terras, compra e venda,” Jornal do Commercio (Campo Grande) -4 (De-
cember 71, -./4): 4; “Propaganda de Matto Grosso e a zona Noroeste,” Almanaque 
Illustrado (Três Lagoas) 7 (-.7.): /16–/13; US Department of State, Division of 
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Glossary

agregado. Tenant or semipermanent ranch hand; o! en in charge of a retiro, or 
line camp

alqueire. Unit of area equal to ".#" hectares, or measure of capacity equal to 
$%."& liters (roughly one US bushel)

angico. Piptadenia sp.; tree with high concentration of tannin used in artisanal 
hide tanning

arroba. '( kilograms ($$ pounds); common weight used for bagged dried goods 
in Brazil into the twentieth century

baía. Sweet-water lagoon found throughout the Pantanal
bandeiras. Expeditions in search of gold and slaves during the Colonial period, 

originating in São Paulo into the interior of Brazil
barba de bode. Aristida pallens; coarse invader grass species of poor nutritional 

value for cattle
barreiro. Natural salt lick found primarily in the Pantanal
berne. Infestation of bot ) y (Gasterophilus spp.) or warble ) y (Hypoderma bovis 

or H. lineatum); common in the cerrado, causing lesions and irritation to cattle
boiadeiro. Cattle drover; the drive is called a boiada
bombachas. Baggy trousers typical of the gauchos of Rio Grande do Sul and the 

Río de la Plata
braça. Linear measure of "." meters
braquiária. Brachiaria brizantha, B. decumbens, and B. humidicola; most common 

grasses planted for ranching in Brazil today
camarada. Ranch hand; usually refers to ranch workers who do not handle cat-

tle, as opposed to cowboys
campo. Field; pasture; open country
campo de demonstração. Experimental farm or ranch
campo limpo. Pasture land of native grasses found in southern Mato Grosso do 

Sul; also called the Vacaria
capataz. Ranch foreman
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capybara. Hydrochoerus hydrochaeris; largest rodent on earth; originally found 
throughout lowland South America, today common in the Pantanal

caracu. Breed of cattle descended from original animals imported from Portu-
gal; at one time promoted by animal scientists in São Paulo for its rusticity and 
strength; today bred to preserve gene pool and for scienti+ c study

carandá. Copernicia alba; common palm tree in Pantanal o, en used for fence posts
carona. Elionurus muticus; ubiquitous coarse invader grass in much of Mato 

Grosso; poor nutritional value for cattle; appears native to region
carrapato. Cattle tick (Rhipicephalus microplus, formerly Boophilus microplus or B. 

argentinus); cause of Texas tick fever; the fever is not common in Mato Grosso
cavalo pantaneiro. Horse bred in the Poconé region of the northern Pantanal ex-

clusively for use in the Pantanal
Cerrado. Semiarid savanna region of Central Brazil, extending over parts of 

the states of Mato Grosso, Mato Grosso do Sul, Goiás, and Minas Gerais; also 
known as Planalto

Chaco. Semiarid geographical region stretching west and northwest from the 
Paraguay River across Paraguay into Argentina and Bolivia

charque. Dried beef or jerky, sometimes spelled xarque
charqueada. Beef jerky factory, sometimes called xarqueada or saladeiro
chino. Term given one of several breeds of cattle imported into Brazil and 

adapted to local conditions; name may have come from the Spanish-American 
slang for mestizo

colonião. Panicum maximum; African-origin grass common in pasture planting of 
the past; so widespread that at one time it was considered native to Brazil; high 
nutritional value for cattle

conto. -,""" milreis
cordilheiras. Hillocks
coronel. Literally colonel (coronéis [pl]); regional political boss or cattle baron; 

originally an honorary rank in the imperial national guard
correntino. A breed of cattle developed in Argentina and Paraguay, descended 

from original Spanish breeds
crioulo. Mixed-blood breed of cattle most common in Brazil until the twenti-

eth century
EMBRAPA. Empresa Brasileira de Pesquisa Agropecuária; federal agricultural 

research corporation created in -./!
erva mate. Ilex paraguariensis; Paraguayan tea, yerba mate in Spanish; a regional 

tea most common in Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, and Uruguay, made from the 
leaves of a native holly tree

estancia. Large ranch
farofa. Dried and toasted manioc 0 our, common as a side dish for most Brazil-

ian dishes
fazenda. Large rural property, farm, or plantation; in this study the term refers 

principally to a ranch, large or small
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fazendas reais. Royal ranches established in the late eighteenth century
febre a! osa. Foot-and-mouth disease; viral; common in Mato Grosso but of low 

virulence
feira de gado. Cattle fair or marketplace
Fluminense. A native of Rio de Janeiro state
franqueiro. Mestizo cattle breed developed in Brazil, possibly in the São Paulo 

city of Franca
friagem. Cold front from Antarctica that occasionally occurs in June to September
frigorí" co. Packing plant
Gaúcho. A native of Rio Grande do Sul; also refers to the cowboy of that state
gordura. Melinis multi$ ora; African-origin grass common in pasture planting; so 

widespread that at one time it was considered native to Brazil; good nutritional 
value for cattle

grilagem. Land grabbing, claim-jumping; perpetrated by a grileiro
Guaraní. Native language of Paraguay; also spoken by Guarani natives
hectare. (.)* acres
Indubrasil. Breed of zebu developed in Brazil by crossing Gir and Guzerat cat-

tle; see also zebu
interventor. State governor appointed by decree by the federal government
jaraguá. Hyparrhenia rufa; grass of African origin; common in pasture planting 

throughout tropical Latin America until replaced by brachiaria; so widespread 
that at one time it was considered native to Brazil; high nutritional value and 
resistant to + re

juiz comissário. Municipal property judge
legua. League, unit of land measurement equal to ,,,-- meters (linear) or ),./, 

hectares (area); in Mato Grosso and much of Brazil in the nineteenth century 
and into the twentieth, .,,-- hectares

mal das cadeiras. Trypanosoma evansi or T. equinum (surra, equine anemia); also 
known as peste de cadeiras; anemic disease of horses and mules caused by a pro-
tozoan bacterium that causes loss of ability to support hindquarters; thought to 
be transmitted by biting 0 ies and possibly vampire bats

manqueira. Blackleg or symptomatic carbuncle; cattle disease common in Mato 
Grosso causing weakening of motor abilities of young animals; sometimes 
called mancha negra, mancha branca, or manchilla

mantas. Flanks of a steer used for charque, especially in Argentina and Uruguay
Matogrossense. Native of Mato Grosso state; Sulmatogrossense is a native of 

Mato Grosso do Sul state
milreis. Brazil’s currency during the period under study, written as 1$---; a 

conto was equivalent to 1,--- milreis (1:---$---)
mimosos. Hemarthria altissima, Axonopus purpusii, Reimarochloa brasiliensis, Hetero-

pogon villosus, and other species; most common native grasses in Mato Grosso, 
particularly in the Pantanal and Vacaria; very high nutritional value and well-
adapted to seasonal 0 ooding
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Mineiro. Native of Minas Gerais state
mutirão. Sometimes muxirão; cooperative labor among rural residents of Brazil, 

similar to North American house or barn raising
pangola. Digitaria decumbens; African-origin grass also used in pasture planting
pantanais. Wetlands; in this case, the various subdivisions of the Pantanal
Pantanal. Seasonal + uvial + oodplain of Mato Grosso and Mato Grosso do Sul; 

one of the world’s great natural bird sanctuaries
Pantaneiro. Native of the Pantanal; native cattle and horses of the Pantanal
paratudo. Tabebuia caraiba; tree common throughout the Pantanal
parceria. Partnership; share contract involving the care of cattle for a period 

of time in return for a percentage of production or calves; common in Mato 
Grosso from the ",-#s

Paulista. A native of São Paulo state
peão. Landless rural worker, camarada; probably originally from the Spanish peón
Planalto. Geographical name for the Cerrado; Brazilian highlands
posse. Rural landholding, o. en squatted; though usually small, in Mato Grosso 

the term also refers to unregistered ranches
postas. Meat from legs and other extremities used for charque, especially in Mato 

Grosso and Rio Grande do Sul
Repartição de Terras. State Land O/  ce
retiro. Line camp; outlying area of ranch with corrals and buildings where cattle 

are pastured, handled, and rounded up for sale; sometimes called a posto; usu-
ally run by an agregado

salina. Saltwater lagoon in the Pantanal; usually found in the higher elevations 
and in conjunction with barreiros

serra. Hill chain, highland
sertanejo. Resident of the sertão; descendant of original Portuguese cattle 

adapted to the interior of Brazil
sertão. Interior of Brazil; sometimes referring to the arid interior of the north-

east; backlands, as used in the English translation of Euclides da Cunha’s study 
Os Sertões (Rebellion in the Backlands) and João Guimaraes Rosa’s novel Grande 
Sertão: Veredas (The Devil to Pay in the Backlands)

sesmaria. Colonial and imperial land grant of "!,#01 square hectares
tereré. Cold mate tea commonly consumed in Paraguay and the Pantanal
toque. Debilitating condition su2 ered by cattle when they ingest too much ash 

a. er a pasture is burned or if they rely too much on barreiros or salinas for di-
etary salt

Triângulo Mineiro. Westernmost region of Minas Gerais bordering Mato 
Grosso; the “triangle” name refers to its geographical shape

tristeza. Texas tick fever; caused by the parasite Babesia bigemina
tucura. Local term given to original cattle breed common to the Pantanal, the 

pantaneiro
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Vacaria. Region of southern Mato Grosso do Sul where there is an abundance of 
nutritious native grasses; also called campo limpo

vaqueiro. Cowboy
zebu. Bos taurus indicus or Bos indicus; species of cattle native to the Indian subcon-

tinent and imported into Brazil in the late nineteenth century; most common 
variety in Brazil is Nelore; a related animal in North America is the Brahman
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cerradão (dry forest), /)
cerrado, &), &., //–/*, /+–/', *', )&, )*–

)(, '/; burning, "((, &)'; calving 
rate, &-'; campo limpo and, */–**; 
cattle breeds, /,/; cattle population, 
"%&; cattle roundups, &.,; con1 ict 
over land, &&.; fences, &--–&-.; foot-
and-mouth disease, &.'–&',; land 
use and human intervention, &,+–
&,), /*/, /**; private ownership, &,), 
&&); ranch sizes, &,', &&(, &-(; salt, 
&./; soils, /'; toque, &.&; vegetation, 
/'–*/; wildlife, &')–&'-

Cerrado (region of central Brazil), +, -, 
&+, /*&–/*(; climate and seasons, */–
**; registered land occupation, "%#; 
topography, /-; vegetation and pas-
turing, //–/(, !%, **

Chaco (geographical region), &), //, ((, 
&+*, *,.

charque (dried beef or jerky), -), 
/)*n/*, *,.

charqueadas (dried beef factories), ., )., 
-+–.*, .+–.), .', '(–'), '., &*., &+), 
&)&, &)(; Charqueada Pedra Branca, 
-'

chino (cattle breed), /,,–/,*, /&&, *,.
Cibils y Buxareo, Jaime, +)–+., 

/+(–/++n((
civil war (Mato Grosso), )/–)*, &*&, 

&*'
climate change, /,, /*/, /(/–/(*n(, 

/((n&)
co2 ee industry, )*, '-, &/(
colonião (Panicum maximum, guinea 

grass), /(, **, &-+, *,.. See also 
grasses

Companhia de Viação São Paulo-Matto 
Grosso, ))
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Continental Products Co. (originally 
Osasco), )*, ")+, *"#

cordilheiras (hillocks), "), *,
coronel (colonel), ",), !-.
Corrêa, Virgílio Alves, "#,–"#+
Corrêa da Costa, Antonio, "-)
Corrêa da Costa, Mario, ")"–")!
Corrêa Filho, Virgílio, !), "*!, "+"
correntino (cattle breed), *--, *-*–

*-!, !-.
Correntino (native of Argentine prov-

ince of Corrientes), "!.
Costa Lima, Manoel da (Major Cecí-

lio), #+–##
Costa Marques family, #-; Joaquim Au-

gusto da Costa Marques, ")"
Cotrim, Eduardo, "#,–"#+, "#., ")-, 

*-.–*"-, *"*
Coxim, !/, ,#, !", #+, #$, %%&, %%', %%(, 

"+", "+!, "##
credit, /, ++, /+, /), "--–"-", ""!, "*,–

"*), "!#, "++, ")-, **+–**#, *!"
crioulo (mixed-blood cattle breed), 

*-", !-.
Cuiabá, "#, *), !*; banks in, "*#; cattle 

population, !); charqueadas, .-; cus-
toms corruption, .,; 0 rst record of 
cattle in, !#; founding of, !#; frosts, 
*.; gold mining, !#, ,"; government 
in, +!–+,, #+–#), "-!, "*#, "!-–"!", 
"!,, "!+, ",.; population, !"; rail-
road, /", /!; ranching economy, !+–
!., ,"–,+, ,)–,.; Rusga (riots), ,"; 
shipping, .), /-–/"; urban agricul-
ture, "")

dairy cattle, *!)n*
D’Alincourt, Luiz, !)
Dapples, Louis, "*+
debt service, "!,, ",+, ",., "+.
del Sar, Rafael, +#
Descalvados, !&, !), +#–#-, )., "#), ".!, 

"/+, **,

Diederichsen, Arthur, ##
disclimax, *+, *,+–*,#n!-
diseases of cattle, "..–"/!; berne (1 y 

infestation), "##, "#., ".., "/"–"/*, 
!-); febre a* osa (foot-and-mouth 
disease), "..–"/-, *-#, *"", *",, !-/; 
mal das cadeiras (surra, equine ane-
mia), ,*–,!, ,+–,#, ++–+#, +., ")", 
")#, ".!–".+, ".)–".., "/+, !-/; man-
queira (blackleg), "./, !-/; raiva (ra-
bies), ".., "/*; tristeza (Texas tick 
fever), ".., "/*–"/!, *"", !"-

division of labor, "-, "!), "#". See also 
 hierarchy and labor

Dourados, *!-, !-,n/
Dourados colony, !.–!/, !", #*, /., "",, 

%%!, %%(, %&", "+), *!-
drought, +, "-, ".–*!, *#–*/, !*–!!, +., 

#,, """, "*#, *-+, *!*
dry season, "/, */, !*–!!, ,!, .)

ecosystems, +–#, ""–"!, *!–*#, */, !!–
!,, **!, **), *!,

ecotourism, "#
Elmassian, Dr. Miguel, */!n+,
EMBRAPA (Brazilian Agricultural 

Research Corporation, Empresa 
Brasileira de Pesquisa Agropecuária), 
")*–")!, ".., *!-–*!", *!!–*!,

Endlich, Rodolpho, "#., "),, ").–".-, 
".*, ".,, "./, "/"

Entre Rios, !", #*, %%(
erva mate (Paraguayan tea, Ilex para-

guariensis), !*, ,), ,/, +!, #., )", "-#, 
",-, ",+, "++, "+), !-.

Estrada de Ferro Noroeste do Brasil 
(EFNOB), /"–/*, /+, /), "++

experimental farms, ")"–")!, *./

farofa (manioc 1 our), ",-, *."n), !-.
Farquhar, Percival, +/–#-, )*, "-., ""#, 

"*+
fauna and cattle, "/!–"/)
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Fazenda do Apa, &&'–&()
fazenda modelo (model ranch), &*&–&*+
Fazenda São Rafael, &(&–&((
Fazendas Francesas, ',, &&,, ""$, &-.
fazendas reais (royal ranches), +*, (,'n/, 

+)'
febre a% osa (foot-and-mouth disease), 

&..–&'), ()/, (&&, (&,, +)'
feira de gado (cattle fair), &*&–&*+, +)'
fencing, &, &&, -', &&/, &,*, &-,, &/&, &/-, 

&/., ((-; modernization and, ((*; 
planting and, +&; posts, +).; ranch 
labor and, &+*–&+', &,+, &,'; wire, (&, 
&+-, &+', &/-, &*), &*+, &*/–&**

0 re, ((, (,, ('–+&, ++, /(, &/-–&*), &'/–
&'*, (++–(+,; burning cerrado, "&&

Firme ranch, ,&, /), (*&–(*(n&&
1 ooding, &.–(); 1 ood of &')-, (), -.; 

1 ood of &'*+–&'*,, ((; la Niña and, 
()

Fluminense (native of Rio de Janeiro 
state), (),, ()-, +)'

Fomento Argentino Sul Americano, /), 
""$, &((, &-.

foot-and-mouth disease. See febre a% osa
Fortes, Carlos, (&)
Fragelli, José, ((+
franqueiro (cattle breed), ()(–()+, (&&, 

+)'
friagem (cold front), &-, +)'
Frigorí0 co Anglo, *(, (&/. See also 

Vestey, Edmund
frigorí' cos (packing plants, refrigerated 

slaughterhouses), ., *(–*+, *-–**, 
*', .+, ./, '/–'*, &+', &-,, &/,, &*/, 
(&+, (&-–(&/, ((-

frontier zones, (–+, ., /), ''
Frood, John Lamb, (&/
frosts, (., +&, &/', &*-
frozen beef industry, *&–*(, *-, *., .,, 

('-n/+
Fundação Nacional do Índio (FUNAI), 

&-., &/), ((*, (./n,'

Galdino Pimentel, Joaquim, -*
Garcia Leal family, +'
Gaúcho (native of Rio Grande de Sul), 

/(, /+, .&, .-–./, &)+, &)., &+'–&,&, 
+)'

gold mining, +-, +/, ,&, +)*
Gomes da Silva family, &&/; Joaquim 

Eugênio Gomes da Silva, /), &*.; 
José Gomes da Silva, ,&

gordura (Melinis minuti( ora, molasses 
grass), (,, +)–+&, ++, &*-, &'*, +)'

grasses: Andropogon selloanus (capim 
pluma-branca, beard grass), (+; Aris-
tida pallens (barba de bode), +), 
++, &/*, (++, +)*; Brachiaria decum-
bens (pará/signal grass), (,, (+(, 
(,-n(., +)*; Brachiaria humidicola, 
(+(, (,-n(., +)*; brachiárias: Bra-
chiaria brizantha (marandu), (+(, 
(,-n(., +)*; capim carona (Elionu-
rus muticus), (+; capim felpudo (An-
dropogon), ++; colonião (Panicum max-
imum, guinea grass), (,, ++, &*-, +).; 
cultivated brachiaria (Brachiaria hu-
midicola), (+; Hyparrhenia rufa (ja-
raguá), (,, +)–+&, ++, "#$, &'*, (+&, 
+)';  Melinis)minuti( ora (capim gor-
dura, molasses grass), (,, +)–+&, ++, 
&*-, &'*, +)'; mimosos (Heteropogon 
villosus), (/, ('–+), ++, &/*; origin 
of “mimoso” name, (,,n(+; pan-
gola (Digitaria decumbens), +&); Pen-
sacolo (Paspalum notatum), (++. See 
also mimosos

grass mining, &&
grilagem (land grabbing), &(+, +)'
grileiros (claim jumpers), &+(
Guaikuru, +/, ,,, &('–&++, &-., (**–

(*.n-)
Guaraní (native language of Paraguay), 

&+', &-*
Guarani peoples, &,., &-*, (+), (.-n,-, 

+),n'
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hides and leather: cattle breeds, ")!, 
*+"–*+!; economy, ,, #, ,), !", -.–
-#, .#, .), #$, /"–/!, #,; labor hier-
archy, "!/, ",!, "."; processing, *!, 
--, -/, /!, //, #+–#*, "/+, "#*, ")", 
"),, ")), **,–**-; shipping, /., #!, 
)-

hierarchy and labor, "!/–"-"; class 
structure and ranch labor, ",+–",,; 
ethnicity, "!#; ranch relations, ",,–
",/; tenants and squatters, ",#–"-"; 
violence and, ",/–",#

Hindu Idol. See zebu cattle
homestead laws, -), "+/
horses, "+, !-, !/, ,+–,., --–-., -#, .*, 

"!", "!-, "!#, ",+, ",*, ",., "#!–"##, 
"),–")-, **/; cattle drives and, "-,–
"--; fencing and, "/.; mal das cadeiras 
in, "/", "#!–"#-

immigration, ,/–,#, ."–.!, "+/–"+#, 
"*#, "!*, "!)

indigenous peoples/populations, )), 
"+", "*/–"!#, ",!, "-.–"-), **., *!+; 
con0 ict and, "*/–"!.; Guaikuru, !., 
,,, "*)–"!!, "-#, *//–*/#n-+; Gua-
rani, ",#, "-/, *!+, *#-n,-, !+,n); 
Kadiwéu, "+*, "*#, "*)–"!!, "!#, 
"-/–"-#, ".+, *//–*/#n-+; Kaiowá 
(Ñandeva), "-/, *!+; native labor, 
"-.–".*; Ofaié, "!-; Terena, "*/–"*), 
"!!–"!., "!#, "-#, ".+

Indubrasil (zebu breed), *")–**+, !+)
Inocência (Taunay), "-"
Instituto Oswaldo Cruz, "#,–"#-
interventor (appointed state governor), 

""+, !+)

Jacobina ranch, !/, ,", --–-., *--n,,
jaraguá (Hyparrhenia rufa), *,, !+–!", 

!!, %#!, ")/, *!", !+). See also grasses
jerky, ,"–,,, --, !&, -.–-/, .+, .#–.), 

#$, /"–/!, /-–/); Descalvados fac-

tory, !&, -.–.+, /#, "./, "#!, ")-, **,; 
industrial contraband and, #!–#/; 
Mato Grosso exports, !"; technol-
ogy, #+–#!. See also charque (dried 
beef or jerky); charqueadas (dried 
beef factories)

Jesuits, !., !), "-/
Joaquim Vivo & Cia., #!, #.
juiz comissário (municipal property 

judge), "+", "+/, !+)

Kadiwéu, "+*, "*#, "*)–"!!, "!#, "-/–
"-#, ".+, *//–*/#n-+

Kuhlmann, Edgar, !!

labor mobility, ",-–",.. See also hierar-
chy and labor

land: cattle population by environ-
mental region, %$'; con0 ict over 
land, ""#–"*,, "*/–"!.; destruction 
of land records, "+"; by environ-
mental region, %$!; Imperial land 
law ("#-+), ,+, ,"–,*, "+", "*!; land 
grants, !.–!#, ,#, "+"–"+*, "+.–"+#, 
"!!; land prices, "+#–"",, "**–"*,, 
"!.; land registration ,+, "++, "+.–
""", ""/; land tenure, ., ), !#, ,+, )), 
"++, "+"–"*/, **,–**-; land trans-
fers, "+)–""+, "*!; large and small 
property in municipalities, %%(–
%"$; post–World War I, "+); prior 
to World War I, "++–"+); ranching 
and large property, "",–""#; regis-
tered land occupation by environ-
mental region, %$!; by state and mu-
nicipality, %%"–%%); state land laws, 
settlement, and prices, "+.–"+)

Larangeira Mendes e Cia. See Mate 
Larangeira

leather. See hides and leather
legumes, !", !*, /-, *!!, *,,n*!, *,-n*.
Leite d’Almeida, André da Costa, ,.
Leopold II of Belgium, -#–-)
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Lévi-Strauss, Claude, &'(
Liebig, ')–'(
Lisboa, Miguel, *+, &,+, &),, &)-, &(&, 

&(*, ./(
Lloyd Brasileiro, (*, ((–(-
López, Gabriel Francisco, &./–&.&
Lutz, Dr. Adolfo, .-+n',

Machado, João da Silva (Baron of An-
tonina), +(, ,/–,&

Machado, Paulo Coelho, &,&, &'&, &(*, 
./*, .-+–.-,n'*

Mackenzie, John, ./*
Mackenzie, Murdo, '-–*/, &&*
mal das cadeiras (surra, equine anemia), 

,.–,+, ,'–,*, ''–'*, '(, &)&, &)*, 
&(+–&(', &()–&((, &-', +/-

Malheiros, Antônio Joaquim, */, &/.–
&/+, &.-–&+&, &'(

manqueira (blackleg), &(-, +/-
mantas (0 anks of steer used for char-

que), .*', +/-
mascates (itinerant merchants), *&
Mata Atlântica (Atlantic Forest), +.
Mate Larangeira, *.–*+, &/., &&,, ""$, 

&.,, &+(–&+-, &,'
Matogrossense (native of Mato Grosso 

state), '', (*, -+, -), --, &+., &+(, &*+, 
&(/, +/-

Mato Grosso, &–., .*–.(, +/–+&, ++; 
cattle in historical southern Mato 
Grosso, map !; cattle population by 
municipality, %&; cattle quality for 
meat production, &)/; civil war, *.–
*+, &+&, &+-; exports, %'; geography 
and environments of, map "; horses, 
&(+–&((; human population, ,)–,(, 
*-; ranching economy from &-&,–
&-'/, *(–-(; ranching expansion 
and transformation, ..+–..*; ranch-
ing modernization, ..(–.+*; “rudi-
mentary” ranching and improve-
ments, &*+–&(+; selected timeline 

for cattle ranching, ix–xi. See also 
cattle breeds and breeding; hierar-
chy and labor; land; ranching and 
ranching economy

Mato Grosso do Sul, ., &,–&*, &'*, .+)–
.+(n.; cerrado in, .*–.), +/; climate, 
++; con0 ict over land, .+/; creation 
of, .+&; land use, &/*, &&'; planted 
pasture, +/, .+.; soils, .-; sugarcane 
farming, .+,–.+'; termite mounds, 
.-

mestizos, &+(, &+-, &,(, &'), ./+
Mignone, Dr. Luis Enrique, .-+n',
Mihanovich, ((–-/, -'
mimosos (common native grasses), 

+/-–+&/; Axonopus purpusii, .+, 
.*, +/-; Hemarthria altissima, +/-; 
Hetero pogon villosus, .*, .-, ++, &*), 
+/-; origin of “mimoso” name, 
.,,n.+; Reimarochloa brasiliensis, 
+/-

Minas Gerais, (), &*,, &)&; cattle 
breeds, &(), ./.–./,, .&&, .&'; cat-
tle population, %&; cerrado, .*–.); 
diseases in cattle, &(-; hierarchy 
and labor, &'.–&'+, &*,; land access, 
&&&, ""(; ranching economy, +-, ,.–
,+, ,*, *&, *+–*,, (); Triângulo Mi-
neiro, +-, *+–*,, &&&, ""(, ./,, ../, 
..&, +&/

Mineiro (native of Minas Gerais), ,+, 
./', ./-–.&/, .&-, +&/

Miranda, &(, &-, +)–+-, ,&–,., ,,–,*, 
$', ),, )(, (/, (), (-, -., &/(, ""(, &&,, 
""$, "")–"(', &.), &+,

Miranda Estância, &&,, ""$, ")*
monções (gold-seeking and slave-raiding 

expeditions), +'
Morro do Azeite ranch, .)&–.).n&&
Moutinho, Joaquim, ,+–,'
mules, ,., ,*, &''–&'*, &(+, &('–&(*, .&.
mutirão (also muxirão, cooperative la-

bor), &,-, +&/
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Nabileque, )*–)+
Nabileque River, )!)
nagana (disease transmitted by tsetse 

, ies), )*-
Naganol (antiparasitic), )*-, )*.
native populations. See indigenous 

peoples/populations
Nawila (Kadiwéu chief), )!#
Nhecolândia, )*, )+, ""–"!, /#, )#!, !"#, 

).., )**, ".)n/
Nioác, !*, 0), $", /-, %#, **, )#*, !!!, 

!!&–!'", )*/, "#/
Noroeste do Brasil. See Estrada de 

Ferro Noroeste do Brasil

Ofaié, )!-
Osasco (later Continental Products 

Co.), .", ).-, ")/
overgrazing, "#, "-, "+, !!, )/-, )+., 

"0-n!#

Paiaguás, )*, ""
Palmeiras ranch, /#
Pantanal (seasonal , uvial , oodplain), 

-, ., )-, )/–"*, ""!–""/, ""+, "!"–"!!, 
!)#; baías (sweet-water lagoons), )., 
!&, )+, "!, "/, )+0; barreiros (natural 
salt licks) )., )*#–)*); cattle breeds, 
"#)–"#!, ")*; cattle drives, !$', )-!; 
cattle feeding cycle, )+–"#; cattle 
grazing, !&; cordilheiras (hillocks), 
)., "0; diseases in cattle, )*+–)+/; 
droughts, )+–""; fencing, )./–)..; 
1 re, )/+; , ooding, ).–""; hierar-
chy and labor, )!*, )0#–)0), )0!, 
)0-–)0/, )-"; horses, )*!–)**; jaca-
rés (caimans), )., )+0–)+-; land ac-
cess, )#), )#!–)#-, ))), ))0, ))/, ))+, 
)"), )!-; planted pastures, ).0, )./; 
ranching economy before )+)0, !., 
0)–0/, -/, -*, /#–/); ranching econ-
omy from )+)0–)+-#, .-, .*–.+, +", 
+*; registered land occupation, !"$; 

salinas (saltwater lagoons), )., )+, 
)*#–)*); soil, )+, "-; stocking rates 
and salt, ).+–)*!; topography, )/–
).; vegetation and pasturing, )+, ""–
"/; weather, ).–)+; wetland zones, 
).–)*

Pantanal regions, map '; Aquidauana, 
)*–)+, "", (!, /", *#–*), +", +0–+-, 
))), !!', !!&–!'", )."; Cáceres, )*, !., 
0), $", %#, *., +#, !!', !!$, !!&–!'", 
)**, ".0–".-n"+; Miranda, )*, )+, 
!.–!+, 0)–0", 00–0/, $", .0, .*, *#, 
*., *+, +", )#*, !!', ))0, !!$, !!&–!'", 
)"., )!0; Nabileque, )*–)+; Nhe-
colândia, )*, )+, ""–"!, /#, )#!, !"#, 
).., )**, ".)n/; Paiaguás, )*, ""; Po-
coné, )*, "-, 0), $", %#, *#, ))), !!', 
!!&–!'", )**, !#*; Porto Murtinho, 
$!, /", /., *#, !!', !!&–!'", )0.–)0*, 
)..

Pantaneiro (native residents, cattle, or 
horses of the Pantanal), *#, )0)–)0", 
)0/, )-/, )**, "#)–"#", !)#

Paraguay, "., !"–!!; banditry and, )0.–
)0*; burning, )/., )/+; cattle breeds, 
)*., "##, "#., ")-; diseases in cat-
tle, )*+, )+), )+!; indigenous peo-
ples/populations and, )".–)!-, )-.; 
land access and, )"#–)"); land use, 
).0; LP (la patria), 0-; migrant labor 
from, )!*–)0/, ""/; ranching econ-
omy, !-–0+, -"–-/, -*–/", /0–//, 
*0; salt imports from, )*); squatters 
from, )0*

Paraguayan War ()*/0–)*.#): horses 
and, )*!; indigenous peoples/pop-
ulations and, )"., )"+, )!"–)!!; 
land con, ict as stimulus for, !-, !*; 
ranching economy and, 0"–0., //; 
Uberaba military headquarters and, 
"#-; years immediately before, +, /0, 
))+–)"#, )"+, )!"–)!!, )-!; years im-
mediately following, *, )*, *., )!!, 
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&'(, &)), &)*, &+'–&+), &,(, &-., &.', 
/-&, /-', //)

Paraguay River, &,, &., /-, /*, ',–)), ++, 
$%, ,-, ,/, *.–.-, .', .*–(/, &//, &/*, 
&/(, &'&, &**

Paraná, /*, '/, '., )-–)&, */, &/'
Paraná River, &,, /*, '/, ,', ,+–,,, .', 

(&–(', &+', &+,, &*', /&,
parasites. See diseases of cattle
parceria (partnership), &+-–&+&, &+., '&-
Passa-Tempo ranch, /*&–/*/n&&
Paulista (native of São Paulo), /-.–

/&&, '&-
Pereira Barreto, Luis, /-(, /&&, /&., 

'--n&.
Pereira Leite, João, '*, )&, +,
Pimenta Bueno, Francisco Antônio, ++
Pinheiro, João, /&&
Pinsdorf, William, .-–.&, /,)n/(
piranha, &+,
Planalto, /,, &.,–&.., '-., '&-. See also 

Cerrado
planted pasture, &*'–&*,
Poconé, &., /+, )&, $&, '(, .-, &&&, ##", 

##), ##*, #"&, &.., '-.
Ponta Porã, '/–'', $&, ,/, '(, (., &-(, 

&&&, ##", &&), &&*, ##)–#"&, &'(, &)*, 
&+-, &.+–&.,, /)/n/

Porto Murtinho, $#, ,/, ,*, .-, ##", ##)–
#"&, &)*–&)., &**

Porto XV de Novembro, ,+–,,, &*/
posse (rural landholding), &-*–&-., '&-
postas (lean cuts of meat for charque), 

/,+n'., '&-
Prado, Antonio, */
Primavesi, Ana, '&, &,., /'/
property subdivision, (., &-', &-+–&-,, 

&&&, &&*, &/&, &*&, &**

railroads, +(, ,/, ,,, ,., ,(, *., .-, .,–
.*, &-.–&-(, &&&, &'(, &)), &+', &+(, 
&*), &**, /-+–/-,, //), /,(n,+; Brazil 
Railroad Company, &&,; Estrada de 

Ferro Noroeste do Brasil ( EFNOB), 
(&–(/, (+, (*, &++; Madeira-Mamoré, 
/,.n+-

rainfall, &+, &.–&(, /*–/(, &*), &(,; an-
nual precipitation, /*, '/–''

rainy season, &+, &(–/-, '', .*, (-, (/, 
&+,

raiva (rabies), &.., &(/
Ramos Ferreira, José Joaquim, &–/, +, 

&,), //'
ranches and large properties, &-'–&-), 

&&)–&&.; large and small property in 
Mato Grosso, ##)–#"&; Nhecolân-
dia, &., &(, //–/', ,-, &-', #&(, &**, 
&.., /*&n,; properties of foreign 
companies, ##$

ranching and ranching economy, //'–
/',; before &.*-, '+–)+; between 
Paraguayan War and World War0I, 
)*–+); cattle trails and, ,)–,,; 
horses and, &.'–&..; moderniza-
tions and improvements, &*-–&.', 
//.–/'+; native fauna and, &('–&(*; 
from &(&)–&(+-, ,.–*&; politics and, 
+)–,); shipping and transporta-
tion, .*–(.; traditional, &,'–&,+; use 
of 1 re, &,+–&*-; war’s e2 ect on, )+–
)*, *&–**. See also cattle breeds and 
breeding; diseases of cattle; grasses; 
hierarchy and labor

rational ranching, &, &,'–&,+, &*-, &*', 
&(.

Repartição de Terras (State Land Of-
1 ce), &-*, '&-

retiro (line camp), &-*, &&+, &)-, &)(, &.-, 
&./, '&-

Rhodes grass, '&, &*+
Ribeiro, Darcy, &+*
rinderpest (viral disease), /&&, /&)–/&,
Rio Branco ranch, /*&–/*/n&&
Rio de Janeiro: banks in, &/+; buyers 

and markets in, )/–)', */–*', *+, 
**–*(, .+, &+/, &,&; cattle breeds, 
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Rio de Janeiro (continued)
"()–"(*, "(+; government in, !,, ),, 
*+, -., ,*–,-, /!*; railway, +/; salt 
prices, /,/; shipping, ,,–+(

Rio Grande do Sul, ."–.!, +*, /!*, /*-, 
/.(; cattle breeds, "(+, ""(; cattle 
population, ), !"; Gáuchos, /!+; im-
migration from, -", -!; jerky, .,, 
,(–,-; land prices, ##$

Rio Negro ranch, -(, "./–"."n//
Rondon, Candido Mariano da Silva, 

/!", /!), /*+, /,(
Rondônia, /), ")"n"
Rostey, Marianno, /!(–/!/
Ruano Fournier, Agustín, )–*
rubber industry and boom, ,, )., *), 

*,, -,–-+, !%, ./, /(-, /)!, ""), 
"-.–"-,n)+

Ru0  er, Fernando, "/"–"/), "/-, !(/n",
rustling, /, *.–*,, /!(, /)., /*", /*), /*,, 

/.,. See also smuggling

safra (slaughter season for jerky pro-
duction), ,(

salinas (saltwater lagoons), /., /+, /,(–
/,/

salt: as cattle dietary supplement, /**, 
/-), /.., /,(–/,!; for charque pro-
duction, .*, .,, ,(–,", ,)!

salt beef. See charque; charqueadas; jerky
Santana do Paranaíba, !+, )-, -!, ///
Santa Virginia ranch, -", "./–"."n//
Santiago, Alberto, "(), ""/
São Lourenço River, )"
São Paulo: barbed wire imports from, 

/..; buyers and markets in, "/, )", 
-/, -*–-., .., ,!, /(+, /*", /*)–/**, 
/-/, /./; cattle breeds, "("–"(!, "(*, 
"(.–"(+, "/", "/)–"/*, "/,, ""(–
"""; cattle drives, /*!, /**–/*-; cattle 
population, !"; credit and, /"*–/"-; 
diseases in cattle, /,+; frigorí& cos, 

,, -,, .", .*–.-, .+, /!+, ""*; frosts, 
",; land prices, //(, ///, ##'; parce-
ria, /*(; railroad, -,, ,-, +/–+., /(,, 
/.!; ranching economy, )", -/, -!, 
-,, .", .*–.-; sugarcane farming, 
"!); vegetation, "), /-.; winter pas-
tures, -!, /.*

scrub forest, /*, ""
Serra de Maracajú, !"
sertão (interior of Brazil), /,/, !/(
Serviço de Proteção aos Indios (SPI), 

/!", /!*, /!., /*+–/-(, /-", ""., 
",-n)+

sesmaria (Imperial land grant), !-–!., 
/(", /(.–/(,, !/(

Severiano da Fonseca, João, /-!–/-), 
/.,

sheep, !, **, //-, "!+n.
silting, "!". See also soil erosion
Silva, Antonio Simoens da, /), /.!–/.)
Silva Albuquerque, Caetano da, )-
Silva Gomes, Joaquim José da, /.,
Smith, Herbert, ,(–,/
smuggling, )), *!, -", ,!–,*, /"!, /,/, 

/+*, "-)–"-*n!!
Sociedade Nacional de Agricultura 

(SNA), /")
soil erosion, ",, "+, ,"–,!, /!-, /-*, "!"
Solano López, Francisco, /"(
soybean agriculture, "+, !", "!)
squatters, !., )(, )/–)", **, -+, /(/, /(-–

/(., //+, /"/, /"!, /!., /)!, /),–/)+
state land laws, /(-–/(+; law of /,+", 

-(, /(/, /(-–/(+; law of /+(", /(,; 
law of /+/,, //(. See also land: Impe-
rial land law (/,*()

stocking rates, /.,–/,(
subdivision of property, +,, /(!, /(*–

/(-, ///, //., /"/, /./, /..

Taboco ranch, )", -(, "./–"."n//, 
".)n".
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Taboco River, &', &(
Taunay, Alfredo D’Escragnolle, )*, &', 

&(–&+, ',', '((–'(+
temperatures (environmental), ',, -+–

-., )); frosts, -., )', '(*, '+,
tenants. See agregados
Terena, '-+–'-*, '))–')(, ')., ',., '(/
tereré (cold mate tea), '&/, )'/
termites, -*, '((–'(+, -))–-)&
Texas tick fever (tristeza), '.., '*-–'*), 

-'', )'/
Tibiriça, Francisco, (,–((
ticks. See Texas tick fever
Timoteo, Joaquim (Kadiwéu chief), 

')/–')'
toque (cattle condition from eating ash), 

'(*, './–'.', )'/
Townsville lucerne (Stylosanthes grac-

ilis), -))
Travassos, Joaquim Carlos, '((–'(+, 

-/., -'/–-''
Treaty of Madrid, )(
Treaty of San Ildefonso, )(
trees, -*, )), .+, '),; angico (Piptade-

nia), -*, )/+; cacao, -.; carandá palm 
(Copernica alba), --, '+(, -+'n'', )/.; 
citrus and guava, '),; clearing of, 
--, '(*, '+(; as 0 rebreaks, '(.; scrub 
forest, --

Tres Barras ranch, (-
Triângulo Mineiro (westernmost re-

gion of Minas Gerais), )*, ()–(&, 
''', ##", -/&, --/, --', )'/

tristeza (Texas tick fever), '.., '*-–'*), 
-'', )'/

tucura (Pantanal cattle breed), ./, -/'–
-/-, )'/

urubu (turkey vulture), -/
Uruguay, ''&, -'(, --&–--(; beef bans 

and, -',; cattle population, &; jerky, 

,,, +,, +(, +., ./, .&–.,; ranching 
economy from '*'&–'*,/, ,,–,., 
+', +), +,–+(, +., ./, .&–.(; sheep 
ranching, ), +', -)*n+

Vacaria (cattle country). See campo 
limpo

Valls, José, '+, -), -,, -))
Valverde, Orlando, --
Van Dionant, Franz, ,*, '(+, '*(–'*+, 

-,(n,&
vaqueiro (cowboy), ')+–')., '&/–'&-, 

'&(, '(', )''
Vargas, Getúlio, .(, *., ''/, ''), '-), 

'&., '+-, '+&, '.-, --,, -.*n--
Vestey, Edmund, +-, -'(
veterinarians, '(&, '+/–'+), '.,, '*'–

'*), '**, -/), -'/–-'', -'+
Vierci Hermanos, ..
violence, ), ,, *, '/, '-., ')'–')), '&+–

'&., ',.–',*, --*–-)/, -)(, )/&n+

wages, '&)–'&&, '&(, '(/
Wallace, Robert, -'/
warble 1 ies, '(., '.&, '.., '*'–'*-
wells, -'
windmills, -'

zebu cattle, ,, '-, ',(, '.*–'*), '**–---, 
--+, -)); as “Asiatic plague,” -/*–
-'/; defenders and critics, -/.–
--'; Gir, -'.–--/; Guzerá, -'.–-'*; 
Hindu Idol, '-, -/*; Indubrasil, -'*–
--/, )/*; introduction in Brazil, 
-/&–-/,; in Mato Grosso, -/,–-/+; 
nationalist sentiment and, -/.–-/*; 
Nelore (Ongole), "#$, -'., --/–--', 
--+, -)), )''; prices, -/+–-/.; reg-
istry, --/. See also cattle breeds and 
breeding
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